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PREFACE

The increased complexity of aircraft, growing social requirements for government funds and high rates of inflation
have strongly focussed attention on aircraft systems costs. Any well-engineered system includes minimum cost as a
criterion to be considered along with performance requirements. It has always been recognized that this cost means
overall cost to the user including fuel and maintenance as well as initial cost. Some products may be built to a minimum
first cost without regard to later costs incurred as a result of initial cost savings. Presumably if this is overdonethe
marketplace will shun the product and a more rational balanced design will win out. In the very special marketplace
for commercial and military aircraft, however, long product life and the small number of actual builders, usually one
for the military case, leaves the user of a poor design severely penalized for a long period of time. To help avoid major
errors of this sort attempts have been made to formalize logical processes for optimizing costs, both initially and over
the life of the product. The tormer has been called Design to Cost (DTC) and the overall cost analysis has been defined
as Life Cycle Cost (LCC). -.

A symposium to explore the state of the technology of 4YTCand)LCC was held by the AGARD Flight Mechanics
Panel in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, from May 19 to May 22, 1980. Twenty-siA"apers were presented in four ,
sessions.4

I. LCC Methodology and Its Relation to Specifications and Requirements.'

II. Impact of LCC Analysis on Total System Design.:

Ill. Cost Control of Operations and Support

IV. LCC of Subsystems and Components. r

The papers included in these proceed ing$ give a good overview of the approaches used in both industry and govern-
ment to control costs and to optimize the engineering design to produce the most efficient aircraft possible. It seems
clear that I)TC is an incorrect expression since having set down specified requirements, it may be impossible to meet
some equally tightly specified cost. The best one can hope for is the lowest cost to do the specified job. The question
of the usefulness or the correctness of the specified requirements is often not attacked but it may be more important
than all the I)TC and LCC efforts to reduce life cycle costs. Once the requirements are laid down, the controllability
of life cycle costs is greatest in the early conceptual phase, when uncertainty in cost estimation is largest. Hence,
creative advanced design is a key for cost control.

Evaluating the relative importance of minimum initial acquisition costs and minimum life cycle costs is extremely
difficult due to the reduced present value of future savings, e.g. savings in fuel or future maintenance, combined with
the uncertainty of future interest rates and iaflation. In addition, limited military budgets and a lack of multiyear
funding tend to greatly increase the emphasis on initial costs, leaving the future operating and maintenance costs as
problems for whomever is responsible at some future time.

The various papers in these proceedings deal in varying degrees with these problems but the overall theme is
determining and minimizing costs. Good engineering is the primary key. Engineering for reliability, maintainability,
low fuel consumption and good performance does not necessarily increase initial costs but in many cases trade-off
studies are required to ascertain the cost/benefit ratio of a design feature. Many of the methods used will be found in
these proceedings.

The meeting was well attended and the active discussion throughout the meeting showed the high degree of
interest in the papers. The main themes of the discussions after each paper and during the round table will be included
in the forthcoming Technical Evaluation Report (AGARI) Advisory Report AR-I 65).

P.IIAMEL
R.S.SIIFVELL
Members,
Flight Mechanics Panel

L ~iii,,
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LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS (LCCA) IN MILITARY AIRCRAFT PROCUREMENT

R.CHISHOLM
BRITISH AEROSPACE AIRCRAFT GROUP, WARTON DIVISION

PRESTON, U.K.

The paper discusses changing economic environment, and the developing requirement to put increased
emphasis on downstream activities in the early phases of a weapon system programme. A possible approach to
calculating thq magnitude and spread of cost reducing investments is considered, and applications of Life
Cycle Cost Analysis in Strategic Decision Making, the Design Process, and as a sales aid are mentioned.

1. CHANGE IN ECONOMIC CLIMATE

The LCCA approach to decision making Is developing into an increasingly important tool for policy
making and procurement decisions at high management levels as well as for detailed traoe-off studies and
design optimisation. It seems the inevitable product of a most dramatic change in the rate of industrial
and economic growth within the industrialised western world.

The Second World War focused the attention of many great nations on engineering expansion which provi-
ded levels of skills and employment that had not been required previously. The uneasy peace that followed
included a decade of re-construction, re-organisation and political re-alignment, where those who had
suffered most seemed to exhibit the greatest determination in eschewing war and developing international
trade.

Towards the end of the 40s and during the early S0s, the rationing and deprivation of the past were
quickly fading memories, near-full employment, economic stability, apparently limitless opportunities
heralded the euphoric expansion of the late 50s. During these boom years of economic growth and relative
stability of the currency, capital goods were ordered, consumer goods purchased in ever increasing volumes
and a period of unparalleled growth followed. Relatively little heed seems to have been taken of the down-
stream costs of procurement decision, and the fact that this industrial and economic growth could not be
sustained was understood only by a few academics, philosophers and researchers into the subject. (ref 1 -
'The Limits to Growth'). The subject as a whole, completely failed to catch the public imagination.

In the early 70s there certainly was a realisation that expansion could not continue indefinitely.
However, in the UK, at least there was a firm underlying belief in the principles of free trade, the un-
desirability of excessively oppressive import restrictions or the maintenance of trade monopolies. There
was, therefore, a tacit assumption that market forces would make the necessary adjustments to demand for
scarce resources when it became necessary, and that technology would provide alternatives when the price
was right.

In 1973/4, when the newly organised OPEC Cartel unexpectedly decided to implement tactical and strate-
gic marketing policies and exert positive control over their nations principle assets, the consumers were
caught completely by surprise. The fact that a three fold price increase for petroleum products did little
to stem demand although affecting a significant decline in the rate of economic growth, seems to sustain the
theory that economic growth had been maintained largely by the availability of cheap energy. Whether or
not energy is cheap at present is a matter for debate, however, it is clear that at present price levels,
there are few developed nations that are not subject to severe economic constraints due to the slackening
of growth. These constraints are currently focusing attention on the downstream costs of past procurement
decisions, and we are forced to the conclusion that had we known what we now know, design and procurement
philosophies in the 60s and early 70s would have emphasised noticeably different criteria.

In considering our current situation, we must critically review our objectives in the military aircraft
procurement field. Clearly, our individual approach to this question will be unique to the nature and
function of our particular product. It is evident that most procurement decisions for capital equipment
can be made purely on a cost effectiveness basis, laying out predicted cash flows on the projected time
scale possibly making subjective adjustments for criteria such as the user appeal etc., and then normalising
the cash flows according to agreed conventions. With military equipment procurement, this process is made
far more complex by the addition of a further dimension, namely, mission effectiveness. In order to simplify
the position, one can ignore the situation that requires a limited defensive operation, and confine the
analysis of military aircraft to peacetime and wartime.

1) Peacetime - cost effective requirement:

The objective is to maintain the best defensive capability and readiness possible with the
available financial allocations

2) Wartime - mission effective requirement:

The objective is to be.able to maintain the best sortie/kill rate possible with the available
equipment/personnel.

It is immediately apparent that unless the potential customers' requirements are wholly offensive
(when the mission effectiveness requirements would tend to predominate) a balance has to be achieved between
the peacetime operation and wartime requirement.

For example, the aircraft with marginal fatigue life for peacetime operations (where average training
sorties tend to be more arduous than predicted wartime sortie patterns), is well overweight and over engin-
eered in respect of the mission effectiveness requirementm (certainly if one takes account of likely attrition
rates in defensive operation). Clearly, the optimisation of peacetime and wartime requirements needs a
delicacy of judgement that is subject to a wide variation in policies and individual view points. It is
apparent that a soundly based LCCA produce a peacetime solution only; however, it also presents a basic
platform for making the cost/mission effective trade-offs using the sortie rate/pay load/range/kill rate
analysis.
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2. INVESTMENT IN DESIGN TO COST/LIFE CYCLE COST TECHNIQUES AND POSSIBLE RETURNS

In considering the investment required and possible returns, it is appropriate to look at a particular
example; the one described is broadly typical of the cash flow programme that might be expected of the next
generation of Combat Aircraft. The cash flows indicated in Fig. 1 are representative of the costs of 260
Medium Weight Combat Aircraft when broadly following UK cost allocations and accounting conventions. It
is of course assumed that in organisations where there are no formal DTC/LCC functions, the requirements

for maintaining a competitive position in the market place are being met even if the full benefits of a
rigorously applied cost reduction discipline is not available. Certainly, Value Engineering Departments,
Production Liaison Groups, Planning Engineers etc. have a vital role in keeping down unit costs, and these

functions are an important ingredient in the overall requirement to reduce LCC. However, it is common
experience of practitioners in these disciplines that their efforts are frequently devoted to cost reduction
exercises that would have been much more economically undertaken at an earlier stage in the programme. In

fact, one sometimes sees the situation where high cost designs, materials and processes are initiated in
the feasibility phase without adequate consideration of the cost implication, and decisions are made and
implemented which subsequently have to be followed up by expensive cost reduction exercises in attempting

to recover the situation.

The matter of when to invest in cost reduction techniques is the key to the overall solution of prob-
lems by life cycle cost analysis techniques. If one considers the overall military aircraft programme

previously described, the framework for calculating the investment requirements must include certain specific

assumptions.

2.1 The relationship between LCC already determined and time into the project

It seems sensible to assume that as a project proceeds, the configuration is fixed, materials and
production processes are defined, servicing procedures are established etc. One becomes committed to an
increasing percentage of the outstanding LCC and the remainder that is still subject to possible reduction
becomes progressively smaller. It would be extremely useful if some form of agreed model could be developed

in order to establish a consistent baseline for decision making purposes. To indicate what is required, we
need to lok for a very simple relationship analogous to the negative exponential used that is now well

understood and a useful (if over simplified) predictor of likely cost reduction with quantity produced.

Unfortunately, we have yet to find anything as simple for our purpose; nevertheless, that has not
prevented us from experimenting with some slightly more complex relationships to ascertain whether they make

any sort of sense. If one takes the starting point as being a basically Pareto type of relationship where[
80% of the LCC is committed when 20% of the project life cycle has elapsed and then develop from this a

family of alternatives (ie 70/30, 90/10 etc.) it should be possible to pick one of them and postulate that
it will adequately represent the relationship between LCC committed and yet to be committed.

1+23t 1
Relationships of the form: y = 100l l-e 1 90/10

F +8t 1
y = 100 l-e

1  
80/20

F 1+4t)1
y = 100 -e- j 70/30

give reasonable looking relationships, which are tabulated against the cumulative programme costs (Fig. 2).

Time into

Project 90/10 80/20 70/30

0 1 1 1

10 90.07 55.51 33.63

20 99.90 80.01 55.51

30 99.98 91.02 70.18

40 99.99 95.96 80.01

50 100 98.19 86.60

60 100 99.19 91.02

70 100 99.63 93.98

80 100 99.84 95.96

90 100 99.93 97.29

100 100 100 100
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2.2 Assumptions on expected benefits

If one had the resources available to investigate a completed representative project, and analyse the

cost savings that would have been available, had logical and timely decisions been made at every point in
the programme, it would be possible to make an assessment of the potential for cost reduction available in
a future project. One could then make an assessment of the benefits that might be achievable by adjustments

to the spend pattern on some future project. I trust someone will be able to do this sometime in the future.

However, in the absence of any firm information on the matter, I will make the assumption that

additional investment in the following phases, definition, development, production investment and initial
support is capable of effecting a 2% reduction in the outstanding undetermined life cycle cost. Please do
not ask for this figure to be substantiated, it is merely an assumption; however, I believe it may be a
very conservative assessment of the achievable savings, and therefore adequately takes into account the
levels of uncertainty inherent in life cycle cost investigations.

Clearly, this is a rather broad assumption as the benefits that would accrue by investment in a

particular phase could not be expected to occur proportionally within subsequent phases.

For instance, increased spend in the production investment phase aimed at reducing total life cycle
cost is likely to have a greater effect on production than later phases.

2.3 Required real rate of return

A suitable rate of return must be chosen that adequately reflects the cost of capital and the
opportunity costs of alterative investments, and for the purpose of this illustration 10% will be used.

It should be noted that where constant economic conditions are assumed, the effects of inflation can be
ignored.

Having made these assumptions, the amount that should be invested in LCC reduction and the timing of
those investments can be calculated. The annual investment that will give a required real rate of return if

the projected LCC reductions are achieved would be evaluated most accurately using a suitable computer

programme to calculate the cash flows on an annual or possibly monthly basis, and in this respect would be
even more useful if it included facilities to model the commitment curve, the benefits hoped for and the
required rate of return. If this exercise is extended to comparing the effects of investment in projects
that occupy differing time frames, then it will be necessary to reduce the cash flows to their net present

vLlues using the real rate of returns required (exclusive of an inflation allowance if constant economic
conditions are used) as a discounting factor.

3. ASSESSMENT OF REQUIRED SPREAD OF INVESTMENT BY PHASE

Let us now summarise the assumptions made so far:

1) The time commitment curve follows the relationship previously described and for the purpose of the

example that follows, the 80/20 assumption will be used.

2) Additional expenditure In each phase is capable of reducing the un-committed LCC by 2%.

3) A real rate of return of 10% is required.

In order to simplify the example for the purpose of illustrating the point, these further assumptions
are also made.

4) Outstanding cash flows are treated as if they occur in the year in which they achieve 50% of their

total. This allows a simple calculation of investment required to achieve the targeted rate of return.

5) The additional expenditure in each phase is assumed to be effective In the year in which the phase
expenditure reaches 50%.

By using these assumptions the investment required can be calculated. See Fig 3. The table indicates
that on the basis of the assumptions made, it is worth investing an additional £20M in a project definition

phase, £9.9M in development and £4.lM in production investment.

These figures are really quite startling even bearing in mind the broad assumptions made and relative
crudity of the calculations. The conclusion that one is led to is that if LCC analysis is to be of any
real use in terms of making a significant improvement in the product and hence profitability for the manu-

facturers, the main incremental investments must be made early in the life cycle.

3.1 Effect of LCC Analysis on Acquisition Cost

It would be possible to use the assumptions stated previously, and calculate the effect of incremen-
tal investment in LCC on the acquisition cost alone by certain levels of investment, in particular phases. F

In theory it seems reasonable to assume that while there would be a considerable penalty in the acquisition
phases of a programme that took no account whatsoever of downstream costs, it is self evident that this is

a totally unrealistic situation in that even in the heyday of design to acquisition costs, 0-,wnstream costs
were never totally ignored. It was simply that they received much less emphasis than is current practice.

The conclusion that one comes to is that if there is a penalty (and this depends on whether the
value of real rate of return required favours acquisition or operating phases) it will he an Insignificant
increment on the total acquisition costs.

"j
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4. SIGNIFICANT APPLICATIONS OF LCC ANALYSIS IN PERSPECTIVE

Before describing some of the main applications of LCC analysis it is worthwhile commenting that the
current interest in LCCA donates a basic change in emphasis rather than a fundamental change in direction
in the field of weapon system, design, manufacture and procurement. The key to the application of LCCA
techniques is in the ability to produce timely and soundly based analysis. It goes without saying that
the level of expertise and professionalism required from the analysts is of a very high order. The subse-
quent paper (ref 2) covers the subject of analysis and application in some detail and indicates the depths
to which analysts must delve into past data, and the sophistication of modelling tools required to enable
the techniques to be affectively applied.

4.1 Strategic Decision Making

In order that a Government or a Contractor can make an appropriate series of decisions leading to
the requirement for a weapon system programme to meet a definite threat, an analysis of the total LCC of
competing systems is an essential part of the process that leads to the optimised decision. This blunt
statement now needs to be qualified in terms of how rigorously it can be followed in a real life decision
making situation. If one used the UK procurement machinery as an example it would probably be fair to say
that total LCC has always been used as a decision making criterion, however, with a degree of informality
that would no longer be appropriate in the changing economic circumstances we find ourselves in. The use
of LCC analysis in strategic decision making should be seen as a developing art with considerable scienti-
fic backing rather than rigorously applied numeric procedure. In practice a decision maker must be supplied
with a framework of cost and technical data on which they will use their judgement in providing an optimised
solution. This situation is inevitable since there are certain variables in cost analysis that can be
pursued with little hope of meaningful results.

It has always been difficult for individuals with a strongly technical background to accept the lack
of precision inherent in certain types of cost estimate. Unfortunately this is sometimes attributed to
shortcomings in the Estimators themselves or in the Management information systems that provide the base
for cost predictions. There are of course many situations where levels of uncertainty in technical perfor-
mance, industrial productivity, economic trends etc. are such that they cannot be ignored. So questions as
to whether one embarks on a detailed cost analysis or satisfies the requirements by an overall cost assess-
ment qualified by a mature judgement of the underlying uncertainties have to be decided at the outset.
These difficulties are a reflection of the fundamental nature of strategic decision making, and in no way
detract from the value of detailed LCC analysis as an analytical tool. It merely emphasises the importance
of getting into perspective those decision making procedures that can be based on a detailed analysis, and
those which cannot.

For instance, in analysing alternative solutions to meet a specific threat a particular option may
have a 5% advantage in predicted kill rate. However, if the weapon system is not due into service for 8
years and there is considerable uncertainty as to the nature of the threat that will actually materialise,
there may be little point in assigning a notional value to this 5% advantage. Alternatively, in the feasi-
bility stage of specific projects there is certainly considerable scope for undertaking all manners of cost
trade-off studies, particularly when absolute costs are of much less importance to the decision making
process than relative costs.

For instance, trade-offs concerning reliability, maintainability, availability, quality, vulnerability,
interchangeability, etc. are all amenable to intelligent coat analysis. Obviously, these techniques are
relevant at later stages in a project although as has been indicated previously a pay back is likely to be
less. However, there are certainly effective applications in the operating phase in areas such as crew
training, technical facilities and logistic support.

The opportunities for using LCC analysis as a decision making tool appear to be numerous; the key to
the successful use of the techniques is in obtaining the optimum mix of numerical analysis and mature judge-
ment.

4.2 Design Parameter

As indicated previously there can be few airframe manufacturers who do not use predicted acquisition
and LCC as part of their design procedure. In fact, if there were any, it would be surprising if they
managed to survive for any length of time. Where one sees variations in approach this relates mainly to
the degree of formality and detail used in setting targets and the procedures followed to achieve those
targets.

When one looks for the ideal system, it is necessary to pose the question "Is a formal system requir-
ed or a mature awareness of the cost drivers?" The answer would depend firstly on the attitude of the
national procurement agencies who may wish the Contractor to demonstrate a formal system or say be satisfied
that the standard of training provided for Engineers and Designers, the level of cost feedback available
within the Company's Management information system and the information on operating costs being fed back
from customers, allow optimlsed designs to be manufactured without the expense and bureaucracy of a formal-
ised system.

Secondly, from the Contractors point of view, it is suggested that the all embracing I)TC/LCC system
would only be cost effective where there were demonstrable and serious shortcomings in the organising
ability to make the necessary cost/technical trade-off at each level of breakdown. This would be particu-
larly relevant to an organisation that has grown extremely rapidly or recently moved into a new type of
business when rigid disciplines (with all the cost and programme disadvantages that that implies) are
necessary to compensate for the inexperience of the majority of the workforce. No one would seriously
argue the importance of using cost as a design parameter; the difficult part is In establishing the degree
of formality that must be superimposed on existing systems, and this must also be related to the levels of
training, experience and skill of those who commit the organisation to manufacturing costs and the customer
to operating costs by the nature of their design.
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Whatever the present position of the Contractor or his suppliers, it is clear that there is a

current trend towards more formalised systems that not only assist in controlling acquisition cost (DTC)
but significantly increase emphasis on downstream costs as well (DTLCC). Some Contractors have recently

been working on contracts with built in incentives for achieving reliability and maintainability targets
and there is even the possibility of customers requiring reliability and maintainability guarantees. There
must be an element of gimmickry in this because of the sheer difficulty in defining tc the mutual satisfac-
tion of all parties whether a target has been achieved or not (e.g. is maintainability to be demonstrated
by the superbly trained Contractors team, are equipment failures due to a fault for which the Contractor
has liability or due to unusual operational modes).

In moving towards a more rigorous design to LCC system, it is clearly extremely important that

Designers and Engineers be supplied with adequate cost/technical information, but without overloading them
with detailed information and data of little relevance to their task. As far as the Contractor's staff

are concerned, adequate information is usually available to them until the aircraft leaves the factory;
after that, he is at the mercy of the customer in terms of useful operational information that is fed back.
It is therefore essential that the manufacturers staff develop the personal contacts and understanding of
the customers organisation that will ensure a supply of comprehensible cost information to be fed back and

assist in the design process, for the next generation of aircraft.

4.3 The Sales/Procurement Aid

In the pressing economic environment where many of our potential customers are in a zero growth

situation, the emphasis is still on unit acquisition cost. However, there are few who do not take operating
and support costs very seriously. In fact it is unlikely that a winning proposal will emerge that lacks a
detailed, well presented and adequately substantiated submission on downstream costs. There are several

ways the weapon system supplier may have to approach the requirement and the choice is usually dictated by
the customers individual operating procedures. For instance, standard modelling routines can be used, in

fact the RCA PRICE suite of models could be a mandatory requirement for certain proposals in the North
American Market, in which case the customer would require the input data in order to check the suppliers
submission. One's attitude to this approach depends on the understanding of and confidence in any modelling
routines to be used. However, in practice everything depends on presenting suitable input data to the

model and being able to substantiate the validity of those data.

An alternative approach to sales proposals is to build up a submission analytically, using customer
information and manning levels, maintenance procedures, in-country labour rates etc. and possibly assist

the potential user in preparing a case for his Government's Treasury Officials. What is clearly evident
at the present time is that a weapon system sales proposal is incomplete if not backed up with information

on likely operating and support costs, the nature of this being dictated by the detailed customer require-
ments. The supplier must therefore be prepared to take a very flexible approach to the preparation and
presentation of these costs and must not become the slave of a sopisticated cost modelling procedure that
is unable to meet the full range of likely customers requirements.

5. QUALITY OF ANALYSES AND HUMAN RESOURCES REQUIRED

The application of LCC analysis in Military Aircraft procurement where there is a requirement to
optimise the balance of spend in each phase of a weapon systems life is a difficult and challenging subject.

This paper has had to deal very superficially with the subject as a whole, looking at the time in the
products life cycle where additional resources should be invested, and the relevance of LCC analysis up to

the point where the product is sold. What the layman frequently seems to expect out of these analyses are

clear unambiguous statements of predicted cost on which a positive and fully substantiated decision can be
made. Life is never that easy and the analysis will never be that good.

However, later papers in this Seminar will indicate in much more detail what is being done in the
Warton Division of British Aerospace and will indicate the quality of cost prediction being made. Inevitably

there are always problems with the quantity and quality of input data (in particular that being fed back
from the customer), it must not be forgotten that data (and in particular high quality data) can be very

expensive to obtain, and while there may be few organisations that do not have the need to continually adopt
and develop their management information systems to meet the changing requirements, a great deal of money

could be wasted in improving the quality of data where no overall cost benefit would accrue.

Probably the most important factor in the successful application of LCC analysis is in the ability of
the analysts themselves, by using staff of a very high level of practical experience and analytical ability

where they are required to use their specialised numerate skills and their broad knowledge of the business

as a whole. If staff are available, one can confidently anticipate analysis and cost summaries of consid-
erably better quality than the input data supplied. It follows that while modelling routines are extremely
useful and assist the analysts in many parts of their task, one must have grave reservations about sophis-
ticated unintelligent computerised systems which rely too much on the quality of input data and too little

on the ingenuity and skills of the analyst; the use of the intelligent analyst is therefore the key to our
overall approach at British Aerospace at Warton where we are making increasingly extensive use of LCC

analysis as an additional tool to assist the decision maker to improve the design and to give our potential

customers advice in our sales proposal.

REFERENCES

1. The Limits to Growth 1974 - Meadows Pan

2. Evolution of Techniques for LCC Analysis May 1980 - J. M. Jones Agard

NOTE

The views expressed in the paper are those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of

British Aerospace.
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O&S COST VISIBILITY IN EARLY DESIGN
R. E. HOUTS

Naval Air Systems Command (AIR-4105A)

1JWashington 
D.C.20361,USA

Much has been happening in the last 5 years to improve the capability of the Naval Air Systems

Command (NAVAIR) to estimate Operating and Support (O&S) cost. To a large degree, this improvement is

due to the appearance in Fiscal Year (FY) 1975 of the first VAMOSC management information system

reports. The VAMOSC (Visibility and Management of Operating and Support Cost) MIS (Management

Information System) has provided significant visibility into cost differences between aircraft and thus

cost differences that are due to a large extent to design, operational, and support characteristics.

Early emphasis by the cost estimating community on the use of system level parametric techniques for

estimating the O&S costs of new fleet aircraft failed to explain O&S differences in terms of design.

The newer data bases have allowed a shift to other methodologies which provide more explicit design

related visibility into estimates of O&S costs. This paper focuses on maintenance support costs and

related cost data and techniques currently employed by NAVAIR. The paper presents the O&S cost

definitions (including the NAVAIR O&S Cost Breakdown Structure (CBS)), data bases, and cost estimating

techniques that now allow the analyst to employ engineering oriented cost analysis techniques in early

design.

DEFINITIONAL PROBLEMS

Three definitions are pertinent to today's presentation - Life Cycle Cost, which is the total cost

to the government of acquisition and ownership of a system over its entire life as defined in DOD

Instruction 5000.28; Operating & Support Cost, the cost resulting from operation and maintenance of a

system over its operating life; and Maintenance Support Cost, the portion of O&S cost specifically

attributable to the maintenance of a system or its equipment. Maintenance support cost includes

scheduled and unscheduled labor and material, but it should be noted that the cost of initial support

investment is not included. These major categories reflect aggregates of multiple lower level elements

of cost.

One of the major problems confronting the cost analyst relates to the definition of these lower

level elements. The same cost elements may be defined differently by various Navy data bases. Too

often, inappropriate data or methodology are employed simply because the definitions of these data or

methodology (in terms of their specific properties) are not sufficiently understood. In other words,

the data do not possess the properties needed for their legitimate application to the problem at hand.

For example, system level cost data cannot be easily disaggregated to examine the cost implications of

design changes at the equipment level.

In order for a data base to be definitionally appropriate to an application it must:

1. be representative of a homogeneous group of systems/subsystems/equipments similar to the one of

interest

2. be for systems/subsystems/equipments having similar operating tempo and environment

3. be for systems/subsystems/equipments having similar maintenance and operational philosophy and

policies

4. contain actual expenditure data or a very close approximation of same.

The type of problem typically encountered by NAVAIR in its Design-To-Cost (DTC) activity involves
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tradeoffs at the equipment level and the ability to relate equipment level differences to system level
Life Cycle Cost (LCC). The definitional problems introduced by such a requirement are illustrated in

Figure 1. The left side of Figure 1 illustrates a typical weapon system level O&S Cost Breakdown

Structure (CBS). The structure is consistent with the DOD Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG), US

Air Force, US Army, and US Navy Cost Breakdown Structures (CBSs). The right side illustrates the

maintenance support cost breakdown structure that is used in the early design. Though directly

linkable, there are maintenance policies and operating concept aspects that must be considered to

develop a direct quantitative relationship between the two structures. One such aspect is the

"wrench-turning" context of the maintenance support Cost Breakdown Structure (CBS) versus the total

manning cost employed in the O&S CBS. For example, if the maintenance man-hour requirements for a

system can be reduced through design by the equivalent of one man year per year, it is quite possible

that system level manning cost may not be reduced at all. This is especially likely if the savings are

spread over a number of subsystems/equipments and affect a number of different skill types in the

squadron.

COST BREAKDOWN STRUCTURES

WEAPON SYSTEM LEVEL O&S MAINTENANCE SUPPORT
COST BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE COST BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE

PERSONNEL
OFFICER ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL
ENLISTED LABOR

CONSUMABLES

OPERATING CONSUMABLES INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
POL LABOR
OTHER CONSUMABLES

__ ..._.. ATTRITIO N S

REPLENISHMENT SPARES 
A DEP O

DEPOT
DEPOT SURVEYS (ATTRITIONS)*

COMPONENT REWORK COMPONENT REWORK
ENGINE REWORK ENGINE REWORK
AIRFRAME REWORK AIRFRAME REWORK

INDIRECT

*REPLENISHMENT SPARES = ATTRITIONS & SURVEYS

Figure I

NAVY DATA SOURCES

The most critical aspect of a LCC analysis is the data base that is used to estimate costs for each

cost element of the cost breakdown structure. In fact, the data collection system and resultant data

base have a tendency to drive the cost breakdown structure. This paper considers two readily available

and therefore widely used USN data bases. The older, more established data base is the Navy Resources

Model (NARM) and its Navy Program Factors Manual which is sponsored by the Chief of Naval Operations

___________ _________



(OP-901). The newer data base is the Visibility and Management of Support Costs (VAMDSC) System which

is sponsored by the Naval Air Systems Command (PMA-270). Both reports provide O&S cost by aircraft

Type/Model/Series (T/M/S). However, the VAMOSC report also provides maintenance cost visibility to the

5th digit Work Unit Code (WUC) or "black box" level. By having visibility into the categories of

Maintenance Support Cost for existing equipments, an analyst now has the capability to perform

creditable trade-offs using design relevant factors.

The NARM data has not been appropriate for detailed design trade-offs for two important reasons.

The first reason is the lack of detail available with respect to hardware breakout. The costs are

reported at the Type/Model/Series level (e.g., EA-6B, KA-6D, F-14A, etc.). The only exception to this

is the depot cost which is broken down by airframe, engine and component reworks. The hardware level of

detail is sufficient only for the system level of tradeoff (e.g., F-14 vs VFX). The second reason is

that the NARM costs are budget oriented and are based on model generated estimates vice actual data.

This is of significant concern in design trade-offs because the degree to which it masks the causal

relations between design and cost.

VAMOSC was developed in response to a DOD Management By Objective 3-12 requirement to develop a

cost-effective O&S cost management information system. The VAMOSC reports contain data closest in

character to actual expenditures, displayed by T/M/S and WUCs, and as a result provide cost estimates in

the context required by the program managers concerned with the design decisions. The VAMOSC system

produces two reports: the Total Support System (TSS), containing costs at the system level by T/M/S and

the Maintenance Subsystem (MS) which contains costs down to the 5 digit WUC level. The TSS is more

comprehensive in the inclusion of O&S costs while the MS provides detailed maintenance cost. The VAMOSC

TSS report has particular emphasis in the acquisition review process which requires total O&S cost of

alternative systems. Managers in the acquisition and design process are visualized as the major users

for the detailed information provided by the VAMOSC MS for trade study analysis of alternative

equipments. Figure 2 shows a typical VAMOSC MS Report summarized to the 2nd digit WUC level.

The first generation VAMOSC reports were predicated on a requirement that they be based on existing

data. These reports are available for four full years plus the transition fiscal year for Navy

aircraft.

While the VAMOSC MS provides the designer with a valuable new tool by allowing cost traceability to

the subsystem level of a particular Type/Model/Series, it is not a panacea. The Organization &

Intermediate (Ol) level maintenance data is based upon the Navy's 3M (Maintenance & Material

Management) Reporting System. As a result, the costs are based on 3M Maintenance Action Forms (MAFs),

Support Action Forms (SAFs) and Technical Directive Compliance (TOC) forms as reported by Fleet

personnel. The VAMOSC MS data is limited by the use of average labor rates which mask the skill levels

required for a maintenance action. The data are also based on a sample of reporting squadrons. Though

the VAMOSC MS offers an excellent capability to deal with design-related issues, it must be remembered

that this report can't be linked directly to total O&S cost. For the same reason, there is a tendency

to discredit the manpower cost calculations based on the VAMOSC MS since minor changes in personnel

demand generally don't equate to manpower level changes. However, these limitations are not as bad as

they might seem, since back-up reports are available which provide detailed information on the

reliability and maintainability characteristics that are used to calculate the costs.
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COST ESTIMATING APPROACHES

The four general cost estimating approaches are shown in Figure 3. The most common is the

statistical parametric technique which develops trends from existing data bases to predict nominal

costs. The next technique employs analogies. This approach is useful when data obtained from field

experience is adjusted (scaled) for differences in design or operational environment. Engineering

buildup techniques provide the most detailed methodology and are based on engineering-oriented data such

as demand and consumption relationships, repair time functions, etc. Using any of the above techniques,

a "bench-mark" system experience basis is utilized to estimate the comparable cost of a proposed system.

COST ESTIMATING APPROACHES

ENGINEERING
BUILDUP
y =z

FOR ALL ELEMENTS

SCALINGy = Xxx R P S D
BENCHMARK (A X PROPOSED
SYSTEM i SYSTEM

COSTS ANALOGY COST
DATA BASE y = Xx ESTIMATE

(A,_ = 1.0)

STATISTICAL
PARAMETRICS

y = ! fix)
FOR ALL ELEMENTS

Figure 3

Figure 3 also indicates the hierarchy that exists between these costing techniques, established in

terms of their usefulness in design tradeoff studies. Statistical parametrics rank at the lower end of

the spectrum, with engineering buildup providing the highest level of design visibility. The advantages

and disadvantages of each technique are discussed below:

Statistical Parametrics: While useful for setting nominal values for independent costing, it is

generally ineffective for use in design trade-off studies. Another problem with this approach is its

potential for misuse because it appears to be so flexible. It is easy to unknowingly extrapolate

outside of the similar functional hardware data base that was used to generate the statistics.
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Scaling: Scaling for system differences is the most practical approach in design trade-offs when

linkee *;th analogy. To be effectively used however, technology must be basically stable and some

insight into significant design differences is required.

Analog,: Analogy is essentially scaling where the scaling factor can be established as unity. It

offers a high level of credibility because it represents actual field experience from an equivalent

system. However, as a result, it has limited direct application since few items are used as is.

Engineering Buildup: While engineering buildup offers the highest level of design visibility, it is

not usually practical in the early design because so much design detail is required and not generally

available. In addition, there is a high risk of not considering all of the impacts.

As a result of the strengths and weaknesses of each approach, scaling has been selected as the

primary costing technique to illustrate the capabilities provided by the recent data base innovations.

The primary reason for this selection is that scaling factors, when applied to analogous equipment, can

provide the highest costing credibility during early design because it provides a causal basis between

design drivers of cost and the cost estimate. The credibility comes particularly from the designer

recognizing that specific actions which he controls also logically affect the cost. A significant point

that can be made here is that the scaling techiques have another benefit; that is, they can be applied

at any level of hardware indenture, if data exists, and that they generally act like a catalyst. They

modify the inputs but do not themselves mask the relationship between input and output. In addition,

not as much data is required for the existing systems as is required when using statistical techniques.

In all cases, experience has shown that even though techniques make sense, subtle data or

methodology problems can result in significant errors or output inconsistencies, particularly when the

total is the summation of a large number of elements of cost. Use of these scaling techniques, as in

any costing approach, requires that the analyst consider the results and ask whether the results make

sense. However the estimate is made, it is always good practice to perform an independent check on the

estimate and its elements.

CASE EXAMPLE

There is no implication that this example is the only way to estimate or develop the scaling

factors. In fact, some efforts by NAVAIR are indicating that nonlinear techniques to develop scaling

factors would provide a significantly improved estimate. The guidance for selecting the technique to

develop the scaling factors and estimates for any specific case must, of course, come by detailed

analysis and understanding of the data bases and the design differences.

In this example, all estimated costs are based on VA1OSC MS data. First, a baseline subsystem that

Is analogous to the new subsystem must be selected. Extraction of maintenance labor and consumables

from the VAMOSC MS provides the data that are then scaled by a labor (usually man-hour) scalar and a

materials scalar. The labor scalar developed will usually be reflective of the parameters that drive

manpower, such as demand or repair time, while material scalars will reflect parameters that are driven

by demand and cost oriented factors. All of these factors are available to varying levels as

predictions in the early design phase of a program.

Figure 4 presents sample FY-78 costs from the VAMOSC MS report. The costs are on a cost per flight

hour ($/FH) basis for the S-3A, A-6E, F-4J, EC-130Q, and A-7E Radar Sets. These data provide a good

degree of visibility into maintenance cost drivers and, at the lower WUC level provided by VAMOSC MS,
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allow the cost analyst to identify cost drivers for existing systems. As a result, he may focus his

attention on those cost drivers for the new system as it Is being designed.

COST PER FLIGHT HOUR, RADAR SETS; FY-80$

----------- T/M/S; FY-80$/FH----------------------------------------
New Radar

Cost Element S-3A A-6E F-4J EC-130Q A-7E System

'0' Level

Labor $ 2.66 $ .58 $12.07 $1.66 $ 5.63 $ 4.77
Consumables .35 .27 .78 .37 1.11 .94

'I' Level

Labor 3.61 1.72 7.24 2.21 5.74 7.31
Consumables 5.29 2.09 4.92 2.41 2.16 2.69
Attritions .48 1.88 .21 .00 1.36 2.08

Depot Level

Comp Rwk 13.52 2.62 22.72 1.20 6.17 7.01 A
Surveys .00 .00 .57 .00 .53 .81 r :
Total $25.91 $9.16 $48.51 $7.85 $22.70 $25.60

Radar Sets: S-3A AN/APS - 116 I-
A-6E AN/APQ - 92
F-4J AN/APG - 59
EC-130Q AN/APN - 59
A-7E AN/APO - 126

Figure 4

Figure 5 provides the 5 digit work unit code (WUC) breakdown used for this example with the

component nomenclature. Note that four components (high cost drivers) are broken out explicitly and all

other components are aggregated into one value (73A1X). The technique employed for this example

separates, on a maintenance action per flight hour (MA/FH) basis, those actions which are design related

versus those which are environmentally related. Thus, only a proportion of the baseline value is scaled

by the change in maintenance action rate, while the remainder of the cost is carried through. This

technique, demonstrated in Figure 5, also provides for more system specific field-type data derating by

identifying the environmentally related maintenance actions for that type equipment. Figure 6 contains

the direct maintenance manhours per flight hour (D "H/FH) labor scalar derivation.

Figure 7 shows the development of scalars which are applied to the baseline costs to arrive at

estimated costs for the hypothetical subsystem. The unit cost estimates for the new subsystem are based

on contractor data. These estimates will show cost differences in the 5 digit aggregation of

components. As indicated earlier, the values and parameters used to develop the scalars are intended to

be indicative only of the approach. In order to be credibly applied, the scaling technique must be

supported by effective technical evaluation of the design which determines the significant cost

drivers. Particularly in early design, where the parameters levels are questionable, sensitivity
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analyses should be performed to determine a credible range of variation in the scalar values and

therefore to establish a range of variation in the estimated costs. This, in fact, might provide a

useful technique to expose cost risk variations.

DEVELOPMENT OF EXPECTED NAVY ENVIRONMENT MAINTAINABILITY AND RELIABILITY
FACTORS FOR NEW RADAR SYSTEM

Baseline Avionics Environment Contractor Navy Expected
Radar System Reliability Induced Estimate New New Radar System

WUC* MA/FH Scalar** MA/FH Radar System MA/FH MA/FH

(1) x (2) (3) + (4)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

73A11 .0186 .37 .0069 .0080 .0149

73A12 .0106 .37 .0039 .0066 .0105

73A13 .0138 .37 .0051 .0070 .0121

73A15 .0236 .37 .0087 .0110 .0197

73A1X .0157 .37 .0058 .0091 .0149 j
MFHBUMA 12.15 - - - 13.87

Contractor
Baseline Avionics Environment Estimate New Navy Expected
Radar System Reliability Induced Radar System New Radar Syste"

WUC Failures/FH Scalar* Failure/FH Failure/FH Failure/FH

(1) x (2) (3) + (4)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

73A11 .0103 .37 .0038 .0055 .0093

73A12 .0056 .37 .0021 .0032 .0053

73A13 .0078 .37 .0029 .0050 .0079

73A15 .0115 .37 .0043 .0042 .0085

73A1X .0086 .37 .0032 .0047 .0079
MHFBF 22.83 - - - 25.71

NOTES:* 73A1 AN/APQ Radar Set
73A11 Receiver Antenna
73A12 Radar Transmitter
73A13 Program Power Supply
73A15 Command Computer/Multiple Indicator
73AIX All Other Components

**The 37% scalar is a percentage of non-design-controllable maintenance actions as determined from the
"Aircraft Maintenance Experience Design Handbook", Vought Corp., Dallas, Texas, September 1978.

Figure 5

" " . . . . .. . I -- Il ll l - - i I I I I I " I ... I " - II II -- ... . I . .... . .. .... .. . ... . .. .. .... . .. .. .



DEVELOPMENT OF RADAR ORGANIZATIONAL & INTERMEDIATE LABOR SCALARS

Historical Estimate of
Navy New Navy Labor

Maintenance Level DMMH/FH DMMH/FH Scalar

(1) (2) (2)/(1)
(3)

0 Level DWMH/FH .40 .34 .847

I Level DMMH/FH .36 .46 1.274

Total .76 .80

Figure 6

DEVELOPMENT OF RADAR UNIT COST SCALARS

Historical Estimate of
Navy New Navy Unit Cost

WUC Radar Cost* Radar Cost* Scalar

(1) (2) (2)1(1)
(3)

73AIl $45 K $75 K 1.67

73A12 $20 K $35 K 1.75

73A13 $30 K $60 K 2.00

73A15 $40 K $35 K .87

73A1X $15 K $45 K 3.00

*All costs are in Fiscal Year 80 $.

Figure 7

For the purposes of this example, the baseline and hypothetical equipment were divided into major

component groupings. The VAMOSC MS cost data were then normalized on a cost per maintenance action or

per failure basis for the baseline equipments component groupings. The results of applying this

approach to the specific example are shown in the following figures. Historical data for the baseline

equipment is presented at the Organizational, the Intermediate, and the Depot level. In this case, the

Organizational and Intermediate level labor costs are considered a function of DMMH/FH (Figure 8).

Organizational level consumables (Figure 9) are a function of maintenance actions while Intermediate

level consumables (Figure 9), component rework material (Figure 10), and replenishment spares (Figure

11) are a function of failures and unit cost. Depot labor for component rework is scaled by the failure

rate and anticipated man-hour requirements for a depot repair, and includes indirect labor. The

material portion is scaled by the failure rate and unit cost. The resultant cost estimate for the

hypothetical equipment can now be determined and evaluated in comparison with those listed in Figure 4.
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DEVELOPMENT OF NORMALIZED O&S COST
ESTIMATE FOR NEW RADAR SYSTEM -- FY-80 $

----------- O&I Level Labor Cost -----------

Baseline Radar Systems Labor Scalar New Radar
$/FH $/FH

0 Level Labor 5.63 .847 4.77

I Level Labor 5.74 1.274 7.31

Figure 8

DEVELOPMENT OF NORMALIZED O&S COST
ESTIMATE FOR NEW RADAR SYSTEM -- FY-80 $

-0 Level Consumables ----------------------------- I Level Consumables ------------
Baseline New Radar New Radar Baseline New Radar Unit New Radar

System System System Cost System
WUC S/MA MA/FH S/FH S/Failure Failures/FH Scalar $/FH

(1)x(2) (4)x(5)x(6)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

73A11 $20.55 .0149 S.31 $53.77 .0093 1.67 S .84

73A12 S 4.10 .0105 S.04 $27.70 .0053 1.75 S .26

73A13 $ 1.58 .0121 $.02 $26.74 .0079 2.00 $ .42

73AI5 $18.59 .0197 S.37 $92.99 .0085 .87 $ .69

73AIX $13.47 .0149 $.20 $20.11 .0079 3.00 $ .48

"0" Level Consumables - $.94/FH "I" Level Consumables - $2.69/FH

Figure 9
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DEVELOPMENT OF NORMALIZED O&S COST
ESTIMATE FOR NEW RADAR SYSTEM -- FY-80 S

-----------.------------- COMPONENT REWORK------------------------------------------

Baseline Unit Baseline Scaled Baseline Baseline New Radar New Radar
Material Cost Cost Material Cost Labor Cost Total Cost System System
S/Failure Scalar S/Failure S/Failure S/Failure Failures/FH $/FH

(1)x(2) (3)+(4) (5)x(6)
, (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

73,11 $110.91 1.67 $185.22 $119.89 $305.11 .0093 $2.84

73A12 $117.52 1.75 $205.66 $ 85.76 $291.42 .0053 $1.54

73A13 $ 8.14 2.00 S 16.28 $ 29.52 $ 45.80 .0079 $ .36

73A15 $ 82.96 .87 $ 72.18 $ 60.13 $132.31 .0085 $1.13

73AIX $ 30.68 3.00 $ 92.04 $ 51.99 $144.03 .0079 $1.14

Component Rework $7.01/FH

Figure 10

DEVELOPMENT OF NORMAL IZED O&S COST
ESTIMATE FOR NEW RADAR SYSTEM -- FY-80 $

------------------- REPLENISHMENT SPARES-----------------

New Radar Unit New Radar
Baseline System Cost System

WUC S/Failure Failures/FH Scalar $/FH
(1)x(2)x(3)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

73AI $ 53.22 .0093 1.67 $ .83

73A12 $ 26.18 .0053 1.75 $ .24

73A13 $ 63.02 .0079 2.00 $ .99

73A15 $ 42.95 .0085 .87 $ .32

73A1X $ 21.73 .0079 3.00 $ .51

Replenishment Spares $2.89/FH

Figure 11
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CONCLUSIONS

With the increased use of VAMOSC data, more accurate cost predictions are now possible. Those data

can be used for design tradeoffs, integrated logistic support planning and program reviews, to mention a

few. There are some problems with the data bases. Some inconsistencies and data anomalies are only

partially identified. From the depot level it is difficult to trace an equipment to a particular

Type/Model/Series. The significant point to be discerned is that the differences do not disqualify the

use of any of these data bases. Rather, the cost analyst must understand the characteristics,

definitions, and data sources and their meanings. Knowing these, the analyst is armed with a

significantly improved basis for being responsive to a wide range of estimating requirements. Despite

some unresolved problems, we are still ahead of where we were even five years ago. At that point in

time, we couldn't hope to address these design problems using field data. We had data then, but

couldn't determine what it contained. Because of the new highly visible data, we are now able to deal

more effectively with design issues as they arise. The key is to perceive the needs of the acquisition

review process and the design process. The important requirement in early design is to know the impact

of a design alternative to allow management to make more realistic decisions. We must capture the cost

reduction opportunities before the design freezes.

NAVAIR work is not done by a longshot. The current NAVAIR focus is on greater data base research,

improvement in cost estimating techniques, and better applications of this new data base. In

conclusion, the use of VAMOSC data hopefully will lead to a better quality of cost tracking and cost

estimation at all levels of repair and for all types of equipment.
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ABSTRACT

Design-to-Cost procedures have been included in all major U.S. Army aviation procurements since 1972.
Experience has been gained during design, development, procurement and initial fielding of several major
systems. The ownership cost of this equipment is considered during development, production and operational
phases, and techniques for cost control are discussed. Lessons learned as a result of joint Government-
Industry Design-To-Unit-Production-Cost programs are presented. Techniques which have been effective in
cost management on utility and attack helicopters and turbine engine programs are listed. Producibility
engineering planning, initial production tooling, and facilitization to reduce production costs are dis-
cussed. The role of warranties in controlling operating and support costs is illustrated. It is concluded
that Design-To-Unit-Production-Cost techniques have been effective in achieving lower production costs, but
that additional work is necessary to better control operating and support costs and thereby achieve optimal
life cycle costs.

INTRODUCTION

Design-to-Cost

The U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) introduced the Design-to-Cost (DTC) concept in
1971 when it concluded that, in view of budget limitations and rising cost of weapons, it
might be more realistic to design weapons with greater consideration to what it could reason-
ably afford to pay for them. This gave rise to the term "Design-to-Cost" (or Design-to-
Price). The following paragraph states DOD's policy on this concept:

Cost parameters shall be established which consider the cost of acquisition and ownership; discrete
cost elements (e.g., unit production cost, operating and support cost) shall be translated into
"design to" requirements. System development shall be continuously evaluated against these
requirements with the same rigor as that applied to technical system capability, cost and schedule.
Traceability of estimates and costing factors, including those for economic escalation, shall be
maintained.

The Design-to-Cost concept has been applied to a number of U.S. Army aircraft programs
for several years. Ideally, each of these programs had reasonably firm DTC goals before
contracting, large projected production runs, early consideration of life-cycle cost, mod-
erate anticipated technological rdsks, and some contractor competition. These conditions
made the programs good candidates for successful application of the Design-to-Cost concept.

This concept begins with a determination of how much the U.S. Army can pay to acquire
and operate a new piece of equipment. In light of these constraints, desired bands of per-
formance and features are established that will be acceptable to the "user." Within these
parameters the design engineers then arrive at the optimum solution based on iterated trade-
off studies. The principal purpose of DTC is to encourage designers to achieve lowest manu-
facturing costs by making trade-offs between cost and other design factors. Adherence to
DTC discipline gives designers at all levels the authority to conduct system performance/
cost trade-offs on component design, development and manufacturing processes. Potential
cost advantages of emerging materials and processes are frequently embraced, thus accelerat-
ing technology transfer.

With the award of production contracts on the Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System
(UH-60A UTTAS) and the T-700 gas turbine engine, the U.S. Army achieved its first major
experience in aviation systems Design-to-Cost management. That experience is being applied
in a variety of developing systems including the medium lift (CH-47D) modernization program,
the Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH) with its Target Acquisition Designation System/Pilot
Night Vision System (TADS/PNVS) components, and the Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV). Current
and forecast aviation DTC procurements will total more than $8 billion by Fiscal Year 1985.

Operating and Support Cost

In addition to these procurements shown in Figure 1, considerable emphasis is being
placed on the operational suitability of these systems. Techniques such as Reliabillty,

Availability and Maintainability (RAM) goals and Reliability Improvement Warranties (RIW)
are being employed to insure that theequipment procured at the best possible price will
also have affordable ownership costs. Inclusion of these processes in the design phase I,
of equal importance with the DesIgn-to-Cost discipline.

Life Cycle Cost

Life Cycle Cost (LCC) is the sum of all components shown in Figure 2. Representative
magnitudes of these components are depicted in Figure 3. The cost management stratepy
presently applied in U.S. Army Aviation is to invest adequate funds during the full scale

a i 1
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are established during development and the control of systems cost (acquisition, opt-rat inig,
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system characteristics. D~uring tile early design stage--when requirements were closelv
examined to Insure that the fintal pro~duct would meet itsR object ives, this ap~prolachl was
identified as the most cost effective. Each of tile modules Is substantially, fitted olit
withl its hlydraul ics, electronics, flight controls, and, olther equlipmlent before attachlmenlt
to adjacent sectionls. Ibis allows tile work tol be performed within thC reachl of tile most1
efficient equipment and w4ithl tile mlost efficient ulse of manpower. iall this dCc isionl bleen
delayed unilI commenlcemlent of fabricatloll, tile efforts to redu~ce cost would have lost
thleir impact because desilgn chlanges then cost mlore than till tsvilngs thlat result.

ill tile AAII Program, format ion of a blroaly based subhconltractor t-am, eachI bring Sp11lial-
izeli capabilit ies and facilit les p~roved to be an effect ive means of minhimizing facilit iza-

ion costs and opt imlizing mlanu~factur ing anid engineering manpiower. AgiIin if tihis dec is ion
ilad been made following tile deta iled design phalfse, mulch of tile cost benefits, would have
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DE.VElOPMENT PROCESS

Arms-Industry Teamwork

Ui.S. Army dlevelopment of major aircraft systems is a joint effort bletween governlment

alnd industry. Tile Army defines systems performane ,5 scheduleC, Ilnd cost requliremenits,
establ ishes contractual specificat ions, encompassing design stanidards, development actii-

ties, qualification requirements and acceptanlce criteria; andi performs clotractulal cost,
schledule, and system performance management activities.

The role of tile contractor in DTC is crucial because lie is tile oIIC ultimately doing
the "design" work. Making cost a primary design object ive cannot be accomlisihed witihout
a contralctor's commitment. Keeping score costs money and makes no contribult ion u11l1ss
astute management and key engineering talent are committed to bringing the system into
production at or under the targets originally establishled for tile program. A responsive

!)TC reporting system must provide tile cost visibility to the engineerinlg decision-makers
s o they can maintain control of the design's, key cost parameters. Sustainedi vis ibil ltv

on costs will almost always require furtiler analysis and innovat ion from design , pulrcihasing,
and manufacturing engineering groulps. Eachl high cost item must be stuldied in cost anld
tech~nical depth to: (1) update obsolete items, (2) remove unnecessary featulres, (3) sim-
plify high cost features, and (4) improve operational readiness, reliability andl malintainl-

ability.

Cost Program Management

The characteristics of successfull Army/contractor cost program management Ire, listed
below:

1. There are clearly defined organizatilonal responsibilities for system cot
management Inlclud ing Des igrt-to-Cost and Life Cycle cost.

2. Cost drivers are ilienti fled and trackeld for at l east Si pe~rcenlt o1 total e51 imateli
product iont and ownershlip cosqts. Tile "'paper lies ign"' must achlieve 151 1111 isilel cost go a I

before tile hardware des ign i s st art ed.

3. Cost est I mat lng metilods ulsed by tile cont ract or a re soundll , blasedi uponlhl ll plr Ior

experience for sitmi lar work, and can be valitdat ed lv 1111011 f I eli C o %I.rnmen t cos t ;I i.,1 IS a nld
engineers. Golvernment feedback Is important.

4. Pr Io r i tes atmo t g d eqI g n r eqt Ilrevmen ts a ret d efI i and il t ra(II,- f f , t I os madil v0 an

continuing basifs. Des ign I torat iolls for co~st relhllt I111115 are all Inhelrent part of ;in v Ill
ive program.

9. Eq t I ma t 
0
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achievement.
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6. Design-to-Cost reports generated for contractor internal use are summarized for
customer, program managers and corporate top management, reviewed by the contractor and
Government and fed back to the designer.

7. Close attention is paid to producibility costs; and tooling and manufacturing
managers participate throughout the design process.

8. Comparable attention is paid to subcontract DTC and LCC performance.

Figure 4 emphasizes the vital importance of DTC activity. In terms of cumulative
systems investment cost, less than five percent is typically expended by the completion
of the advanced development phase and substantial cost savings are possible. The savings
potential diminishes rapidly as the detailed design is completed and configurations are
frozen. While value engineering saving. are possible during the production phase, these
must be sufficiently cost effective to pay back the cost of re-engineering, requalification,
retooling and sometimes retrofitting.

In order to insure ividustry's attention to DTC objectives, a number of strategies
are employed. Typically, a non-negotiable Design-To-Unit-Production-Cost (DTUPC) is intro-
duced as a contract requirement and tracking systems; allocation of costs to assemblies,
sub-assemblies and components; monthly reports, annual formal reviews and independent audits
are utilized to manage the process. It is interesting to note that the UTTAS was evaluated
as being on DTUPC target in 1972, 1973 and 1974, and grew by only ten percent at the time
of the production award in 1976.

DTUPC Award Fee

To further stimulate effective cost management, the U.S Army has recently included DTUPC
award fee clauses in development contracts. The fee is typically divided into increments
payable annually based on the Government's review and assessment of the contractor's DTC
management and results. In the first several increments partial fees can be won by evidence
of management commitment, established procedures, and formalized reporting and feedback.
Award of the entire fee is generally dependent upon success in meeting DTC objectives.

In a sole source environment it may be very desirable to utilize the DTC award fee
although it can be argued that industry views fee income as being only a minor incentive
as compared to production profit. In a competitive development environment, DTC award fees
may be used to introduce cost management to "new offerors" but will probably not play a
major role in the success or failure of a given effort.

One must be very careful not to introduce conflicting signals during development.
This was unwittingly done in the maturity phase of the UTTAS program where extremely
attractive performance incentives were combined with DTC award fees. The performance
incentives clearly motivated the contractor to undertake significant redesign and requali-
fication at Government expense due to the cost type contract in order to achieve unprece-
dented weight reduction and performance gains. The contractor also asserted that attain-
ment of cost reduction was a foremost consideration for every redesign item. However, many
of the high cost components of the UTTAS were not subjected to the redesign process.

Contract Requirements

The Request for Proposal (RFP) should request the offeror to propose a Design-to-Cost
approach compatible with the contractual Statement of Work (SOW). All of the DTC/LCC
requirements are documented in the SOW. The contractor documents how he will implement
these requirements in a DTC/LCC program plan. The DTC approach should establish Life Cycle
Cost as a parameter to be considered equally with technical requirements and schedule
throughout the design, development, production and deployment of the program. The offeror's
approach should provide the following:

Internal Controls.

a. Establishing goals and subgoals and suballocatlons of these goals at various
management levels down to the engineering group responsible for a specific cost account.

b. Providing incentives to meet or better assigned subgoals.

c. Identifying those hardware/software items and program tasks which have a dominant
effect on the total ICC.

d. Establishing and maintaining the logistics support cost "drivers" data file with
supporting input parameter rationale. The data in this file must be consistent with the
data contained in the Integrated Logistics Data File, the Failure Modes and Effects Analysis,
Logistics Support Analysis, and Spares Proviqioning process.

e. Incorporating DTC requirements in design subcontracts.
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Life Cycle Cost Trade Studies.

a. Identifying and prioritizing potential LCC reductior.q.

h. Identifying new study candidate items.

C. Implementing the LCC trade study effort.

Status Assessment and Reporting.

a. Determining and tracking the DTC status.

b. Reconciling the DTC estimates with the Cost Schedule Control System Criteria
(C/SCSC) or other cost management and logistics data systems.

c. Identifying, documenting and tracking design decisions made to reduce the LCC.

d. Providing a high degree of government and contractor visibility into ICC activities.

e. Providing timely support to Army program validation reviews. (The Army must
provide feedback as well.)

Tntegrat ion.

a. Providing information and incentives to each organization level to consider LCC
on an equal basis with technical requirements and schedule.

b. Providing a cross-reference between the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and tile
Work Lnit Cost (WUC).

Engineering Change Proposal/Value Engineering Change Proposal (ECP/VECP) Analysis.

The contract should specifically state that all Engineering Change Proposals (ICls)
will require an analysis of how tile proposed change affects tile Design-to-Cost goals and

it e Cyc Ic (',,:;t of the program.

AiA: Program

in mid 197?, Boeing-Vertol and Sikorsky were each awarded airframe development contract
Cih De.i gn- no-!nit-Product ion-Cost targets. The Special Provisions section of the contract

;hel, ule provided an established average recurring airframe cost of $600,On (constant FY 72
lI lars). Ithe contract Design-to-Cost Incent ive was provided by an increase i n cont ract f c
1,V IS ptr,'ent of the difference between the average airframe product Ion cost and the air-
trm,, cost lblect ive of $600,000 multiplied by the number of total aircraft to be produced
tn t!I. t irt product ion contract. If the amount negotiated for the average airframe cost

-l .w , ',1) nnOn, 20 percent would be used in lieu of 15 percent above. Conversely, te
t" p ult o t going above SfDD,0O0 would be a reduct ion of fee amounting to 15 percent ol

thi. diff rt,ncc mult ipl ied by the number of aircraft to be procured on tile first product ion
'ontrait . tin Imum and maximum fee limitations were established in Sect Ion I ol the cont raet.

I ho Iee tructure is Illustrated in Figure 5.

1' deteritinat Ion of the average airframe cost for DTIIPC incentive tee on I 197 air-
frames was based on the negotiated average cost of the first production contract lor 15
aircraft. An 85 percent learning curve was used to project the cost of 1107 airframes.
'his value was adjusted to FY 72 constant dollars using the latest Iros'; National Prduct
Inflation rate. The resultant average was then compared to the I it'UPC goal of $)Cttt,Ot).

I)es Ign-Tor- tit- Product ion-Cost was tracked at hi-monthI v exseet{ Ive sqt-s siott, itt well
the contractot and the procurement team to add a malagemen t ant coot to dirle' i os in t 0 th e
project. The contractor was allowed to make changes without government approval pr vided
he (lid not degrade the system performance below the following level,;:

Characterlst ic Criter ia

Cruise speed 145-175 kts RV '.oeitinl 'tnd,,
.5 r isv ii d , t , I t .d

Verticeal flight performance 450-550 ft/min that it ,p ,t- i t

Fndurance 2. 3 htrs

Pay I na d I I t roolps / 2 64 () 1 I1s



AAH Program

In the AAH RFP in late 1972, the Army explicitly defined a requirement in which cost *1
was of equal priority to technical performance, and which identified a maximum allowable
flyaway cost of $1.6 million (constant FY 72 dollars). The program goal, as modified by
OSD-directed/approved changes, is still the goal today, and should be met. The offerors
and the selected contractors were allowed to make changes without Government approval
provided they did not degrade payload/endurance minimums; cruise speed of 145-175 kts;
or vertical rate of climb of 450-550 ft/min. By specifying bands of performance, the Army
indicated that it expected trade-offs, since historically offerors have tended to read more
capability into the specification than the Army needed.

The AAH DTC program is unique, in that it contains all subsystems in the AAI1, including
all armament/fire control and Government-Furnished Equipment, as well as the TADS/INVS, as
shown in Figure 6. The program is also unique in that a significant percentage of the
system is manufactured by Hughes' major subcontractor team, and hence requires it coordinated

approach to DTC activities.

The DTC is tracked by Hughes on a continuing basis, with monthly reports to the Army
and an annual DTC review by an Army team. Team members in the appropriate specialized
disciplines also conduct these reviews with Hughes at all major subcontractors. The results
of the reviews are compiled in current dollars, and are deflated to FY 72 dollars based on
a composite material price/aircraft worker wage index. By this means the economic fluctua-
tions within the aircraft arena are considered in the current estimate. The results of tile
reviews are also discussed (including the Army's estimates) with both Hughes and the sub-
contractors, providing much-desired feedback to the manufacturer as well as a forum for
identification of differences and future actions for either party.

TADS/PNVS Program

When competitive contracts were awarded to Martin-Marietta and Northrop in March 1977,
a strong DTC program, including tracking/reporting requirements and annual Army reviews,
was included. Working from a three-year DTC base, the production contract RFP required
both contractors to propose recurring hardware price objectives for all seven years of
production, with commensurate rewards/penalties of up to $10 million per year based on the
eventual negotiated prices. The special contract provision also contains mechanisms,
proposed by the offeror, for treating changes in rate, quantity, projected escalation,
germanium costs and the like.

Lessons Learned

During the course of recent U.S. Army DTC efforts, two significant lessons have been
learned:

1. Design engineering rarely has available the tools necessary to conduct design/
manufacturing cost trends. This is due in part to scarcity of detailed cost data on past
programs, lack of validated cost correlating algorithms and an emphasis on cost as a function
of manufacturing processes versus cost as a function of design approach. Cost data in the
past have tended to become obsolete because of evolving technology, increasing automation,
application of new materials, and variable Inflation components on materials and labor.

2. Use of advanced materials and low cost fabrication techniques are extremely impor-
tant for affordable systems design. This is contradictory to the extent that greater risk
through lack of experience competes with the superior intrinsic qualities associated with
materials such as high modulous organic composites, isostatically pressed castings, and
super hard steels. Nonetheless, a prime consideration of OTC is to stimulate the designer
to develop innovative design configurations which minimize both technical risk and manu-
facturing cost.

PRODUCTION

Producibility Design

The United States Army has found it both desirable and necessary to emphasize product-
bility as an adjunct to Design-to-Cost management. Both product engineering planning (PEP)
and manufacturing methods and technology (MM&T) are vigorously employed. It was recognized
early in the development of the T-700 engine that the compressor represented a significant
cost driver. Very precise geometry combined with a labor intensive pantograph machining
process dominated engine costs. Under an ambitious MM&T project, the production process
was converted completely to numerical and computer controlled machines. Computer software
was written and debugged, and prototype parts made. At the same time facilitization fund-
ing was provided by the Army to capitalize a dedicated compressor machining center at tile
General Electric plant in Hookset, New Hampshire. It is anticipated that after full amor-
tization of the Government investment, a net savings of approximately $15,000 per engine
will result.



In another MM&T effort the Army is f inanctig Hughes ]Tel icopt ers ' etffort s t omant ti-
ture th e main rotor blade of the Advanced Attack Bel icopter usfig atutomit ei f aient wind-
Ing technique s in lieu of a bonlde d metal c onstruction (Figure 7). It is enivisionred t11.tt
this project will not only reault In a much lower cost and more rapidly proidu-edi main rt
blade, but will also pay significant dividends In operating and support costs duei to fti-
ruggedness and field repairabilIity of composite st ruct ures .

DTC drives a clear requirement to perform producibility planning and manufac-turinig
technology efforts in parallel with the system design and iqualilicat ion process. PFPi and
manufacturing engineering personnel must lie in the sign-off process onl des ign and hec avail -
able to assist the designer when needed. This insures early acceptance of t eclnol ogN, ancl
results in nearer term return on investment.

Design for Reliability

Growing emphasis on ownership costs for ctmplex equijrttrt once it Is fielded is being
felt in nearly every stage of the development process. Des ign for accsSibitV, mordol ir
interchangeability, standardization of components, interoperabil itv and a host it other
techniques are Ibeing employed. Self diagnosis and built-in test eiquipment combirned with
automated inspection and repair at intermediate and depot levels are- Increasing. S iInpITIi-
fied repair procedures, easy to recad manlualIs airid, Iin thle ne a r t erm IT.comTpLteor s t ored Ina Iin-
tenance and diagnostics using fault tree logic to optimize trouble shoot ing for repa ir a ret
being used.

Reliability Improvement Warranty

Definite reliability goals a re cuifs toma rily e st alil11 ied fo r I'l-it 111V.1tes rV Illseri --. i
One techrnique wiicih has been very beneficfil t o tie Armv i s the Rev I ib ii i v I ip Ii. Vr"iiit

Warranty. Under this process, in return for a n1ego tia t ed f ixed 1)ri t- i at te bi- iegi i iIitg i

thte c ont rac t, tie manufac tur er agrees t o repa Ir all faut ty parts arnd fuirthier t o mno d if v it rn
produced so tirat a minimum contractual mean t ime betweeni remtioval is; achieved Iii tie t i "Id .
Thle light weight Doppler Navigation System (ASN-128) exemplifies thle KI i)ilI iry Imalrove-
ment Warranty approach. If Dloppler components fail in tire field thley a re remivi- and i-
trurned to tire manufacturer who also maintains a storage level itt tire- supply sstem sot hit
aircraft are not sidelined for lack of components. Incoming insprec tiotn at te Idv oi,.t ra 'to1r
faci lity establishies whether tire failuLre i s cirargiri to thle ont Trarctor or- t o t ire A r inv (ri
in the case of maintenance induced fail ures). The corit ract or t hien repa irs t ht' co'Mponirt
and returns It to thre supply system.

Early itt tire Dloppler program, Inrfanrt mortarlity of I ighi1ts, SWitihs Mid seCVik- ral ei, -t ri-
cal. components forced some redesign and adihilital pral it v cont rol tot meet-t t it A rm' in v
reqrrirement . Thris was done and thet DopplTi Ier rfow r s v5 xcee i ig ' i t rai c req~ i rI-i t : ii
U111-60 Black Hlawk. Tire ReliailIity tmlprirv.mettt Warranrt\ hais been al- a so 1iri 1 i ed t o t i- -7f,
engine, to thre fiberglass rotoiir bliadr bul it liv Kamart Aerospace rimphiv to r tlii- m-1 in i -I
All-IS Cobra hrelicopter, and is a part of tile TAI)S/P"NkV prioduct ioi iorrtIra(t . It Is .r vcr Iy
useful tool itt estallishirg earl Y con fitden ce t hat f ield ( revl iir if ,1t v w ill I ie , Ini a,
ach Ieved w it itoit undue cost expos tire liv t hie Goverrnment.

In add It Iori t o tie d Irect benef It s o f assured niva iIabi i It v rod IrelI ;riI i ty %. I i Iar
ranteed component , a nrumbier of 'nii Irec t belief it to yae been reti I i zed . Ilir-si il, I ride :

I . In order to price tire warranty , both tire contractor indtlt giiviriii-rt flint
emphasize rel lalil I ity arid ma ittaimablf iY (RAM) features dirt itg tit, edvs I gi rocc-4 ii
att empt toi ace rrat clv estaliishr t ire RAM ita rar- I ris t Is sif t It,- I icIi eil -ju it n irit t

2.* Tot exert-ise tire warranty it is necessary * i y to colect ic irite and fi t uTieI Nv I I-id
relI ia b i i Ity d at a . F i v Id da t a I s tie bread anti liit t r (if f itr ciisrilIip r vl I oh a i itI
p r ogramIT. A data system has bieen developed calleid Coimponrent Re iport Ior Ihit i -irs, lvi nIit..r g.
ment (CRI M) nTfis da.,ta svs temTI w ot1 dlit hinrtcessary everr wit hout warrant irs;, Iitt I t ri->,- vi
ad d It lonalI empiras i s and s uppo rt f rom manrtgi-men t because- oI t lii wir rart N, lriir ramin

3. Pit nt t i c i pa t e Ii, caitr I y f a I I it r s, ca -it ha viv a vie r v -4 i s-i i i t i ii t I muit it ti t hi Ii i 1,I
surppomrt . r ile watr r ainty pr ogranm pr iv iiieis !;mmi Inrrsuirance oirgi int t 1, st- 4 e 1,1 , In 1ii 1v itv I di iti
f or pa r ts anit(Ii t la or fir r t rte st v a I l it res . Ili I s Is arit ol1iv% iris lite- it I t t oi t liec Ii , -. I m,- xii
grir at tie veryv bus y t I me oIi t the Ii iIt i I f i-li1 Itrig iii tihe s vst im. Iit aild I t I i, r cit d.tI
tIr a t Is sci I I ec t ii rinde(-r tie CR I N vs tcii pr iv itiis very t i mii-I v li I i tit.i t i ini t - -i is

oipt imizitrig tin-, spaire sutppiirt.

4. It Is aint ii- I pat cii t flat tire- ri-jiI r proceidures wl I I It vi I mtitar t ci d i)v t IT t- wit r i
program. Tire manuals; that are geti-rat i-i for depot I evelI ri-l Ii r hiavi- a t i \ti v I-
overstat ed primari ly to protect tir' intigritv of tiii' desigri dirinrg tih' iivi-rhti,iti-.
As experilences art' gined on tire priduict, tin' iiverlirl I mits teni-ti , ri-al t ,tr tI sI
l eve, this u,1r1ally takes a prorciessif years t o aci-omil i5;it , itt I lit tit,- a- ,tI Iii. v4i iii-
mint, It may take even longer. 'lii p r,,ies, futr op1,t I m In;atI- it I t Tit re iIt w il Ii il.
op with fte warranty program iiecait-;i wihen rt- 1 iairltI wa r r tt i-i 1tI Ii is 4, nf it 4-, ratit -rI-
mtti I ivaite ti oi proviiie tir i -iir c rre i-i vi art Tit in t I e-i st ic o I t 11-i I w I I Iii ii~ t r i t 10'iiii t i I t t.
tIe w illI seek t it, iipt I mum recpa ir pr uiuid ur- -~liv r liii I I gIit h I .o wi ir 1i -i i ii - i w~i it f T.,
ai-i-pt ilc l eII It; a rt- fo r ri-pa Ir , r -i-rip . FIT i! v I-n;ijil1lity w Illf i h .m )i' .i-- t
die prrt s irp p-,rrt i, t I v Itv i vi-r tii li- I vi teVe"Ii tin pT. titi .. i-hr tin oari t Ii ri-he
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CONCLUSION

Before the advent of Design-to-Cost emphasis was placed on increasing performance with
little consideration of affordability. After nearly eight years of experience, it is
evident that DTC goals have discouraged demands for additional performance that would have
increased production costs. In fact, DTC goals and constraints, which initially were based
on preliminary cost performance relationships, may have become more important than technical
requirements during design and development.

The expanding pressures of inflation, system sophistication, international agreements,
scarcity of materials, and labor costs continue to sharply erode the ability of all military

forces to procure necessary defense systems. DTC is an extremely important step in counter-
ing this erosion. DTC is thus a required and vital tool for the designer throughout the
preliminary and detailed design phases of aircraft development. DTC targets must be estab-
lished during concept formulation where cost flexibility exists to maximize total system
performance for the funds available.

DTC has been a U.S. DOD acquisition policy for more than nine years. During this
period many defense related periodicals have presented articles reporting great success
with DTC concepts. Some of these reports may have been premature and overly optimistic
in offering an evaluation of the total objectives established for DTC. While there is no
question that acquisition managers are much more cognizant of system costs and production
cost management since the introduction of DTC, one should not overlook that total DTC imple-
mentation required harnessing operating and support costs which constitute a greater portion
of life cycle costs. f

Design and implementation of Design-To-Unit-Production-Cost concepts have been sub-
stantially productive in achieving lower production costs through trade-off analysis and
control of technological competition. In a sense, DTUPC has reduced the tip of the iceberg.
but the base of the iceberg--operating and support costs--still requires application of
resources and commitment from the user as well as the designer. There has been great
achievement in the production cost spectrum, but limited success in the larger area of
O&S costs. This is the next area where management attention is required if the real objec-
tive of reduced total ownership cost is to be achieved.

I.
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A REVIEW AND ASSESSMENT OF SYSTEM COST REDUCTION ACTIVITIES

by

W. E. Lamar
Engineering Consultant

ABSTRACT

The ever increasing cost of aircraft and missile weapon systems has led to growinF
concerns and the evolution of a number of concepts and activities to reduce cost. Never-
theless, the trend of ever increasing cost is still evident. This paper will review and
assess the evolution of cost reduction concepts over the past decade to current Design to
Life Cycle Cost (DTLCC) efforts. Emphasis will be given to progress achieved and basic
problems and issues which have confronted successful application of these concepts. The
review will address the importance of top management action, consideration of costs in
the early phase, and a credible data base. It will discuss progress in developing cost
prediction and analysis methods, technologies to reduce development, acquisition, opera-
tions and support costs, the institutionalization of design to cost and design to life
cycle cost methods, and remaining challenges.

I. PURPOSE

The purpose of this paper is to review and assess the background and evolution of
military aircraft systems cost reduction concepts over the past decade, summarize the
substantial progress made, basic factors, problems, issues, and opportunities afforded by
new technology, and highlight a number of challenges remaining for management and engineer-
ing solutions.

II. INTRODUCTION

The continual rise in military weapons systems acquisition and operational support
costs,is certainly riot news. It is a well known problem that has long aroused the concern
of top DOD, Air Force and Industry management. Attainment of a credible program to reduce
the total life cycle cost of both the individual and total complex of systems continues to
be a major challenge for the military strategists, systems managers, designers, engineers.
operators, logisticians, and all of the many other skills involved in the development of
concepts and activities aimed at containing or reducing cost. These concepts and activi-
ties are still evolving and there is still much to be done.

It must be recognized, in any discussion of life cycle cost, that military weanons
systems are designed to help prevent, and if necessary, win a war. In any campaign to
reduce cost, or design to an 'affordable' life cycle cost, care must be exorcised not to
impair the military capability to the point where the balance tilts in favor of the enemy.
If that happens the effort to save cost will result in an enormous waste of investments
and perhaps much more. It must be recognized that the ever increasing cost of systems
is paralleled by an ever increasing capability of the weapon systems so to some extent
the actual cost/effectiveness may be rising less slowly than it appears when examining
cost alone. It may even be decreasing in many areas. Life cycle costs are essentially
peace time costs. Their rise is alarming, especially in peace time, but the improved
military effectiveness could reduce the cost of performing a military mission during a
war. Cost reduction is necessary, but it must recognize the importance of maintaining
adequate military capabilities.

The causes of the ever increasing cost of weapons systems are many. They can be
categorized in many ways, but it is clear that major reasons for high cost are associ-
ated with the acquisition strategies, economic and political factors, budgetary
fluctuations, and contractual techniques, all to some extent beyond the control of the
program manager and project engineers. Another major category of cost increases are due
to the sophisticated technology and the ever increasing complexity of new systems in
order to meet demands for improved military capabilities. Still another group are the
cost problems in the operations and support phases of a system program, much of which is
part of the institutionalization of the way these activities are carried out. The
system design can exert a major impact in this area, but many of these factors are also
beyond the control of the system developer.

Other ways of categorizing the problem could be described, however the above three
represent major contributions to the life cycle cost of a system. Since they are
inexorably intertwined, all three will be discussed to some extent, recognizing of
course that a single paper such as this can only address limited aspects of what is indeed
a cosmic problem, as termed several years ago by Dr. Sanator, Chairman of the National
Security Industrial Advocation Ad Hoc Group studying the LCC nroblem for DnD.

Many concepts and efforts have been introduced in the effort to curtail or reduce the
ever rising cost. Some have simply been an effort to increase awareness. Others have
been aimed at very specific parts of the problem, for examnle to improve reliability.
Much effort has been aimed at Improving the acquisition process, hut until recently
relatively little effort has been aimed at improving the complete front-end portion of
the process.

While it can be said that cost has always been an engineering parameter and has
traditionally been given attention in system design, the facts are that this alone is not
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enough,since costs have been rising. The increased awareness is beginning to provide
greater emphasis on the coi;t aspects of the problem during the design process, but much
more remains to be done.

III. THE PROBLEM

The cost of acquiring and operating aircraft and missile weapon systems is of major
importance to the downstream effectiveness of the military fo-ce. As the slice of the
national budget devoted to the military forces is generally reduced during times of peace,
when other national needs are given prioritv, the ability of the military services to
maintain an adequate state of readiness with effective modern equipment becomes increas-
ingly dependent on the ability to reduce the continual trend of increasing development,
production and test, i.e. (.\cquisition) cost and operations and support, i.e.(ownership) costs,
which comprise the total life cycle cost (LCC).

Cost is a continual major :rowulem. Figure l1 shows the ever-increasing cost of
procuring military aircraft and missiles. Projection of these figures has led to estimates
that if the current trend of exponentially increasing costs continues over the next 40-60
years, the entire Air Force budget would be required to fund a single aircraft system.
Calvin Coolidge, a U. S. President some yearsago, is reputed to have said "Why not buy
one aircraft and let the pilots take turnsflving it". If something is not done to control
costs, we might approach such a situation!

In addition to increasing acquisition costs, operations and support (O&S) or owner-
ship costs are also rising as manpower, snare parts and fuel costs continue to escalate.
O&S costs over 10 to 15 years frequently equal or exceed the total systems acquisition
cost, as can be seen from Figure 2, a situation now well known to many as a result nf the
continued attention being given to the cost problem. Figure 3 from N. R. Augustine2 ,
shows typical times required for ownership and acquisition costs to become equal. The
increasing ownership costs absorb a larger share of the Air Force budget and reduce the
funds available to modify or procure new aircraft to upgrade force capabilities.

Much progress has been made in creating an awareness among government and industry
management and engineers of the importance of cost reduction and in establishing procedure
and processes that result in reduced cost. Cost reduction in the many areas, activities
and factors involved, even though some may be small, can aggregate into significant
savings. Significant progress has been made in designing systems for reduced production
and support cost, in utilizing new technologies to reduce cost, and in evolving the svstens
acquisition and logistics management process, which exerts a major influence on systems
cost. A number of the most significant gains to be made, however, are impeded by basic
problems that have long existed and defied a solution. They continue to offer a manage-
ment challenge that will handsomely reward success. Some of these are:

1. Lack of continuity in key management and decision making positions.

2. Inadequate emphasis on the front-end of the development process and trade-offs
of the military requirements, system design and life cycle cost aspects.

3. The requirement to spend money now in order to hopefully save much money later.

4. Technical uncertainties.

5. Increased capability and complexity of most new weapons systems.

6. Budgets cuts and fluctuations.

7. Lack of credibility and the cosmic nature of life cycle costing.

8. Difficulty of credible trade-offs between future system operational effective-
ness with peacetime life cycle costs.

9. Difficulty in establishing 'minimum - but acceptable militarv.requirements for a
new system and optimizing the force structure with total size constraints.

10. Demotivating influence due to contracting mechanisms. Excessive reviews, checks,
audits, inspections, paperwork and regulatory requirements.

While many of the above factors are beyond the control of the Air Force/Contractor
development and acquisition team, some will yield to continued efforts t, find a solution.
Further examination of some of these factors is warranted.

It was aptly stated by a top DOD manager, Mr. Scherner, some years ago that the
basic problem is:

A 10 plus year system problem
A 5 year program
3 year people
I year funding

The problem's still much the same. In fact some of the people are in place for leqs
than three years! On the other hand, some propram managers have remained on the job much
longer.

The difficulty of convincing docision makers to spend money now to achieve a futunre
benefit is always difficult, but is compounded by the questionable credibility of the
anticipated future gains, the discount value of the future dollar saved in comparison
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to the dollars that must be spent now, and the need for a current office holdIr to author-
ize spending the money when he will unlikely be in the same position when the benefit
materializes. If a 10 percent discount rate is used, an expenditure of 39 cents now would
require a savings of I dollar to obtain equal value 10 years later.

Technical uncertainties increase with system complexity and utilization of multiple
new technologies. Technical uncertainties also increase when the system design does
not provide adeqi.ate testing or margins to account for data scatter and other factors
which experience has shown to be necessary. Design to the limits of the technology in-
creases the probability of subsequent problems. The size of cost uncertainties can
be substantial because of data base deficiencies and lack of accurate cost estimating
methods, but when combined with technical uncertainties, the result can be a major program
problem coupled with a major cost increase.

Figure 4 depicts conceptual cost/performance curves with bands of uncertainty for an
existing system, a potential modification of the existing system, and a new system. Bands
of uncertainty always exist, but are not often given adequate attention. The band of
uncertainitv is normally greater for the new system. Modifications to existing systems
are one of the prime ways of improving operational capabiltiy within a relatively short
time at small additional cost. Optimistically, a modification to System A to attain the
capability shown by Point B would provide worthwhile improvements in performance for the
incremental cost shown. With advanced technology, it mav appear possible to develop a
new system with much greater performance, f'r the affordable cost (Point C). Unfortun-
atel, failure to take into account uncertainties in either the modified or new system
oftn leads to cost overruns, such as that shown by BI and CI. Performance degradation
could also result and cost Cl could rise within the uncertainty band to I' The

caplabilitv frr :robabilisric analvsis and design might help avoid the problem, but that':
t Iugh to do. As a minimum, the degree of uncertainties should be analyzed so that jud'-
ments regarding probable performance and cost can he based on reasonable knowledge of the
probabilities.

Budgetary fluctuations during the course of major programs frequently force re-
programming and re-scheduling the work effort, and result in major inefficiencies in
productivity. Stretch-outs, and delays caused by the reprograrmming process result in
losing knowledgable people to other jobs, retraining costs and require many people or. 'he
payroll for a longer period of time, thereby increasing total cost. Further these
fluctuations cause a costly reverberating effect throughout the entirt industry that
impacts thousands of vendors, suppliers, and subcontractors, as well as the prime contrac-
t or.

The inadequacies of the life cvcle cost data base, and the sheer complexitv and
magnitude of the problem lead to low confidence in life cvcle cost estimates. Failure
to provide front-end funding to implement the actions required to attain future O.'S
-avings lead to a lack of credibility of the concept in the eves of those who have to do
,he job.

Weapon system life cycle cost reduction involves a 'cosmic' myriad of interacting
factors encompassing all aspects of system development, production, test, and support.
It involves the development and application of new technology, nearly all scientific,
engineering and logistics disciplines; military planning, requirements, and s4trateoies;
systems development and logistics management; systems acquisition strategies, rersonnel
training and productivity; and an enormous array of military, design, and process
methods and specifications. Many of the specifics involved in the abovc areas are relative-
iv micro in nature but aggregate to become major cost factors. Several broad aspects,
such as military requirements, preliminarv system design, systems acnuisition strategies,
and (- concepts exert major influences on the system life cycle cost.

One of the continual concerns associated with major acquisition cost reduction
programs is their possible impact in reducing weapons systems operational capability.
Field commanders are, of course, interested in havinp, qualitv weapons svstems in adequate
quantitv. The emphasis in reducing cost often results in emphasis on meeting the "minimum
military requirements" cstimated as being necessary to accomplish the expected nilitarv
missions. Many uncertainities exist in estimating the minimum needed capabilities, and a
military commander naturally would prefer the most effective possible weapons system
within his authorized number to do the job. Much has been said about the possibility of
lower cost svstems permitting an increase in the numbers 'vailablc to --- rational conmand'.
Unfortunately, this is not necessarily so, since man,' other factors dictate the number of
authorized operational aircraft and wings. The sulh-titution of a less expensive and less
capable weapons system in order to reduce cost cannot, he expected to receive the cuthusi-
astic support of field personnel unless it will with some certainty be compensated 'y
adequate increases in quantity or other important fact or.;. One advanta-ve offered by the
reduction of life cvcle cost for a new system, is that it can relieve budch't 'ressiiire- and
possibly result in more frequent modernisation of the iuthori:'ed number of winkle; iod aircrafl
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Field commanders are also highly concerned about achieving high availability of
their systems for operational missions. To the extent that reduced O&S cost. are
achieved through increased reliability, maintainability, servicability, and other factors
important to attaining effective operational capabilities, the effort to reduce I .S costs
offers the possibility of accomplishing both important objectives.

Life cycle costs relate to the design, development, testing, production, operations,
support, and where applicable, the disposal cost involved over the entire life of the
weapon systems. The operations and support costs relate to the peacetime cost of main-
taining the prescribed state of readiness. Reduction of total life cycle costs represents
a major need, but if a major war comes, the operational performance, readiness, and st:s',n,-
bilitv of combat systems will be by far the most critical need. Continual actions to
provide both short and long term solutions to the life cycle cost problem must never for-
get the importance of this.

TV COST REDUCTION CONCEPTS & SYSTEMS ACQUISITION

Over the years, many methodologies and concepts have been introduced in an effort
to achieve meaningful cost reductions. These have been accompanied by much rhetoric,
and in many cases, extensive campaigns to improve awareness of the need to consider cost
in all aspects of system development and use. Figure No. 5 sumnnarizies a number of past
and recent ccst reduction slogans and methodologies. During the past decade, manv policies
and directives have emerged, and 'design to cost', with consideration of 'full life cy.cle

cost' is now being institutionalized in order to make it a normal way of doing business.

Early Cost Reduction Considerations - During the 1950's, each service developed it's
own system acquisition strategy within the budgets that were allocated yearly by DOD on a
percentage basis to each service. Programs initiated during this time period often
provided the ground work for an increased share of the budget during future years. A
number of programs entered the relatively low cost initial stages of development, but could
not be supported by the available budgets as the system entered the more costly development
and production phases during the subsequent vears.

The prime "cost" reduction technique during this period and early 60's appeared to be a
,meat axe' approach, i. e. cancel the programor in some cases, stretch-out the program
to reduce the yearly cost. This led to many program cancellations and funding problems
as programs were stretched-out in the hope for next year funding. One can make the case
that competition is good, and having a large number of programs options is an ideal
situation. The problem was that many options were continued and stretched until. over-
come by events, with hundreds of million dollars lost, except for the knowledge gained
in the process.

Prime emphasis in aircraft design during the late 40's and early 5D's was on the
airframe, propulsion and payload in order to achieve significant improvements in perfor-
mance made possible by the turbojet engine and thin or swept wing technology. Manu-
facturing techniques to achieve the high production rates demanded by needs during war-
time obviously received major attention, but cost was not the major consideration. The
continual demands for improved performance greatly increased systems complexity and led
to many systems integration and reliability problems. This growing need to consider the
entire system, led to introduction of the full aircraft weapons system concept with the
B-58 in the early '50's,and increased attention on more effective systems and subsystem
integration, especially in the areas of avionics.

While cost of a new systems acquisition was obviously a factor given much attention,
the prime emphasis continued to be on improvements in the engineering and system develop-
ment process to avoid or eliminate costly problems and improve overall programs develon-
ment efficiency and effectiveness. Concurrency was a prime mode of operation in order
to reduce time to operational deployment, but except for a few, such as the ICBM program,
budget fluctuations and technical problems thwarted the reduced acquisition time object-
ive.

During the 1960 time period, DOI initiated the five year Program, Planning and Budget
System (PPBS) together with DOD control over major system acquisitions. The development
concept paper (DCP), now known as the Decision Coordinating Paner, was established as tlhe
basis for 'decisions' at the key. milestones established for initiation of each of the
program phases which were defined for the system's life cycle, namelyv the conceptual
definition, acquisition, and operational phases. Major considerations and activities
necessary during the first two -',ases are shown below:

Concept Formulation Phase:

0 Engineering and analytical studies
o Technical, and economic, and military basis for a DOD 'condit ional approval

for development'

Definitions of Missions and Performance
Selection of besttechnical approach
Analysis of trade-offs for cost , schedkile and performance.
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Program Definition Phase:

o Establishment of firm and realistic system and equipment specifications

o Definition of interfaces and responsibilities
o Identification of high risk areas

o Explorations of trade-offs and alternatives

o Selection of best technical approaches

o Establishment of firm and realistic schedules and cost estimates

o Formulation of realistic logistics support and operational concepts

o Establish the ground-work for a fixed price or incentive contracting for the
major part of the program.

Note that there is emphasis on cost estimates and trade-offs and on the establishment
of logistic support and operational coicepts which exert profound influence on life
cycle costs, even though the concept of design to cost or design to life cycle cost had
not yet clearly emerged.

In addition, the 'Total Package Procurement Concept' (TPPC) was developed for con-
current negotiation and procurement of the complete development, production and logistic
support systems acquisition, with use of the competition during the concept formulation
phase as a leverage for these negotiations and fixed price contracts. This technique,
which was used for the C-5A, required the contractor to commit to the total cost and
performance of the system before the design was complete. Further, a policy of Government
'disengagement' reduced correction of problems during the development. The result was a
billion dollar plus problem and a series of claims and adjusted payments.

Systems management came to be recognized as a factor of major importance in a svstem
acquisition, and in mid 1964, the Air Force Systems Command 375 Series Manuals were
issied to establish a more standard and effective approach to systems management. In the
foreword, the Commander of the Systems Command, General Schriever said "Many times we have
found the pacing factor in acquiring new weapons, support and command and control svstems
is not technology - it is management. All too often technology has been known, but it was
not properly put to use because of shortcomings in our management ability .... The leading
endeavor in this advancement is in system management .... I consider it essential that
every person performing system program functions, read, understand, and comply with the
philosophy described in the manual."

Program documentation was defined in much detail to meet the requirements of the DOD
'Program Package Concept' and the many system management procedures. Unfortunately,
compliance with the extensive array of specifics, rather than the philosophy and guideline
aspects of the manuals was gradually interpreted as a definite requirement, and the System
Program Offices (SPO's) were forced to develop and process an increasingly large amount of
costly paperwork.

The 1970 Decade: A revival of prototypes and a new era of systems management
philosophy began shortly after the change in DOD administration in 1969. Deputy Secretarv
of Defense, David Packard took a strong interest in the systems acquisition process and
the problems posed by the ever increasing costs. In an article several years later, he
said, "As I reviewed program after program beginning in the spring of 1960, almost all were
in trouble from a common fault - production had been started before engineering develop-
ment was finished." In 1970, he mandated that all defense svstems be developed on a
sequential schedule, with no movement to the next phase of development until all problems
discovered during the previous phase were fully resolved. He noted that 'the ideal schedule
is sequential with enough slack time for resolution of those problems which invariably
arise in any development program.'

He took other firm actions to eliminate many problems which impaired effective
systems acquisition management, and by May 1970, had established a set of policies to:

Cut out numerous layers of authority
Reduce directives and regulations to a minimum
Encourage initiative and innovation
Manage programs with more capable people
Give Program Managers responsibility and authority
Assure continuity to get the job done right

A new series of DOD Directives, starting with 5000.1 in July '71, followed to instit-
utionalize his policies for systems acquisition. DOD instruction 5000.1 established a
new 'full-scale development' step in the acquisition process and provided emphasis to the
establishment of:

I. Cost parameters which consider the cost of acquisition and ownership.

2. Discrete cost elements (e.g., unit production cost, operating and support costs)
translated into 'design to' requirements.

3. Continuous evolution of system development against the 'design to' cost require-
ments with the same rigor as that applied to the technical requirements.

4. Practical trade-offs between system capability.



,T'he philosopy of 5000.1 continued to evolve as further DI)D Directives more specif-
ically defined the development stens, and established a series of Defense .v.i:em Acquisi-
tion Review Council (DSARC) reviews at the key milestone';of the acquisition process.
Following a review of the process by the Congressional Commission on Coverment Procure-
ment, the U. S. Office of Management and Bud>get (O(IB) issued Ci rcular A-U109 on 5 April
1976. This establishes the current policy in the 1'. S. for major system acquisitions.
Its prime objectives are to 'greatlv reduce cost overruns and to diminish the controversy
of the past two decades on whether new systems are needed'. This document stems from the
philosophy expounded by Mr. Packard and the development of the DSARC review system.
It clearly recognizes the importance of the 'front-end' of the acquisition process, and
places much emphasis on clearly establishing mission needs, developing alternative
competitive solutions to the validated needs, and avoidin- premature commitments to full
scale development and production. A-;t9 requires a continuing analysis of current and
forecasted mission capabilities, technoloical opportunities, overall priorities and re-
sources that are involved. Deficiences in mission capabilities must he documented in a
mission element need statement (MENS) which requires formal approval by the Secretary of
Defense, (Milestone 0), before proceeding into the first nhase of the systems acquisition.
It is highly logical and elegant in concept. Figure 6 compares the steps in the acquisi-
tion process as evolved from 5000.1 with the earlier process and shows the DSARC reviews
and new milestones of A-109.

Des4n to Cost: DOD Direct iye 50f1).1. "Acqui.sition of '.ajor Defense Systems" on .IlIv,
1971 constituted the first official DOD policy statement on desig,.n to cost (DTC) and life
cycle cost (LCC). These were made much more specific with 1)OD Directive 500).28 "Desig g to
Cost in May 1975. Scope of the design to cost and life cycle cost definitions relative to,
the major phases of a system's life are shown by Fi.;ure 7.

"Design to Cost" is defined as a management coniet wherein ri ,orois cost goals are
established, and control of life cycle costs to these goals is achieved bv practical
trade-offs between operational capability, performance, cost and schedule. Cost is con-
sidered a key design parameter to be addressed on a continuing basis, One of the kev
objectives of "design to cost" is to establish costs as a parameter equal in importance
with the technical requirements and schedules throughout the system life. Since the
ability to accurately estimate production cost is far better than that to estimate opera-
Lions and support (O&S) cost, the initial "desi'n to cost" goals were established in the
form of average unit fly-away costs. The management obiective, supported by various
plans and reviews, also includes the control of future O&S costs, although specific design
to cost goals in this area are dependent non the development of an adequate cost data base.

The A-X prototype program, which led to the A-lPA,was the first major system to adapt
the DTC concept. The A-X competitors were given a specific unit production cost goal for
their aircraft, and total program cost (operation and support, as well as acquisition)
was establisted as an important source selection evaluation criteria. During design of
the YA-10, engineers were given cost 'bogies' as well as weight 'bogies' which are tradit-
ionally given as design goals. Efforts were made to provide for common left-hand and
right-hand parts, single curvature shapes, use of conventional materials to reduce manu-
facturing costs and improve maintenance accessibility t-o enhance maintainability, and
lower support costs.

Life Cycle Cost: Continual concern about the rising O".S costs led to the evolution
of a number o techniques to assure consideration and assessment of full life cycle cost
considerations. These included policy statements, such as that of the Cot miander of the
Air Force Systems Command, in March, 1975 summarized in Ii .nre 8 . DOI) policy evolved
to require the program manager to submit plans for achievement of O&S cost goals, review
by top systems management and the Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (OSARC) of
trade-offs to establish the best balance between acquisition and O&S cost and minimi;'e
total life cycle cost. Some teeth were provided by introduct ion of specific quant itat ive
requirements, such as Meantime Between Failure (MTBF), MIaintetiance M1an lours iper Fli,ht
Hour (MMI/Flt) , new procurement incentives, and Reliahilitv Improvement arrant i's (Rllx' 1
to reduce ihS costs.

The RIW ohective is to motivate and increase contractual incentives to produce e ip-
mine which will have low failure rates and repair costs. R1W is iTIcluded it a fixed lrie
acqui.sition or equipment overhaul contract to motivate tihi' contractor to improve tohe
equipment engineering and product ion desi gn so as to achieve improved ('perat ional i :-.i i
bilitv and maintainability of the system component . The warranty reqitires the iicolrail or
to) replace or repair all failed equipments within a specified time durin ti i, c'overi, I i' .
peri od. Ideal ly the price for the RIW covered is nte,' otitd as iart oIf the a(00 ; i i
contrac during tile competitive tieriod. Inclusion of such featurts, (of e'iru '. rn, req ire,;
additional ftunding at the time of program acquisit ion Their use adds credibilit. t, the
DOI) intent to seriously consider life cycle cost..n.d, ir'id' . incre;epd ' nI ' i ,! r , jo

Emphasis was also given to improving the OD/ Industry and iItlerface in ho0t 11 '!' ii',l
to unit cost and t he des i gn to reduce Rh Cost r'' . ('ont rael or!h live beel pr,,'i !cA

increased visibility into the OhS cost s ructire, and have ('iC''tne hio'(hlV in\v,Iv ii in !!I
analvsis of ))&S co ;t and tecbti iques for their reduction. Tin it:porlanc' off be, eaorl'.'
des ign process has been more fii I lv rei.'o n i ed , atd ia j',r offort' have ieen made t ) 'ix'i I,'
desi,,ner; wi tii an undersi anding of Ii fe cvcle ('''t niaramit er ; '; ti;i h !ht' iipl ieat i ,.,
(f !uch c st can he tnor' fl I'v - ' i dertd and I radl "ff dhri }, I ' r J.i n o t I ... 1

adel ai'.' oif the i at a (,''is'', e:;peei a l lv in ri'lat i( ll t' it ' :11'i lit: t
,  
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sive integration of specific O&S cost design requirements, but efforts are underway to
remedy the situation.

Commercial practices are being analyzed to both determine their applicability to the
military problems and to provide the cost benefits achieved by the effective commercial
experience in airline and airfreight operations. As an example, the T-37 total training
system now in procurement includes consideration of commercial practices in the request
for proposal. The KC-1O tanker program involves contractor sunport, commercial warranties
and other commercial practices. Buy plans for a new cargo aircraft includes considera-
tions for contractors support during the first three years of operation, and various
incentives for interim contract support (ICS) with a fixed price for follow-on support.
One concept includes an adjustment of the incentives and cost sharing aspects to not only
motivate the contractor to effectively accomplish the task, but to gradually phase out
of the support activity as Air Force resources become capable of absorbing the load.

Definite progress has been made in the implementation of life cycle cost objectives,
even though the capability of actual design to life cycle cost is still somewhat illusive.
During the past several years. source selection criteria has involved consideration of
logistics costs as well as acquisition costs. The life cycle cost plan prepared by SPO
directors to establish goals provides visibility throughout the program for management
of life cycle cost factors during the full scale engineering development, and production
phascs. of the program. Costs are identified for the support, training, and spares by the
System Program Office (SPO) which includes representation from both the Air Force Systems
and Logistics Commands.

Life cycle cost reduction goals are set by establishing factors such as affordability
limits, through comparison with similar systems, and by maintaining competition until
negotiation is completed, for not only the systems acquisition, but for warranties and
other guarantees for adequate performance during the operational phase. Mission oriented
work statements are utilized to reduce the number of changes required by the Air Force.
These replace the older type work statements which specified the product characteristics
in detail and frequently required changes to assure that the product met intended military
requirements.

The Air Force Light Weight Fighter Program which resulted in two prototvne aircraft,
YF-16 and the YF-17 utilized design to cost for both the Drototvne and later F-16A full
scale development (FSD) and production costs. Unit target prices were established in the
.Jan 1975 for Fiscal Year 77, 78, and 79 production aircraft. LCC and RIW Provisions were
also included in the contracts. In the FSD bids, each contractor provided a firm fixed price
option for RIW's and RIW with a MTBF guaranty for a groun of 'First Line Units' (FLUs).
A FLU is the first level of disassembly below the system-level that would be carried as a
line item at the base-level supply. It is synonymous with an avionics component Line Re-
placeable Unit (LRU). Each of the FLUs was used as the basis for a support cost control
program whereby the predicted logistics support cost established by the contractor was
subject to a 3500 flying hour demonstration. Selected FLUs were exnected to contribute
50% or more of the component level logistic support cost. An award fee was provided as
an incentive for contractor achievement in meeting the 'Target Logistics Support Cost'(TI.SC).

Affordability: Cost concepts continue to evolve. The concept of affordability, i.e.
the ability to bear cost of something can be quantified by comparing the cost of a new
system in relation to available budgets, and then adjusting the cost to be compatible
with the budget, i.e. the affordable cost. The affordability concept was included as a
factor in trade-off decisions by DOD Directive 5000.1 in 1971. In 1977, DOD Directive
5000.2 'Major System Acquisition Process' specified 'Affordability Objectives' and
rquired that acquisition and ownership cost be shown as separate cost elements prior
tc full scale developments. The most recent draft of DOD Directive 5000.1 provides that
affordability be determined at each DSARC review, and include the percentage of the !efense
budget in the system mi,;sion area which the projected system will require.

V. SYSTEMS SACQUISITIONSTRATEGIES

The systems acquisition process exerts a major influence on the development and
production cost, and sLg.ificantlv impacts the effectiveness of the system and its follow-
on operations and support cost. The process itself is one of the major cost drivers,
strongly impacts the engineerinyg de ;ign effort, and warrants serious consideration in any
effort to reduce life cycle cost, or in a discussion of the subject.

Fi, pu re No. 9 provides an over-view of system acquisitions by the I!SAF, plus several
commercial programs, over five decades. This chart shows the interelationship between
basic acquisition goals or philo,ophie: , the needs of the time era in relation to either
peace or war. the type of system acqui sit in process, and the p)rogram start date for a
number of aircraft systems. The top port in of the chart depicts the hasic goals ,nbi
phies. The center of the char' descrile:; t;.. emphasis given to various types of svstem
acquisition processes. Aircraft programs d:il luring each of the five decades are
shown in the bottom half of the chart. It can e see.n that a number of these programs are
prototvpes but that a number of others rep-esenlt Ie, init ial production aircraft inder a
concurrency approach. The process used vI ari. , leapite the dominant philosophv of tile
time period.

An important p( int indicated 1v this chart is that the emphasis between a prtot'pe
'fly before buy' and a 'concurrency' phi losophy has varied back and forth over the , ars.
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although of course never in the exact same manner. As noted later, the 'fly before buy',
or prototype approach offers the opportunity to obtain flight experience on critical
portions of the system before a commitment to full scale development or production. The
objective is to solve all of the basic problems, reduce uncertainties, and sharpen ability
to predict future performance times and costs for the subsequent production phase. Despite
the advantages, the extensive stretch-out of programs resulting from such a step approach,
with gaps between the major program phases, has often led to much concern about producing,
aircraft that are technically obsolescent. This, and needs dictated by war-time urgencies
have led to various concepts to reduce the gaps between the major program phases, or to
even overlap or merge these phases into a concurrency concept. Then, after experiencing
the extensive and expensive problems and initial system inadequacies introduced by pre-
mature production, the prototype approach regains favor.

Each of the two major approaches, the prototype and the concurrency approach, has
many advantages and disadvantages, and various efforts have been made over the years to
modify each of these basic concepts to maximize its advantages. Much consideration has
also been given to commercial aircraft development experiences, and it is to he noted
that most new commercial aircraft are now developed without a prototype step. The need
of a prototype clearly depends upon the magnitude of the differences between the new air-
craft and its predecessors for which the manufacturer has experience and the hasic state
of knowledge and development capabilities. Choice of a tailored approach, which may involve
a prototype, is more likely to provide optimum results.

The importance to both systems effectiveness and costs of the approach to svstems
acquisition warrants a closer examination of both tile prototype and concurrenc. philoso-
phies and the current acquisition process.

Prototves: These and technology demonstration flight vehnicles offer many
advantages i--solving problems and reducing uncertainties, hut also have a number of
disadvantages. The pros and cons need to be carefully weighed in deciding whether the
need for a prototype for a specific system under consideration warrants its cost. With-
out question, if included in the program a prototype will cost money and time. The
question is whether or not it- is likely to save more money and time than it costs. bv elim-
inating costly downstream changes in production, as noted byN, Fi-. 10.

Prototypes are generally advantageous when the new aircraft represents a major change
from previous experiences or incorporates substantial new technology. Prototvpes before
production ofter significant pay-offs in reducing uncertainties and resolving problems in
systems integration and some aspects of cost. Another major advantage is the value gained
bY 'exercising' the design, manufacturing and test team, and in validating the engineering
methods used in the design, development and test. This hones the design and development
capabilities for the production aircraft and future developments. Other major advantages
include the likelihood of using more advanced technolov than would be possible with the
lower risk program demanded for an initial production aircraft. The use of full fly-by-
wire flight controls in the YF-16 provided an important bridge between laboratory technol-
(,gv and the follow-on system acquisition program. Had the program not included a proto-
type, it is highly unlikely that this technology would have found its way so soon into
production and operational use. Prototypes also offer a sien ificant advantage in per-
mitting competition through a flight program. Examples of recent competitive program ; ;re
Lhe YA-9 vs YA-I), Y"-16 vs YF-17 and the AiST YC-1. vs YC-15. Of Lilese, the A-P)A,. 1F-1o,
the Navy F-18, which was derived from the YI-17A, have entered production. In cont rast . t he
the high cost of ISD and product ion generally precludes compe i t ion. Prototypes provide
relatively quick and low cost development and flight experience. The confidence gaained is
often critical to a decision to proceed into FSD or production.

Disadvantages also exist, and it is important to understand the real need for the
prototype and assure that tie objectives properly reflect these needs. The limitations
of the prot otvpe approach, which may introduce many short-cut methods not applicable to
a production program and not include all as;pects ,)f the com nlete svstell, need to be full%,
understood and given adequate visibilitv in order to preclude a false sense of securitv
followiny, a successful prototype effort.

The flight prototype has often been viewed .to nece ssarv to validate tihe basic flig,.ht
vehicle, hut not the entire svstem. In the po;t, the flii,ht vehicle was often considered
to be the critical element in tile system, since it represented an integration of many of
the basic technical disciplines involved in flight systems, such as aerodynamics, strllcttlresq,
propulsion, flight control, the cockpit, pilot and the avionics required for flih . P,, I
ponement of a(te(iiaet c con; i dcrat ion to mi I it ary ni !s io Ti a%'ionic; and arilameit i i earl;
prototypes oft en del aved achi everIrent of ! nO I i t arv capabi I it y because of inn1de.dqtaci ",
and delays in complet ing development and integrat it, these cO set ia1 ( eta it 4 f i I i t al".

stem.

One of t he ma jor di sadvantages of the prot ot y'pe approach is tIhe gp t hat reul t i )
th11e program engi neering, an i ma fact urin, a ct ivit i' dttri ring t le t irmu t i iro ,t V Vpt it
being test ed. and later, whi Ie awai t ing,, a dec'i on 'n whet her or not t prceed int ) full
scale development or production. the ext 'O iol (,f t, t'l tine from init i ,ion of the
;vstei to dep lovment itcallse of such gap.; i ! a thj cc(t if i ttcrea-, i ig1 v real co'tern, ,': l
properlv so. his will be d itt , in more =ht. -11 in the :i'rt' ( Ct :. i t * ' I,-

d f .) i i l1 c0 ..
. ... ...... ...... ;,rII o" r: 1,if ......... ... .... IIIII hI -



INCREMENTAL APPROACH: The growing systems sophistication, and the inadequacies of
flight vehicle prototypes which led to the introduction of the 'Systems Concent' durine the
early 195O's was npted on Pape 4. -his total approach to systems development, while not
negating the use of a flight prototype, generally required the rapid availability of addit-
ional flight vehicles in order to permit completion of the aircraft performance, structures,
propulsion, flight control, avionics and armament system tests within a reasonable time
period. Since the production of 3 - 13 prototypes required production quality tools, al-
though limited in scope, the initial batch of aircraft using these concepts are more aptly
termed initial or low rate production aircraft. The problem with this approach with gaps
between the steps, is shown by the Figures 11,12 & 1 3on the 'Acquisition Cycle'. The
program gaps associated with an incremental approach involving two prototypes, follow-
ed by a flight test program and assessment, aida limited quantity of 'Full Scale Develop-
ment' aircraft for test and evaluation prior to initiation of production for inventory
aircraft clearly extends the time to achieve an operational capability. Further, the
major fluctuations in manpower loadings to accomplish the separated phases results in loss
of highly knowledgable people to other activities during the gaps in the process, with
resulting inefficiencies. Figure 14 compares military and commercial rate build-uns.

The incremental approach does offer some appeal. It tends to bound the Covernment
risk, provides time to learn and evaluate prior to the next step, and allows for incorp-
oration of changes, discovered necessary by tests, in the next phase of the program. It
avoids some wasted effort in premature planning, tooling, and in establishing production
lines for the next phase. If the step approach eliminates all of the basic problems be-
fore proceeding into production, excessive retrofit costs can be eliminated. The
experience obtained during these steps also provides data and improves the ability to
predict cost, schedules and performance of the next step. Further, the whole concept
provides a more conservative approach in obtaining Congressional approval and avoiding, the
criticism engendered by a more risky approach. However, all of the hoped-for benefits
from this process may not occur, because the evolving threat is more apt to require
changes in the system as a result of the stretched out program steps. The cost of the
gaps in the development process in terms of manpower loadings and loss of skill
retention can more than compensate for the advantages gained by the step learning
process. The cost of the gaps may exceed the cost of producing low production rate new
aircraft in a continuous program.

Concurrency: The concept of concurrency, which means that long lead time production
procurem rnts-an other activities are initiated prior to completion of the prototype or
full scale engineering development is one that has periodically been the preferred
acquisition strategy. Even when out of favor during the 1970 decade, it was still utilized
for some system acquisitions such as the Trident program. Concurrency offers manv advant-
ages, but also has a major disadvantage which at various times has led to it being much
disfavored. These are shown below:

Advant ages

o Provides a powerfil focus for all aspects of the program.

o Permits a smooth transition from development to production.

o Pushes earlier design maturity, and minimizes the acquisition time span to dr'plov-
ment , as shown by Fig 15 for conmercial programs, most of which utilized concurrencv.

o Drives the total system (hardware, training, logistics, supports, etc.) to
early operational deployment.

o Reduces costs, when properly done.

o Provides a workable solution for the 2 year plus lead time for critical
materials, machine tools and forgings.

o Provides early visahilitv of production rate problems.

Di .advant aves

o Starts of production before completion of engineering development greatly
increases risk from unforeseen technical problems, requiring correction (hring
production or operational service at great expense.

As a result of technical problems, cases exist wherein the concurrency approach, without
inclusion of a prototype, actually resulted in a large number of production 'prototypes'
rather than operational aircraft.

Technolo ,g Demonstrators and Systems Acquisition Strategy - A possible solution to
the protot-ype Issue Is -tie -use 6T 'tecbnoTog-y Jemon-sfrato--s to provide the integration and
demonstration required to mature high payoff new technology for application to a svstem.
These can be less costly and quicker to accomplish than the prototype for a new system.
They could be initiated as needed to resolve the technical uncertainit tes ani pr'vide a
credible assessment of the technology payoff independent of the many issues facing
initiation oif a new system, thus providing valuable lead time. With the technology, and
some of the important cost issues resolved by the demonstrator, the svstem development
could be started with more confidence on a concurrency or 'tailored' acquisition approach.
The cost savings accrued thru elimination of gaps in the 4v-stem program could pay for the
technology demonstrator cost by many factors.
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A basic issue confronting initiation of subsystem and flight vehicle technology
demonstrators, usually conducted under the Air Force's advanced development program, is
determining whether the need and potential payoff for the new technology justifies the
cost involved in a highly competitive limited fund area. Although less costly than a
system prototype, the cost is not trivial, and may often run some 30 to 100 million dollars.
As can be expected, expenditures of this magnitude receive very careful consideration
throughout the funding system, and are not easily approved unless there is a clear well
established need.

'Proof' of a clear need is aggravated by the some 3 to 6 year lead time required for
the technology demonstration to be complete in time for use by the system. The need
is seldom clear that far ahead. Yet, the decision to apply the technology to a new system
or go with a more concurrent systems development in lieu of a prototype with costly gaps
in the system program may well hinge on the knowledge and confidence gained by a technology
demonstrator.

Application of 'fly-by-wire flight controls in the YF-16, the ride control (load
relief, mode stabilization vanes)in the B-i, and the current series of advanced engines
now in use are recent examples of technology demonstrators paving the way for application
of advanced technology. In these cases, serendipity helped and the demonstrations were
completed just in time for systems application.

The enormous cost of gaps and delays in a system program which could be avoided bv
the right type of technology demonstrators strongly suggest that a planned strategy of
'targeting', and supporting high payoff technology programs to be sufficiently completed
prior to the definition phase decisions for a new system would pay major dividends in
both cost reductions and systems capabilities. It should not be expected that all
successfully demonstrated technologies and the anticipated system will come together at
the targeted time. The planned system may not 'materialize', or the technology
may not offer the hoped for payoffs, but the value of the 'hits' will more than make up
for the strike-outs. Further, the addition to the technology base will likely be of
value to other programs.

Current Ac uisition Ste s As a result of A-109, key 'milestone' reviews have been
establishe as a basis or the acquisition steos shown below:

Milestone 0- Program initiation, concept development, and evaluation of altern-
ative systems.

Mileston' I- Demonstrations and validation of one or more alternative systems.

Milestone 11- Full scale engineerinig develonment/limited production

Milestone Ill-Rate production and deplovment
Each of the milestones involves an intensive DSARC review before proceedino with the next
phase of the program. The 'ilestone I review will also determine whether or not a nroto-
type aircraft or a demonstration engine or set of avionics should he accomplished before
proceeding into full scale development (FSD). The evolving process is incorporated in the
most recent issue of DOD Directive 5000.1.

Figure 6 showed the current five phas-es of a major system acquisition program in
relation to the new Defense System Acquisition Review Council (DSARC) reviews and A-109
milestones. A basic challenge will be to assure that this process, which can result in
delays in starting a new prototype or full scale development is not implemented so as to
needlessly extend the total time required to achieve an operational capability after
identification of the threat and need. The continual changing environment, and new
assessments of the threat, needs, and affordable costs as the program proceeds can be
devastating to an overly stretched acquisition program.

VI. PRELIMINARY DESIGN/MISSION ANALYSIS

The preliminary design process, in conjunction with mission analyse:, represents one
of the most powerful tools available for reducing ICC and providing key answ(rs for
systems development. The design process, shown on Figure 16, is a kev onba of the st e:,
acquisition process, both in exploring alternatives, in the conceptual phase and in
defining the system after initial go-ahead.

The process provides a highly effective technique for the cont inual asssssmet
of new threats and mission n'eeds, conceptual new svstems, parameter sensitivities and
interactions, impact of uncertainties, technical needs and the input of new technolosie-s.
both prior to the validation of the MENS for ;+ new system -Ind in the concentnal phase ,tf
the system acquisition program. For either 'se, it provides a superb learnirn, onportlnit"
for understanding the many interrelations involved between the threat . operat inal need-;.
systems, technologies, production, operation slponrt and cost factors. T1 facilitnates
and provides a basis for meaningful communications between the en,'ineer,, manarer;, ald
specialists in the laborat',ries, system develonment organizations, cos t analy.st, b',ri.-
ticiang and operational personnel.

Terminology varie;, and T am us ing the term 'ore]iminor. do.; io' in th, broad ;eu-z,
to include the entire conceptual and preliminary d(e;i gn an d le]i I 'nn pro o'(',: uip ti t1 he
point of configuration 'freeze' and the ueci.;i,,n to proceed ','ith a dht ailId h,.eiVn aTI
preparation of drawins for hardware fa,riatitn. Firure I' ;h '.:. t,,' d,lrat in ,f t %i aI
preliminary desi gn act ivi 'I: in relat i,,n t the cturrcnt thA P( an 71i Ist r'no ,,ii,':;
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The AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel has long been concerned with aircraft design and
technology integration. In recognition of the increasing concerns about rising system costs,
the Panel, in October 1971, initiated planning for a meeting to review the role of the
preliminary design process in improving quality and reducing aircraft acquisition and
operation cost. The symposium on Aircraft Design and Optimization was conducted in October
1973 and results are published in AGARD Conference Proceedings, CP No. 147. During this
meeting approximately 120 highly experienced aircraft designers, managers, cost experts,
and operators discussed use of the Preliminary design process and shared experiences,
methods, and ideas for optimizing system characteristics and reducing cost of development,
production, operation and support.

The process has evolved significantly over the years, and consideration is now given
not only to the classical flight vehicle areas of aerodynamics, structures, propulsion,
flight control, subsystems, and avionics, but also to other critical areas, such as
maintainability, supportability, operational availability, and costs. Life cycle cost is now
a basic design parameter, and the system characteristics must he decided on the basis of
mission needs, performance capabilities, timing, and life cycle costs.

The preliminary design and development process includes numerous iterative Paper and
computer configuration and system analyses, studies and design layouts, supplemented bv
testing as necessary, to optimize trades between requirements, available technology,
timing, and cost. Rapid progress in digital computers has led to a revolution in the use
of computerized analysis and design techniques. These permit the examination of thousands
of possible designs and clearly facilitate many trade-offs required to ontimize the
system capabilities and cost. Accuracy of analysis methods has improved steadily over
past years, yet results of pure 'paper analyses,' sometimes used for decision makingt
purposes, must be considered 'suspect' unless adequate assurances exist that the assumpt-
ions made in preparing the analytical model are fully valid for the new design being
analyzed. Since the new design obv4)uslv includes configuration, flight environment, or
operational usage improvements in order to warrant its develonment, it is likely that the
analytical models which were developed and validated from previous design efforts will
introduce some errors when applied to the new design. Thus, in contrast to 'Paper
studies,' the developmental tests involved in the preliminary design process provide a
markedly different degree of confidence and progress toward a real airplane.

Key Tasks: Some of the numerous key basic tasks accomnlished by use of the
preliminary design/mission analysis process, both as a Part of systems acquisition or
prior to the identification of a system need are shown below:

i. Analysis of the threat and mission needs.

2. Analysis and trade-off of mission and system requirements with potential
system capabilities.

3. Development and synthesis of systems options to meet needs.

4. Identification and resolution of system integration problems.
5. Design to consider manufacturing, operational denloyment, and field

support needs, and total performance time LCC trades.

6. Determination and assessment of technology, time, and cost uncertainties.

7. Identification of technical gaps or barriers requiring solution.

8. Assessment of the payoff from application of new technology.

Impact of Systems Development and L.CC: The conceptual and preliminary design Phase
of a new system exerts a major impact on tie subsequent system capabilities and cost.
Figure 2 shows the leverage involved in this phase compared to the total development,
acquisition and ownership cost of a new system. The preliminary design process in this
case included synthesis of a large number of potential configurations and substantial
wind tunnel tests, as well as design of the selected configuration. Yet, it constituted
only a very small portion of the total life cycle cost of the system - less than one half
of one percent (0.5%). Since this system is still operational, the Percentage cost of
the design portion is going down even further each year. Figure ]P which is familiar to
many, points out that some 70 percent of the final life cycle cost of a system will
essentially be predetermined by the system characteristics determined and the decisions
made during the preliminary design process by DSARC I and 857 by DSARC, IT.

The early phase of the design process can be invaluable when used in conjunction
with systems and operational analyses in assessing optional systems to meet mi!sion
requirements, impact of uncertainties, the payoff of new technologies;, and the cost of
achieving various levels of capabilities as a function of different scenarios. Trade-
offs can be made to determine the best iolution to the total set of ne(ds. Later phases
of the process define the total system design, test and contractual requirements in
relation to all of the needs and technical, development, Production, operational, support
and cost considerations, and provide a basis for proceeding into the detailed designs for
hardware fabrication and system hardware development.

Exploration of New System, 'lCC and Mission Effectiveness The preliminarv s-stem

design7mIssTon a sna y-s-proces can}e [ 1fgMv e V eclIt ve I{ Jevloping, n,.w , vstvm c 'ce pt';
and in evaluat ing optional solutions to proiected mission needs in a wide varit , ,f
pot on *al scenarios. The result can he a valuable asset in providin, the foundat ion for
the pre-milestone 0 act ivitv by assessing needs and evolving concent s for sol ut its to
both the ml Ii tary needs and reduced I i f ye c c I cost s . (The pre -mi les t one 0 proce s, how-
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ever, is not intended to express the need in terms of performance of a specific desired
system.) The basic design process can be utilized as a valuable tool in identifying
technical gaps and in assessing the value of R&D programs independent of the system
acquisition process. Conceptual future system- can be developed on the drawing board and
used as the basis for continuing interaction between the technologist and the militar'.v
operators in evaluating new concepts and assessing potential solutions to operation needs.

Substantial progress has been made during the past decade in evolving the preliminary
design process from one primarily associated with the flight vehicle system, Figure li,
to one that includes all aspects of a system and its development, manufacture, operation
and support. The conceptual phase of the process has also evolved as an effective means
of trading off mission capabilities vs systems characteristics and costs, and of evalua-
ting the payoff of applying new technologies emerging from laboratory and industry
research and development programs.

A major study program conducted several 'ears ago utilized a combined operations
analysis, threat scenario, mission need, preliminary design, and cost analysis process
on an iterative basis to explore the relative merits of alternative system concepts and
to assess the value of various arrays of new technologies. A schematic of one of the
processes ised is shown in Figure t9 Tvnical system options examined by this
process as sbown by Figure 20, were based on computer aided design methodologies to
synthesize systems with many alternative mixes of new technologies, assess cost, and
determine mission effectiveness against a wide variety of scenarios. This permitted an
evaluation of both the new system concepts and technology mixes in terms of military
mission criteria, such as cost for a target kill, number of targets killed for a given
force strength or for a fixed investment in the new system, systems lost per target kill,
and so forth. These studies also provided assessment of technologies in terms of the
more conventional payoff criteria, such as aircraft weight, aerodynamic L/D, structural
weight fraction, and system development, production and operational cost.

The higher order synthesis represented by the above process involves many complex
and interdependent relationships. Credible outputs require probabilistic consideration
of all significant parameters and identification of the sensitivities of the many inputs
and assumptions made in the process. Increased complexity normally results in higher
engineering and computer costs and a degradation in the ability to perceive all of the
cause - effect relationships and care must be taken to assure full consideration of the
problems. Inclusion of methods to estimate combat effectiveness and cost as part of the
basic sizing and performance analysis provides a direct relationship between mission
effectiveness measures, costs and the basic design variables noted above. The number of
variables which must be analyzed, understood and provided traceability in terms of their
effect on the results is clearly increased as shown by Figure 'I When a large number
of possible new technology sets and multiple mission scenarious are added to the problem,
the number of parameters becomes enormous.

Reference No.20 notes that traditional parametric analysis becomes impractical,
since a problem with only four variables requires 256 data cases and 16 carpet plots to
determine the interactions between the variables. This reference discusses the experience
of one major system contractor in tacklinr, the kind of problem noted above and examining
techniques for handling the large number of design effectiveness and cost parameters.
After considering the high computational cost involved with direct numerical methods
using constrained optimization algorithms, the author recommends an approach which
employes multi-layering regressions for problem simplification. The use of computer
routines for surface-fit regressions and optimizations, and multi-variable data management
techniques were found to provide adequate accuracy during the conceptual design process,
with a factor of 10 reduction in analysis cost.

Extension of the conceptual and preliminary design process with these types of
analysis can be expected to result in the evolution of a number of effective techniques
to handle higher order systems and LCC problems, simplify the effort, reduce cost per
analysis and improve results. A major challenge is to fullv exploit the ever increasing
new computational capabilities, but at the same time not lose the understanding and
innovation traditionally part of the design process when the engineer did it all.

Assessment of New Technoloty :'se of the preliminary design/mission analvsis proces,;
provides a powerf'u1_met toh -Tr- assessing the value of new technology, both during, and
independent of the systems acquisition programs. It facilitates an excellent under-
standing of the interrelationships between mission capabilities, svstem performance and
characteristics, key system parameters, and LCC. It can identilfv the value of new
technologies and quantify the payoff of those having majior impact on the system perfr-mance
cost and mission capab iif ties. The process can be appl i cd ton examine modi fi cat ions of
existing s/istems as well as potential new systems. Since the entire sVw;t em design can be
considered, this methodology provides an effective means f avoi dim,. sub-optimiz;ation in
the selection of new research and development programs. This is done by interrelatita.
the value of the technologv to the system design parametcrs; by us,, of baseline desi'mgn
with and without the new technologies. The des;ig,,n p;arametc rs ar related to the 'vst em
characteris tics. cost. and in turn to ;vstem performance capa i lit i(.';. ' i ,;sion a IId roper'
tional anal,'ses relate the sstem performance to both single and m lt ii-,-vst 'm Ti,; i;.
capabilitie>; in different combat scenarios. It is thus vo5,' iblv, wi .itn thi- depth at'd
accuracy of the analisis, to quantify the ,avoff of sets 4 t,'lube i''; and ne'w 5'v'4 e
concepts in term:; of mission effectiveness criteria

LA
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The degree to which technologies can be quantified is limited by the extent of the
analysis, but the process generally will identify and quantify the technologies which
exert a first order effect on flight vehicle size. It can also quantify technologies
that are highly significant to mission success, for example a high resolution SAR to locate
tanks under adverse weather conditions. The value of many other technologies will simply
now show up in the mission effectiveness or cost analysis, even though qualitative judgments
indicate that they do contribute to system and mission effectiveness or cost reductions.
However, the process does provide an effective framework which relates the characteristics
and effectiveness of optional system designs to the military mission needs for a number
of different scenarios.

Use of this framework for more specific and detailed studies of technologies which
do not show up as a first order impact provides a means of exploring and understanding
their value in relation to the system designs and mission capabilities. The engineer
developing a new flat plate digital display to replace the conventional cathode ray tubes
now used in the cockpit clearly understands the reduction in installed volume and weight,
and the improved reliability expected from the new display, but finds it difficult and
expensive to examine impact on a system or mission capabilities. By use of the design
and analysis framework noted above, he can use detailed cockpit layouts representative
of those typical of a new system. With the more detailed study of the specific area,
the payoff can better be quantified and related to the overall system characteristics
and mission capabilities.

Opportunities Remaiingns: More recent emphasis on the front end of the acquisition
process should result in increased preliminary design effort. Nevertheless, there are
still many opportunities for increased use of the process to improve system effectiveness
and reduce LCC. For one thing, continuous use of the conceptual design portion of the
process, coupled with system analysis and application of new techrologies will provide
early identification of new system concepts,and provide an effective means of assessing
the value of new technologies and the total cost impact. Further, one could select
technology mixes in such a way as to markedly reduce cost. We have all heard of a
control configured vehicle, (CCV). It's now time for a cost configured system (CCS)!

It takes time to think out and assess the best solutions to projected problems.
The design/analysis process is very inexpensive in comparison to the cost of a new system,
but it's initiation after the military need is validated gives relatively little time
to fully understand the need and develop the best solution. Ideally, the spectrum of
projected needs should be continually bracketed by analyses to provide understanding of
the interactions between projected threats, possible system solutions, technologies and
costs. Then,when the need is validated, a sound foundation exists for accomolishing the
system design in a relatively short time. This would help reduce system acquisition
time, as well as helping to avoid problems and reduce LCC.

VII OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT COST:

Some 60% of Air Force costs are now expended in the Operations and Supnort (O&S
activity. Programs to reduce costs, as noted earlier, have recognized the importance of
obtaining a better O&S cost data base as a prerequisite to the establisment of meaningful
DTLCC objectives. Nevertheless, a number'of specific quantitative requirements have been
established for improvements in the O&S area. These include specific goals and quantities
for maintenance man hours per flight hour (MMH/FH) and reliability improvement warranties
(RIW's). Efforts are also underway to improve the data base and augment logistic research
activities in order to improve understanding of the total process as Projected over the
next decade, and pave the way to the identification and implementation of specific actions
to contain or reduce O&S cost.

O&S cost drivers are numerous, and range from the nature of the Process itself to the
operational characteristics and support needs of a specific system. A m!umher of para-
meters which exert a significant influence on O&S cost are shown below

Logistics maintenance level and supply concept.

Facility/spare part locations.

Manpower skills/productivity.

Numbers of systems to be serviced and maintained.

Numbers of different weapons systems and separate Part numbers.

System characteristics, complexity and uniqueness.

System inspection and test concept.

System flying time and reliability/failure rates.

Understanding of cost drivers, such as above, is vital for the evolit ion of lonp term
solutions. The logistic system is highly complex, and since some 4n- of Air Force man-
power are involved in the logistic Process, it is highlv sensitive to manpower, per onnel
and training systems, as well as the quality of the systems which emerge from the acquisi-
tion process. While many types of logistic studies have been conducted, the resources
devoted to logist ics research and development of a svstemat ic under;:tantin of t he ent ire
logistics process and its interaction with the ever changing environment and all other
factors related to the support of systems throughout their oneratinnal liffe, have only
represented a very small nercentave of the total R&D activity. As a result considerahle

Lk
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emphasis is being given to research of this ae

lliLhe -r --Order Analysis: Computer analysis capabilities now make feasible the concept
Of a macro ana'lWsis, not just of a single system in relation to the 0&S process, hut of
the total set of svstenls that exist at any 'one time. Such a 'higher order' analysis
would also deal with the dynamic nature of the environment and the changing sets Of s'.stt.'r L
and characteristics which exist as time passes. Such an analysis would provide icreatvr
recognition of both the coimmon and unique activities associated with the different t'.pes
of weapon systems and the support processes, and highlight the need for changes in thre
basic process. During acquisition, e'acht System Project Office (Spo) includes. reprc-~enta-

tves fromt the log is tics and ope rat ionalI organ i 'ations in order to helip as str' full1
cons iderat ion of O&~S needs. Trrade studies to identify the best solution are of nvess it%
forced to consider the O&S process and insti tut lonailizaLiTprocedluresq a-4 they flow exi st.
tonique system innovations are limitedi in their payoff to that possible within the con-
straints of the O&S process. Better understanding of this process will permit improved
quanitification of the key aspects relating to improved operational effectivene,.s; and
reduced 0, S costs.- This willI pave tho way for major improvements. Fi gore .'.' depicts
this concept.

se of advanced t echnolIov'. can reduce cost. In taict , it can bothi dras tic all'. redaict
cost and great l% improve capab ilit ieis at the same t ime. 'The modern c omput er or hand
. alctulator is clear evidence- of this. Fig ures .' and .? show the striking, orogress in tl'i'-
area. If it can he done here, wv not for comTplete veanon systems? Wits not for the ent ire
.sot of s vsterrs and processes' lit,' apr':.. -- of cotirse i s that revo 1ut ionarv technical
advances are not bein2 mtade in " '. areas . So,tr arc advancini, rapidly, especial lv thoseC
that exploit the major advances in diet tal inteitrated ci rcuit technology". Sne are
relatively miatunre, in need of a new b)roak t hrout'lt, hut tire advanc inc, to sonte ext ent . The
massive RI D program in progress throughout mtuck of the 'orIdis advanc ino, t cCIntr ot'i es
on a broad front. fTe abil1ity to recopnize and exploit its application to the cost problem
is perhtaps the mtajor problem'n con frtn t i og the rise of new t echnot 1, to retdtce cost . On e
oif the signi ficant things; ah~out the Computeor revolut ion was the recognition and extt 1o it aI-
t ion of the ;emi -conductor technologyv, and in turn, the continual devel1opment of semi -
conductor device technology to exploit the opportunit; -es of fered byv t he new market l one-
fully, the new logistics research activities now uotlervav will help itientifr' a similar
mutual technology and market exploitation situation.

Reduction of total Life Cycle Cost (IcC), is a matter of mutch emphasis in the tech nol-
og'development program. Cost is considered to be a key engineering parameter and is

given emphasis similar to performance., Most R&D Programs, reduce cost directly or iniiireci lx',
since improved capabilities shotuld reduce the cost to iccompli,! inr~ specific task.
Reduction of cost to accompl isht a mi litar. task does not, h owever, neces- an lv reduce the
peacet ime LCC. A miss iIe can drast icalIs' reduce the ntumber of missions or aircraft I. sses
required to destroy a bridge in wartime, but missile development- and acquisit ion renroent 5
a major slice oif total peacetime acqtiisition cost, although thteir OI&S costs, is a snraller
percentage of the total ICC.

rechflo&y to Improve Bats ic Ca pai lit ies anti Reduce Cost. Tecitnol1ovv (levelOPMents
include mapy generic An Thio1g'V erp+t S v i'J~ op impitrove( engineering tools, innovat ive
concepts aid experimental prototypes, and criteria for improved subisystems anti sr'stems.
The en',ineering tools encompass technical prediction, desic~n. analvsis, and test methlods.
engineering handbooks and daita compendiurns, and cri teria necessarv for the effi ci ent
design of more effective systems. Somne of this work is directed towards acquiring cost
data andi developing improved analyvsis methods. Innovative technologyv develoipment, 't ay
applx' to a wido varietv oif systems or he focused on more spec if ic probl ems for oeimn Ic
tact ical fighteor manoriverab ilit v. Other tecltno 1ogv efforts are more sharplI foctisetd on
-;po'c ific aircraft or suissystem problems; in order to improve effect i veness of 'vrstems in
;-rv ice or tinder deve lopmen t . The wi do variety of new technol 0ev programs provi do the

has i ; for cithier i ma roving, per formance c apab lIit v or t1he many pnarameters that reduce 1I.C

it' Chit c depen'-.11 'mt tow the teochno oV doeve I pment is orienteod andI is appI' i et
ill the %1'steM .Iosigo or prodIuct ion and (,S area. A:,"an exatnpvlv. new I echnolopi 0' cart !)v
tit i I ' -ed t o r,'ltce st i;- or i'ross' wt ight for t he saIme mi ssion,. or improve mi ssi on canal) Ii
ties for tie same ti.c atirc'raft . 1iven thoti sitort. ages in the support of t echnical
dove 1optrtentq ime'd pr imari iv' at redtuced L.CC have Iled to concern abotit the cretWi i i ''o

ICC re'ttict iiin t tehtoIe log' programs , Man'.' approarites ha,-ve been exploit ed in an effort ,
redact' L. TIto dlovoI'ment of improvet en,'ineer inc, teeoIs it; .-,imTC'd at reduc in, .'l'
wsent and test CWo inI. to' a ,r''vinc e'xtent , maintenance costs. Tnnityat ive .t r11ttt ni
co)ncep' sq are being- delt'''oto it t iili., :,dvanc'td matcr1ials in aI mere teffect iv,' manner
New ';t ruct are t t'Clrn''I ', i C , stict ;, prirar. aldhes i ve bonded ;t rtict tires of met -tIi; a-nt
advanced compo'; i to'";. 1 imi tiat ' t toisani of thIe fast Coors; itormal Iv tt,d i n ai i raift
const ract i on F1bi ; V11 inina-tes a pr irit' -sorce ,f c'orroi on andI tric- i iI a t ir n -1,
expens;ive ma i ot naoct prolI ems H'dtict ion of the nnmhi'r of part , i it ' t tactiirt''c '
reduice mantifactutring' cos t ruictuna dot I on attd Tnanmifaitinl mu'm' c's st's for adl-anc1,'
compoite. andtir aniaim parts; art' imed at the' r(''it(t ion of t'xt't'';' rit trial vait' v-. inst
of techniqtivt'swich will form the part', ot(i the fini shot ;hat' itht'tt ext ('tt;i\'t
macttinint, operat ions. thuis also sating expent;i yi ma,'tmne t imt'.

Simi lar c,,ncepts f'tr reditcin.g material vaasv at.ni nit'r to f tart' ;art' t ita' t'xt1,i'i t
in rhino cnt ine desivn byv the develonmeot of t, tk'Chn'la' it'' s'ti( rr~u ettt'b nut'.1,'r of
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blades per compressor or turbine stage, and high flow technology which reduces the number
of stages and the size of combustors. The simplifications made possible by advanced
technology not only reduce costs, but improve engine efficiency and reliability.

In the avionics area, the utilization of large scale integrated circuits and advanced
devices is improving the inherent reliability of avionics, and thus should reduce future
LCC. Another major effort is aimed at the development of standardization with flexibility.
Efforts range from development of basic device technologies to digital system architectures
which will improve standardization of system elements higher order language (HOL) usage
and associated software.

Thus, the basic concepts of simplification, reduction of numbers of parts, use of
inherently reliable components, reduction of material scrappage, and standardization are
providing significant opportunities for reduced LCC. These and other strategies for
achieving reduced cost are shown on Figure 25 . Several of the many technology develop-
ments under way to directly reduce system life cycle cost and im-rove operational oroduct-
ivity are discussed next.

Manufacturing Technology: Aircraft cost is increased by the batch nature of aircraft
production. Use of the computer as an aid to manufacturing has evolved in a disjointed
fashion, resulting in a proliferation of computer software and hardware that has in many
instances aggravated problems rather than assisting. A long term program has been
initiated to apply integrated computer aided manufacturing (ICAM) systems for the major
functions of manufacturing, in order to increase industrial productivity and flexibility
for batch production of defense material. The program will first address the "architecture"
and define batch manufacturing developments in the sheet metal fabrication area that
promise high ROl's, on the order of 25% as a goal. Figure 26 shows the basic fields of
activity now being pursued.

Engine Durability and Cost Reduction: Emphasis is being given to reducing engine
maintenance costs and spare rates, and increasing combat readiness. Substantial progress
is expected in improving the durability of engine structure and flow path components,
the reliability of control systems, and the techniques for monitoring, automatically
diagnosing and isolating faults to improve detection of potential failures, and to maximize
engine life. Specific gains expected include (1) increased transonic blade aerodynamic
loading capacity of rotating machinery to reduce the number of engine parts and minimise
unit costs for competitive performance, (2) improved engine life nrediction techniques
and definitive criteria to upgrade design practices and relate performance growth to
changes in maintenance costs and spare rates, (3) integration and simplification of air-
craft/engine control modes to simplify field trim procedures and minimize maintenance
down time, and (4)improved damage tolerant design practices, fault isolation techniquls.
and automated diagnostic techniques to maximize engine life and effectively applv "oi
condition" maintenance concepts.

Low Cost Titanium and Su eralloEn e Parts: It is currently necessary to buy
approximately 20 times the raw material tat en s up in a finished engine part, due to
limitations in fabrication technology and the need to remove material in order to reach
the required finished shape. A number of technology programs are aimed at improvine this
situation. For example, (1) titanium powder technology and powdermetallurgv process
developments, such as hot isostatic pressing, vacuum hot pressing, and powder consolidation,
are being examined to provide a 30m' cost reduction in titanium compressor discs, (2)
technologies involved in automation ef the directional solidification process, and scale-
up of advanced coating processes are being applied to develop an improved manufacturing
process that will reduce cost of directly solidified superallov turbine airfoils bv 40"),
and (3) superalloy turbine disc technology development is aimed at reducing cost 50'
through use of superallov nowder production techniques to produce near net shapes requir-
ing minimal machining.

Avionics Device Te chnolog: This fast advancing area provides the microelectronic,
solid state devices, an t components such as magnetic bubble memories, hiph speed
logic devices, charge transfer devices, amplifiers, etc. which underlie the major advances
in computers and avionics. A major effort is aimed at th.- reduction of Life (>vcle Cost
through improved reliability, reduced size, weight and power requirements, and the develop-
ment of commonality and standardization in utilization of microelectronics. Apnlicton
of these devices includes virtually all asnects of aircraft avionics. Major thriiqts are
aimed at technology for large scale integration (LST) verv high speed integrated circuits.
(VHSIC), logics and memories.

Crvo coolers required for uie with IR detectors and other devices have been ai ource
of frequent field problems. ITn addition, current coolers vary in tvpe, thus complicatinc
.the maintenance problems. Advinces in high reliability cooling technolov h.aw(, led to
the development of a new standard crvo c,,oler hased on the Viuilleumier design, which i!
unique in not requiring moving ;eal; It ",as a lower life cycle co t and a 1', 1 higher
MTBF.

lnt e rated Technolo ies Development of advanced integrated t echn,,lyg.v capabi I itie
can exploit synergistic effects to reduce 1.':. Ient i ficat ion of potent ial high paoff
areas for technology integration is explored ; st ud. of exi!I in , and pq5ile I 11t avaMnt
systems. Sets of technologies offerinv tmtent ial higch pay<off and 'or c,,st reduct in nrt
identified for demonstration to work out int oract iotV and Ivalulate roil cA' ):1lit
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Propulsion systems exert a major effect on svs tem performance and on LCC. Progress
in integrated turbine engine technology is graphically shown bv Figure 17 which compares
thres generations of engines each having approximatelv the same thrust. The 8:1 thrust
ratio of the F-O10, F-lO/F-404 class engines represent a 100' improvement over previous
fighter engines. Projected engines show 11 to 12:1 thrust to weight ratios.

Some of the concepts being investigated and developed at the component level were
noted earlier. When these and others are combined in a new engine, the resullt can be
improved specific fuel consumption with reduction of mechanical complexitv, e.g., (1)
fuel consumption will be reduced both at the high thrust settings for maneuver and the
lower settings for cruise flight. As with aircraft, the engine deqigner can utilize the
new technology in a variety of wavs to maximize the performance or other characteristics
that are most important. In some 10 vears, technologv will permit the designer to choose
either significantly improved nerformance or reduced LCC or some of both. Improved I7C
choices are projected to include the following:

1. Thrust specific fuel consumption (SFC): 5"' to 10. improvement by reduced
turbine cooling air, improved seals, increased efficiency noz.zles, improved
component efficiency, reduced loss combustors, variable cycle concepts, etc.

2. Life Cycle Cost (LCC) : 20. to 30. reduction due to reduced number of parts,
improved durability, and improved fabrication technology.

The YF-l6 prototype development utilized a number of technical approaches and some
advanced technologies selected to reduce cost, as shown on Figure .S While sufficient
operational experience is not vet available, some of the new technolosgies such as
advanced composites and the fly-by-wire flight control system were expected to both
improve performance and reduce O&S costs.

Effectiveness of New Technololv in Improving Logistics: Man examples clearly
demonstrate that new technoogy can e eect ive in improving the O&S situation. In
addition to its use during the acquisition process, new technology can be applied either
to aircraft and missile systems to reduce their O&S costs or to the logistics process
itself in order to improve servicing, maintenance, supplv, and decision-making capabilities.

It is well accepted that the best time to apply a new technology is during the initial
systems design and development phase. The many advanced technologies which have been
successfully applied to new systems during the early part of the acquisition process in-
clude some of importance to the O&S arena, as shown below:

Solid State Avionics

Digital Processors/Computers

Structural Fatigue Design Criteria

Advanced Manufacturing Technology

Fly-Bv-Wire Flight Control

Advanced Standardized Communications and Inert ial Components

Low SFC/High Bv-Pass Turbo Fan Engines

Oxygen Concentrator

Samarium Cobalt Electric Generators and %lotors
Constant Frequency Variable Speed Alternators

Technologies Applied Directlv t. o the O&S Arena Advanced technoloigies have also
been ucce.sfuTTKivapplied directlv to the O,S ar: eit:, either to systems or to the Io ,isticy
process . Despite the likelihood of hi gher costs in anplviilg new technol ogv durinp the
O&S phase of a system's life, experience shows that new t echnologv can he cost effective
in alleviating expensive problems and improving operational effectivenes:s. This ex\perience
is validated hy a series of successful application of Laboratory technologv to the ,&S
arena by direct interaction between the Laboratories and associated Air logistics C enter .
It is further validated by the experience of the Productivity, Reliabi litv, Availability,
Maintainability (PRAt) Program Office which was established to mount a concerted attack
on rising O&S costs. If major technology advances occur subsequent to the development
of the system, the only means of using the technolo,, to ionmprove the svstem is bi a
modification or retrofit program during the O&S nhase of the system. The planned B- .?
and F-Ill avionics updates are recent examnles of this.

While many barriers must be overcome in transit ion ing Iahoraterv technolosies direct-
lv into the OsS arena, many examples can be cited of solutions to a lovistics/operational
problem or need. Some of these represent anplicat ion of available t echTnoloyv to solve
very specific problems. Others represent improvement s made possile hV ma ior lechnolos i cn I
advances hclih occurred i0b;equent to acquisition of the "ytem Some do hoth. Ex.mt'l es
inc lude

* lonevcon b Bo<nded Repair Sipera I I t Vane Repair

.Structural Corrosion Reductiop Bird Reistant Windshiel ds

Standard Elt-ct rnic 'lodulet; N)tI 1NDE

Fue I -l'ste Reduct ion .i gh Adhesion Sealants
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Standard Crvo Cooler Disc Retirement Extension

Development of compact standard electronic modules to replace older vacuum tube
modules reduces the reliability problem, and provides enhanced capabilities made nossible
by advanced solid state avionics. Introduction of standardized avionics components and
architecture will reduce part stocking requirements, improve interoperabilitv, simp]ifv
maintenance and training, and enable more rapid modification of avionics systems without
requiring major changes in the existing system.

Other programs are underway to reduce aircraft drag and thereby reduce the quantity
of fuel required to perform any specified mission. The ten-fold rise in fuel cost since
1973 now makes conservation increasingly important. By example, the winglet program now
underway is expected to improve the fuel economv of the KC-135 by some five to seven
percent, with payback of implementation costs in less than two years. A number of other
programs, such as advanced bonded structural technology and airframe design concerts are
expected to yield significant acquisition and maintenance cost reductions during aircraft
production by reducing the number of parts. The improved fatigue and corrosion resistance
offered by several of these technologies will further reduce support costs.

The importance of a dedicated source of funding and management is well illustrated
by the experience u.f the PRAM Project Office, which adopted a very stringent criteria;
namely, that a project or a new technology must offer a 5:1 improvement in "Return on
Investment (ROI)" within five years to warrant funding. Examples of numerous projects
involving application of Laboratory technologies, which have been funded all or in part by
this office, include:

* Automatic Trim Balancing

* Plasma Spectrcneter

• Coldworked Hole Tool

* Electrostatic Airless Painting of Aircraft

Lubricant Inventory Reduction

* Combined Environmental Reliability Testing

* Vibration Damping Material for Engine Inlets and Fan Cases

, Aluminum Surface Preparation for Bonding

A net savings of $117M for a PRAM cost of $5.7M is extimated for twenty of the PRAM/Labora-
tory projects which have been started. These do not include the major saving expected from
application of the Combined Environmental Reliability Testing (CERT) Program which is
still in progress, but has already contributed to improving O&S reliability operational
hardware.

The CERT Program, for example, provides techniques and criteria for ground testing
avionics equipment under the combined environments which the avionics are expected to
encounter during flight. Tests are currently being conducted to validate the concept
by comparing actual field experience with the results of current MIL SPEC and CERT tests.
CERT test conditions simultaneously simulate the temperature, vibration, humidity, pressure,
and power spikes expected during missions on a flight-bv-flight basis. Results peimit
identification of failures and failure modes so that avionics systems can be improved
before entering full service and will also provide a basis for more accurate provisioning
of spare parts. CERT has already proven of value by its use to evaluate avionic equip-
ments as part of the competitive selection process,

Additional Technolo and AppliLations Needed: The fact that technology can signific-
antly-help in providing a so ution to many O&S problems, and the impressive set of technol-
ogy developments now underwaymight lead to the belief that all that is possible is being
done. This would be far from the truth. The current program represents only a fraction
of that required to remedy the current situation and exploit the cost benefits possible
through new technology. It a large problem. Clearly a long term continuous effort is needed.

Identification of the most pressing needs for logistics techrologies is r.,riodicallv
updated and provided the system organizations. This includes both generic and specific
needs. The generic needs tend to cover the more basic and long-term needs iudged bv
AFLC/AI.D to he of major importance for reducing logistics costs. More basic needs include
research on logistics processes, procedures, and concepts to improve understanding,

methodologies, trade-offs, and decision making, including the effects of technology and
the changing world environment of the future in all areas of O&S. Pther thrusts are aimed
at improvements in Air Logistics Center maintenance and modification technology.

A number of new or augmented technology thrusts would provide sivnificant improve-
ments to the wj&S proce:;s and ICC. R&D activities are underway, but in eneral is grossly
insufficient in relation to the rned or potential payoffs Examples of several of these
are

* Logistics res4earch • Aut omotied ',anufpcture ,' Repair

* global O&S Simulation • Fault Tolerant Svtems

* Global IC( Models * Software Cost Reduction

* Manpower Productivity & Cost Material Deterioration/Corrosion prevention
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A higher order analysis process, considering the total mix of systems, maintenance and
support process is needed to develop an understanding of the complex multi-dimensional
relationship that exists in the O&S or LCC area.

IX LIFE CYCLE COST DATA BASES & COSTING METHODS

LCC Data: Valid costin, is an essential nrerequisite for a true DTLCC program. 0Si
data base deficiencies have been the subiect of many recent reviews in order to identify

corrective actions. Although many inadequacies exist, and clear allocation of institutional
and process costs to specific systems remains a difficult task, much data is available in
the Air Force data base, if one knows how to obtain it and can spend the time necessary.

Figure 29 shows typical maintenance data, for cargo aircraft, obtained from the Air
Force 66-1 data svstem,which has been in operation for many years. Examples of the exten-
sive data available on hardware maintenance and supply factors are shown by Figure 30
Sucn data is available in great detail on all aircraft, and nrovides specific information
for all major subsystems and comnliments. Figure 31 shows tie breakout of the total 15
year LCC for a cargo aircraft by major categories based on the 66-1 data system and the
existing Air Force CACE model, modified to a total fleet configuration. While much data
can be extracted from the current system, efforts to improve its accessibility and
completeness are of major importance. Improved data on processes and sequences ,will per-
mit an improved understanding of the support flow-through process. 2luch data is currentlv
available on the micro aspects of the orocess, but a macro analysis would greatly improve
the ability to put it all together. This need is recognized, and the loristic research
activity underway should improve the situation.

The acquisition cost data base, while not receiving as much recent concern as the
O&S data base, also requires improvement. Here the problem is made more difficult hx'
the proprietary interests involved, and difficulty in assessing the cost of int oducine
new technology.

Life Cycle Costin" Credible techniques are a key to the use of LCC factors in the
decision process, especially when funds must be expended now to obtain a future cost
benefit, and no other major associated benefits have been identified.

Much attention has been given to costing methodologies and the data base required
for their development and validation. Most attention has been focused on the production
process, and on analyses to provide insight into questions of limited scope, for examnle
the cost/benefit of replacing titanium fastners with steel or aluminum, etc. Some 20nO
logistics models are currently documented in the Defense Logistics Study Information
Exchange. Most are aimed towards answers that require the type of information not avail-
able until the system is well along in the full scale development or production phase.
Further, deficiencies in an effective mecianism for feedback and undate of system O&S
characteristics greatly impedes imnrovement of these models. There has been a long time
need for techniques that relate material characteristics, fabrication, production methods
and technology areas to the measured categories of cost. There has also been a lack of
effective models for use during the conceptual and advanced development phases of a
system acquisition.

The importance of costing has led to the establishment of organizations and
continuous activities in the Air Force Systems Divisions, Loistics Division and Labora-
tories to develop improved costing methods. The ASD has Iong, had and gradually augmented
a capability for costing system development and producti.n. The Air Force %Tripht Aero-
nautical Laboratories have, for much of the past decade, been actively engaged in develon-
ing improved methodologies and techniques for system and siibsVstkm development and nroduc-
tion costs. Efforts to analyze the O&S cost drivers were initiated by the laboratories
in the early 1970's. Figure 30 shows a typical result that was used to identify technology
developments offering high O&S payoffs. These led to follow-on efforts to identify unique
cost differences between military versus commercial practices. This was followed by
programs to evolve system development cost engineering relationships ( CERs ).

A continuing need exists for life cycle cost assessments on a quick reaction basis.
ASD had devised a life cycle cost model programmed for a TI-50 hand held calculator to
meet this need. By use of this analysis tool it is possible to assess the life cycle
cost implications of specific alternatives easily and quicklv. The model is as complete
as most computer LCC models. Concentrating on a single item, such as a line replaceable
unit (LRU) or shop replaceable unit (SRU) significantly reduces the need for memory
capability and avoids the aggregation and control coding required in larger system models
The model includes the major cost elements contained in a LCC assessment, as shown by the
analysis working sheet in Figure 32.

During the past few years, progress has been made in quantifying life cycle costs
engineering relationships (LCCERs). Figures 31 and3 4 provide a view of the basic model
organization typical results, and correlation with system cost data. Iuch St ill remains
to be done. LCCERs need to be extended to the subsvstem component level to enable
engineers to make better trade-offs during the desi,n process. The impact of no... t ecul o,.
must be factored in with more realism, and uni(one design related aspects, such as the
significant difference in reliability of the Same avionics set installed in one ocat ion
of an aircraft versus another location must be acc-unted for. The model i- now limited
co the system component level. Yet correl ition is cod, and the model !;hooi ld provide a
much needed tool for use during preliminary design
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In the meantime, system cost projections are still made primarily on the basis of
comparative data obtained from the development and production experiences with similar
systems. Utilization of new models, such as that noted above is being examined, but
more assurance of validity will be required for a change to be made.

X CONCLUSIONS:

Substantial attention has been given to the problems posed by the continuous rise
in systems development, acquisition, operational and support costs. Actions are under-
way on both major cost drivers and on the innumerable specific cost problems that exist
in the total LCC problem.

The prime focus of OMB/DOD efforts has been on improvements to the acquisition strategy
and procurement process, with emphasis on DTC goals, related reliability and maintainability
goals, and logistics support concepts to minimize costs. During the past several years,
much emphasis has been given to reducing ownership costs, a significant new organization
has been established, and logistics research efforts are being implemented. New concepts,
such as the high-low mix, have been utilized to reduce the cost of new system acquisitions.

Significant progress has been made in developing the preliminary design/mission a:;alvsi;:
process as a powerful tool for the exploration of new system concepts, the assessment of
new technologies and concurrent analysis of life cycle cost implications, in addition to
its use as a vital, high leverage step in the acquisition process. This process provides
a superb learning opportunity and enhances comrunications between all involved in the
system development, acquisition, operations, and support activities. Extension of the process
for higher order analyses to examine concepts for improved interoperability, 'flexible
standardization' of avionics, improved O&S effectiveness, and logistics research should
provide significant life cycle cost savings if properly implemented. Selective use of
advanced technologies and system designs to reduce life cycle cost should also be a target
of such analyses. The process offers significant advantages in providing a continuous
set of potential solutions to the ever changing threat and sets of national needs, and
can save considerable time in fielding a new system after the need is identified and
validated.

Development and application of advanced technology can result in significant reductions
of LCC. Many technologies can be apnlied to either improve performance or reduce costs. A

skilled designer can exploit the onportunities offered by advanced technologies to achieve
many combinitions of performance improvement or of cost reduction. The choice is his.
Additional emphasis on developing those technologies which offer high payoffs in reducing
costs would provide further options to the designer and should be given more attention in
research and development programs.

Many technical cost, and mission need uncertainties will always be with us. We will never
resolve them all . because in a dynamic world new ones will always be evolvinp, ho.'ever it is
most important to recognize their existance and nlan accordinglv. The use of rational margins
for error in use of new technolov and in LCC analyses is a must. Allowance for growth can-
abilities to handle emerging new needs is also a must.

The numerous basic impediments to attain a minimum life cycle cost, such as noted on
Pages I and 2 require continual and concerted effort to resolve the problems. We are
dealing with a very complex problem of 'cosmic' dimensions. Until the basic impediments
are solved, the best course of action appears to be to press for implementation of the
major opportunities that exist, and continue efforts throughout the system in improving
awareness of the need and effort on all aspects of the nrohlem that will reduce cost.
Like the answer to the question, ' how does one eat an elephant?' the answer here too
appears to be 'one bite at a time'. Hopefully the job can be accelerated if everyone
works at it continually.

To quote Denham, ''When any great design thou dost intend, Think on the means, the
manner and the end."
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DESIGN TO LIFE CYCLE COST RESEARCH
by

Fred. T. Carlson, Director
Logistics Acquisition Development
The Boeing Aerospace Company

Mail Stop 87-72, P.O. Box 1999
Seattle, Washington 98124

U.S.A.

SUMMARY

Design to life cycle cost research applied to the area of logistics
systems is new. The approach starts with a look at history data for
typical aircraft systems. Deficiencies in systems operat ions and
support are identified and described. Methods of assessinq the cost,

risk and program application are discussed. Areas of emphasis, cost
drivers and their impacts are shown. It is determined that many
deficiencies in the ownership of systems do not relate t, pro,4rdm
plans. Resolution by future technology advances must be aimed toward
elimination of manpower, materiel and program causative factots
through research of logi!tics subsystems, i.e. inspections, materiel
distribution, people use and logistics networks. Many technoloqy
opportunities developed through design to life cycle cost reseatch
will be of great benefit to all allied countries.

Life cycle cost studies conducted over the past five years have conf irmed aJ seed to)
perform research on the life cycle cost of systems. Because most of my hackqrpund i: in
logistics support of systems, I will use as my research example, operat ions and ; ipport.
Of all the stages of the system life cycle, operations and s upport (sometimes called
ownership) cLceives the least attention by people working on the s upport environmernt lilt it
system design has reached a point that fixes support to old concepts. This lack of

emphasis n the technology of support has resulted in high ownership c(;sts and syst-,m:; s t,
being read, to perform their mission.

Before going on, we should establish certain definitions and objectives. The I ii-
cycle definition is shown on Figure 1. Very often, development and pr(duct ion tolqett.I
are called acquisition and ownership is called operations and support. somet imes,
ownership includes disposal. To me, design to life cycle cost includes all (f those tu!:k;
listed on Figure 1. One man cannot do all of those tasks--so we are talking about a t
i.e. designer, producer, logistician, cost estimator and manager, at the least. But , what
about the technologi.:t who devises better schemes for systems which can per form, to' r-ady,
and do the job at less cost for the life cycle? He must include life cycle cost in his
research to accomplish the objective shown as the last item on the chart.

" LIFE CYCLE = DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION OWNERSHIP

" DESIGN TO LIFE CYCLE COST

ASSESS HISTORY
IDENTIFY DEFICIENCIES
DEFINE ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS
SELECT SYSTEM/SET GOALS
DESIGN PROGRAM TO GOALS

SCENARIO
STRATEGY
HARDWARE
SOFTWARE
PROGRAM METHODS

* LIFE CYCLE COST RESEARCH - IMPROVE AND REDUCE THE
DEVELOPMENT, PRODUCTION AND DEPLOYMENT. OPERATIONS
AND SUPPORT OF SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT

r- _t_
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The first two tasks under design to life cycle cost are the assessment of history and
the identification of deficiencies. So, let's take a look at history. A look that not
only considers hardware history, but support concepts history as well. I could spend
several hours discussing the differences and how they impact the life cycle of systems.
Instead, I will use a few examples to delineate the deficiencies and problems which
technology needs to solve. Some of those deficiencies cannot be solved during the normal
acquisition process. They need separate attention for awhile--just as we give separate
attention to aircraft engine development, or flight control development.

All of the support deficiencies are not found by analyzing the hardware data base,
Figure 2. Some are in ground equipment, support people, control points and the interfaces
among hardware and support. Through good design of the system and its crew application,
we achieve medium to high readiness. For example, we can remove and replace the
communication equipment within the time limits and the crew has been taught to recognize
failure or degradation so they can brief the maintenance personnel. Then the removed part

goes back through the supply system. The delivery and distribution system breaks down so
that long delays are incurred and added stockage of materiel results in high cost.

The solution--do we pour more resources into the breach or ask teLnnology to help us?
The long term solution is through a technology change. We do not find this kind of
deficiency in our data files and there is no real testing of this support condition during
acquisition. Can it be tested? Certainly it can; however, the early test prototype must
be more like the production and operating unit. It is too late to test without added
cost, if we wait until detailed design is in progress.

OPERATIONS
(MEDIUM TO HGHI

COM .. .. •

READINESS *EUP CREW

LOGISTICS (LOW)

SUPPORT
TESTING--"

'I GROUND SUPPORT INTERFACES CO.TPOL
EQUIP. PEOPLE P") N

NO EARLY TESTING OF DELIVERY SYSTEM

MANPOWER USE NOT TESTED

READINESS COST HIGH

Fiqure 2. Support i)el fiic c



The history base also tells us that we must tailor our emphasis on cost to the
program and its cost areas which have the most potential savings, Figure 3. We must
analyze the high value areas. Over 20 to 30 years of system life, the main bulk of money
is spent to support systems in peacetime. Typical system expenditures are shown under
some continuing budget line. In one case, a few unmanned aircraft are acquired and
supported for a life cycle cost factor of 1. A different quantity of stored missiles are
obtained for a factor of 2--and so on to a high operating time system, e.g. aircraft, for
a factor of 20. The functions of acquisition and support, shown on the right, must be
questioned to find the cost drivers. If the concepts of operations and support are fixed
too early in the program, i.e. before support trade-off, the beneficial cost reduction may
be reduced to less than 5 percent.

20
CONTIN- GEC COMMAN[P
GENCY * OPERATIJN

LEGEND IAND

O&S MILITARY

S- ACQUISITION DUTIES

15-YR LIFE BASE

PEACE- SUPPORT
TIME SYSTEM

SUPPORT

OUT OF

SEQUENCE

IMPROVE

2 OPERABLE
BASIC

1 - RELEASE
II~lIIIIR&D

SYSTEM UNMANNED STORED ELECTRONIC TYPICAL HIGH-
SMALL MISSILE SYSTEM OPERATING-TIME
AIRCRAFT (LOW MTBF) SYSTEMS

Fiqure 3. Iiigh Value Area;
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Let us use, as another example, the trends for reliability on contemporary systems.
A recent issue of the U.S. Defense Management Journal included the information shown in
Figure 4. The difference between specified, predicted or demonstrated, and actual field
values varied as much as 60 to 1. If the reliability figures were used in support
resource planning, there would generally be initial shortages of resources. Additional
shortages due to lack of funds made logistics support planning almost useless.

One of the major issues relates to the severity of laboratory and demonstration tests
versus field use. In some recent cases, the enviromental tests were so severe that the
mean-time-between-failure pattern for resource planning could have been reversed from that
shown on the chart. Research on the inspection and test of field resources needs to be
accomplished to close the gap between the work package design team and the user, i.e. make
predicted values more closely relate to field achieved reliability.

tPECIFIED

DEMONSTRATED
OR PREDICTIUT.

FI [D AS MEASURED
By SERVICE IELD
DATA EVALUATION

Z11

Figure 4. Selected Equipment Reliability Trend

for Contemporary Weapon System

Are all the failures of the system inherent to the hardware? No. Figure 5 shows
that on the average, human induced failures are about five times those inherent in the
hardware. Human induced failures are those which, for example, result from improper
operating procedures, gaining access by removal of nonrelated structure and equipment, and
excessive testing or hands-on activity during pre and post-operations.

Does this data show up in the collection system? It does not. The only way to
gather it now is by eyeball-to-eyeball interrogation of the user. So, if you tell me you
do not have this problem, I would certainly like to see your data system. How can we do a
proper job of researching and designing systems, when 60 to 80 percent of the data is
m iss ing?

100
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The collection of data for aircraft from the operating bases shows high cost areas in
terms of maintenance manhour expenditures, Figure 6. The areas of emphasis may be
selected as those falling into the general support maintenance, i.e. the three top bars on
the chart. Also, there are three or four areas of system hardware maintenance that need
attention. We now have data, not shown on the chart, that identifies the cost drivers
within each bar. We need to draw attention to solving those drivers by hardware and
logistics technology, and by program actions early in mission analysis and concept

development.

In the past, there has been no difference in the specifications for the short bars on
hardware versus the long bars on both hardware and support. All receive equal treatment
in achieving performance of the aircraft. We should know in advance that 10 or 12 items
on past similar systems contribute 70% of the base maintenance, 74% of the depot repair
actions, and 89% of the spare parts cost. Now, the 10 or 12 items are not the same for
each case. We should know in advance what they are! Otherwise, our development teams
will concept and include the same high cost and/or low readiness drivers in their new
design.

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL MAIN IENANCE
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 4B 50I1 I I III 11 11 11ii I I 1 11111 11IlI i li I I l I III11t lli i
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BOMBING NAVIGATION 1

RADAR NAVIGATION
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ECM SYSTEM
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LANDING GEAR SYSTEM
POWERI PLANT MAINTENANCE
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INTEGRATED GUIDANCE

HYDRAULIC POWER
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SOURCE: BOEING EXPERIENCE REI EN I ION AND ANALYSIS PHOCHAM 100%

Figure f0. Areas of Emtphasis
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The areas of emphasis are the same for different categories of aircraft, Figure 7, we
may call them concept cost drivers if the data has been researched enough to know what
factors are causing the high maintenance manhours. There are a few differences in the
system maintenance area because of the scenario for cargo versus bomber and fighter
aircraft.

The data shows that we in technology should be working now on eliminating ground
handling and servicing, scheduled inspections, and maintenance problems associated with
bomb navigation transmitters and cargo aircraft landing gear. A note of caution is in
order. Examine the complete life cycle thread from factory through operations. The cost
drivers may change somewhat and other areas of emphasis may be added. Also, the reason le
advocate a team effort in technology and early acquisition is that cost is not the only
function that we should research for the 10 or 12 drivers. Mission, performance,
readiness, and timing should be included.

Also, should the team research the cost drivers as part of a system program, or do it
as a separate support program to correct the problem on all categories of aircraft? In
the latter case, resultant solutions may then be applied to on-going programs.

BOMBER CARGO FIGHTER

GENERAL SUPPORT 61% 52% 62%

GROUND HANDLING & SERVICING 36 20 26
SCHEDULED INSPECTION 14 13 19
OTHER GENERAL SUPPORT 4 6 3
TCTO 3 5 6
SPECIAL INSPECTION 2 4 5
AIRCRAFT CLEANING 1 2 2
SHOP SUPPORT 1 2 1

SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 39 48 38

BOMB NAVIGATION 9 7
RADAR NAVIGATION 8 4 5 (RADIO NAV)
WEAPONS CONTROL 6 6 (FIRE CONTROL)
INSTRUMENTS 3 2 1
AIRFRAME 2 8 6
ECM 2
COMMNAV - IFF 2
FLIGHT CONTROLS 1 4
LANDING GEAR 1 10 3
POWER PLANT 1 9 4
ELECTRIC POWER 1 2 1
FUEL SYSTEM .5 2 2
GUIDANCE .5 1 1
HYDRAULIC POWER .5 3 1
LIGHTING .5 1
AIR CONDITIONING .5 1 .5
WEAPONS DELIVERY .5 1 (AUX POWER)
OTHER 1 .5

Figure 7. Concept Cost Drivers
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For another example, a small number of purchased equipment parts contribute 90% of
the cost for a particular aircraft, Figure 8. Also, a small number of parts contribute to
most of the weight, loss rate, abort rate and many other problems. We should have
guidance on the direction to take on evolving solutions to these cost and other drivers
before we complete mission analysis and start concepting a new system.

You may answer, "How can I do that? I do not yet know the details of my concept or
system." My answer to you is, "You have a history base full of information--perhaps not
in a well-constructed file--but in the heads of old maintenance and supply people like me,
who can tell you in a few minutes what the big drivers are." But, you also have to ask
the right questions--just as you do when you interrogate structures and other project
personnel on weight problems.
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PERCENT OF TOTAL NUMBER PARTS (%)

'17% OF P.E. PARTS CONTRIBUTE 90% OF COST

Figure 8. Purchased Equipment Drivers

The cost of reliability varies with the amount of screening and testing needed to
assure achievement, in the field, of the predicted performance and readiness, Figure 9.
It is not important to know the test and screen requirements on the chart. It is
important to question the program cost when it rises by an order of magnitude for a
nonpriority item that did not need testing and screening. In some cases, the item did not
have a connection to the real life deficiencies. Its inherent reliability was high. It
wao low on the list of priorities. Sometimes, its field reliability was low because it
was removed often to reach another failed item. The primary causes of low reliabilitv
were bad Dackaginq and human induced failures.

Unless all of the causativp factors are included in the data package for the early
phases of the next program, much time will be erroneously spent in the research and design
of i better hardware unit. This example is only one of many where there is a mismatch
brween ownership deficiencies and the normal "success path" planning done by systems,
ptoduction and logistics engineers.

DERIVATIVE PROGRAM HTL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT-NUMBER REQUIRED 100

REQUIREMENT MINIMUM OTY PRICE

* STANDARD COMMERCIAL 100 S 498

• 100% SCREENED PER MIL-STD-883 100 $1480

* SCREENING PLUS GROUP B

TESTING PER K-883 1241 (1) $5925

* SCREENING PLUS GROUP B&C

TESTING PER -883 1372 (1) $8410

(1) 1000 MINIMUM BUY PLUS TEST SAMPLES

Iqurre 9. Cost of Reliability



The real life logistics picture (situation) shows very little matchup between the
program plans success path and the ownership deficiencies experienced on systems a.s they
are operated in field conditions, Figure 10. What do the words "success path" mean? They
mean that our technologists and engineers have chosen a concept and design such as a
navigation system transmitter that will be removed and replaced, sent to a depot, repaired
or rebuilt and returned to inventory, just as has been done for the past decade. Once the
hardware has been selected or designed, and the concept of maintenance accepted, the life
cycle cost is fixed to the materiel needed, the people in the cycle, and the pipeline
times dedicated to surrounding infrastructure. Deficiencies such as those shown in the
right column are prevalent in the field. Their solutions cannot be found in the success
path plans.

Current technology does not now, but must in the future, include the research and
development of means to reduce or eliminate the ownership deficiencies. The formal data
system must show what the causative factors are. There is much data in the heads of
individuals who have had to cope with field problems. We, as technologists, must learn
how to ask the right questions. When asking the questions of the operators and support
personnel, we must ask ourselves, "Can I solve these deficiencies as part of system and
hardware programs, or do I need to research them separately to arrive at logistics
solutions--hardware and/or procedural?"

SUCCESS PATH PLAN OWNERSHIP DEFICIENCIES

SYSTEM & EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL CAPABILITY
REQUIREMENTS FOR: *TECHNOLOGY MISMATCH

*MAINTENANCE 9TRAINING LIMITATIONS
*FACILITIES *TENURE ON JOB
&SUPPORT EQUIPMENT .EQUIPMENT AGING
*PERSONNEL .CONTINGENCY READINESS
*TRAINING
oPUBLICATIONS MATERIEL DISTRIBUTION
.LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT READINESS

DMANPOWER COST
DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS *RESOURCE ORIENTATION
BASED ON ABOVE: *EXCESSES AND LOSSES

*ASSETS FRAGMENTATION
eMAINTAINABILITY oCOMMUNICATIONS
.RELIABILITY
*AVAILABILITY
*SUPPORTABILITY INSPECTION SYSTEMS
S .*DUPLICATION
....... ILITIES *QUALIFICATION

*STABILITY
*MANPOWER COST
*WEAR
*TIME CREDIBILITY

Figure 10. Real Life Logistics Picture



History data shows the high cost areas in an aircraft system are those shown on

Figure 11. For other systems they may be the same or different items. The high cost
drivers are those causative things which exist because of unique applications, locations
and concepts. Some people relate these driver characteristics to peculiar versus common
(standard) parts. Sometimes you can have many common parts which are unique in
application and location. Cost of acquisition and support can still be high.

When we relate the history data on hardware to the activities and locations in the
use sequence, i.e. factory through operations, we find that people and materiel are not
always used in a timely and economical manner. This means that the technology of systems
has not been viewed in the light of use activities. Also, it means that the design did
not include the total system factors, but dealt primarily with the hardware ability to
perform an operating function.

HIGH COST AREAS ARE:

MANPOWER
DEPOT MATERIEL
TRANSPORTATION/DISTRIBUTION
BOMB NAV/PROPULSION/LANDING GEAR

HIGH COST DRIVERS ARE:

NUMBERS OF UNIQUE SYSTEMS
NUMBERS OF UNIQUE SKILLS
LOCATION OF FACILITIES
INSPECTION AND TEST CONCEPTS
MATERIEL DISTRIBUTION CONCEPTS

THE PROBLEM IS "PEOPLE AND MATERIEL ARE NOT USED
IN A TIMELY AND ECONOMIC MANNER"

1how



How are people and materiel not used properly? The search for answers to that
question involves the flow and magnitude of resources, Figure 12. For a missile system,
the flow may be factory through launch. An aircraft system may involve development test
through basing within the continental United States. A new tactical missile system may
involve prototype test through theatre mobility. Whatever the flow sequence, the
individual activities must be well understood. Knowledge of the people and materiel
dollars for each activity must be gained. Activity factors which cause people and
materiel to be high are drivers and must be redesigned and/or concepted.

New designs which only contemplate hardware operations, and their attendant
trade-offs and savings, will pass through the support activity seauence, become part of
each facilities pro-rated load and the savings from hardware design will be small. A
significant concept change to the activity sequence will usually show greater benefits.

So, we have come to the point where you may ask, "How?" Let's spend a few minutes on
an example approach to the research of a potential deficiency. Inherent in the approach
is i good understanding of the mission and past history base, as well as the program
activities which must decide the need, concepts, requirements, risks and demonstrations.

UNDERSTAND THE FLOW AND MAGNITUDE OF RESOURCES
FA CTO RY .......................... LA UN CH

DEVELOP- 1OF ]
MENT
TEST BASING

PROTOTYPE L2 - THEATRE I
SUITABILITY MOBILITY

PEOREDESIGN CHANGE MISSION

&- .CHARACTERISTICS\\ LIFE CONCEPTS /

MATERIELrti-iij: I I I '

$ ACTIVITY FLOW

Figure 12. flow are People and Materiel Not Used Properly?



Sometimes, a mission operations and support model helps in the understanding of the
life cycle events of a system. In the past its use has been optional. In the future, our
government, through the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-109 on the acquisition
of systems, requires a mission, technology, operations and support analysis depicted by
the model shown on Figure 13.

The model is based on a mission need. The need is stated in terms of a capability to
solve a deficiency in operations. It must also include the logistics considerations for
solving deficiencies in manpower, logistics requirements and readiness of resources.
Then, a trade-off occurs between current systems, operations, support, and supply elements
versus the optimum networks and designs which, when combined and compromised, lead to new
designs for operations, support and supply bases as well as the programs. System
redundancy, peak and normal operations for the life cycle must all be considered in
setting the goals and thresholds for the new system.

If the model is initially restricted to high emphasis areas, cost drivers and
potential risk factors, it will be manageable and can easily be done manually. As the
program progresses to a model full of life cycle cost factors, it should be computerized.
Today, I see too many life cycle cost models using too much unnecessary data too early.
Technology should be mostly interested in the large benefits to be gained by design and
concept changes which eliminate operations and support resources.
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If research precedes or is done concurrently with programs, it must be accompanied by
an understanding of the program events, Figure 14, and how they relate to analyzing the
deficiencies, evaluating the need, exploring optional solutions, selecting and testing the
system, refinement and further test, and the production, deployment, demonstration and
support of hardware. Milestone zero, one, two, and three are the program decision points
to further proceed with system acquisition. In the future, one request for proposal (RFP)
may suffice. The decision points may be extensions of the same contract(s). The elements
under "mission analysis" all lead to the setting of program and concept strategy. The
elements under "evaluate need" and "explore options" lead to the selectior of the best
system, elimination of risks, an optimum cost with maximum readiness, and the initial
plans for carrying out the program. The elements under "select and test" establish the
baseline system for refinement, the reliability, maintainability, and effectiveness goals,
the procurement approach and a preliminary means of demonstrating the system. Logistics
support analysis and rationalization--standardization--interoperability criteria for
foreign planning furnish the data and specification input for follow-on design of support.

The logistics deficiencies must be exposed and the support subsystem solutions for
inspections, materiel distribution and personnel use must be handled in the same manner as
the hardware acquisitions. If you were developing engine technology and had an engine not
yet ready to be included in the acquisition of a new airplane, you would separate that
engine development from the program and run it concurrently as a special program until a
decision could be made to include it with, or exclude it from, the aircraft system
program. Logistics subsystem technology should be handled in the same manner. Let's take
a quick look at how we might research and develop a better inspection subsystem for
aircraft.

PRODUCE/
CONCEPT VALIDATE DEVELOP SUPPORT
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To derive the deficiencies and their causes, we must understand the inspection flow
for current support of aircraft, Figure 15. Then, we must identify potential solutions by
functionally changing major events and detailed activities that are responsible for people
involvement, equipment disturbance, excessive validation proofing, prolonged duration of
inspections, and costly use of manpower. Data not available in current files mst be
obtained by direct discussions with using personnel.

The identified deficiencies must be separated into those which may require hardware
technology versus those requiring procpdural change.
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The identified deficiencies can be expressed as problems shown on Figure 16. Based
on previous charts on reliability and human factors effects, we could sum up the solution
as, "Develop the technology to remove the human from the inspection loop." Many
alternatives may be available.

If the inspections were to verify the condition of a hydraulic actuator, Figure 17,
we might reduce the manpower and cut wear and tear by doing the inspection with some kind
of built-in or bench type acoustical test. If technology can determine means to
significantly reduce the inspection manpower, what kind of application research can we do
to effectively benefit current and future programs?

PROBLEMS

DUPLICATION OF INSPECTION EFFORT

MANPOWER QUANTITY & DEDICATION

QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

WEAR AND DAMAGE

ALTERNATIVES

CATEGORY STANDARDIZATION

CONSOLIDATION OF LOCATIONS & EFFORTS

TECHNOLOGY TO VALIDATE CONDITION

Figure 16. Improved Inspection System
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For inspection systems, there are possible technology solutions to deficiencies In
the functions shown on the left column, Figure 18. Those technology solutions
(opportunities) could fall into the function/system categories of listening, diagnostic,
timing, and integration. On the other hand, the best solutions may be procedural.
However, procedural technology cannot be separated from system/functions without some
initial deficiency/technology assessment.

During this past year, we have looked at a few sample logistics subsystems and
modeled the approach for their solutions. Also, we have prepared descriptions of how to
include this process in the acquisition programs. It is not an easy research task. It is
just beginning to be funded by government and industry. We recommend that research for
design of any systems life cycle cost begin with an understanding of the three statements
on Figure 19.

It has been a great pleasure for me to participate in this AGARD meeting. I look
forward to further discussions on this subject.

Support Subsystem Technology Opportunities
Deficiency/Concept Area Function/Systems Policy Procedures

Inspections Automated Listening Assessment Procedures
Function-Vehicle Records Function

Assessment Ground Interface

Timing Timed Inspection
Centralized Listening Progression Funclion

Location Post Function

AuLomated Procedures
Degradation Vehicle Diagnostics Callut) Function

Control Readout Function
Oper atrig S'(luel C'

Repetition Mechanical Critical Identificatio'l
Fuinictin

Allocation Avionic

Progression Structural

Wear
Fluids Detection

Time To Go Time Dependency
Function

Vehicle Facility lntegration

Function

Figure 18. Po:sible Technological Solutions to Deficient Areas
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From 1970 through 1980 the German defence budget nearly doubled, and has reached ab,.;t
DMK 4L, billion.

Expenditures related to R&D and procurement of new weapon systems have shown a steady,
but slow, increase and are likely to reach one third of the total badqot 1', th;. Hid-
eighties. All other expenditures including, first of all, those for the operation and
support of weapon systems have slowly decreased in relative terms, but will still repre-
sent two thirds of the total budget, - and are expected to grow in absol ate torr's. A( -
cording to the German MoD WHITEPAPER 1979, this trend will be accomrpanied ' an i-crea-
sing deficit in personnel.

This overall picture can be directly related to individual ''a'on sy'stt.s. Ti (: I
relations for the development, procurement, and operation of : flyin,: wntr, on sy,;t .i'

usually lie between 1:3:5 and 1:4:10 (figure 1).

Hence, the success of a new weapon system will decisively denend por t. p r,-ict-d n-
naal cost for operations and support.

The need to meet weapon systems requirements within natural 1Iid,iet 1il%:;
tends to result in the establishment of cost as an active des~ln Ian It ,,
same sense, and for the same purpose, as effectiveness and schodale piolnIi (ors.

Figure 2 shows, in a condensed form,. the primary elements to -hr. defirlre! 1y tlo 1 .
user of a new weapon system, and tile goals to be achieved on the centIritc a .,

- the "Desirable" and
- the "Feasible".

The arrows indicatt, the dynamics of the process which Is tCo lead t' dri 'co, a 1 '
mon basis, particularly at the very beginning of a new igram.

Cost analysis represents a continuout; interface betw en the hld: I PAbli and tt, ,:
It is generally agreed that cost analysis should be in inte,iral in<t ion . -
NNGINEERING. Only then will it be possible to "t ranslato" h, at 1,0; ktc vat -,I: -

ments accompanying the realization of a new weapon system.

Four categories of reqiiremen s are to, be consideredl (f iur

(1) Technical regir*.r,
(2) Operational rga m i r.t s
(3) l'rogram-sp#(:ific rf'(1, ir'(r'ts, Ind
(4) Budget c,)nst rai rs.

Their impact on cost is ton .i, il and ,'iir~t H 1 1' it. i 1
stem's I ' k , sif'-' , . . I • i' ,.,

will be identie i' l and rm i t, , 'r'. t. i ,t py ... ; . .. it t . :.:

wea1po)n system will heI"'Mei gr ~is

It is worthw lf, r'rrod,'r i ,: t-em' . , , '',,' ' , .i: .' ' , '.
ti,, end of the, d,- n m i tor. (,'', - 'i r) .it ' " : "
decis i(ns takr w ith r ,;,ird "' I I, 1' t1

'lher-tfio , r o, t a.i1lys is sL' 21 '.',' ' ' ;; ,1 '. ,



(3) Interpretation of one's own cost data in relation to those of competing wea-
pon systems;

(4) Preparation of program-specific data, e.g. manpower needs and annual budgets,
or cost related to alternative workshares.

Cost analysis should be transparent and flexible so that relevant cost data may be pre-
sented according to varying interests. There are essentiall four ouestions that use
to come up in connection with cost information (figure 5):

(1) What for?............ Identification of "cost carriers",
i.e. generally hardware/results
(e.g. airframe, wing, flap)

(2) Where? ........... Identification of "cost centres",
i.e. functions/tasks (e.g. manu-
facturing);

(3) Which? ............ Identification of "cost categories",
i.e. kind of cost element
(e.g. manufacturing labour);

(4) When? ............ Identification of program phases
(e.g. development), or phase segments.

One principle of combining those four interests is shown in figure 6. This cost-breakdown

matrix is, in fact, three-dimensional:

o 2 dimensions are needed to identify cost categories (e.g. labour or material) for
defined weapon system elements and defined functions,

o the 3rd dimension identifies time, i.e. individual program phases.

A classification code makes sure that every cost element, - from the top-level down to
the lowest practical level -, can be identified, and any combination of cost elements he
arranged according to the kind of information required.

For the definition of cork-packaqes, e.g., it may be of interest to quantify the total
cost of a wing, or part of a fuselage, from the first drawing through final assembly.
Similarly, engineering cost or manufacturing labour cost may be of interest when it
comes to talks about worksharing between main contractor and sub-contractors and, hence,
to "design-to-cost" (DTC) goals.

The ,ost-breakdown matrix for the operational phase looks slightly different, due to the
.litfrinqj int,.rests to be combined.

When )e sta
r 
t s to identify and quantify potential cost drivers of the proc urement lihas

,

it is i;,'ful to proceed in a way that is qualitatively shown in fiqure 7.

-.I nninq in the centre of the figure, it is assumed here that the total number of air-
* it' to be procur,,d includes [re-series production anircra:t . '1h'i ,omtinait ,)i- i,,n of

.. ,.rail procurement cost refers, of course, to the series prodUction aircraft. (*-i ni;
'h,' next livel it is seen that the fly-away cost of the production aircralt repre-

.h,' main cost element and should, therefore, get main attention with regard to lV.

rtioi'r difforent itation of this cost element loads to the airframe to, to, looked at.
1 recrem''nt cost of the airrame is smaller than the n.tem c it clini, it I.;
.i , fiirthir split this latter cost element, - by means ,! whicqh the nit inl
it'' idi'nt i fied an , additio)nal potential cost d iers.

I intl l-, by j; oin;T t ) the, 4th level it is found that f usolag,, and ('1,;ir'n , .11 in,-, tri
11i r t 1". ri'sPjmns ibl ,' ' r, say, )ne thi rd of t hi, )vera Il I recur .r'ont cost ,l t h,, w ' a I.n
t;yst i'o . *'Ihi!; iS wh''ri' lirthi't nv.i;t i 4at i is n csrary to 'iako strt, t h it t , h' - lii !il
IYT ji.il will ol, mit, o,0 n;.ti'.;sir ,'7 r,duct iris will hi realized. >.1 .. id i r i 1,;
, jiiipm,.nt , to,, rapr,'s,.nt ,',nf;id('tibl,, , rt io)n ~f t h, tet i i ;ir'r'; t 11 t1.

!'hi smal l portions <' t hi 1'.'i)n(-, S ib-syn; ti ; i ;hri illt, h(w('ver , iot lI,- i , .t o 'n j-
Sion thit ani o;t i! ,f ' tt1 ii, !-ti , -. It ii; of t he !nvl'' lotilt i 'f m ir,ni t il,'
as injini o cost ; and, wh I -, tt; o' q I1n, dIi, ni is 'ni:t, ] m l' in t h-1 if l/ Itn i
pr)gjram, th' riilui r,,,nt s; 7 i n i t h., a.' ii S n;'st "ir, i e hi' ri' 11!i I' Ind !i '

mmin it i-ns, and may I, Ild to n''Yo fi' ' '' , ' t 'xli'; is
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As can be seen relatively small changes are necessary for operation-orientated LCC ele-
ments (e.g. material, personnel, and POLl to achieve a defined/required LCC reduction.
For the same effect procurement cost of the avionics system, e.g., would have to be re-
duced by as much as 80%, - which with regard to the basic requirements and specifica-
tions would be an unrealistic approach.

On the other hind, the same effect could also be achieved if, e.g., the development of
a new engine could be avoided.

It shoul- be mentioned, however, that the above figure can only be used as a very first
decision aid since in reality all LCC elements are more or less interrelated with one
another. Foi example, using an existing instead of a newly developed engine could - but
need net - result in higher procurement cost, and could in addition have a nagative im-
pact both on M&O and POL costs during the succeeding 15 or 20 years of operation.

Unit procurement cost of a new combat aircraft also largely depends on whether the air-
craft will be laid-out as a single-seater or a two-seater. From a cost point of view
the price for the second seat may result in a procurement cost increase of between 5%
and 20% compared to a single-seater.

On the basis of a given procurement budget this means that instead of, say, 300 aircraft
only 280 or even 240 aircraft can be procured. This numerical disadvantage, however, has
to be traded against the expected tactical advantage in terms of total force effecti-
veness.

The eventual cost difference primarily depends on the function of the second seat, e.g.
option for training or standard for combat, which should be clearly specified. It also
depends on the general design philosophy concerning the technical realization of the se-
cond seat, for which a variety of approaches are possible.

If the original requirements is for a single-seater the resulting aircraft. unit cost
will depend on how rigid this requirement is to be considered in the long run.

If the requirement is expected to change at a later date (may be simply for export
rasons) then the aircraft manufacturer can choose between the following possibilities
(see figures 9 and 10):

(1) 'Jse if the inherent potential of a single-seater at the acceptance of certain
performance penalties. (A small cost increase for the two-seater may, however,
result from the fact that the basic single-seater is relatively expensive due
o the built-in growth potential).

(2) Complete re-sizing of the basic design to make sure that all performance re-
quirements of the original single-seater will also be fulfilled by the two-
seater, e.g. radius of action, weapon load, S.E.P., turn rate, etc.. This is,
of course, the more expensive solution.

Requirements with regard to S.E.P. and turn-rate have a decisive impact on the design
of a new combat aircraft and, hence, on cost. Each additional degree per second in turn
rat. and each additional metre per second in S.E.P. can be translated into cost increa-
ses; figt '-e 11 shows the influence on procurement cost. Assuming a typical procurement
quantity of 300 aircraft a 10% increase in S.E.P. or turn-rate would mean a total cost
increase of the order of DMK 300 to 500 million. From a cost point of view it would he
worthwile to invest igat, i f such an amount of money should not he bet ter invested for
additional aircraft at sli ;titly reduced flight performance.

}"i,ure 12 refers to tie avionics system of combat aircraft; avionics systems us,' to
c,use he hi lh(.st speci f ic pr-,cur mlnt cost (lIMK/kg ) and are,, therefore, part iculam lv
snsitive with rejird to chan j's in requirements/spci!ficat ions.

In erder to 'iflp the designer and thI, pro m I anati(.ent to het t(r nlo(1rstil1d thu 1 i-
flu,,n.,.; it is -eften na fu I r) provide- this kind )f infe)rmat oun Whih sh()I We' 1 1, i 1 JA;I;-

t I tit i t' iri's, by Ihew l 1ch th ' . irc-,!t , Iy-awiy prr a -( ()wr r t (,ti I p -tcin ri-n t co'( st (( ,

Ii'i, l1( /'1' c l c I )I ' rt d llc 'd i I 1 k ' in W o l ; 
t  

c( il d I T!. ' ,. ! i '" 1
y i ' a v 11: )ii, s lS , c'r 17. ,I 1, 1!0 !I 'I,'s- A w. ':ht i , 171i

S sr- e, 1'. 4- ,- - 1o .

t I;; r : x ir,p Ir weIn it , wi l I .i t l 'c- t, ,'.' : I', . ' ,

.' : 'm Y..l' Xidj [i' ;h ')winj h a2( 1 'I'( - I'm li .'-~ ''. . -!; " ' , 5'! I ", : 0' * : ,.

I I ,]+r :-;1'':, rI sr ' -'c- - 1 t -r; , 0 t -' d :0 - !s '"ii
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A requirement for more computer capacity can be solved

* either by more weight (or volume)at the same packaging density,

* or by increasing packaging density at the same volume.

.he example shown indicates that a 50% increase in packaging density may lead to 70%
higher unit cost, whereas a corresponding weight or volume increase would change unit
cost by less than 50%.

In spite of the potential cost saving in the latter case, however, the more expensive
computer may turn out to be the more cost-effective solution

" if re-sizing effects of the basic design can be avoided, and
" if the more advanced technology leads to improvements in maintainability and

reliability, i.e. in O&S cost.

The total spectrum of technical and operational parameters, - together with relevant
cost data, are normally evaluated on the basis of Systems Engineering methods, e.g.
simulation, models, statistics. Solutions that are consistent with defined DTLCC goals
and, of course, with the basic requirements and specifications, will then be forwarded
to the project management as decision aids. It is obvious that the methods developed
for flying weapon systems can also be applied to other weapon systems and, to a high
degree, to non-military systems.

Two other examples referring to potential cost drivers of basic aircraft equipment are
shown in figures 14 and 15.

The first figure referring to a typical fuel system of a combat aircraft illustrates
that more than 80% of the cost are determined by only four types of components,
especially valves and pumps.

Similary, the second figure shows the cost of relevant components of a typical hydrau-
lic system. Again only 6 types of components account for over 80% of the cost.

These are the components that use to be included in DTC considerations, and that DTC
goals should be established for, at the earliest possible date.

Experience has demonstrated that DESIGN TO COST (DTC) is an essential tool for the
successful realization of a complex, costly, and long-term program. It has become evi-
dent that the times of "optimum cost-effecitve solutions" are gone. Such solutions may
result in overall cost numbers lying above a cost ceiling that can be afforded, and may
eventually lead to the cancellation of the total program.

Industry, too, therefore has to show a vital interest in integrating cost ceilings (cost
goals) as program inputs.

f'igure 16 shows the interrelationship between

" aircraft size (airframe unit weight),

" fleet size (number of aircraft to be procured and operated for, say, 15 years
under peacetime conditions), and

* budget (DTLCC goal).

Th is f igure is based on hypothetical aircraft of essentially the same ,erfomanct.
kspeeo, range) . [CC is the total cost for development, procurement, and )pciat ion. N

deqre-ton eff(cts for increasing production quantities are inrlud',d.

The roquirement to stay within aI limited ICC budget can he sat isfied ,,th

" by a small number of large aircraft, and

" by I 'are number of small aircraft.

Pr':; and -ons cin be' found f(or either solut ion and, normally, cost-,f tot inn. t r if,-
)ft; wi i 1 h elp to idf'ntify the solution with tfie maximum inhrnt ,or-,,' f ,
- ba,,d on a n, t-tn-exceed LCC budg et.

If two, ,lternative aircraft designs of diffr ,, t niz,, are cipat , th
fiff ,ron m' in airframe unit weight, the roniltint floet s ez t t')f I llet (sT1ltl
b sn s h bout ,O greate'r than that of th, lirg;er desi,;n, - .i t, , I " ,
this T m ns, ,. g., tO) small aircra ift ;I ,ad ','- 200 1art m r't

h t{, 'o lir ;,r it rtrat -,in i-,iriy r t willt.; ind, th, , I ,1 t
.'t f ,o 't n hi; i n hu, I .r i ro' i t II .iid iti,,n , ! " i , 1 1-
'-ilt re,, t i's r ]l'; :)'rnto lin I l ; n t ,I:;' r , ',- I' * '' I ' y ' "



The larger fleet of small aircraft, on the otheor hand, v., s's tdct cal advnta-it-s,
k?.g. due to saturation effects ove- enemy country. Alst the fact that wuapun; o.a Lv-
come smaller and more effective favours the solution ot a small rather than i lari,- jir-
craft.

Whatever operational, tactical or political aspects may become vlc.,ant driri.ni tlh.
decision process, - cost analysis will continue to play a dominant rolic.

F IGURE 1 Development
(5 10%)

P ocurement

Operation
(50 65 %)

i Operatior Main Cost Driver

F-IhURI 2

0." LML-M- ". LCC 1
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FIGURE3 LIF CYCLE OF A WAP*ONi SYSTEM
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FIGURE 12
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FIGURE 14
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EVOLUTION OF TECHNIQUES FOR 1,CC ANALYSIS
j. M. JONES

BRITISH AEROSPACE AIRCRAFT GROUP, WARTON DIVISION
PRESTON, U.K.

The paper identifies the need to control aircraft Operating and Support Costs, starting with a co-
ordinated approach to Life Cycle Cost Analysis during the conceptual design stage. It discusses some of
BAe Warton Division's experiences in the development and use of LCC Models. Also it presents the limitations
of existing systems together with examples of our current programme of work on this subject.

1. INTRODUCTION

As an introduction to this paper it is important to comment on some of the factors which account for
British Aerospace becoming involved in Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA).

In the UK during the 1960's a growing concern developed over the increasing demands of maintaining
modern military combat aircraft and the availability levels required for effective peace time training
sorties. One problem being an increase in the numbers and level of expertise required, in terms of mainte-
nance manpower and the additional equipment spares levels and consequent financial investment required. At
the same time Fig. 1(a) illustrates the effective reduction in the defence budget when related to GNP and
hence the squeeze on funds available for Developing and Procuring new Weapon Systems. This reduction in
money available has certainly been apparent in the numbers of new aircraft types entering service over rec-
ent years, as illustrated in Fig. l(b).

Obviously within these very tight fiscal constraints the pressure is on to strive for improving per-
formance in all areas. The contractors are subject to severe cost control systemn on the Development and
Production Phases of major weapon system programmes. There are requirements to improve performance on the
various Operating and Support parameters as shown by Fig. 2. However in general terms there has until
recently been little formal co-ordination of these efforts to ensure that the optimum cost effective end
product is being produced.

Towards the end of the 1960's, the Aerospace Industry was experiencing an increasing involvement in
the conceptual design studies associated with the specification of future combat aircraft. As part of these
responsibilities a number of computerised parametric models were being developed covering; aircraft config-
uration, performance and operations analysis. These systems allow a comprehensive analysis of a number of
alternative solutions, in relation to a given or anticipated threat, to be studied. Within the Warton
Division of British Aerospace it was decided to take this opportunity to develop a Model to perform trade-
offs of cost against aircraft performance and also measure the nett cost gains due to improving Operating
and Support parameters. This model relied upon a number of individual estimating relationships and exper-
ience already ava4lable within the Company, which when combined provided a comprehensive set of relation-
ships enabling us to perform cost effectiveness analyses.

At this time there was no formal definition of Life Cycle Cost (LCC) or requests for LCC information
from our Government and therefore the parametric models were developed to meet the specific in-house require-
ments.

In addition to developing the models it was necessary to gain acceptance of them and sigr ficant manag-
ement effort was expended in discussing the concept of Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) with th. Government
and other areas of the Aerospace industry. In certain areas this was straight forward since a number of
organisations had already been developing their own models. However, in general terms there were problems
since the acceptance of LCC usually conflicts with other interests. Examples may be the demand for greater
performance and technological sophistication, or various policy dictates, such as fleet strengths, spares
provisioning and manning levels. This problem of gaining acceptance of first the concept and then the
results of LCCA has been a major item and is dealt with later in the report.

2. ORIGINS OF LCCA

2.1 Cost Elements included in Life Cycle Cost Model (LCCM)

The original LCCM used in the conceptual aircraft design studies was a computerised set of parametric
cost estimating relationships covering the list of elements given in Fig. 3. The object of these trade-off
studies were to compare the relative differences of each of the aircraft designs in terms of both performance
and cost.

Although the terminology used in Fig. 3 reflects specific experience, in general terms the areas of
cost appear to be similar to those included in other LCCM's. This is usually only at the macro level, how-
ever, since comparisons against other published models suggest that they can be very different in detail
definition. Thus great care should be taken in ensuring consistency of LCC when obtained from differing
sources. The choice of cost elements included in the model represent the direct areas of programme cost
affected by the specific aircraft design.

2.2 Construction of Cost Model

The model was constructed as shiown in Fig. 4. The Acquisition costs being calculated first using a
model generated from data on previous B.Ae projects. The LCCM then calculates the Reliability and Maintain-
ability (R and M) characteristics of the aircraft, again based on previous experience but with the capabi-
lity to include technical factors to represent the order of improvements anticipated for the next generation
of aircraft. Finally, the assumed utilisation, logistic and maintenance parameters are fed in and the Initial
Support and the Operating and Support (0 & S) costs generated.

The majorconstrailnt when generating the model was the availability of data. For the initial programme
costs, information was available on a reasonable number of projects and more importantly the inff rmation
tended to be in sufficient detail to be able to group homogeneous categories of cost (i.e. Engineering
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Design, Testing, Manufacture, etc.). One area which did present difficulties were the Bought-Out costs,

since It is inly on the more recent projects that Companies have had procurement responsibility and hence
cost information on major items of equipment such as Avionics. It is interesting to note that on more

recent projects, where the tendency has been for collaborative programmes, Contractors are only responsible
for part of an aircraft. Thus to compile the total costs, the Contractor has to rationalise the differing

companies/countries levels of cost, including the effect of fluctuating currency exchange rates which has
proved particularly difficult.

For the 0 & S cost however, the availability of data has been very sparse. The existing systems for

recording costs tended to be either very detailed for the specific logistic, engineering control of aircraft
in service and not amenable to aggregating data to summarised levels, or it was recorded at the macro level

for the overall fiscal planning/control of projects. This is reflected in the model itself where there are
twice the number of Cost Estimating Relationships (CER's) for the Acquisition Cost compared with the Opera-

ting Costs.

To a large extent the LCC analyst still suffers from inadequate data recording systems for aircraft
0 & S costs. The work gone into analysing the information systems means that the problems and limitations

are now appreciated In more detail and it is possible, therefore, to improve the quality of the output by
allowing for its known deficiencies. This is done both subjectively on an individual basis by hand and

automatically on large amounts of data via the use of computer. Obviously this still does not fully compen-
sate for the required recording systems and proposals for overcoming the remaining problems are discussed

later in the report.

2.3 Initial Applications of LCCA

Having identified the origins of the LCCM some of the initial applications of the model are briefly
discussed. The first use of the LCCM was to examine the distribution of costs to determine the significant
areas. A typical distribution for an advanced combat aircraft Is given in Fig. 5. As expected the 0 & S

costs represent a significant portion of the total LCC bill. The precise distribution can be affected by
choice of elements and definition, however, as shown the Acquisition Costs represent 54% of total LCC, the

Initial Support 8% and the Operating Phase 38%.

It should be noted that this particular analysis includes the whole cost of industry overheads but
none of the MOD/RAF overheads. This is typical of models used to evaluate cost differences of alternative

aircraft configurations, since the magnitude of these other areas are not relevant to the choice of project.
However when, for example, reviewing future expenditure in order to identify areas for economy then all cost
elements should be considered, including the very significant cost of MOD/RAF overheads (estimated to be of

the order of 1.8 x the amount spent on buying new aircraft),

Having established the cost distribution it was then possible to evaluate the relative cost of the

alternative aircraft solutions to determine what effect the use of LCC rather than initial programme costs
would have. Results typical of this type of analysis are given in Fig. 6.

Prior to the advent of LCCA the cost-effectiveness graph would have utilised the initial acquisition

cost of the weapon system, Fig. 6(1). Including cost of ownership into the analysis, as shown in Fig. 6(11),
alters the relative importance of certain of the design concepts. For example the structural complexities

of VG become less prominent when considered In LCC terms (points 1,3,5). Also modification to existing
aircraft may be less costly initially but is far less attractive when including the total cost of ownership
(point 7). Also the LCC comparison shows the effect of the second engine for aircraft 5 and 6 in terms of

additional repair and fuel costs.

Although Fig. 6 shows how the ranking of aircraft designs can change when analysed on LCC basis.

particularly for differing technologies, it also shows the basic problem that the decision maker has i.e. on
a cost effectiveness plot which point gives him the best.solution.

2.4 Refinements to LCCM

The continued use of the LCCM in aircraft trade-off studies led to improving th model in specific

areas to incorporate the required sensitivity to design p.Aameters. One of the areas developed for example
was the cost of 'Reserve Aircraft', where the initial programme assumed a constant ratio to the numbers of

front line aircraft. Examination of historical data suggested that single engined aircraft had a higher
loss rate/Flying Hour than twin engined.. Since the trade-off studies usually included both single and twin
engined aircraft the equations were modified to make the numbers of reserve aircraft a function of number

of engines/aircraft. There ar-v,of course,many other parameters which account for aircraft loss rate but
examination suggested that the remainder were second order terms.

The model was also developed to take further account of changes brought about by Technology, in parti-
cular the trend in R/M improvements with future aircraft, and other innovations such as the effect of

modular build of LRU's which had to be accounted for.

Again typical trade-off studies would include existing and new engine configurations, which required

analysis of the effect of varying degrees of modularity and TBO giowth. Since there was very little exper-
ience of what the effeLt of modular engines was likely to be on 0 & S costs the CER's were modified using a
theoretical mathematical analysis of changes to Spares provisioning and engine repair costs. Subsequently

these results have shown close agreement to similar studies carried out by Rolls Royce.

3. EVOLUTION Of LCCA

3.1 Gaining Credibility In LCCA

By the mid 1970's LCC analysis had progressed from our Initial in-house studies to form a major part
of cost proposal submissions in response to RFP's from our own Government and potentlal overseas customers.

k.A.
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One of the early stumbling blocks, which to a lesser extent we still suffer from, is the credibility

of the LCC estimates. This was due to two reasons: first the lack of consistency of LCC submissions between

various contractors and secondly the lack of understanding of how the LCC submissions should be used.

The initial development of LCC methods, carried out by Industry and the Government in relative

isolation, resulted in a set of inconsistent submissions typically Illustrated in Fig. 7. This particular
comparison was supposedly for the same aircraft, assuming the same utilisatlon, deployment, logistic and

maintenance support. After an extensive investigation into both submissions requiring many manhours of
effort it was concluded that the main reasons for the differences were the varying assumptions as to which

cost elements should be included in the analysis. It is acknowledged that no project manager could use LCC

as a basis for choosing between alternative designs whilst inconsistencies of this magnitude are possible,

since he would not have the resources available to fully rationalise the differing inputs. In the case of
our own Government the short term solution has been for them to do their own analysis, discussing with the

contractors their relative inputs to ensure that their methods are reflecting the true merits of the designs.
The longer term solution is for further joint development of the models with the programme of work outlined
in section 5.

The other problem in gaining credibility for the results of the LCCA is that of understanding what

the models are trying to simulate, in relation to existing logistic and maintenance policies.

In certain areas there exists a negative approach to LCC suggesting that cost savings which cannot

be realised should not be included in any LCC analysis. This philosophy is consistent with the task of V
compiling an estimate of the likely budget levels. However in many instances the object of LCCA is not to
predict future budget requirements but to provide cost information to be used as part of the decision making

process. Used in this way the Project Manager also needs the understanding of how the figures have been

compiled in order that he can identify which of the benefits are likely to affect the budget and which are

likely to be realised only through enhanced Qperability or by changing the existing procurement and support

procedures.

It is this lack of knowledge and understanding of how LCC can be used and the corresponding assump-

tions employed in deriving each set of results, that creates the problems regarding the credibility of the 1
studies.

An important part of understanding LCCA is recognising that in general there are two quite different

types of studies. The first approach is to predict likely budget levels for the cost of ownership for a

future aircraft project. The important aspects of this task are to ensure that the absolute cost level and
corresponding cash flow are reasonably accurate. The assumptions for the exercise would be broad guidelines

which are probably independent of the final aircraft configuration. The second requirement is to quantify

the effect of differing design aspects, including level of technology, on the relative LCC of the alterna-

tive aircraft configurations.

The solution lies in the manager being more aware of the LCC tools available and more specific when
defining his requirements in terms of cost information and any programme constraints which should be included

in the analysis.

Also ensuring that when the results are submitted that they are sufficiently well defined/qualified

so that he can understand how to interpret them.

This problem appears to have been recognised in the UK and there now exists a far closer working

relationship between the Contractor and MOD on costing studies and the development of new costing methods.

3.2 Accounting for Effectiveness in LCCA

The LCC of any given design represents only one half of the story. The overall picture has to also

consider the relative effectiveness of the aircraft configuration. It is not the intention of this paper to

discuss the methods used in calculating aircraft effectiveness since this is a specialised discipline in

itself. However it is important to illustrate how differences in relative aircraft effectiveness can be
introduced into the LCCA and also point out that agreed definitions and assumptions are as important (if not
more so) in calculating effectiveness as when calculating the cost.

The examples given so far in the report have in general assumed a constant fleet size (front line

strength) and result in the type of cost-effectiveness graph illustrated in Fig. 6. To decide which of these
aircraft offers better value for money is very difficult unless you know how effectiveness and cost rank

relative to one another in your decision criteria. For example, is it worth paying the extra cost of

configuration 1 relative to configuration 2 in order to achieve the increment in effectiveness.

An alternative approach is to present the picture on a constant effectiveness (hence varying fleet

size) basis. This format is illustrated in Fig. 8 where line A is the usual way of expressing the relative

LCC assuming constant fleet size. However if for each configuration the number of aircraft required to
attain the same level of effectiveness was calculated and the corresponding fleet size used to determine

the LCC, then line B would show the relative LCC for each of the configurations to achieve the same level

of effectiveness.

The major problem with this approach,of course, is choosing how to define effectiveness since many

possible definitions exist. This particular example uses the maximum number of kills per day in the defen-

sive air role assuming intruders penetrating at M = 0.8 altitude 40,000 ft. and continuous operation.

Although a host of possible scenarios and assumptions could have been used as the criteria for effectiveness,

the extensive modelling routines available on this subject enable us to very quickly evaluate a wide range

of alternatives in order to examine the variability of the resulting cost-effectiveness over the range of

likely scenarios and mission parameters. This is usually more important than the 'best' solution for a

particular scenario or even a 'best mean' value.
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3.3 LCCA for Overseas Sales

One of the original criteria for formulating the LCC model was for it to be suitable for use in
aircraft conceptual design trade-off studies. This criteria virtually defined the structure of the model,
Including the choice of cost elements and input variables. As the concern over aircraft 0 & S costs has
become recognised by more and more Air Forces there has been a corresponding increase in the request for
LCC information particularly when having to respond to RFP's from overseas customers. In the majority of
these cases .he aircraft being considered has been in-service for a number of years and the LCC can be
compiled by using values actually being recorded. However when dealing with aircraft types which have not
been in service long enough to demonstrate their cost of ownership the available data has to be supplemented
with the use of some form of LCC model. For these applications a model has been constructed enabling trade-
offs peculiar to this type of problem to be carried out. In general, the trade-offs on aircraft technical
parameters are limited to relatively minor modifications to the aircraft. The majority of trade-offs tend
to be in terms of aircraft Utilisation, Deployment and Support Philosophy. Note that for existina aircraft
the model outputs have to fit any published data.

3.4 Summary of Major Arisings

To summarise some of the main points emerging from the evolution process, we have:-

(i) it is important to achieve credibility in the LCC estimates. This can be achieved by education and
discussion with both contractor/MOD.

(it) LCC should not be considered in isolation, the LCC studies have to be viewed from an overall cost-
effectiveness point of view.

(III) The concept of a comprehensive LCCM for universal application is not practical, the possible useful
applications for LCCA i. increasing all the time and models have to be continually developed to suit the
requirements of each individual problem.

4. EXAMPLES OF LCCA/COMMENTS ON CURRENT STUDIES

Earlier sections have indicated the general formulation of the models, how they have developed and their
general use in aircraft configuration trade-off studies. However,this is not the sole use of LCCA and this
section tries to illustrate the scope of application by describing somewhat differing applications of LCCA.

4.1 Use of LCCA in R & M Analysis

The first example is a study to determine the likely LCC savings due to introducing a Ri/ enhancement
programme to a new aircraft project. The LCCM was used to determine the important cost drivers and to then
quantify the effect of the adopted strategy.

The analysis of the Acquisition phase was carried out at Work element level (e.g. Design, Testing,
etc) and the Operating phase at system level (e.g. Airframe, Equipments, Avionics).

Some of the major points arising from the analysis are illustrated in Fig. 9. These are:-

(i) Vendor costs, which are proportional to the number of components included in the R/M strategy, are a
significant proportion of the additional investment costs. Optimum LCC gains can be achieved by selecting
15-20% of the components.

(it) Airframe H testing of components should be applied only to the minimum number of components, selection
being justified on a cost-effective basis.

(iii) i improvements gave greater LCC savings than K.

Some of the trade-offs were infact too detailed for existing models and these had to be supplemented
with a subjective analysis. This was especially so for analysis at LRU level. This latter shortcoming in
ti9 programme has since been rectified by developing another system which allows trade-offs at LRU level of
R, MTTR, Testability and Logistics support concepts.

Two additional facets to the analysis were:-

(i) to quantify the resulting change in effectiveness (in this case measured as wartime sortie generation)

(ii) to investigate the effect on cost saving of delaying the decision to change the logistics support
levels.

Fig. 10(a) illustrates the benefit of improved effectiveness and how the result varies with the
definition of effectiveness. The method of calculation was very similar to Fig. 8 where the benefits of
improved R/M were converted into a reduced fleet size in order to maintain constant effectiveness. Fig. 10(b)
illustrates the rate of cost saving over the life of the project. The point to note is that the logistic
and maintenance support policies have to be changed in order to realise the cost savings and the later this
decision is taken the lower the actual cost reduction will be.

As a further point of discussion on this item, the sensitivity analyses performed using the model
confirmed the need to improve R and M values in order to reduce the 0 & S costs of future aircraft (Fig.ll).
However they also showed the need for careful housekeeping and project control throughout the life of the
aircraft. Fig.ll shows how 0 & S cost savings achieved through dedicated and costly design to improve
N & M can be wasted. For example, delays in the repair cycle of defective LRU's, or insufficient fault
diagnosis before removing a LRU from the aircraft. It is n,,t suggested that the absolute order of these
costs is very accurate since this particular model limits the amount of interaction between variables.

......w.. |
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However to a first order of magnitude it does indicate the sensitive areas and parameters.

4.2 The use of LCCA to Optimise "ircraft Training Fleets

Here our task was to analyse a current pilot training programme and to determine which mix of aircraft
meets these requirements with minimum LCC. The major variables included in the analysis were aircraft
utilisation, relative LCC and effectiveness (in terms of Number of FH/course, student drop-out rate).

The approach was to:

(i) carry out a sensitivity analysis to identify the high cost areas and to ensure that the model was not
over simplified on these elements.

(i) Calculate the relative LCC of alternative fleet mixes.

The type of results obtained are shown in Fig. 12.

Although this particular analysis was purely an in-house study this approach has been used succes-
fully by Rhein Flugzeugbau GmbH as part of their official submissions on the FAN TRAINER.

4.3 The Use of LCCA in Budget Costing vs Opportunity Costing

Finally an example chosen to demonstrate the difference in philosophy between Budget costing and
Opportunity costing.

The object of this study was to illustrate the potential cost savings available if policy dictates
could be optimised to a specific aircraft configuration. If required this type of analysis can also
illustrate how the 'extra' investment would improve the effectiveness of the aircraft.

The major differences between the two aircraft included in the analysis was the choice of power plant;
Config. A had two existing modern turbojets of modular construction, Config. B had a single uprated engine
of an earlier technology.

Two methods of costing were assumed (See Fig. 13): (i) CASE 1 - assumes constant fleet size, spare
engines and manning levels and hence any differences in LCC are due in the main to the relative UPC. This
approach is consistent with establishing an overall budget for a new project. (ii) CASE 2 - assumes
differing reserve aircraft for single/twin engine attrition, fewer spare engines for the modular concept
and improved TBO growth for existing engine.

This approach is termed 'Opportunity Costing' since the theoretical cost differences, which are a
function of the design parameters, assume that the various support policies can be changed as required.

The results of the two approaches are shown in Fig. 13 and it can be seen that too broad an approach
to LCC can result in overlooking significant cost differences between alternative configurations. One
significant conclusion illustrated by the above example is that when doing an LCC study it is particularly
important to look at the high cost areas, to ensure that the model being used is sensitive to the design
differences.

Also without identifying these differences on the cost of ownership via a LCCA it would not be
possible to plan ahead and change the support policy to realise the cost savings of CASE 2 and would infact
probably end up at the levels indicated in CASE 1 whatever configuration was chosen.

5. CURRENT STUDIES

Obviously we are continually involved in LCCA studies on a wide variety of applications, as indicated
in section 4. In addition to these studies, however, we are also heavily committed to improving our overall
LCC modelling capability, in particular to increasing both Industry's and MOD's understanding and hence
confidence in the methodology and therefore in the results, (it has been mentioned earlier in the report
that consistency of submissions and credibility in the results have been major obstacles in the use of
LCCA in decision making process).

LCC falls into the two major areas of Acquisition and Operating. The methods of estimating the
Acquisition phase costs have evolved over a number of years and although we do not have common cost models
we do know how in general other various organisations put their costs together and can identify differences
between submissions in detail. We are,therefore,tending to concentrate our studies on the development of
0 & S cost models where the situation is somewhat less satisfactory.

5.1 Development of LCCA

The main headings of the programme of work on which we are currently involved are as follows:

5.1.1 Establish a cost breakdown structure and define terminology - This is one of the fundamental items
in understanding LCC. Our objective is to construct a cost breakdown structure for the Operating and Support
phase which is as comprehensive as the system used to control the spend in the Acquisition Phase. This means
we have to expand the number of elements at the Levels 2 and 3 shown in Fig. 14 and to define the work
content of each.

t
It is not anticipated that all models would include all elements but that the structure of the

; model would be consistent with the task to be studied. For example, an analysis of engine change times need

not include any elements associated with the Airframe and Avionics.-dl oldbecnssen wt te ak obestded Frexmleanaalsi f nin cagetie ne
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5.1.2 Reference System

It is important to understand what goes into LCC, and why it is being done. To do this a reference
system needs to be established to identify the areas given below:-

(i) Utilisation plan - assumptions regarding how aircraft are operated during their service life, e.g.
changing role, modifications, etc..

(i1) Maintenance and Support Concepts - (a) Opportunity Cost or Budget Cost - (b) constraints or changeb
to existing operating policy which are relevant to the exercise.

(iii) Fiscal Constraints - how to compare alternative proposals when they occupy differing time frames.
e.g. cash limits on any particular year within the analysis.

5.1.3 Cost Model Development

Ensure that the models are consistent in their use and in meeting the objectives of the study. The
starting point for this part of the study is the reconciliation of existing LCC models, using the better
points from each to form agreed systems.

5.1.4 Review Information Systems

One of the problems in developing CER's for 0 & S costs has been the lack of actual cost data
available in a usable form. Already a considerable amount of work has been done in the UK in terms of
revising information systems and developing 'filtering' systems for clearing data.

We are continually involved in suggesting improvements we would like to see to existing systems.

Obviously the above tasks are not going to be completed over night but we do have the commitment
of both MOD and the Aerospace Industry to work together in achieving these objectives. It is reasonable
to assume, therefore, that the role of LCCA on the decision making process within the UK will become more
prominent as the credibility of the studies increase and that this in turn will result in the reduction in
O & S costs to which everyone is working.

6. CONCLUSION

The need to control the Operating and Support costs of future projects at the conceptual design stage
has now become an accepted fact. However, it has to be approached in a co-ordinated manner in order to
achieve maximum effectiveness. This report has illustrated that LCCA provides a means of ass-ssing the
overall cost implications and the whole range of design considerations which lend themselves to this
approach.

The primary problem restricting the use of LCCA to date has been the lack of confidence in the results
due to the lack of understanding in the methods used. This has been recognised and a major part of our
future work is designed to overcome this problem.

B.Ae itself has recognised the usefulness of LCCA for the last 10 years or so and hence its designs
will reflect the benefits of this in terms of reduced LCC. Its commitment to the continued development of
LCC applications, through all levels of design studies, will ensure that they remain at the fore in this
field.

NOTE

The views expressed in this paper are those of the author's and do not necessarily represent those of
British Aerospace.
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List of Cost Elements Inc L in LCCM
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Example of the Effect on Cost Inconsistencies in
Current LCC Submissions
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Typical Results From R & M Enhancement Analysis
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Variation of LCC with Arising Rate
and Turnround Time for Spares
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Effect on Relative LCC of Varying Logistic
Support Assumptions
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THE HORNET PROGRAM
A DESIGN TO LIFE CYCLE COST CASE STUDY

by
ROBERT 1). D)IGHTON

McDonnell Aircraft Company
McDonnell Douglas Corporation

St. Louis, Missouri

Abstract
A primary requiremnirt of the Hornet program is significant reduction in life cycle cost I L('( from Current Navy systems. Ilis paper

describes the design and management techniques used by the Navy and Mcl~onnell Aircraft Company fM(AIRI. the Ilmriet prihme contrac-
tor, to develop a new fighter/attack system at an affordable life cycle cost.

Much of the Hornet program's success in LCC control can be credited to firm Navy reliability f hI and maintainability (M) requiremlents
which the contractor has guaranteed to meet during Full Sce D~evelopment. Another important program feature is the substantial .M

LCC, and program management incentives (totaling S39 MI whicfi MCAIHR call earn.

Designing to life cycle coist requires the designer to consider key elements of l.C( HR. M, unit production cost. imf logistics support
cost elements such as GSL, spares, training. etc.) fin parallel with his traditional concerns with welight and perfomrmanice. M(Al H's multi-
disciplined trade study process accommodates all relevant L(C consideratIions. [xamples of trade studies resulting in relatively large [(A
avoidances are summarized in this paper. LC(' avoidances of almost S260 million hive been documented to this point in tfe Hlornet program

Another key [CC control technique is designing and testing to a realistic operational mission environmiment ItOMI11 ( onsidecratioi of
[CC factors in the supplier selection process has also resulted Ii large cost savings.

The Hornet will significantly reduce operating and support costs as shown by comparison with the tJ&S costs of the 1I-.1J and A-1> ,[Ilie
paper concluides with a summary of lessons learned during thme Hornet programl.

Introduction
In the early 1970s, the U.S. Navy began to plan to replace botfh the [-4 fighters and A-7 light attack airplanes Ii the fleet. [hec original

Advanced Navy Fighter (ANF) study program evolved into the Nasal Air Combat F-ighiter (NA([l program which led to tile F- lb Naval
Strike Fighter. McI~onnell Aircraft Company I MCAIR H is the prime contractor for tfmis program. [Hie flornet uses two (;eneral I lectric
[404 engines. Major program objectives andi features are sumnmnari/ed Ii figure 1.

PURPOSE

II REPLACE F 4 NAVY FIGHTER

" REPLACE A 7 NAVY ATTACK

" REPLACE F 4 MARINE FIGHTER/ATTACK

II IMPROVED READINESS, LOWER OWNERSHIP COSTS

MILES TONES
* FIRST FLIGHT* NOVEMBER 1978

e DSARC tII APRIL 1980

CONTRACTORS
" MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AIRFRAME PRIME CONTRACTOR

" NORTHROP AIRCRAFT AIRFRAME MAJOR SUBCONTRACTOR

" GENERAL ELECTRIC F404 ENGINE PRIME CONTRACTOR

FIGURE 1. HORNET PROGRAM SUMMARY

I he F - I requirement was generated, in part. as a reaction to the excessive operating andi support costs being experienced by thme [.S.
Navy's operating forces. A corollary consideration was thme need to improve (lIe operating fleet's operational readiness. Thlereforc. withl the
I lorne t proigram the tI IS Navy mi tia ted contracting fo r inmpro ved ref abil itI (gIland maintainability (M Mland reduced li fe cycle cost fI I I

The F/A-f f Hornet is .i single-seit . high-performiance. muilti-mnission aircraft which will replace the [-4 mi ltme Navy's fighter role andi (Iie
A-7 in the Navy 's light attack role, as well as replacing the Marines' 1-4s Ii tfheir figfhter at tack role, It will provide the fleet with large im-
provementIs in air comnbat maneuvering pe rfo rmnce aimd weapon sy stemii ca pa bil its reliafive tio thle 1-4 andm better Weapon dIfel ~ vets d %mcin
and greatly increased survivability relative, to the A-7. Imir thme first tune, a figf-perfori IImL' aircraft fmai been lesugnevil for iolli I ugfiicr ,iim
attack capability at its% inception. The FIX AIi designed witf i fll f'igfhter ;sind Ait tak coinnmonalitv tha t u%. there is onls onei baisu gin raift
configuration in bioth hardware anil software. I lie aiir raft Ili squmadroni scrvice wIll be inm1smoniiemf for fighter or attan I, roles ifuough li me
selection of external sensors and stores. li addultio .1o thme ihvioiis life-t~ ICs' ostl .idvanftges Of one aMrplie for IWO (Ii eremit 1riissio1ms,
the operatiomnal coimmander will he in conrol of am inore, versatile arid fleXutrIl lime ftian Ii tile plast

Nomw. as, the Ilornet enters the flight test plmai oh it, lvelopuimentl. seerris in aipp~ropriaite tune1 to1 rev" [II 'thipraliui Iii ai 'III

prorved R and M. and redu iced 141t . First, thre I I Nays's p iiigrami rcqlmirene and ivim mucs struiclomre ire dfesmiuu d ei tIlic I A I
design features which contnibute tim significaint 1J and M miprovnivnIls. relaluve to lte muriemi tperainmg fleet.f Ife mvuelkId I Isls\,1v
MCAI H management techniqlue% tim reduce! (&S Costs aret mIluss m-sd thle ret-sI ofI 111se coiru11mied efforl ts' ire greIul\ Itedlt el' Ipe inp
andi support ~osts for tife Navy's newest aircraft

IDT( L(.( I li on lives
A new contracting initiative adirpti'i by the IS, Nam fo)r III Hlm - pr(uirn was lilt, is of mCIsntuseI Iuvrip ill ulemirmn .0 hi

cycle ecost t'he Irmportance mof iricerifivs ' or nimitivafing lilt L(Iltr~i is% t, control both roi lion aoid per'atigl ,11 ii'1ipi -t, sIsi

eniphasiced by the relative magnitude ofthese cost categories III I iguure

Ik'velirrrrnt cost incentives are commomnly used, hli providfe nitvalwilon iN rhoL r1111 ihomt i pen em11itI I i ll Isl A %1)1 1m1l
incentive to cointroil proumctiomn cousts is; a new ippromach. at mt-;~ it Mt AlIH. ihe Hornet' s ii'igri-tu ,,%It111 ii emDIs sI fiti, lii Id--
signed toi control about one-thirdl mf thre I11 . Moivationr to reduice inil supplort mii oprimnn too .ileporie, is promiled I,\ spc Ill

Eandi M incentives.
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FIGURE 2. HORNET LIFE CYCLE COSTS

The Navy has provided substantial incentives for cost control in the full-scale development (FSt)) contracts with both McDonnell
Aircraft anu General Electric. MCAIR's contract incentives are summarized in Figure 3. The development cost incentive is a typical 80/20
share ratio, with the contractor liable for 20 percent of the variance from the target cost. The design-to-cost incentive is an award/penalty
approach. MCAIR stands to earn, or be penalized, 15 percent of the difference between the negotiated production contract target for the
first 219 production aircraft and the DTC objective established at contract go-ahead. This DTC objective is adjusted to the-n-year dollars
by applying the appropriate inflation indices. Qualitative life cycle cost/program milestone management incentives and quantitative a
and M award fees are outlined in Table I.

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS

" DEVELOPMENT COST INCENTIVE = 80/20 SHARE RATIO, VARIANCE
FROM FSD TARGET COST

" DESIGN-TO-COST INCENTIVE = 85/15 SHARE RATIO, VARIANCE
FROM DTC OBJECTIVE

* LIFE CYCLE COST/PROGRAM
MILESTONE MANAGEMENT
AWARD FEE < $15,000,000 JAN 76 -JAN 81

" RELIABILITY AND MAINTAIN-
ABILITY AWARD FEE $24,000,000 EARLY 1980 TO

EARLY 1982

FIGURE 3. FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT CONTRACT INCENTIVES

TABLE 1. HORNET LCC INCENTIVES
Potential Award Fee = $39 M

12OFH 50 FLT 2500 FH 9000 FH
R DEMO

MEAN FLIGHT HR
BETWEEN FAILURE $4 M $8 M

MMH/FH, "0" LEVEL
UNSCHEDULED $1.5 M $2.5 M $2.5 M

DIRECT MMH/FH $1.5 M $2.5 M

MEAN FLIGHT HR BETWEEN
MAINTENANCE ACTION $1.5 M $2.5 M

LCC AND PROGRAM $15 M AWARD FEE BASED ON
MANAGEMENT OUALITATIVE EVALUATIONS AT

6-MO INTERVALS THROUGH 1980

iI



Reliability incentlives totaling $12 Iliill ion can be earned at 1200 flight hours and at the com pletIion olf t ie 50-flight jj denironstratIroll
Main tainability incentives, also totaling S$12 mill ion, c an hfe earned duitring tire first 9000 flight Ih ours. A poten tial of $15 iifIlr, in ,elli'
tive,. can also be earned by exceptional performance in L('C and program milestone management. I'hese awards are based, at snx-ionth
intervals, on qualitative evaluations of 'the contractor'% performance in such areas as:

L('C Management

0 I CC( reduction achieved during FSI)
* lfective application of' trade-offs
411 Achievement of' a, M, and production costs to minimize LC(
e Control of subcontractor's L('(
9 E~ffectiveness in resolving LC( problems
* Evaluation of high L('( contributors
* Ncceptability of logistic support analysis programn
* Optiniviat ion of person nel requirements

Programi Milestone Ma nage ment

* Accoimplishmnt of c~ritical milestones
* Achievemient of 1)l( goals
* Schedule. labor, and material variance
a Plans for achiieviing sy stern pertformiance reqfuire men ts I

* Substalitiationl of accomnplishmnents at design reviews
* Marnagemrent responsiveness Ii evaluating problem areas

0 Satisfac1tion ilt iraiagerieit reporting requrircrenis
* Ifleeyeless ofi Initerlace rilanagemne it 5

flhe U.S. Navv advises tfie contractor oIfitle Weighting oft these qualitative factors Ii advance (if each six-morith evaluation pertid, as
%%ell as specific trrteriai to be evaluated Ii eacti area. A rid-tcrin esalation and final evaluation are provided to thfe contractor for cati six-
mtonth periodt

Since tfhe I lorne t 's reliability will be targely determiinvd by the pe rformsance of its sofllsvstelils, It was deckidedk also ito provide Iiicentises
for riafor siu,:trawtors and equipmnt Suppliers. A total of S 17 mitllion is asarlable to these subcontractors. prior tiilthe aecrimirlationi if
1200 tligft forr. iiit award paylmitIIs will be based uponl (Itialitative factors. telli as IA A management. lleorii 1201) flight horiir. most
ricentivc pavilru its Will be baseuf on qiian t itative vatlues of 'denlioist rated Ij and R,. Somec subeuin t rict ors also have part of their tinceit ives
based on laboratlr% idemoiinstratiorns of their equlipmienit.

Implementing LCC Manaigeinent
ki. AIR re:ogrirvIe the U S. Navy 's -New look'k require mert tol signi liearitly reduwc the IHorne( I' C(C as ext re mmcl airibitrous Ifies

require iieri s ncessitated mnyu chfanges from iis neIsJt s as usuLal' Iii both ile Navy and conrtractor orgamni/am ions. Major chianges includedf
contractual 1) IA* andi [1 ' requireenrts and incentives. R and _M guarantees I Instead oft gurals f and tracking ofit I'( changes resulting froint
trade sltds decisioi s or priigrain ground-rule changes. Sonic h ighl ighit, of ft% "iNew I iok" ' i L(C *(' atagemeilt are prreSen~ted inl fable 2.

TABLE 2. NEW LOOK IN LCC MANAGEMENT

* LCC REQUIREMENTS ARE CONTRACTUAL. INTEGRALLY TIED
TO OTC AND ILS REQUIREMENTS

16 FIRM WTC UWt~ PRO00UC'IION COSI OBJECrIVE VA'T INCtTIVtS

* INCENTIVES PROVIDED FOR ICC MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL

* FIRM RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY GUARANTEES WITH
INCE NIVES

* ICC BASELINE ESTABLISHED EARLY AND CONTINUOUSLY
TRACKED

* ICC SCENARIO AND GROUND RULES DEFINED BY THE NAVY

* LCC ESTIMATING3 TAtLORED TO DESIGN DETAIL

M( Al R's IseN Tnir1oagerireit deCCIMrI ii rcstxinie to flt- I IS. 'sass's ''Ne% s luuk'' was to iriake Holrnet ;'rrigrari SifubSteIriI iTIJIaaers rV
str0iisibte' fur tOr kell It (I paramreters, unlit proirdeIori, mist. rliafuilfut ind irairitaiabilitl,. SmufISis Smii-1 Irallirgtrs Ill %1( AIR 's Cirguiereeiii
urgari/ii i arc, issiieut resillmrstilih it Fir all design reqrt i ierit% Ii tfheir work breakdtown strumtoire I WHsI area of aritfirit\ as shown

Ili I igmurc 4 1firs resp~onsiilt\ has atway s ericoinipassed trerfriiirim C. Wuighrt arid dceeorinit cost I or flir'- luoret fIrurgijlii. 1iiiiilikk ruin

lost irit g midu M 'Aerc irfdedl as reuirermicit t ire l uit riltd rust like wheight iriufl pcrfirrirarir

Aloai'isi tk I A5 IS~ rerfuvrelents inA tfiesr' ats were mradte af the srfsusel fee Ill oterv t'i pros1 ide fefeati~l ,I If r'uriri
Stituiis 'ifthu 'il,- rnieters is perorhluf iqpdaI'rI olil r,'s irwid isl 1irairagr'iulirt. \411 if orructufve ar~ in irrfusll usise~ si.h

siiifriits suil' their ar-lfwt~ns

11 fllssi it' )Ireririiuer if flt l apet is tlair on riarnigerirent i'LfIIriui's liii redruilr it'h ope ritirre anud sr p i im' I -i, "Ist
the, fli nir irarir Ilfi, ke's irroiiiprsfriricif tl iftu program oru liek is Vifrisu .in1d ill the I A 1S uf1rui Mt~el \ff A Ind flit II

'sass rise ittvrssisti'fs piriri I tfr'sr R r1idi MI rrrusrr'I filt~e desi~g'ii'rt isgni indm ft% alas of ther' ni, I t Pr 'iir

Reljab iiitv and Mminwginmailit, .miarnan tees
fill' furrtier firinrir 'miir I rirriritrs ifilility 111f nliiiiniiiririt giriranitres loi kri' farniris ll ,I %i,o k I " ri tfi frrriirrisiiuiei

Is Ill, ~~Imml .,r.IL I'llIl firti frorremnr. R indr M~ ire risigrii'ii'ilt.rn nst 1 goails wiri Il IIjI pin wtll fin ru isir 1iiil i., hii'd

f'riti, waul reih ifrt viiainii ,'i ir, ii rrir r'l IIiI 1.1rfi- I I fir's iii' 11-t all if Ill, hiiin i is. ll [Ilkis rfflriir1tn f11i 1 siri''" i S \ It Ili 1, %,1

tarrarmetr in' orirrt. mitd iturig With (I'llsi'rr 5r.1 as t) raulai and
1 

rs'is itv' klorst. if l tf - ' 1 ii-sr"f i li-srf viiirTih. of, I, mi
'rrstr~rti'r f it itifr iiiritr'fS I 'nI( florur, andu (,r _' 00I firir ititir flu' tfight trst lirnuririri Ill adfiltrir. .1 I II1firf it'rIrl.1111 isJ '1 1-

ifr'mrrirt1ri lr t llt it, Ili ir 'iiiilit'u opitrl'ltriir errinirlirrirtIl
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SUBSYSTEM UNIT PR owO

WBS SUBSYSTEM MAN NIT CON RELIABILITY MAINTAINABILITY WEIGHT

1011 AIR VEHICLE
1100 AIRFRAME
1110 BASIC STRUCTURE

.0; FORWARD FUSELAGE

.02 CENTER FUSELAGE

.03 AFT FUSELAGE
044 WING
.05 EMPENNAGE
.06 LANDING GEAR

1120' SECONDARY PrWER
1130 HYORAULI A
1140 FLIGHT CONTROL L
1150 ELECTRICAL L

1160 eNVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
1170 CREW STATION A
110 FUEL SYSTEM T
1190 AIRFRAME INTEGRATION 1
1205 ENGINE INTEGRATION N
1300 AVIONICS S
1310 COMMUNICATION AND IDENTIFICATION
1320 NAVIGATION AND FLIGHT AIDS

.01 INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
1330 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
1340 AIRBORNE WEAPONS CONTROL

1 .01 RADAR

1350 CONTROL AND DISPLAY
1360 ELECTRONIC WARFARE
1370 MISSION COMPUTER
1400 ARMAMENTIWEAPONS DELIVERY

GPUS-UI4 2

FIGURE 4. SUBSYSTEM MANAGERS ARE RESPONSIBLE
FOR KEY LCC PARAMETERS

TABLE 3. HORNET RELIABILITY GUARANTEES

GUARANTEE DEMONSTRA) ED

AIR VEHICLE MFHBF 3.7 HR

MISSION RELIABILITY 7 MISSION FAILURES 50 CONSECUTIVE
2*HR FLIGHTS

EQUIPMENT MFHBF 33 EQUIPMENT
FAILURES

RADAR MTBF

Ist PRODUCTION UNIT 60 HR MIL-STD-781

50th PRODUCTION UNIT 80 HR TEST

125th PRODUCTION UNIT 100 HR

AVIONICS MTBF 30 HR 1 YEAR AFTER FSE

Key maintainability parameters are also guaranteed on the Hornet. Principal parameters are summarized in Table 4; again this is not the
complete list of hj guarantees. The aircraft-level guarantees will be demonstrated at fleet supportability evaluation ( PSI- ) after approxi-
mately 25,000 flight hours have been accumulated. This demonstration will occur in a U.S. Navy environment with Navy laintenance
men. The equipment replacement time and fault isolate time demonstrations will occur as part of the maintenance engineering inspeclion
(MEI). Operational Readiness will also be demonstrated during the FS. flight program on fleet aircraft.

TABLE 4. HORNET MAINTAINABILITY GUARANTEES

GUARANTEE DEMONSTRATED

DIRECT MMH/FH 11 FSE

MEAN TIME TO REPAIR 1.78 HR FSE

TURNAROUND TIME 15 MIN FSE

MEAN TIME BETWEEN

MAINTENANCE 0.49 HR FSE

FAULT ISOLATE TIME 1.75 HR MEI

ENGINE REPLACEMENT 21 MIN MEI

RADAR REPLACEMENT 20 MIN MEI

OPERATIONAL READINESS 85% FSE

UPOI0OIU,

i f. . . . . . 1 1 1 11 .. . .. i .. ... .... .. " " ... ..." ... ..... ........I



These a and M guarantees have been taken very seriously by the prime contractor and major subcontractors. Top-level numbers have
been allocated to subsystems and major equipment items. All subcontracts contain a and M guarantees based on reasonabl allocations of
the prime contract guarantees. Also, major subcontra-cs contain specific R and X demonstration programs.

Designing for Improved R and M
The key to lower LCC and improved availability of the Hornet is the "New Look" emphasis on "Big R' and "Easy M." The Hornet is

designed to capitalize on the state-of-the-art in design technology in these areas. Only the highlights of these design features can be present-
ed in this paper. However, both the U.S. Navy and MCAIR understand that the most effective tool for lowering LCC is improving the fund-
amental reliability and maintainability of the Hornet design.

The Hornet is expected to achieve a reliability in the fleet about three times better than the currently operational F-4J and A-7E, as
shown in Figure 5. The Hornet fleet performance expectation is based on a requirement to demonstrate a guaranteed MFHBF of 3.7 hours
during FSD.

EXPECTED
FLEET

PERFORMANCE

F-18

A.TE

1978 FLEET EXPERIENCE
FAJ

0 1 2 3 4

MEAN FLIGHT HOURS BETWEEN FAILURE

FIGURE 5. F-18 EXPECTED RELIABILITY IS 3 TIMES
BETTER THAN FLEET AVERAGE

Some of the Hornet design features to enhance reliability are summarized in Figure 6. Much of the Hornet avionics is solid-state, thus
providing low heat generation. Nevertheless, heat is one of the primary contributors to avionics failures and we have emphasized better
cooling in the design. The APG-65 radar has been significantly simplified from the F-4J radar through digital processing and extensive use
of solid-state circuits. Also, an electric antenna drive is used in the APG-65 instead of a hydraulic drive. It has 8000 fewer parts than the
F-4. radar, all of them expected to be more reliable. Although in the same general thrust class, the F404 engine has fewer compressor
and turbine stages than the 179 engine in the F-4. A major improvement has been transfer of the engine accessories to an airframe mount-
ed accessory drive (AMAD). Also, the F404 fuel controls are much simpler than those of the J79. Most of the pilot's flight and weapon
system information is displayed on versatile CRT displays instead of individual electro-mechanical instruments.

SIMPLER ENGINE
IMPROVED 0 7700 FEWER PARTS
AVIONICS PER ENGINE
COOLING

SOLID STATE %
AVIONICS

" LOW HEAT

GENERATION
* CRT DISPLAYS
vs MECHANICAL GROUNDPOWER

SDERATED -- SWITCHING
EQUIPMENT

FIXED INLET

GROUND COOLING FANS SIMPLER HYDRAULICS
0 2 vs4 PUMPS
* PERMASWAGE FITTINGS

SIMPLER RADAR
0 8000 FEWER PARTS

FIGURE 6. IMPROVED RELIABILITY THROUGH DESIGN
F-18 Compared to F-4J

The F404 engine, manufactured by General Electric, cointributes to the Hornet's reduced LC( through its design simplicity and ease of
maintenance. It has two-thirds the parts of the J79 engine and produces about the same thrust. Ais,, it is built in modules or case ol
maintenance and can be borescoped without removal trom the aircraft. Ihe 1404 features which tontribute to a predicted rcliability Iour
times better than the J79 are summarized in Figure 7.

The Hornet's maintainability index, measured in maintenance manhours per flight hour (MMII/Fil). shows substantial reduction over
current operational aircraft, as depicted in Figure 8. A threshold of no more than 18 MMIi/FII. as reported in the Navy's 3M reportinp
system, was established as an F-18 program requirement. In order to ensure achievement of this operational value, the prnie contractor
is designing to a requirement of I I MMI/FH for all direct and Support General design-related maintenance categories. This requirement
is based on certain measurement criteria which will equate to about 1I MMII/FH in the 3M system.



J79 (PHANTOM) 22.000 PARTS

SAME THRUST CLASS 8 FEWER STAGES SIMPLE GEARBOX ONE COMBUSTOR PR(JVtI, ASI
0 -3 4 THE LENGTH * 7 COMPRESSOR 0 38 FEWER BEARINGS 0 LiNERH oMv, *
0 -1 2 THE WEIGHT 0 1 TURBINE * 2b FEWER SHAFTIS
* 7700 FEWER PARTS 3 FEWER VARIABLE SIMPLE FUEL SYSTEM

STATORS 0 29 FEWER PIPES

F404 (HORNET) 14,300 PARTS

AND
RELIABILITY
FOUR TIMES
HIGHER!

FIGURE 7. ENGINE DESIGN SIMPLICITY FOR HIGH RELIABILITY

so F QJ

411 ,7 1978
EXPERIENCE

30 - A7E

MMH 1

FH

20 - -:- 18

EXPECTED 3-M VALUE

10 - DTESIGN REL ATED
GUARANTEE

1955 1960 1865 1970 1975 1980

FIRST FLIGHT

FIGURE 8. F-18 CONTINUES THE TREND TO LOWER
MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS

A key contrni'uio I of i reduced mintIf enance reqiie fts is qutick and easN access to atll equtipnient whichI requlires other Ithan rjre aticii-
lion. The Hornet's access provision% are shown in Figure '1) Fven engine% call he changed in 21 inuiites because Of rapid access and qJuIck-
discon nect lea ures. An aux 5iliary power tinil I A PU provides po wer for quliick systemls cfieck out ;Intl self-start. G round1( cool ing fan% alsoi
reduce the need for cooling iris during miaintenance and( pre 'post fligfit checks Most malor elnpineill has bu1it-in, test (I I 1 jintl laitif
isolate lest ( FIT)I to great Is red ice t roubleshlootinig innk

1-ailnlres of most avionics equi1pmnentI antl many oW the ft sdro-tnecha nical %kibsN% I till are rutdicated in Ifte cock pit indI al so displayed on a
dligital display panel in the nose wheel well. The maintenance monitor painel allows niaintfnllct' perstinnelto i stolate a failure to a weapon
replaceable assembly. Alsoi. ctniniiahles stattis of engine til. AM Al oif. APIJ oil. hytdralic fli. radar l~jittt cootlant. I OX, and fire
ex tinguisher is displayed on this ind Kaltir whien inte rrogatled by depressing a switIcfi oii Ift pa nel A inailtenance signal dlata recotrder set
is also uised Itt help, trtriihe-shtit s%.%terns, including recording the' outpots(if thle engine n-flight cttititn mioniiolir s%,steiiII 1-l(NIS I
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HINGED RADOME
RADAR SLIDES OUT ON TRACKS

WINDSHIELD HINGES

/-ACCSSRU APU FOR CHECKOUT
AND SELF START• / , FSEAT REMOVAL // / \WITH CANOPY ON

ENGINE CHANGE
2 IN 21 MINUTES

\-AVIONICS BEHIND QUICK ACCESS
DOORS AT CHEST LEVEL

LOWERS MAINTENANCE MONITOR DISPLAY
STRAIGHT e CONSUMABLES STATUS
DOWN e ENGINE IN-FLIGHT CONDITION

MONITOR SYSTEM
9 BUILT-IN TEST STATUS

FIGURE 9. DESIGNED FOR EASY ACCESS

Other major maintenance features of the Hornet design are summarized in Table 5. Significant advances have been made in the state-of-
the-art in corrosion control on this airplane. Another major improvement in the Hornet design is in the area of fasteners. Not only have
the numbers and types of fasteners been significantly reduced from the E-4 to the F-18, but the screw strength has more than tripled. This
strength increase, coupled with a better screw head design, should drastically cut the incidences of screw shearing due to overtorqueing.

TABLE 5. HORNET MAINTAINABILITY FEATURES

" BUILT-IN TEST FOR MOST AVIONICS AND HYDRO-
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

" RAPID FAULT ISOLATION

" CORROSION RESISTANT MATERIALS, COMPOSITES
AND 7050 ALUMINUM

" RAPID WRA REPLACEMENT

" SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE MINIMIZED

* NO TURNAROUND OR DAILY GSE

Reliability and maintainability have been considered in all design decisions. Achieving a and M guarantees requires attention to detail.
Only the highlights of these Hornet design details have been presented here. Later in this paper, Hornet program management features de-
signed to ensure improved & and M will be described. However, we are constantly aware that any Rand M potential benefits must be
reflected in the F-18 design in order to be effective.

Operational Mision Environment
A major factor in reducing Hornet O&S costs is the expected improved reliability of F-18 equipment. A key program initiative which

promises to contribute significantly to achieving these equipment reliability improvements is implementation of a realistic operational
mission environment (OME) as design and test requirements. Traditional design and test requirements often have been found to be made-
quate in representing fleet operating stresses. As a result, the real-world operating environment Contributes to failure modes that were not
considered during design, nor discovered and corrected during demonstration tests. To solve this problem, the U.S. Navy and MCAIR de-
fined realistic training and combat mission profiles as the basis for a detailed expected operating environment of the airplanc. A compre-
hensive analysis of the Hornet flight, ground operating, storage, and maintenance handling environment was then used to tailor procure-
ment specifications for design and test requirements of major systems.

As the first step in the OME process, outlined in Figure 10, twelve training missions were defined based on training syllabus requirements.
squadron surveys, and pilot experience. Six critical combat missions were based on the Ilornet's Operational Requirement. A !requencs ot
occurrence for each mission was ctablished for Navy Fighter. Navy Light Attack. and Marine Fighter/Attack squadrons, as well is ship
shore and combat/training sortie ratios. The Hornet OME builds on the foundation of the mission environments. based on mission profiles.
but also includes combat maneuvers, occasional transient excursions beyond the design flight envelope, ground operation, and handling
and storage conditions. This comprehensive OMI- definition forms the basis for establishing expected flight load,, vibration, temperature.
altitude. humidity, acoustics, salt. and dust design-to requirements. Critical design points from the OMI become design-to requirements
for all Hornet equipment. Thus, design and test conditions tailored to the expected environment of this equipment were derived anti were
imposed in the procurement specifications., replacing testing to less severe conditions of classical military specifications.

Accelerated testing approaches were developed to time-compress the design life testing for test span reductions and tct economies
Addition of temperature cycling, random and sinusoidal vibration, and humditly are the major changes from the MIt -STI)-781 B test
specifications for most equipment. For certain critical mission equipment. such as the APG-65 radar, temperature, humidity, and vibra-
tion cycling are combined. A comparison of OMf: and MIL-STD-781 I testing requirements for avionics equipmenl is presented in Tableh 6

A key part of the F-I 8's "New Look" approach to designing to reduced life cycle cost is an integrated test program. This test pr. gram
emphasizes two separate phases, development and demonstration tests. I'he expected improvement in equipment reliability during these
test phases is itlustrat.d in Figure II.



TRAIING OMBA

SUBSYSTEM AND COMPONENT
CRITICAL PARAMETERS

FIGURE 10. OPERATIONAL MISSION ENVIRONMENT DEVELOPMENT

TABLE 6. MAJOR AVIONICS TESTING CHANGES WITH OME

PARAMETER BASELINE
MIL-STD-781B OME

- TEMP EXTREMES

CHAMBER 54" TO 171 C 54" TO -85"C

COOLING AIR 540 TO -49"C 54' TO *63'C

- TEMP SHOCK

COOLING AIR S
0

C MINUTE 33'C MINUTE

- VIBRATION
TYPE FfXED SINE RANDOM FIXED SINE

INTENSITY -2 2g MAX PERFORMANCE

- HUMIDITY NONE TYII:CAL MISSION

- ALTITUDE SEA LEVEL SEA LEVEL TO 15,250,,

.K:K*ANALYZE. AND FIX:: ::*J

DEVELOPOVMENT EOSRT

TESTSN ATTETSPEATO

TESTS HOU ST

FIGURE 11. RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT WITH THE "NEW LOOK"

I lic primarN objeive ofs tI he clcclopin.nt phase~. I, early design1 IIsss~xinentl If nsion-riital eironment111111s, It ciliphldsIV lest. 411215/c.

expcted ducl tII th1. moI~re II'di%liI. (Ni deI signi L niti onsI,, . A fusrther inprolvcillcfl III thle relia:bilitv gr'ss tl LIIrS 01 Is I prCssIlI 11.'-

iIrementD In Ilhs I Iornsl p'rogram is I Y0-1ightdd~drlalll f denl.l~ LII)I~ IIloniifl'. ont51 thi% test prlgram will XITTII.I Ills spl'Lc il of111'

l-iIIIIE to passx t I vll lIT i'r;itiolf.
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Trade Studies
Trade studies have traditionally been the key tool in the evolution of a weapon system design. With the increasing emphasis on reducing

life cycle co.", a new dimension is added to the designer's classical performance versus weight trade-off process. Most trade studies have
usually been the private domain of those engineers intimately involved in the design process. In the Hornet program, added emphasis and
visibility was placed on this trade-off process in the following ways:

" Trade studies were conducted in more depth, particularly with respect to reliability, maintainability, and logistics alternatives

" A comprehensive planned operational scenario was established by the U.S. Navy covering such elements as flying hour program, ex-
pected operational inventory, site activation schedule, land-based/carrier-based mix, and such cost factors as personnel pay and fuel
cost

* Trade studies were documented in greater detail to ensure adequate consideration of inter-disciplinary effects and to facilitate design-
to-cost and life cycle cost reporting

* Configuration management was tied to the trade study process since Design Decision Memo's were used to summan.,e trade study
results as well as to document changes to the configuration baseline

Formal trade studies were started much earlier in the Hornet program than on previous programs, being triggered by both U.S. Navy
and contractor-suggested alternatives to the design baseline. More than 100 formal trade studies had been started at FSD contract go-ahead
and over 700 formal studies had been completed by the end of 1978. Life cycle cost avoidance documented by these trade studies is
quantified in Table 7. These cost "savings" are labeled avoidances because the final design had not been established so, technically, these
cannot be counted as savings. In other words, if these trade study decisions had not been implemented, the Hornet program LCC would
have been 260 million dollars higher than it is today.

TABLE 7. LIFE CYCLE COST AVOIDANCE

NO. OF FORMAL TRADE STUDIES = 400+

DEVELOPMENT = $ 12M

LCC PRODUCTION = $145M

AVOIDANCE OPERATING = $103

LCC = $260M

GPO341 46

Some examples of trade studies which emphasized LCC considerations are listed in Table 8. The common wheel and tire trade-off is dis-
cussed later in this oaper. The wing pylon jettison trade-off was basically whethLr to jettison ihe pylon with the tanks and armament
racks or retain it with the airplane if it became necessary to jettison external stores. The decision was to retain the pylons due to the cost
and weight avoidance. Cost and weight can be avoided because of a simpler pylon design and less complex pylon mounting attachments in
the wing. Performance is degraded slightly, of course, in combat or emergency situations because of the additional pylon weight and drag.
The flight control system (FCS) simplification study resulted in significant cost and weight reductions by providing minimum essential
redundancy through redesign of the computer and some actuators. Hughes Aircraft. the API;-tS radar supplier, found that it would be
difficult to achieve its reliability guarantees with a radar designed to fit within the allocated spae in the Ilornet's nose. A trade study in-
creasing this volume 0.5 ft 3 resulted in a relatively large LCC avoidance, as well as a small weight savings. The radar WRA support trade
study evaluated alternatives of VAST, modified VAST, and new-design test equipment to support the radar. The selected new Radar Test
Station resulted in almost $20 million of LCC avoidance.

TABLE 8. EXAMPLE LIFE CYCLE COST TRADES

COST SUMMARY

A a .1
ITEM U L WEIGHT PERFORMANCEFSD UNIT LIFE

(S M) PROD CYCLE LB/l(g)
I$ K) ISM)

COMMON F-18/A-18
WHEEL/TIRE -0.8 -0.4 -7.5 +89/(-40) DEGRADED

WING PYLON JETTISON -2.1 -4.0 -23.8 -40/(-18) DEGRADED

FCS SIMPLIFICATION -0.8 -33.0 -33.2 -60/-27) IMPROVED

INCREASED RADAR VOLUME -0.5 -184 -31.4 -3/!-l) NEGLIGIBLE

RADAR WRA SUPPORT -5.2 N/A -19.8 0 NO CHANGE

NAVAIR asked MCAIR, in early 19'6, to conduct a trade study addressing the issue of whether both the F-18 and A-] 8 could utilize
a common wheel and tire (Table 9). At that time, several hardware differences existed between the F-I 8 and A-18 including a smallhr
wheel and tire on the F-I . It was known that installing the larger tire on the fighter would result in a laiger cross-sectional area and con-
sequent higher drag. Also, unit cost and weight of the fighter would increase Iowever. the fighter's brake and tire life would he lengthen-
ed because of its lower operating weight. The trade study showed that the Ihori.ct programs' I (C would be reduced by selection of the
alternative approach and the larger wheel and tire was selected for both the I-18 anti A-I 8 lcsigns lhe details of the O&S cost reduction
are shown in Table 10. The major cost savings can be se-n to accrom- from the ehim'n.,tion ol 1370 brake st ick ri-platcments throughout
the Hornet's life c vcle.
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TABLE 9. COMMON F-181A-18 WHEELITIRE STUDY

ISSUE SHOULD FIGHTER AND ATTACK VERSIONS UTILIZE COMMON
WHEELS AND TIRES'

BASELINE FIGHTER 30. 9.5 -14 5 TIRE1
ATTACK 30x 11 5 x1 45 T IRE }IMIN REQUIREMENT

RESTRAINT ATTACK VERSION MUST USE LARGER TIRE/WHEEL

CONSIDERA TIONS LARGE TIRE ON FIGHTER
- DEGRADES PERFORMANCE
- INCREASES UNIT COST $400
- ADDS WEIGHT - 89 LBI(40 kg)
- IMPROVES BRAKE LIFE
- DECREASES LIFE CYCLE COST

COMMON TIRE SELECTED

TABLE 10. COMMON WHEELITIRE LCC ANALYSIS

COST CHANGE FOR

COMMON WHEEL/TIRE

SM

FSD - -- - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - -- - - - -- - - --- 0.788

PRODUCTION ...... ........ - 0.319

O&S

DIFFERENT COMMON N COST

REPLACEMENT TIRES

FIGHTER ....................... 59,888 . . --- 85,908 ....... 1-0.381)

ATTACK .........- -... 36,910

REPLACEMENT BRAKES

FIGHTER ------------ --- 4,104 .5,830, 1 5.0641

ATTACK .. ............. 3,096

OTHER O&S

LABOR. POL, ETC - -------- -.. . 1- 1.54 1)

TOTAL O&S ... --------- ------- 6.986

TOT AL LCC SAVINGS ---- ... ......... S7 455M

LCC in Supplier Selection
Il I vele (ost evalulationls were nadc of all bidder's proplosals tin thle source selection ofl maljor I-- I S eqineill I t,' lil1l1a, I ,I 1I1

-New Look-on the equlitpmient procu~remlentI process is iillstrated ill Figure 12. ICSslg are Sholwnl relatlVe t(Ititle 111111t11- SC used11 I111
.Iit only pertormiance anld weight, tile traditional selectionl basis. A smlall sas ilgs wolid aiccru~e it file sipplhel seletn liiould ii-b lI,
based strictlv oil .1 l~tbias to tile lowest ulnit producetionl cost. I argel savinlgs result it tlle slippliers wou~ld have besi en et oln tit,
basis of best K and best M. Ihle largest savIigs ocelor it thle su~pplier expccl ed to provide tile lowest lif Ic cie ciosl[At t-1c e Id

Ilie actIlal supplier selected, tol tihose major cqulipmlents coisdered til this evaluation. was ludged to provide tie iowest I ( Iit all
cases bilt Onle. anid in tis case (lie sulpplier was rated second tit In 1. For thlese mlajor eiIipillent item~s, I CC 5.a5 lngs of alb..oll $,)It 1iiI1lii,
were reali/eci by collseientiIv considering all of the elemnents of thle "Ncw Looik ill I ('I' lntril til l.w prlcurlemlent piw

Operating and Support Costs Comparisons
M e hfornet is designed tol re-place thle F-4 and A-7 til tile ii. I. sol it is approirate to elilliparces % Stem, n1511 .111 1 I & S ,ot s lll to

demonstrate that tis new systelin will Ilot clost 11111w to olperate than thle airtplanes it replaces+ The data preselted til this oinpa.rlion ire
taken iri tile I1179 NavN resoii ~es model I NARM I. It is the UtS. Navy's best estlillate ofl tle cost It, oilranhd support otielatoli
systems or projiectedi new systemls. sulcit s the I hortt

A key inpul to any ()&S 1%l cOlInlIsn I, the 11151111r ill malitenlance t -iople retillireli l a twelve-plane siluadlillI A mnpltt~oll of
this factor in Figure I13 sho ws. that a Ifoid squIadron~ is projected to req Ilire between 24 aIndl 34 fewer en lIsted pleole thianl all 1 -43 ill

A-7F squadronIll primarily dule to its greatly improved reliability and ma illtainabli ty. Thle redulced officer rotloiremlellt, of tile Hornlet and1
A-71-- from thle 1:.1. reflect,, tile isn-place designis.

Projected O&S co~st savings frontl introduction oll the IHiornet Ire depicted iln Figure 14. IFor tllis comlparison. 1-4. and A~-71 ilperatllg
costs froint the 1979) NARNI are tised ito constru~ct a fiction~al ilying hoiiur program I 2.(2 M fighlt h~our,) equal to tile H ornlet 21-s ear plo-Iral

As compared to a force oll 1-4.1 alrcrall. thle olntribution% of squladron~ mlantllinlg anld iuei it) O &S cost reduIctlion% ale wen i i e abouit
eltilal. 11wl depot rework, repair mnaterial. and repienishmlent spares clintribllte a somnewhat lesser aniolit tile mutcil lower ftdlleli of
mnaterial reptacelh tilt is somewhat ci uii tr-bIlaInted by tile higher coists ofl I--I 81 material and1 %pa/Ires
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11we (&S cost sailig fromis A-7 I rci taccutn by tile Hornet are less dramatic, although still signiican. Fihe leasding cont ributlor to
these savings is again iiaiiiteiiaiice personrnel. I11w A- 7VI conisumes slight ly less fiji- I li tie I loriw I Depot rework and thie ra lerial cate-
gories contribute t 1e remainider of' tile O&S cost savinigs.

Iliese O&S cost comnpairisonis IlluLst rate that int roduct ion of thie I loriw I will reduce tilhe N ivy'S opera i mg Cost budget, when 1i-4J1s ind
A-71[s are replaced. It Should be no0ted that the N ARM report Uses liIonic inputs that are somiewhat mnorec onservat ive thtan thti relUirc-
tiln is Iposed on thie conitractor.

Lexsuns Learned
ile purpose of tile Il bid desigito lile cycle cost em phasis is not to accuiately predict tlite F- I 8's act ual I CC mna ny yea rs i l ife

futuisre. Ratheir, this emphiasis has served to priori titt: desigti anid managemecnt act ions to ensure tile lowest practicable lif Ic ccle cost. We
hiave sliecilically cniphasicd (thceclemients of cost which call he signi fican thy reduced by designi act ion during [SI). Hot I tlic U.S. Navy
aind conitractlois involved Ili th tic ortict program hiavc learned muILch about t tice c1allcriges 01 LIcsigiiiiig to life C lecot Sonic0 s it u
"Icssoils Leariiedt arc suiiiiiari/ed Iii Fable 11.

TABLE 11. LCC LESSONS LEARNED

" ESTABLISH REALISTIC DESIGN-TO REQUIREMENTS
GUARANTEE AND DEMONSTRATE WHERE POSSIBLE

" USE INCENTIVyES WISELY
PASS DOWN TO EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS

" USE OME TO DESIGN AND TEST EQUIPMENT

" ESTABLISH DESIGN-CENTERED, MULTI DISCIPLINED
COST ANALYSIS TEAM

" TAKE TRADE STUDIES SERIOUSLY

" CONSIDER LCC IN MAJOR PROCUREMENT DECISIONS

" CONDUCT RIGOROUS MULTIDISCIPLINED DESIGN REVIEWS

VWe have learned thlar desigin ig to lifec cycle cost is niot great ly diffcrentI from designiing to anys othtir Iechtnical paramete r. It is essent iial
that tic designecr hrave a Ltcsign-Ili'' allocation preseiited iii ;ii uinderstanrdable fiiriii i Icrms sof unrit prod uct ion cost aind kcv dcsign-
senlsi I% c F andL NI paramieters. Allsocatlions shmould bc ctiallcnigiirg, biil no i unlireasoniable. Whecnever possible.- I Ircsc requi remenc ts shroulId hc
statedi as gisaranIlcs withI speciftic demitonstratirns sit Iti gia ra iced valtics spccified Ili tice csoit ract.

P'rim iicointractis- as wellI as imajor subctcilracts Ishtouild coiitain nmonetary incentIives based stirl tice courtract or's control ot lite I CC(
ditvmsrs. Whre possible. -thlise Iiicinii ves shiou~ld be based oii spcci 'tc achievcinnts aiid demronstratiii LII guiaranteecs.

D esiginig aiid test inig to ai operatioil t missioni csron imii is oine Or thti key techniiical tinios atiosii o ti Ile F I18 progranm. the (A~ll
cinpltiss neci to a test. inatyic andI fix philosophy, will undobtelyit)csl domiore iii Imiprove tile basic equiipmencrt icliabilItN and~ rcdustc
IIornct I & S colsts than airs othecr act ion taken fii tile prorgram.i

If is Imipsissi ble for a "'ciulist- groumpI ot* anialysis to Lit tdit slhrp reimoite trout tice design act ion aind have airs meninrgfuil Imp'act oilI tice
evolving design. Ai cftcctivc. irislliiiscplliliei I.C( analysis eali. consisting of'spccialists ill cost analysis, reliabiity. niiiiitainmatiliiv. anid
I I S mu st work tiard-iri-tiaris wit l~Iie priojct idesigin Icaili It is especially inmportant ItIhat iligl-COiirtilcirinC IICIOS oit f0 predicilon sr all
I CHCII A dIiili hc ItiIeII . giving cs-crnoni confidecie that Cost analysis aniswcrs truly repre'senit tic inintact sirdesign 1iaingi-s

trade tt i" hsstave Itrashitionially beein t[itica rt sir th tieIrativc decsigni spt lull/atio roscess. Iii thti I tsrrii proraml I tic I rastc st s

pirocess thas trecir i\ pairilc it) o c inpiss at I lei' iri-r s or I CCA aidrit iisirL' Itrat all spiecial ists arc ticarid ticfore' designi sdecisio n is miaile Ins

adds1 it ion di o lscuimentIatIiom has beeni st re~igt tiine'i tor prsividt: IT iLcabil ity' and audiiting oif lis' dessigin proci-ss.
A cost effet'-ivei Prsoiicuet procss is css, filial it) tlic suiccess sif aI dcsigrr-tsi-I CU prsigrain. Msore than 50' si ofi theHrne' codst 0.ind

alssi its rctiatiilitI andI iiairaiiability 1 is corntribulcit In sistcsiniraclsir's hiardtwari'. Itirrcorc. pricuire'men'ti psilic\ imrst ti tleethi iits
suisirci silelisn 1ii% iipiastiig tiese I (C - li'iii'its Ili thn' souircc selctll proCIciSS. FItIInrIIICiiI suppliers must tic C011iismcsid tht lifs
tislsinilr. both the primeli contlractsor andI tile uising service, place tirlgtcst pirtortics kill K, M, ,iniit I ('(.

I-mnall -thsirsoughi deisigni ri-vieW-s rIIISIl Ie tcsihsctes lby spilified prograili rimnageiill Icarus tsr 5-isure that alt i'ts'ririutsosi I(t I ir
lii i baiaicest In tire ivirlvirig itssign.

I CIssgIlltiIll s' fil ' cst 1i .15 it, lite ill isisti 'S budsigit tirirIcul~ ssi'I'si s stIs'l t'rsc m'iisri Ir elfirsinritin I timdsignr I'll Ik ,opll\
ri-stiiresome115 chiargs' IMIl-litrr lsglIrlss lsisr l'iii'siiisiiIlitli' ''tiiisiiis'ss-des-gnsriLVsl'' I tsiws'ven -ills- II~ 'lt110 1Wvl tidtrIIOisig
airs Isiaiiagc ilIdII siscitillie iito tluIvv I.. assiiIIti'l Ilile nfw I)I1 Objetiveis 'If' Ini tian&i ]Ils HoIsrnet programn is demonistainiig that
deining11 to liiie CSI its' I n he tic, ilisits ad iiiiplistis'st
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SUMMARY

The low cost of the F-16 Fighter Aircraft is the result of a selected balance of
innovative new technologies, available low cost material and equipment, and cost reducing
configuration options. This has been implemented through the application of design to
cost concepts from the beginning of the program.

The F-16 Full Scale Development contract contained several clauses which provided
downstream cost control including control of both acquisition and operations. Response
to these contract requirements resulted in an acquisition cost control plan which was
based on the allocation of target costs to fourth and fifth level WBS elements, periodic
production cost estimates, feedback to WBS Element Managers, immediate corrective action
as required, and monthly and quarterly status reports. A key part of this plan was the
identification and close tracking of a few cost drivers which comprise over 50 percent
of the air vehicle cost.

A number of specific contract provisions, as noted above, are aimed at control of
operating and support costs. These provisions provide financial incentives and penalties
for consideration of reliability and other logistic support parameters. Other control
provisions require cost considerations in trade studies, engineering change proposals
and in vendor selections.

In summary, the F-16 program includes a wide variety of live cycle cost control
measures concentrating on principal cost drivers.

PREFACE

Low cost has been a criterion of the F-16 program from the beginning. A,- early as
1968, the idea of a small, lightweight fighter emerged from discussions of studies by the
United States Air Force and General Dynamics Corporation. The principal issue of that
situation is illustrated by the following questions which were being asked at that time

"Can a lightweight fighter have superior maneuvering performance and still have
adequate range and combat fuel allowance?"

"If it can, at approximately one-half the weight (of then current fighter trends),
can it indeed be built for one-half the cost or less?"

Subsequent studies by both the USAF and General Dynamics indicated that the answer to
both questions was yes. These studies resulted in the definition of a viable lightweight
fighter in the 30,000 to 35,000 pound takeoff gross weight class. Concurrent cost esti-
mates indicated that this fighter could be produced for a unit average flvawav cost of
approximately $3 million.

In 1971, the USAF issued a request for proposal for a lightweight fighter aircraft.
The contract required the design, development ana fabrication of two prototype aircraft
Other requirements of the contract were

o Assess and certify aircraft safety-of-flight.

o Conduct a joint Contractor/Air Force flight test program.

o Train Air Force test pilots.

o Provide total contractor support during the flight test program.



o Provide a data accession list.

o Prepare a final report.

Cost appeared as an important requirement. First the prototype development program cost
commitment by the Air Force to General Dynamics for two prototype aircraft including one
year of flight test, could not exceed $37.9 million. Second, a production cost goal was
specified as the average unit flyaway cost for 300 aircraft of $3 million in FY-72 dollars.

Both the Air Force and General Dynamics realized that "business-as-usual" would not
produce the desired results, i.e., lightweight, high performance, low cost. Therefore,
the basic approach taken in establishing contract requirements departed from the custom-
ary. Notably, complete latitude was provided the contractor in making trades. It was
required only that General Dynamics "Design, develop and fabricate two prototype aircraft
substantially in accordance with Contractor Technical Management and Cost Proposal I'ZP-
1401, dated 18 February 1972". Furthermore, there were no contractually obligated State-
ments of Work or detail specification requirements; in a competitive environment for both
performance and cost, design responsibility rested solely with the Contractor.

General Dynamics believes that this far signted innovative approach by the USAF
provided the solid foundation on which the F-16 program was successfully built.

In 1974, following the prototype program, the USAF issued a request for proposal for
the Full Scale Development (FSD) of an Air Combat Fighter. The contract was awarded in
early 1975. Numerous clauses in this contract continued or perhaps increased the emphasis
on cost. Included now were cost control measures related to operation and support (O&S)
of the aircraft. For the first time, at least in the F-16 Program, comprehensive contract
clauses placed cost control requirements on all phases of the life cycle of an aircraft,
i.e., development, acquisition and operation/support.

Development cost control was achieved simply by the austere limitation by the govern-
ment of the amount of funding available and a fixed price contract in which the contractor
was required to share in cost overruns.

Acquisition cost control was achieved contractually by

1. Specifying a unit production cost goal.

2. Providing award fees for conducting cost reduction trade studies.

3. Establishing a 70/30 sharing of any contract overruns or underruns.

4. Scheduling specific design-to-cost milestone events.

Operation/support cost control contract clauses included

I. The control of operation and support costs as a management objective.

2. Award fees for conducting O&S cost reduction trade studies.

3. Award fees for achieving "Logistic Support Cost Targets".

4. Reliability Improvement Warranty guarantees on selected equipments.

5. Guarantees for Target Logistic Support Costs for selected equipments.

In a Design to Cost Symposium such as this, these contract clauses devoted to cost
control deserve a more detailed examination. But first, let us look at the program phase
during which it might be stated that the "die was cast" with regard to establishing the
cost of the F-16 Aircraft. This phase was the Prototype Development of the YF-16.

1. PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT - DTC EMPHASIS

The YF-16 Prototype Development Program, in addition to the objectives previously
discussed, i.e., lightweight, high performance, low cost, included the following specific

major objectives:

I. To fully explore the advantages of emerging technology and,

2. To reduce the risk and uncertainties of full-scale development and production.
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These objectives present a special challenge to the airplane designer in that they appear
to represent a diversity of purpose, i.e., advance technologies tend to increase risk and
uncertainty. In view of this, careful attention was given to the selection of new tech-
nologies. The criteria for selection were established as follows:

1. Must contribute directly to the performance/design goals.

2. Must be sufficiently advanced to warrant prototyping.

3. Must individually not be of such high risk as to jeopardize the total program.

4. Must fall within imposed constraints of cost, complexity, and utility.

To counterbalance the potential cost increase of the advanced technologies, certain
principles were adopted to minimize costs:

1. Emphasize the new and novel technology features of the design that are
significant in meeting performance goals. Where new technology is not
required, use proven systems and components wherever possible, particularly IJ'

where only marginal benefits will accrue by redesign.

2. Establish specific cost goals and be willing to compromise or trade
performance or operational capability to meet them.

3. Design for low manufacturing cost by making detail and component
assemblies simple to manufacture, using low cost materials and
processes, standardizing hardware and designing for multiple-use
parts and assemblies.

The advanced technologies and design features selected for the YF-16 Prototype
airplane, illustrated in Figure 1, included:

o Variable camber wing

o Wind-body blending

o Vortex lift

o Relaxed static stability/fly-by-wire

o Bottom inlet location

o Composite materials

o "Hi-G" seat-back angle

o Side-stick controller

o Clear view-forward canopy with 360 degree vision

Those features which contributed significantly to cost reduction included:

o Single existing engine

o Normal-shock fixed inlet

o System simplification

o Multiple-part useage

o Standardization

o Materials selection.

This very limited discussion of the YF-16 Prototype Program was presented to illustrate
the point that cost had indeed achieved a status co-equal to that of performance as a
design parameter. For those who may wish to pursue design-to-cost and the YF-lb Prototvpe
Fighter in more detail, please refer to item n'mber I in the i.st of References. The
related discussions in this paper have borrowed extensively from this source.

As noted previously, a production cost goal was specified in conjunction with the
Prototype Program. This goal was $3 million, in FY-72 dollars, average unit flyawav
cost based on a 300 airplane production program. Based on the YF-16 design and fabricativ,7
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of two aircraft, a production cost assessment was made resulting in an estimated cost
well within the goal, thus further substantiating the belief that a high performance,
lightweight fighter could be built for $3 million.

2. FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT - DTC/LCC ASPECTS

The YF-16 Prototype airplane provided a sound base from which to move into the full

scale development of a production version. In fact, the protoLype design approach was
to design initially an operational aircraft and then adapt it to the constraints of
funding and program objectives of the prototype contract. In addition, the prototype
design philosophy included consideration of the potential for the aircraft to be ulti-
mately put into production. Again cost was a major driver as illustrated in Figure 2
and 3. These design features wore integrated into the configurat i primarily to improve

manufacturing efficiency and reduce cost.

1. Multiple-Usage of Parts - many parts were made interchangeable left and right,
i.e., flaperons, horizontal tails, leading edge flap actuators, main landing
parts.

2. Use of equipment components already developed.

3. Standardized fasteners, limited to the number of types.

4. Limited material types - primary material is low cost aluminum.

5. Modular design airframe.

With a sound production design well defined in considerable detail and a production
unit cost estimated to be well within the objective, the challenge then became one of

controlling the costs during development and manufacture. Awareness of this resulted in
the USAF incorporating into the F-16 Full Scale Development contract a number of clauses
directed toward this end. These clauses can be categorized into those related to ac-

quisition cost control and those related to operation/support (O/S) cost control. These

clauses are listed as follows:

Acquisition Cost Control

1. Specifying an average unit production flyaway cost goal.

2. Award fees for conducting air vehicle trade studies.

3. DTC schedule milestones.

4. 70/30 cost sharing of over or under-runs.

Operation/Support Cost Control

1. Management objective to control O/S costs.

2. Award fees for conducting O/S cost reduction trade studies.

3. Award fees for achieving Logistic Support Cost Targets.

4. Reliability Improvement Warranties (RIW) on selected components.

5. Target Logistic Support cost guarantees on selected components.

These contract requirements and General Dynamics response to them provided the basis for
acquisition and O/S cost control which continues to be effective even today. It would
seem worthwhile, then, to examine these contract requirements in some detail.

3. ACQUISITION COST CONTROL

One of the effective cost controls as the program moved into the development/produc-
tion phase was establishing a unit cost limit on the production vehicle. In the case of
the F-16 this is stated as a unit production flyaway cost goal of $3,842,525 dollars.
The basis for this is the cumulative average cost for 1000 airplanes at the rate of 15
per month in FY 1975 dollars.

This cost goal was divided into two areas of responsibility, i.e., the United States
(;overnment is responsible for the Engine, the Radar and certain Government Furnished Air-
craft Equipment items (GFAE); General Dynamics is responsible for the remainder. This
resulted in a General Dynamics cost goal of $2,323,074 dollars. The contract further



required that "the contractor demonstrate the extent to which the airframe manufacturers
portion of the cumulative average unit production flyaway production costs for 1000 pro-
duction aircraft at a maximum rate of 15 per month will meet a goal of $2,323,074 dollars
or less expressed in FY 75 dollars". The contract required two formaldemonstrations,
19 months and 25 months after contract award. To put this in perspective with regard to
schedule; the first demonstration was one month after completion of the Critical Design
Review (CDR) and the second was three months after the Production Readiness Review.

General Dynamics plan for meeting this production cost goal consisted of the
following:

1. Setting unit production cst goal at the 4th level Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS).

2. Periodic cost estimates.

3. Assigning the responsibility for meeting these goals to WBS
Element Managers.

4. Identification of cost drivers with special emphasis on cost control.

The process for implementing this plan is illustrated in Figure 4. DTC targets at the
4th level WBS were assigned shortly after contract award. Each WBS target cost was
further allocated as to functional department. Periodically, cost estimates were made
and compared to the targets. Any overrun would cause corrective action to be initiated
by the affected Element Manager. In addition to the WBS tracking, cost drivers were
identified and tracked on L, more frequent basis. Cost analyses of the entire air
vehicle indicated that fifty (50) items comprised approximately eight-two percent (82*)
of the total cost target. This permitted an efficient expenditure of manhours for the
purpose of cost control.

The assignment of cost targets to the 4th level WBS resulted in the target being
the responsibility of a single individual. This individual is the WBS'Element Manager
who, in most cases was also the responsible design group supervisor. The relationship
of these individuals to top management is illustrated in Figure 5. Each Element Manager
reports directly to the Program Director. This provides him inaediate access to th , top
decision making function in the program.

As noted above, most Element Managers are also design supervisols who have normal
design responsibilities. They also have the responsibility in their WBS for the report-
ing of status, integration and review of information pertaining to all functional depart-
mental assigned responsibilities within their WBS.

For example, in Design To Cost targets, an Element Manager is assigned a target
containing costs broken out by Engineering, Tooling, Manufacturing, Quality Assurance
and Procurement. Figure 6 illustrates this breakout at seveial levels of WBS. :he
Element Manager is responsible to the Program Director for monitoring and reporting on
the periodic cost estimates for his WBS. Any overrun situation and corrective action,
if any, is discussed and agreed to by these two individuals. Sometimes a cost overrun
in one WBS could be compensated for in an underrun in another WBS; in these instances,
the Program Director might elect to take no action as long as, in his judgment, the total
cost target was being met. It is considered very important to maintain this management
option; otherwise in some instances an unwarranted amount of time and effort could be
expended to correct a relative small cost overrun.

To further help the Element Manager in cost control, an analysis was mode to det,,r-
mine whether a few high cost items might bear special attention. As nted above, it
was determined that 50 cost drivers accounted for eighty-two percent (82') of the c, t
target. This is illustrated in Figure 7. These drivers, it turns out, ire spiead rather
evenly among the major divisiris of the air vehicle, i.e.,

AIR VEHICLE ELEMENT NIMBER OF COST DRIVERS

Airframe 22

Flight Control 9

Avionics 11

Armament

Weapons Delivery 6
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Some examples of cost drivers are:

o Nose Radome

o Landing Gear

o ECS Heat Exchanger

o Flight Control Computer

o Inertial Navigation Set

o Fire Control Computer

o Radar E/O Display

Cost estimates of cost drivers were provided to the Element Manager more frequently than
for the complete WBS element. This proved to be effective as well as efficient.

Another major acquisition cost control effort involved trade studies. Trades were
utilized effectively since early in the program. During FSD/Production design, they
continued to be productive.

A total of 397 air vehicle trade studies in all major areas were accomplished as
illustrated in Figure 8. The total potential value of all trades was $117,789,900. The
value of those trades actually implemented was $88,731,900 total or $136,512 per aircraft.
This represented approximately 5% of the DTC target. Figure 9 illustrates a typical
structural type trade.

As noted previously, the contract provided for an award fee of up to $800,000 for
the successful accomplishment of the air vehicle trade studies.

In addition to the above, DTC/LCC analyses of supplier proposals were used exten-
sively in making procurement decisions. A detailed life cycle cost analyses was pre-
pared on selected major procurement cost items.

4. OPERATION AND SUPPORT COST CONTROL

Control of operation and support costs is perhaps more diffiLult than acquisition
costs. For on- thing, O&S costs are incurred in a time period much later than production
costs. Another problem is that O&S costs are generated by a variety of organizations,
groups, and agencies, whereas, production costs generally are under the control of a
single prime contractor.

This points up the problem then of a prime contractor attempting to control down-
stream operation and support costs. However, in spite of the difficulties there are some
O&S costs that the prime contractor can influence.

Two of the most powerful O&S cost drivers that can be controlled by the prime con-
tractor are air vehicle reliability and maintainability. General Dynamics proposed and
implemented a number of design features which will result in reduced O&S costs including:

o Improved engine removal.

o Improved maintenance access.

o Built-in performance indicators.

o Extensive use of existing hardware.

Also during design special attention was given to

o Fuel containment.

o Prott:tion against water in electronic equipment.

o Corrosion prevention.

o Proven electrical connectors.

o Minimization of design features which contribute to stress corrosion.

o Maintaining a good margin for cooling of electronic equipment.
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o Requiring minimizing of piece-part count in complex electronic equipment.

o Selection of materials which are resistive to aging.

With these design features and managements emphasis on cost control, General Dynamics
accepted the contractual requirements for Reliability Improvement Warranty (RIW) and
Target Logistic Support Cost Guarantees.

In the case of RIW, the contract required the contractor to provide (at firm fixed
prices)

o a 48-month (or 300,000 flight hour) reliability improvement warranty on any
or all of the First Line Units (FLUs) listed below, or

o a 48-month (or 300,000 flight hour) reliability improvement warranty with
MTBF guarantee on any or all of the following FLUs:

1. Flight Control Computer (*)

2. Inertial Navigation Unit (*)

3. Fire Control Computer

4. Radar E-0 Display

5. Radar E-0 Signal Generator Electronic Unit

6. Head Up Display (*)

7. Head Up Display Electronic Unit (**)

8. Radar Antenna (*)

9. Radar Transmitter (**)

10. Radar Digital Processor (*)

11. Radar Computer (*)

12. Radar Low Power RF (*)

The contract provides that the government must exercise this option on or before the
production decision date and prior to spares provisioning. The terms of the warrant,
are that General Dynamics must deliver all selected option FLU's, during the term of the
warranty period free from defects in design, material; and workmanship and shall operate,
when required, in its intended environment in accordance with contractual specifications.
The items identified by (*) were selected for RIW. Those identified by (**) were selected
for RIW-MTBF.

5. LOGISTIC SUPPORT COST

This contractual provision involves two types of logistic support cost commitment,
i.e.,

o Target Logistic Support Cost - Correction of Deficiency (TLSC - COD),

o Target Logistic Support Cost - System (TLSC - SYSTEM).

For the TLSC-COD, General Dynamics guarantees that, for the selected FLUs (to be selected
from the list above) the measured Logistic Support Cost (MLSC-COD) will not exceed a
specified total TLSC-COD value. The MLSC-COD is to be determined by an equation provided
by the Air Force in the original contract. Certain parameters of the equation would be
measured during the verification test specified in the contract. This test is to last
for a period of 3500 flying hours and begin six months after the first F-16 squadron
becomes operational. If the total MLSC-COD exceeds the total TLSC-GODI by more than 25%,
General Dynauics must institute a correction of deficiencies course of action which will
bring the logistics cost within the prescribed range.

The contract, in addition to providing the above methods of O&S cost control, also
contains provisions for related award fees, i.e., TLSC and Supportability Trade Studies.

Award Fees are provided for in the contract for both TLSC-COD and TLSC-SYST.M. The
potential fees are $2 million for TLSC-COD and $6.4 million for TLSC-SYSTEM. The contractor
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is eligible for the awards if the respective MLSC does not exceed the TLSC. The final
determination is to be made by the government.

The contract also provides for an award fee reLated to supportability trade studies.
The potential of this fee was $2.4 million.

A total of 64 supportability trade studies were accomplished in many areas as
illustrated in Figure 10. The total potential value of all trades was $964 million.
The value of all trades actually implemented was $563 million. This represented approxi-
mately I7. of the total life cycle cost of the basic F-16 program.

The above discussions on logistics costs control have been brief to fit the general
scope of this paper. However, a more in depth treatment of this subject can be found
in item 2 of the list of references.

6. CONCLUSION

Cost control to be effective must be instituted very early in the program. Once the
size and weight. the vehicle configuration and equipments, and the major construction
details have been established, it is very difficult to effect major cost reductions.
DTC/LCC control procedures introduced in recent years can be very helpful in controlling
costs throughout the development of the system.
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STRUCTURAL INTEGRATION AS A MEANS OF
COST REDUCTION

BY

P.E. SEIBERT

MESSERSCHMITT-BOLKOW-BLOHM GMBH

AIRCRAFT DIVISION

8000 MONCHEN 80, P,O.BOX 801160
W-GERMANY

ABSTRACT

The cost of the structure became as important as weight. By the means of some components
of the Tornado fighter aircraft it is demonstrated how the costs can be reduced by
structural integration. The components are two flat panels, the wing carry through box
and the Taileron. Cost savings could be achieved from 15% to a maximum of 68%.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ever increasing requirements of the overall performance of modern fighter under the
consideration of minimum weight leads to very sophisticated structure. This could lead
to a dramatic cost increase, which would cause a reduction of the effectivity of the
system.
Therefore, it is a basic task that the designer is controlling the cost of the product
from the beginning as diligently as he has done for weight in the last 50 years.
One very efficient method amongst others to keep the cost down is to minimize the
number of parts by means of structural inlegration. In this paper the effectivity of that
method will be demonstrated on some structural components of the Tornado fighter air-
craft. (Fig. l)

The Tornado is a multi role combat aircraft in the Mach 2+ category.

2.METHODS FOR COST REDUCTION

A method for reduction of the cost per unit is to increase the number of the aircraft
and production rate. This is absurd for one country only, because it leads to reduction
of the unit cost by increasing the overall cost of the fleet. The way to overcome this
absurdity is a bi- or multi-national co-operation.This is the case of the Tornado which
was developed by FRG, Italy and the UK and is now in production in those countries.
This is only effective if worksharing is practised; that is, one country manufactures
the components of the whole fleet as a single source. In the case of Tornado the
tri-national co-operation caused an increase in the number of aircraft from 320 units
for German requirement.. to more than 800 units with a delivery rate of 8 to 10 units
per month.

In FRG the centre fuselage and the wing carry through box is being manufactured, in
Italy the wings and in the United Kingdom the cockpit, the aft fuselage ( engine sec-
tion ), the vertical stabilizer and the differential movable horizontal stabilizer,
the so called Tatleron.

For 800 unites it is worth investing in production equipment and totoling to rationalize
the manufacturing process. By NC machining, automatic cutter change and so on, cost
savings can be achieved, but this automation can be performed for part manufacturing
only.

In addition the usage of the die-forged parts cuts the cost down and it is evidont
that the forging is not very efficient for a set of only 100 aircraft, which is the
requirement of Italy.
Die-forging and the optimisation of the cut of raw material reduced, the worked up law
material for the centre fuselage about 38%.

But even with optimised too
1 

ing t he assembly remains a manpower consuminq tank.Thev,,f,,
it is obvious that a further cost reduction can be achieved (only by reduct ion (oI the
amount of parts which have to be assembled. Thi: must be lo ne by St I-t ura I t-i',it atn.

ThiF: is the last link in a chain where the cost of an aircraft unit (*in 1w,
On a political levol the decision must be taken about 17-1rrat 1r' 1a 1 toj' niirr.tro r-

aircraft, which are linked toq,,ther. The managemont must decide whilh i!et'stnt i ,
be made. The men at the drawinq b oard influence the number of part s an I have a ,,i
deal of the responsihility for the cost.
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3. DEMONSTRATION OF COST SAVINGS ON SOME COMPONENTS

On some components of the primary structure of the Tornado that achieved cost savings,
due to the reduction of the number of parts by means of structural integration, will
be demonstrated. These are two flat panels, both carrying bending and shear forces,
the central wing carry through box and the Taileron. The improvements of the panels
and the wing carry through box were performed in the productionizing phase whilst the
work on the Taileron is a joint task of BAe and MBB for product improvement by applica-
tion of advanced technologies on that component.
These components have been chosen because the cost saing has been achieved by different
engineering approaches.

a) change of design principles

In the case of the panels, the design principle has been changed. The prototype
structure is a built up structure whilst the production one is a sandwich construc-
tion.

b) improved engineering

The improvements for the wing carry through box were obtained by excellent enginee-
ring. This is a good example for the importance of a productionizing phase, because the
conditions during the prototype phase are not given, i.e. high investments, LLI
(long leed items ), expensive dies, tools, etc.

c) advanced technology

The Taileron demonstrates that by the change of technology from a metal design to a
Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastic (CRP)design, cost and weight reduction can be ob-
tained. In Fig. 2 the structure of the centre fuselage of the Tornado is shown and
the components to be discussed are identified.

3.1 Sandwichpanel (change of design principle)

The first example to be discussed is a panel of the upper surface of the centre fuselage.
It is a primary structure and has to carry forces caused by bending and shear. The proto-
types have a sheet metal assembly that is a box type structure with an upper and lower
skin stiffened by extensions or arms of the frames and bulkheads. The lower skin
is the upper surface of the wing pocket, which carries part of the wing slot seal.

When the wing is in the forward swept position, it must not be a gap between
the wing root and the fuselage. Therefore the rxot of the wing aft of the pivot point inter-
feres with the fuselage if the wing is being swept back and a pocket in the fuselage
is therefore necessary. The panel does not buckle at limit design load.

For the series aircraft the design principle was changed. (Fig. 3) Instead of a sheet
metal assembly, a sandwich construction was chosen. This caused a 47% reduction of parts
to be assembled, a 71% reduction in fasteners, a cost saving of 24% and a weight saving
of 4,0%. The number of fasteners per kg, which is it cost driver, dropped from 36,7 to 1 1.
Most of the decrease in the number of parts were obtained by elimination of most of the
frame arms.

As a second example for that approach, the lower panel of the main undercarriage bay will
be considered. (Fig. 4) That panel is also primary structure. The panel of the proto-
type is a skin-stringer construction stiffened by arms of frames and bulkheads. The skin
is part of the lower surface of the fuselage and dos not buckle up to limit design load.
For the series aircraft, again a sandwich constructil-n was chosen, which gave a 22 %
reduction of the quantity of parts, a 80 % reduction of fasteners and a cost saving of
3U t. The number of fasteners per kilogramme dropped from 116 to 10. The weight of that
part increised by 10 %. This weight increase is to be seen in relation to the overall
mass of the structure, because the stiffer sandwichpanel caused a redistribution of the
internal loads and took more load than tile weaker prototype panel. Thelefore, other
components of the lower structure of the fuselage became lighter and results in a small
overall weight saving.
In that particular case the sandwich construction has an additional advantage. The
bottom of the undercarriage bay has a smooth surface and is therefore easier to clean.
The cost reduction was achieved although bonding jigs are expensive, but a lot of other
tool; and jigs could be eliminated. In these t wo cases preassembling of the panels was
not possible because of the frame arms were one piece with the frame.So the assembly
has to be performed in the main assembly jig which increases the holding time. In
general the work load in a main as!;embly jig is very high dnd one should always try to
do as much work as possible in subassemblies.
These two examples obviously showed that a sandwich construct ion can lead to a siqnifi-
cant cost reduction. In a sandwich structure the fune'tions of strinqers and ribs ale
structurally integrated in the honeycomb as;-,vmbIy.



3.2 N/C machined and E/B welded wing carry through box

The wing carry through box is structurally not integrated in the overall fuselage
structure. ( Fig. 5 ) It is a seperate component sustained by u links or posts at its
lower surface and fitted to 6 longerons at its upper surface. The parts are N/C
machined and E/B welded except the upper plate which is bolted to the welded "bath-tub".
Mounted to the wingbox is the wing sweep actuator fitting.
Although in general the design principles were not changed from prototype to series
structure a significant cost and weight reduction could be realized by thotnuqh '-nqo,, -
ring.
The use of some components of the wingbox, the actuator fitting and finally the Ving
box itself will demonstrate how structural integration influence the cost and the weight.

The rear sidewall (Fig.6) of the prototypes which is the shear web of the box in the
y-z plane, was built by 6 parts welded together and 6 parts bolted on.The angles are
bolted on the sidewall joining the ribs with the sidewall.
In the series design the 6 angles and the upper flanges,which were E/B welded to the
shear web in the prototype design, were structurally integrated and the parts of the
web to be welded together reduced from 6 to 2.The number of parts were reduced from
12 to 2, the number of weld seems from 5 to 1 and fasteners were eliminated completely.
A weight saving of 37% could be achieved partly by this structural integration and
partly by better engineering. The cost dropped to 44% of the prototype desion.

A further example which will be presented is the wing sweep actuator fitting. (Fig. 7)
This fitting is mounted to the wingbox and is stressed by symmetrical and asymmetri al
loads of the wing sweep actuator.
It is a class I part, that means a failure of tile fitting causes a loss of aircraft.
It is a highly loaded fatigue critical item.
The actuator fitting of the prototypes is a hybrid framerod design whereas the series
fitting is a classical strut design. This is the only component of the wing carry through
box for which the design principles were changed from prototype to series.

Before we will discuss the cost saving parameters we should say a few words about the
different designs. The series fitting has a very clear load path although it is a
statically indeterminate structure.There are only a few notches, but these are well
known engineering elements i.e. lugs. By the reason of the static redundancy the fitting
is fail safe with regard to a failure of strut, which is very desirable for such a
vital component. The fail safe capability was proven by test.
The prototype fitting is a complex structure where the load path 3 r-- dI tt tl'llt I
comprehend.
There are a lot of notches and in the event of an existing crack you have to rely on
a small crack growth.
The reduction of the number of parts is high and the reduction of fasteners ext remly
high, this is not clearly seen in the figure. The series design has only 41f of tilt' numl-
ber of parts of the prototype design and only 14% of the amount of fasteners. In
addition some of the parts of the series design are identical thus the number of diffe-
rent parts drop from 9 to 4.
This all results in a cost saving of 68% and a weight saving of 15%.
The example clearly shows that a cost reduction and weight saving can be achieved to-
gether with an improvement of performance of the component with a thorough design.

Two components of the wing carry through box are shown in detail and will be represen-
tative for the whole box. The wing carry through box is a highly loaded structure. (FigS)
The loads in the pivot lugs are up to 4500 KN (UDI) and the cats in the links by which
the box is attached to the fuselage are up to 1600 KN. The box, as previously defined,
is a class I ::tructure.
The material of the welded components and the webs is Ti 6AL 4V, whereas the material
o; the upper panel is Ti 6AI, 6V 2Sn. The latter material has an advantage in the range
of elastic plastic compression stresses. The reason is the requirement to inspect and
machine all weld seems. All fittings and lugs (except the wing sweep actuator fitting)
where titanium was tile lightest choise of material are structurally integrated in the
wing box. The upper and lower plates are integral machined plates. All components ae
machined from plates or forgings except the internal ribs which ac ineade from ;het
metal. It should also be mentioned that the wing box is u ,ed as an int en al fu,'l -tl I.

The r,,-design of the wing box gave a weight saving of 1,* and 20'# less part!. The
amount of fasteners dropped by 29*. This results in a cost saving o'f 1 3 #ir I hi' ten
wing carry through box.
It is interesting to note that the numbet of part:; petr kq lma in; atmint uni'hain.1,
because the weight reduct ion and number of par t rodund iiii I! TaI ly N saini' . 'Its nu,

of fastener per kg was diminished from 1.67 t 1.42.
These ex imples obviously dem(ost rat e a(lain how sensit iv' tit ; a,1e wit). 1, i-,'J t
the number if part s and h ,w t he ciist ('an he, ridtuicedt hy, st I l,'t iI 1111 in -it I, n .
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3.3 Composite structure

Advanced technologies which give signific,,nt weight reduction should not cause an
increase in cost . BAe and MBB developed a CRP Taileron which will be compared with
the existing metal Taileron. The design goal was to demonstrate weight reduction but
the manufacturing cost had to be at least equal to or less than that for the metal
Tai leron.
The metal Taileron consists of an inner ,highly loaded, box type structure with ribs and
integral machined stiffened skins. (Fig.9) The less loaded rear and outboard parts are
a full depth honeycomb construction. Tile leading and trailing edges are seperate parts.
All these components are bolted together. The Taileron is mounted on a spigot, which is
attached to the fuselage structure.
The CRP-Taileron is a full depth honeycomb, except in the spigot area. (Fig.10) There
also exists a CRP substructure. Part of the root rib with the bearing housing and the
integrated actuator lever as well as the outboard bearing housing, is made out of
aluminium. Possibly this is not the lightest structure but with regards to the cost it
is an engineering optimum.

The honeycomb is of co'!rse a bonded structure whereas the substructure is preassembled
and bolted in. The carbon skins are built up from 6 to 64 plies. The material used is
the Ciba prepregsystem 914C with the XAS fibre by Courtaulds. The lower skin has an
access hole which is required to secure the outboard bearing where the y-loads are
carried. The leading and trailing edges are seperate parts. The material of the leading
edge is Glass Fibre Reinforced Plastic (GRP), and that of the trailing edge CRP.

A comparison of both designs shows that the CRP-Taileron has only 25% of the number of
parts of the metal Taileron and 42% of the fasteners. A weight reduction of 18% together
with a 15% cost reduction could be achieved . At first this result is surprising due
to the fact that the material cost for CRP are much higher than that for metal, but
keeping in mind that the waste material for a machined metal component is 75% to 90r
whereas the waste cut off for the Carbon prepreq ist 15% to 25%. Therefore the influence
of the higher price for the material los,,s its importance on the cost of the CRP' com-
ponent. It should be stated that tile estimate of cost for CRP-Taileron is based on
engineering drawings and on manufacture expertise of prototype but not yet on an actual
series production component. Compared with the previous results the cost saving for
the CRP-Taileron must be conservative.

4. SUMMARY

13v the means of some primal; structural components of the Tornado fighter aircraft
it demonstrates how cost can be reduced by structural integration. W ith the exeption
of the CRP Taileron the data were not calculated but experienced in the shops and
compared with cost of fully assembled component of a prototype aircraft with one of
the first series units. Cost reductions, due to improved tooling, batch manufacturing,
in general by optimisation of tile whole manufacturing processes are not included.
The presented cost reductions are due to a re-design only. Naturally the designer must
have communication with the man in the shops to achieve an optimum of design to cost.
The described components were chosen as examples for different approaches, which led to
the cost reductions:

a) change of iesign principle-, in specific cases change from sheet metal design to a
sandwich component ( uppei and lower panel )

b) improved engineering and optimisation of an existing design without a change of the
design principles ( N/C machined and E/B welded wing box I

c) change of technology ( CRP-Taileron )

A summary of the presented data is given in Fig 11,12 and 13. The fiqures show the
amount of reductions in relation to previous design. An analysis of the data leads
to a very simple and therefore often forgotten ground rule for design:

Keep the number of parts and fasteners
at a minimum.

This ground rule, as well as every other rule, must be applied "cum grano salis".
If the structural integration leads to a non standard raw material size it might be
that two parts are cheaper than one.
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FIG. 2 CENTR[ FUSELAGE STRUCTURE
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MASS REDUCTION 15%
COSTS REDUCTION 68%]

ACTUATOR SUPPORT (STRUT DESIGN)

PARIS/KILOGRAMME U,59

FASTENLRS/KILOGRAMME 01,7

FIG.7 ACTUATOR FITTING



PROTOTYPE WINGBOX PARTS/KILOGRAMME 0,28
FASTENERS/KILOGRAMME 1,67

PRODUCTION WINGBOX

PROTOTYPE WINGBOX 100%
REDUCTION OF PARTS 20%

--"" . REDUCTION OF FASTENERS 29%
.~IASS REDUCTION 16%

OST REDUCTION 33%

PARTS/KILOGRAMME 0,27
FASTENERS/KILOGRAMME 1,42

FIG. 8 WING BOX ASSEMBLY
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METAL TAILERON 100% PARTS/KILOGRAMME 0,44

REDUCTION OF PARTS 75% FASTENERS/KILOGRAMME 9,12

REDUCTION OF FASTENERS 58%
MASS REDUCTION 18%

COST REDUCTION 15%
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-, 1' .'onncur doi t d ire 1 isposer 1 co stade d' an moyeri ral solinabiemer. ;,rr t- a
fiable d1 ,timer les conts d'un avior qulil produira cinq 5 dix an lin!aA
smm il s'agit de comproslis i faut quo Get outil perrsette de cunpavI1 '0.0-: -

logies dil'l'rentes ut en particulier celles d' aujoard' hui ave cci ,-z I--, mno,
o'ost-Widr d'ane part lea technologies utilis~es courammont dansin pr ii.:' :
Usa aMons sortant de chairie et d'autre part, les tee

1 nologieonovin lIUV not v
uti Ilisjs qualid sortira 2 'vieri dont Ai veut optimiser la formuo.

L' amCliurat in des performances par I' irtroductiun in t'.. he >4 ti.,
o aveles a toa j'urs GOA ant caract(-ristijue de 1' itdact Pie aeronaut iq tc 5.-I

propos eat do montrer quo a! leap mIisei aui poi nt a permli a hier ane arria iVal I 0

ope 1tacua ire des performances, ci ic peat perint tre 00051 lemnlar d' gir wi ; a1.-
prix do falon non mains spectaealaie. UKo i Ct 1' ail ears ar. atr- I~ iea sil:
dana le domaine des produits commer-cialax figurn 2).

No- litre m~tier A' avionfleur consiste entre natre A3 cunc-veil' are celial ii- QcOI r~ci -
tance coit obtertue pour une masse aasni faible jao pussiblu. Il niu sagit ;as
seulement do rtiduire ainsi lA masse de IA cel12 le : a Mtade pinji, :vs dim-nlocns
do l'avion, de ses syst~mes, de sea 6qaipements, de 5.-s motearn,a sot nuscoptitlus
de varier justement en fanctiori do is masse au Ii5coi age t an peat dire quo
l1avion est encore en caoutchoac. Tout kilo gagni sar IA c.iluie ao- tradoit pal-
une r~dacticn deux A trois fois plus grande de la masaea au dinoilage. W'est !-.
factear A' amplification bien conna :iA suffit le regarder In V-partition de 14
masse 13 vide d'an avion moderne bimotear:

Structure -09
Equipements (hors cystim, d'arme) 1.6

Systame d'arme 9 1
Propulsion 2
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2Le stado de l'aplicatioi sur on avion existant 00 sur un prototype Q~ onl
remplace on jl6ment de l1avion par le mime 6lC'ment rKali&A avec la nouvelle
technologie. Les gains de masse ainsi KHOOs~ sont modestes d'abord parce que
les applications soot limit~es en nombre et aussi parce que 1e dessin de l'4l0-
ment nouveau dolt respecter l'interchangeabilit6 de l'Al6ment qu'il remplace.

5) Le 6Lady- Act 11itgration A a nouvelle technologic czt intrcduite dans le
projet : 'architecture, voire mime sa formule est alors conque en roriction des
possibilit~s rKolles de lA nouvelles technologie dont les limites ont 036 Aeter-
mines au stade prjc~ldent. C'est Ah qu'on obtient le meilleor rendemeit par
loeffet du facteur d'amrplification.

-Encoe faut-il avoir choisi parmi les technologies en cours de d~veloppement, cello
-jul a le moilleor ruNdemont sur tout l'avion, 00 sur la partie d'avion auquel on
veut I applIiquer :on ne c'ols ruit pas uric zone chaude avec les mimes proc~dis
qu'une zeuie froido et tol matCrlau bion adapt6 A one structure formant r~servoir
do pit'ole lie s 'emploie pas forc~5ment autour do meteor.

Parmti ces A ivCI'13t technflolgiez, il en est one qui pr~sente des perfor-
minces0 remr:rinj :< A I ' gi t des mat~n'iaux composites dort 1' omplolo constlt 00

sLtsJute !a plis gvcai~e rvv.ut 011 en matilre do structure depuis 1e remplacemont
-Ii b-Is et 0- , :11 tail pi al liagas d'allominium - il y a do cola on demi-si t cle.

1,t tgor 1,4' p 'n -'ut an attOeidpe sent en effet spectasulaires puisquo 1,s
omPK3h in' r':-p- -V aux al111ages dWAumAiu des rigidi tis -t r~slstancos
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W- Cos 1 ivorses V~alisat lona unt permis uro mise au point duo cumpnsj~ mas >
an mat i~re de dess in que dans le domalne de la fabricto on wjr 0 -. i.ia .

pu ainsi Riablir lea bases du design to cost c' oat-A-dirt' los !Lt.21 ms
dessin et lea manuels de coats sars lesquels on ne saut'ait 1valabltw-t.! wirotvu*!
los modiles param~ltriques de masse ot de coat indispetisabl ao- u stad aK -t
Pept ion d 'un programme nouveau.

Los inntructiuns de dossin sont r'Cunies lisu dw n nej~ .
des origles gdri~rales concernant les caraettristiques des mutt naux atilso 1

toidrancos de fabrication, lea protections, los mitiili.satinontuv bl!
les rAgles de dimensionnemerit et do doss in des prim' ipaux types do wItrotr :
el1imentsmonolithiques, caisson, etc .. Enl'in, p1 usieut'' 'hapi trty&K chaw
aux ferrures d' introduction des efforts coicontrA,. qui constituenit In, pit tt
d'achoppernent du dessin des composites.

La iddaction de ces instructions a corstitui un gru ti av ii pt~t' rj I'l
et mettre on formne I'exp~irience acquise. Mais le prop'1' d'uq tel 'lagt' nivo"t
eat d'Cvoluor et le manuel do dessin so dolt (10 suivr' ctto Svplutio '.

A jour une fois par an et 00 nWest pas 1ii la tWche la win aidue.

Le manuel de coat a 60ti construit pai' l'analy..t ditaillie des diverou c
fabrications prototype et s6rie et par rapprochement avec de s technologies voini2z
ccurammont utilIis As comme l ea stratifi~s en fibre do vetit , lv6 caissons in,ti tI! i -
ques a coeur nid d'abeille colims, los structures autoraidies. Comae pour ivoS
instructions do dessin ce manuel dolt Ptre recale a intervalles t'''ull era p& i'
tonir compte do l'accroissmornt de riotro exp~rience.

1i VLur Iillustrer ceci, orn pout prendre 1 exemple do 1 'i leron du F.l lont plus du
30 Jo ot Cjtj aujourd 'hui eqnstruits ( figure 7) pour Gthoque opitat ion de la Lam n
a pa meourer des t emps do fabric at ion j usia' au 1 Odome avi on e t S tabli Q1 i &' ird

Ajeruissatc des tompa . Mals 11 fal lait n(her p.lus loin, a0lyin t leosj -ri'',N

q1 roat lo c oat, Ait d i r lea perlec ti ;nn~-montt pt'.presi a le'i'duir : roiial
loatil1lagoS, MjeatissatiunS, etc... et on diduire lecoats objeCt ifs ij ~ t '<o>:
aux'jiie s <ii pout pr''tetdre datis doax ato I ,r'pn''ac la1' loo'hs I '.It

rogini de cr''osilre, ou Jails at .av'tit plus hointaI pour FL'a iiiNN~v~

Tatte analyse 01, ceo pt'(iiion anit A' tro part pii do a tui'',:'

facteurs prins ipaux Ae coat , cu (ul eat Kap'~i. C 0 h a fitv !I-......
unsu Ite so1.st tulr tdes siod~i Ies parans' Vriquent

-s' pt'in'ipaux fcteurs ainot Oiteriit< aot d'ahord In owyvi t Au~, !y; Wi'

structure "~tadiO", pals pout .wacun do -r lypo: vx 'i 1i ntV-p' ~
le t'tsr. 1I i''ip'io de'i piCes prlmahiit

'' .abno ou I' " t-r' soit~ C o' lii F'r''iiCOUlij( UOa 'hUo m qaU I5 -S AI N
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En ce qui concerne le caisson, composite r, -I coOt est c '
de celui qu'aurait le mtrne caisso. en ztructure m AwAlique ern radL(r da rrL v
rr~duit de pi ,ces et de liaisons. Clest dormc 1.1 clue s, fait le gair uf
c'est 1a aussi que se fait le gain de masse :pour se dorner des chi~ffr-e-
avec notre pr~vision de prix de rati~re prorniere, le passage aux cnj t~fo

de gagner de 20 a 30 % de la masse et de ',r a 2C " do prix (figure

1C Dts ainaiyses semlabies Oflt Pu tre faites sur los divers types do tutrt -
sento-s ci-dessus et dans les projets des av ions de combat de !a frronile
que rious 12tudions en ce moment aux Aviorns Marcel DASSAULT 1 ln uitectui-ec
cellule a CtiC conque en fonctior. des composites qui corstituf.Irt )J9 le
masse totale de Ja structure (figure 10).

La m~me structure r~alisfe de fa~on classique avec ue,, mat,*rax
ques aurait pesG 12 /' de plus et la masse a vide de- l1avi o aur.:t -t, augr t-
5,5 %. >Iais alors pour conserver la mission de base et 1~per fr r'ances oorP
il aurait fallo augmenter la surface de la voilure et ia pcs lo m'oteur. C',-
le facteur d'amplificoaion qui conduirait a one masse C vide 00cru- do 1
(figure 11).

Il aurait fallo on outre augmenter de 4 ', le pCtr',ie rrt, ce qui
aurait pest de fayu)n non n~gligeable sur le co~t d'otilisatir.

Les mod -les oaramr-triques de co~t permertent alors de calcclIer quo dans
ces conditions le prix de Ilaviun aurait. 'Ct6 augmentG de C % et or, vC-rififo Lien
ainsi que la tecronologie des composites rfduit C la fois la masse P1, f le rx dcc2
avions surtout lorsqu'on peut l'irntroduire d~s le stade do prcjet dans le p~roco-sccrr-
du design to cost (figure 12).

Ceci suppose comme cela a 6tA dit ricluso' oatn niveou dt- matoroatlin '-I(
cette technologie qui permette d'envisager s-on plitir avoc teutes So ~~~A
de r~ussite.
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ORGANIZING A DESIGN-TO-COST PROGRAM

ROBERT TASSINARI

Value Engineering Program Manager

S.N.I. Aerospatiale
Paris, France

Total cost control at all development and production stages is a prerequisite to any significant
Design-to-Cost (D.T.C.) program. Design to Life Cycle Cost (D.T.L.C.C.) methods further require intimate
knowledge of operational and maintenance costs. Specialists in this naw cost management method are well aware
of these two principles. Less obvious, perhaps are the great advantages to be derived through an organization
specifically trained in the application of D.T.C. and D.T.L.C. principles.

The S.N.I. AEROSPATIALE Aircraft Division has been interested in this problem since 1975, and to
this purpose has created a specialized organization and devised new methods for integrating costs into all
phases of new programs, much in the way that weights were calculated into programs in the past.

To keep pace with this reorganization in development, emphasis has been placed on training person-
nel ia Value Analysis and D.T.C. methods. Results of these efforts first became apparent in 1977, during
development of the A 200. Today, the same principles are being applied in development of the A 310.

I - REASONS FOR APPLYING THESE NEW DEVELOFMENT METHODS

Without going into the entire history of the Civil Aviation market, it may be observed that in the
past years, manufacturers have shifted their priorities from technical to economical considerations.

More than ever before, a manufacturer who wants to market a new aircraft must conform to the laws
of competition.

Although he might be perfectly capable of building a good modern aircraft, this is not enough, as
it would be unthinkable for two different aircraft similar in specifications to have substantially different
prices. This means that there is little margin left for setting the sale price.

Furthermore, airlines are also faced with serious economic problems and are not interested only
in purchasing price, but also in operational and maintenance costs, known in America as 'LIFE-CYCLE-COST",
an aspect to which the S.N.I.A.S. Aircraft Division has given special attention.

First, aircraft price is determined in accordance with competition levels, and then operating costs
are kept in check so as not to compromise or even nullify the benefits of the operation.

Competition implies the embodiment of modern technologies which involve painstaking development work
executed by highlyqualifted personnel, and tests that are constantly growing in sophistication to improve sa-
fety levels.

These factors together with inflation reslt in aircraft development becoming exponentially more
expensive.

The aircraft manufacturer is thus confronted with many such problems when developing a new
aircraft.

During the initial design phas?, technical specifications are established which dictate the broad
lines of the project. This Is followed by pre-project studies during which costs are analysed in the same way
as other criteria such as weights, performance, reliability, etc...

It would be wrong to conclude from this brief summary of the groundwork preceding the production
of a new aircraft, that there is no real innovation and that by simple following existing state of the art
rules, 3uch problems would solve themselves. This is not the case.

The goals can be achieved only though rigorous application of the new management methods, once ipr-
sonnel has been properly trained to do so.

The S.N.I.A.S. Aircraft Division is aware of this and is already applying the Defign-to-Cost method
which seems to hold great promise as a tool for keeping to program target costs, while at the same time res-
pecting the other criteria to which a modern carrier mst comply.

The method employed is a development of the "Design-to-Cost" program management method idopted by

various American manufacturers, especially when handling certain Covernment contracts.

But what exactly is "DESIGN IT) ()ST" ?

11 - DESIGN-TO-COST

In 1969, the competent committees of the American Senate and House of Representatives started ex-

pressing their misgivings with regard to escalation in the cost of military programs, and commlql,,n-1 the
Defence Department (.0.0.) with Investigating the reasons for such hudget overshooting and taking cmedlal
't ion.
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The investigation revealed

6 % of price overshooting to be caused by planning variations,
25 % to be due to miscellaneous modifications called for by the D.O.D.,

16 % to be due to fluctuations in the economic situation,
56 7 to be ascribable to the manufacturer, caused by such factors as : modifications, increase in

the cost of spares, documentation and training.

Modifications taken as a whole (D.O.D. and manufacturer) accounted for approximately 80 Z of the
overprice.

Because of this state of affairs, the D.O.D. had been obliged for several years to curtail its or-
ders so as not to exceed budgetary limits. This is tantamount to sacrificing quantity for performance, and
where defence is concerned, it is evident that one cannot exist without the other. In fact, for certain weapon
systems, quantity is the decisive factor.

Such considerations motivated an entirely new weapon system procurement policy, and new management
methods where such programs were concerned.

Previously, when issuing Calls for Bids, D.O.D., stipulated many technical specifications to be met
by manufacturers, which directly resulted in similar cost levels from one manufacturer to another, plus very
expensive modifications.

The new policy, on the contrary, stipulates only minimum technical specifications, but does impose
production costs.

This gives manufacturers far greater latitude in their -'product" as long as it can fit In with the
specified price bracket. Consequently, they must be more inventive and apply certain methods such as "Value
Analysis" to obtain a more attractive product. This greatly reduces subsequent modifications.

The new policy was called "Design-to-Cost"

D.T.C. was first employed in the aerospace field in 1970 with the A.1O project (Fairchild and
Northrop).

Its most recent application is in the YC 14 and YC 15 military STOL carrier program, in which deve-
lopment and building of two prototypes was initiated jointly by BOEING and DOUGLAS.

The sole conditions stipulated for this program were
I - Unit price computed for a batch of 300 aircraft
2 - Pressurized cockpit
3 - Bay volume.

III - THE S.N.I.A.S. "DESIGN-TO-COST" METHOD

This method, employed by the Helicopter Division has given excellent results with the DAUPHIN,
SA 360 and ECUREUIL SA 350 helicopters. The method was also employed by SOCATA in design an production of the
TB 10. But since 1976 it has perfected on the basis of what was learned during study missions to certain Ame-
rican firms and courses in Design-to-Cost taken at George Washington University.

I - Basic principles

- Training personnel to Design-to-Cost methods and "Value Analysis".

- One single Program Manager in charge (performance, costs, deadlines).

- Evaluation of program financial factors, especially Life Cycle Cost and the production cost to be adopted
as "Aircraft Target Estimate".

- Breakdown of work into individual jobs and determining their purpose and costs (in constant indexed Francs
with reference to TOP program).

- Organization of operational DEVELOPMENT/PRODUCTION teams for job analysis.

Example : Level I Cost of program.

2 aircraft-Aircraft Target Estimate.

3 " structure ans systems.
4 assemblies (e.g. fuselage sections).

5 subassemblies.

- Choice between alternative conceptions to obtain best cost-performance ratio.

- Organizing production for cost verification and check against Target cost.

Without going Into the above paragraphs In detail, it is stressed that many advantages are to he
obtained through this new method of organizing Individual operational teams at development phase.

Each team is made up of development and production engineers, procurement and quality control ex-
pertg, management and estimate engineers and administrative executives.

Each member remains attached to his original department and each team is able to draw upon the expe-
rience and work of that department. Conversely, the department benefits by the analyses and concluqions of the

team.



With one man in charge, each team analyses given jobs, each having its own target cost, while team

members are interchanged as the development program advances.

Conditional to proper application of the D.T.C. method is the training of personnel, which takes the
form of one seminar per month dispensed to 25 persons representing the departments involved in the program.
Since 1976, 400 persons have taken part in these seminars.

2 - Development stages

Any new project involves several phases, the first usually being determinant, as it is at this point

that technical objectives and realistic costs must be established, analysing the functions and costs of previous
productions to identify factors subjet to overcoat.

- Functions are then analysed at all phases, from assemblies to major components.

- Different solutions are then compared for each function and the cost of each is analysed in accordance with
available production facilities.

Such evaluation involves the use of such factors as
- statistical data bank for production times,
- parametrical studies of structure and system costs, etc.

- Selecting the best compromise in each case between performance, production costs and maintenance.

- Making a final breakdown of the target estimate while incorporating optimum production distribution.

Maintenance is treated in a separate study to arrive at the Life Cycle Cost concept.

To do this, it is necessary to collate the following data from the airlines

- type of maintenance planned,
- rate of unwarranted equipment removal,
- percentage of equipment returned to supplier,
- method of computation employed for Direct Operating Cost (D.O.C.) T.B.O. Mean Time Between Over-

hauls (M.T.B.O.) - Mean Time Between Failure (M.T.B.F.) and Mean Time Between Removal (M.T.B.R.)

- policy of structural and equipment spares, etc.

Life Cycle Cost demands close collaboration between airline and manufacturer, especially for est-

tablishing maintenance cost models which serve as a basis for selecting equipment and locating it within the
structure.

The second phase of the project consists in distributing development execution among different De-

velopment/Production teams. Each team sees to its own portion of the aircraft while h irmonizing action to the

general lines of the project.

This includes :

- Establishing technical procedures covering the selected principles and interface specifications as well as

specifications covering equipment.

- Subdividing production into the shorted possible cycles giving the best overall cost, together with the
corresponding schedule.

Figure I
Determining the target cost of each job fraction in accordance with "Aircraft Target Cost Estimate".

Figure 2
The third phase involves the preparation of production blueprints by each operationil team I- accor-

dance with the schedule planned at phase 2.

Each unit conception which is arrived at through addition of its component Jobs is represented hb a

cost evaluation compared to target cost.

This evaluation takes into account such parameters as

- cost manual,
- quick cost lists,
- semi-equipment file,
- statistics on production times.

If necessary, design is reconsidered to comply with targets.

All matr are entered and fol lowed on a goneral file. Tool Ing and prodo tIon met hods ar- vt ahil I'shed

simultaneously.

F _Figu re _5
The first unitA are then built In the workshop to verify that they comply with target s.

CONCLUJSION------- I-N Upon first glance, it might appear that there Is nothing very new in the D,.sIgn-to-Comt atl
t
b.. .as

manufacturers have always been faced with sale price and cost price prohlems.
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But in fact, it does offer new solutions to old problems.

In the field of Aeronautics, this is the first time that a method has been employed for cost mana-
gement in the way traditionally reserved for weight computation.

Aside from the analytic aspect and the systematic search for individual costs aL each stage of the
project, it favors improved collaboration among the different departments working on the program.

It furthermore results in Value Analysis studies right from project stage, which is an added gdran-
tee that the right solutions will be chosen.

Moreover, the need to consider operational and maintenance costs deters the manufacturer from his
tendency to weigh his own immediate advantage only, overlooking that of the operator, although, to be sure
the establishment of any valid Life Cycle Cost requires very close collaboration with the airline.

Figure 6 - Figure 7 - Figure 8

The new A 200 aircraft has been developed by applying D.T.C., and results are remarkable.

Several examples of Value Analysis studies concerning structural components of this aircraft have
been appended. Figure 9 - Figure 10.

AIRBUS B 10 studies (A 310 studies have employed the same principles from the outset and it has been
seen that they ensure optimization of the various parameters that a new aircraft should embody to be
competitive.
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FOR ONE AIRCRAFT COST /YEAR
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INTERESTS
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A New Method fur Estimating Transport Aircraft Direct Operating Costs

Mr. Keith Grayson
Project Engineer - Engineering Research & Development
nerican Airlines, Inc.

Maintenance & Engineering Center
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74151
U.S.A.

SUMMARY

The introduction of gas turbine powered aircraft into airline service
demonstrated that methods used to estimate in-service direct operating
costs for piston engine powered airc'aft were no longer valid. In
addition, changes in product reliabil..y and maintainability produced
support cost patterns that were much different than had been pre-
viously experienced.

As a means of assisting the airlines to estimate relative direct oper-
ating costs for new gas turbine powered airplanes, a fairly simple
methodology was developed by the Air Transport Association of America.
However, the value of this methodology for estimating these costs for
transport aircraft that were still at the design stage became increas-
ingly suspect as changing technology necessitated its frequent up-
dating with new coefficients to reflect current airline experience.

It thus became necessary to develop a means of estimating aircraft
direct operating costs for comparative purposes that was able to re-
cognize and include the potential benefits that could be gained from
new technology and design innovation when applied to commercial trans-
port aircraft.

The work performed on this subject by American Airlines under NASA
contract, with the Boeing Company and Pratt & Whitney as sub-contrac-
tors, is reviewed. The validity of the developed new methods and how
they can be used in the evaluation of new aircraft for an airline's
fleet is also demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION

The first universally recognized method for estimating commercial aircraft direct oper-
ating costs was published by the Air Transport Association of America in 1944. This
methodology, developed from a paper (l)* published earlier in 1940, was based on statis-
tical data obtained com airline operation of DC3 airplanes. Extrapolation to encompass
the direct operating costs of larger piston engined aircraft and frequent revision
(1949, 1955, 1960, and 1967) to recognize the rising costs of airplanes, labor,
material, and fuel (sound familiar?), plus the introduction of, and experience gained
fron, turbo-prop and turbo-jet transports enabled a somewhat after-the-fact awareness of
direct operating costs that could be envisaged for a particular type of aircraft in
airline service.

A standard method for estimating airline indirect operating expenses was proposed by

Boeing and Lockheed in 1964 for the Supersonic Transport and updated versions were

intriJuced by Lockheed in 1966 (2) and 1970 (3) but never gained wides,read recognition.
Like .cs ATA brother, it too, began requiring revision to reflect the effects of infla-
tion and changing technology.

U. S. airline dissatisfaction with the outdated ATA methodology (the ATA methuJ was not
sensitive to things that 1enerated cost, e.g., gas path temperatures, and was overly
sensitive to things that lid not necessarily havy a major cost impact, e.g., thrust)
caused NASA to fund two study pro(rams to develop new methodologies that would, in the
commercial airline environment, provide valid operating cost comparisons between current
and future technology for:

1) Propulsion systems
2) Airframe systems and Aircraft related direct operating costs.

mer i can Airlines was fortunate in being the prime contractor for both NASA sttdy pro-
granf with Pratt h Whitney as a subcontractor on Item I and the Boeing Compan is
sub-contractor on Items I and 2.

*Numbors in llare!ntheses fiesiqnat,- Reference at Enid of Paper
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It is worthwhile stressing at this point that the operating costs generated by the new
methodologies are for comparative purposes only and cannot be considered in absolute
terms. Wide variations between airlines in management ph-losophy, accounting practices,
aircraft utilization, etc., prevent the model from being truly representative of a spe-
cific airline. However, by periodic analysis of its own historical data, each airline
can determine for itself the relative importance of each cost factor and modify the
basic models accordingly.

Inputs to the study programs are illustrated in Figure 1. The objectives of the work
were to obtain a better understanding of airline operating costs and, by analysis,
develop a more complete and detailed aircraft related operating cost model. The data
base consisted of 1960 through 1972 airline experience for the propulsion study and 1974
and 1975 airline experience for the airframe study. However, data from as far back as
1958 was available on specific subjects, although on occasion, detail was less concise.
The results of these studies were released in 1974 (4) and 1978 (5).

DISCUSSION

Individual costs were examined and their relative importance for a typical aircraft
(DCl0-10) in 1980 are shown in Figure 2. These include airframe and propulsion system
maintenance, flight crew, spares investment, flight attendants, aircraft service, land-
ing fees, insurance, depreciation, and fuel elements. For comparison with the standaro
ATA model, the costs studied here, included all of the ATA system costs, plus flight
attendants, aircraft service, landing fees, and control fees. However, most of the
effort was concentrated in looking at the detailed maintenance cost breakdown for each
engine module and airframe system.

MAINTENANCE COSTS

The ATA model breaks maintenance system cost only into labor and material costs (Figure
2) for the entire airframe and the entire engine (plus an allowance for overhead burden
which includes supervision and inspection costs). Like other cost estimating relation-
ships in the ATA model (Table I), airframe maintenance cost is expressed essentiall" as
a function of airframe weight, first cost and labor. In contrast, the present models
(Tables II, IIA & IIl ) compute comparative labor and and material maintenance costs for
each engine module and airframe system as a function of the design characteristics of
the system. In addition, by using the present model, the relative importance of the
various engine module and airframe system maintenance costs can be determined if certain
design specifications of the study aircraft and/or engine are known.

Again, it should be stressed that these methodologies are only valuable for determininI
comparative operating costs for aircraft and propulsion systems. Although the resuft of
exercising these methodologies demonstrates excellent sensitivity to technological
changes, they are insensitive to the wide variations found between airlines in manage-
ment attitudes and philosophy, operations, maintenance, and accounting practices, etc.

The propulsion study confirmed almost without exception, and without regard to military
heritage, that each new engine design introduced into airline service developed a basie
expense pattern similar to that exhibited in Figure 3.

In the first years of ownership, maintenance costs were relatively low fecause of
newness and design changes made prior to production to preclude early failelure mdsn
hijhlighted in the engine development program. However, a peak cost level occurred in
the 2nd and Ird years of ownership after which, as a result of other design correct iv,,
action programs and change in maintenance techniques, costs steadily decl in d tint i I a
mature level was reached about 7 y-ars after introduction. These mature costs occurr,,d

at a magnitude less than half that ot the peak cost and are even lower ( in term ; of
conf;tint year dollars) than the costs encounto red when the engines were now. ), r lvat IVe
and fo

1
llow-on rnodels of the engines benef it I tm this oxperience and follow th, . sam',

general trend of low initial cost to peak several years later at or close to tit, mat or-'
cost of the early engine models.

The :;tidly also revealed the major cost determinant for gas turbine eng n, s, regar I],--0;
of t-chnology le.vel, was gas path teTrtperature, and its -I !',ct, in partictilar , )n th,, hot
;ection of the nig ne. It is th is s-ct ion of t ''ng in, exlnsive- in mat-i te;t ba hy
the use o)f met-il s capable if withstand in; tihe exc,-;iv,, tempratuire-s f.)tittd thlr,-itn, thot
provides the major impetus to en-jin, reliahility, lif,, and oper ating oxon'it'.

A clasfisic example tf the iml luenc, of eng ime hot sect ion gas; tenp onatire- on the tIist I-
butin of orilne maintenance material costs by f.igtne module is prt vided in Fio'I,' 4.
An early ttchrltlogy, low by-pass, low citnobtjstor totn rattirt on in,, i; t'otnpars.- tt a ,,rt)'
fuel-eff icient , high by-pa;;, high ctimfhmu;tor temperatujr,, and more iva,-tdf 'ihtit It.; y
engine. Not t' I/ ''. the 'tist [,'vol+ higher f)r the moto advan, ' ,, t,'chto lo,y '-toi  i,

but. orti- i i o if fi' t xp+. , is in th,' hot s;ct n t ,if t~iw' ,tn .

It+ i' th ri ,,t, rir ..t' ;;,Iry t) 'isur-' |'hani+,s; itt 'no in,. fe' i and, t,'ihni olot y tht -lay 1",

i ~tr ilicl ,'hrl- the"' tryilt days of rapidly int;,'a'i; l ii')1 pr1t,'l t '. , )i t i

f Lie irtnJ:t1pt lin d) t.)t have i ad verse ef I oct on in
,

r'int'ti.' 'St; . lb. is i' n t
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exotic materials to permit increases in gas path temperatures may also result in main-
tenance material expenditures in (xcess of the fuel ;avings derived from an improvr-aioit
in specific fuel consumption (SFC).

Figure 5 highlights how improved packaging cf the engine in its nacelle can also improve
maintenance costs. Again, improvements sought here must be weighed against the nacelle
design and requirements that could lead to an increase in drag and, hence, 1-1:
burn.

An example of the data correlations made for each of the 26 airframe systems is given in
Figure 6 for the landing gear system. Labor and material cost per trip (2.5 hour aver-
age flight length) is given for the entire domestic fleet. Good correlation betwejrn
cost and maximum taxi weight is obtained both for the entire landing gear system (J-par,
tires, and brakes) and also for only the gear and tires. In addition to maximum taxi
weight, other correlation parameters were tried (e.g., number of wheels, landing energy
and approach speed) and correlation of these with cost met with varying degrees of s ic-
cess. Since good correlation was obtained with this simple weight parameter, it was
selected for use in the final cost model. The equations devel~ped from such correla-
tions for each of the propulsion and airframe systems and summarized in Tables I, IIA,
III, and V provide representative trip costs. Tables VI and VII show how many in vid-
ual aircraft and propulsion systems specifications must be known in order to us,_" these
maintenance cost relationships as compared with those of the ATA model. Correlating
parameters used are based on the known physical characteristics of the airplane whenever
possible.

The data showing the relative importance of various airframe costs for difltront
aircraft (Figure 7) indicate that landing gear is the single most important airfra,-
maintenance cost for the first generation jets such as the Boeing 707 and the Boein3
727. This cost, although substantially higher than for first generation )ets, was
reduced to being the fourth most important cost on second generation wie body lets ,such
as the Boeing 747 and DCIO. This is probably because of improved tire and hr.,k-
technology and also better airline maintenance techniques (Fiqure s 8 & 9). MaI,,
improvements in maintenance costs come from the very dramatic increase in tt'k. ti1)-
interval between major inspections as airlines ard regulatory agencies gain idd i itioial
confilence in specific aircraft and as airlines develop improvel repair iet hJi ) v- I
long period of time. Nevertheless, inspections and miscellaneou,; cst r!'nai i vry ,i
for the original narrow body jets (as they also do for the newi wi - :-,i ,; r " t I .t
Equipment and furnishings are also a leading airframe naintenanc,- o,)st iti, l, h
auxiliary power unit (which was not used on some ot the- firs;t g,n,-tot 1,il !,-t I.0
four systems, together with the navigation system, genero ll ac: )i ! t ) v - -i
t)tal airtrame maintenance cost (Figqre 7). The high cost A th -I ,ix I I I , w I !w I t
(together with re labil-ty problems sometimes a itsociit.-I wt , t, i,'' , ,
loads airlIines to urge de;igners to consider this unit , vi i'm t,- I I. I .
ideally meet the performance and reliability stand ar Is dl AI) 1-1 t 1.- 1- . I '

Just as an airplane manufacturer experiences a product I,), 1 1 1 , t , -
and more copies of a new airplane are fabricated, an air IiT, m iS 1i t ......
cost I. _rning curve w',en introducing a new technology ir i t t. 'I,,, , o 4, , 't , t ,
is a restit of learn ing how to 1o many L:idiv iduaI tasksi Octt-r , .u ic-r , ci, t ir , I I
cheaper. These trends are illustrated in Figures 10 and I I V1i1 , 20, ' - i ;- r IO ni-m
the introduction of the Boeing 707. As with the IT en iqn,,, whem, t . ii'm-i wa.
first introduced this aircraft represented a radical Aian~l in teimhli pi-I. t,
first year or two of( ownership, maintenance costs wer, reat v,.ly law heC,-iS'' ,t t.
airplane's newness. However, a peak cost level occurred in th- thir year of )wn'-r,,hll,
(707-123 data), after which costs steadily decl ined ant i I a matar' level was I i -i Ily
reached about 12 years after introduction. These mrat are cont,; ,,so ,ccur red at a maqni-
tud-_ less than half that of the peak cost and again ar lower , in t,.rms ot con ,;irant ;#-ar
lollars, than th. cost encountered whe-n the airplaie was new. l)erivativ! oiicraa t, such
as the Boeing 707-323B benefited from this experience. This aircraft, Introduc., in ti
Americ;an Airlines 8 years later, shows the name general trend of low init ial .'i t,,
peak several years later and finally, a mature cost at about the same level a that A
the original high time 3707-1231 fleet. Other data for the 11727, B747, and Ih'10 in ii-
cate that these latter aircraft exp,-renc. airframe maintenance tr,,ndln ii lat t) th,it
of derivative F707 aircraft but without a peak. This is not surprisin, ci ar I raeiT-
technology d id riot greatly change with th,- introduct ion of the wide-hody ti rk'it t r
whereas their engines, each being an -xampl- of impr,,ving , . iiilugy, f,)llowd1 , it t- in

similar to that .)f the orig inal IT'i engin, (Figure. .

Desi ners of new tochmnoloLy ,mrtratt (e.g., composit' primary structur,, anod ilIi ma I 11mW
control), must guard agaLnst th, po);iIiIty )f high iltrv , tdict iry nAm ,)lgoin ii tp l.1 .
maintenance costs by techn iques ;uch is "des ign for maintenance" or ;ore it hft t int i-)
measure which en;ures low cost maintenance re Irabi Iity of the' ni' w techn )logy. "'igite;
3, 10, and II also ilulistrate w. y ai rl ines icr,, apprehensive when at .rchir '. I a I d
introducing rad ical ly new t,,chnoogy ai rplanf-, ,ni/or cng in, .

Figure 12 compares the present cost modelI (See l)aItI )i) nts) ,1 1 1' t Io, i s l fr a I I t ,T-
maintenance with the actual costs fur various aircraf t in 19? 7. f.ha'imrahl,' , r-,,.,me'-- t
was obtained across a broad groupinq )f tra injirt. Similar cart,.l-it ion wan, Act,iin, I !,,
the propulsion system costs. Maintenance cost rei-Nits for the pre-m, nt ait ri i .,
propulsion system models are cimhiare-d with the A'A M lI (al lust ! ) I l lt Iir III
Figures 1 1 & 14. In thev cas e if tie airframe systm mo, teI , th,, - ,Ig i, i I 41 t i m i',,
of coii ,e, inaileguate and connilerabily )vtstates, maint-,tianc,,u t;
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OTHER AIRPLANE RELATED OPERATING COSTS

In addition to airframe and propulsion system maintenance costs, other costs affecting
airline operation were reviewed. One example is Flight Crew pay. Flight Crew pay
increases with increasing flight length and maximum takeoff gross weight (Figure 15)
because these two parameters are generally defined in U. S. union contracts as the prime
determinants of a pilot's pay. Because of this weight - pay relationship, the highest
Flight Crew pay in the American Airlines' system was obtained by pilot's flying high
gross weight freighter or passenger aircraft, rather than those flying the lighter
weight freighter and passenger aircraft. Technology whi :h reduces maximum aircraft
weight while accomplishing the same mission (example - composite materials) provides
some hope of reducing both fuel burn and Flight Crew costs, provided that this basic
rule of pay determination is not altered in future union contracts.

Improved flight control technology, cockpit automation, advanced displays, etc. and
corresponding improvements in Air Traffic Control technology that accommodates the
advances in airplane technology may, by a substantial reduction in cockpit workload,
eventually eliminate the need for the third crew member, permitting a further reduction
in Flight Crew costs.

Although Flight Attendant costs are currently considered part of an airline's indirect
operating cost in the CAB system of accounts, Federal Regulations require flight
attendants on most passenger carrying aircraft on the basis of seating capacity.

As a result of the liberalization of flight attendants employment requirements, the
average tenure of flight attendants in the industry has progressively increased. This
increase in seniority of service, plus lucrative union negotiated contract settlements
makes this item of expense of more significance than in the past.

The basic premise on the need for flight attendants is passenger safety. Programs that
are directed toward improving aircraft safety and facilitating the egress of passengers
(including the handicapped) from an airplane in the event of an accident, could assist
airlines and regulatory agencies in reducing the minimum required complement of atten-
dants on each flight. In addition, improvements in passenger service items that are
directed toward reducing the workload of flight attendants (microwave ovens, automated
bar service, etc.) could also have a similar beneficial effect.

Figure 16 expresses the average flight attendant crew complement direct pay as a
function of the number of aircraft seats and flight length. This display also takes
into consideration the effect of variable "manning" techniques designed to recognize
variations in load factors on specific flights, degree of passenger service provided,
and the regulated minimum complement, regardless of passenger load.

The introduction of a new aircraft can cause a significant "spares" startup expense. In
the example given in Figure 17 American Airlines' investment in airframe and engine
spares as a ratio of its total investment in airframe and engines is initially very high
because the airline has only a few copies of the model in its fleet and has overstocked
many parts at advantageous prices as a precautionary measure. The relatively rapid
fleet buildup which normally occurs after delivery of the initial aircraft dramatically
reduces this cost ratio in the first two years of the fleet's life. A much smaller cost
ratio reduction then occurs in latter years as the airline uses up its excess parts
inventory and better manages the product and purchase of replacement parts, concentrat-
ing on those parts which have demonstrated a high likelihood of early failure. Intro-
duction of a mature aircraft to an airline fleet usually results in a lower introductory
cost than is shown here since the airline is able to benefit from the startup experienco
of other airlines.

To prorIte certain fixed costs such as depreciation and spares, it is also necessary to
estimate aircraft utilization. Therefore, variations in the use of individual airplanes
were reviewed. This work indicated the main factors affecting aircraft utilization were
individual airline route structure and the degree of passenger demand. ising this and
other trip information, trips made per unit of time were analyzed. Figures 18 and 19
show how the number of trips vary as a function of stage length and I i lgqht le ii t h
respectively. Data cort, lations were obtained from this information and wer, used in
calculating costs which are dependent on aircraft itilization.

AIRCRAFT RELATED OPERATING COST MODELING

Table VIII and Figure 20 displ|y the results obtained by ,'xercis in, the motel jiv,!i in
Table V fol two hypothetical 170 passengeor airplanes over a rep)resent-It iv ' long th

of 1609KM (1000 statue,: miles).

In this instance, fuel plxpenditures lay a major r,)l in the lost wt ,,,t 1.111 tire t
the advanced technology airplane being $4.12 1,-s than the curret-it techn ll)y o.e ivat ivf'
airplane. '"his iifference would cintinue t) ,xpand as fuel rices iner ,e .cckti .

'rhis is a significant i ctor (over 10% Impi-)vem-nt) whlh would b.e ilmos t Im,';s ll|' t

off-set even by malor tsductions in other cost fa'to ( 1 i. . ()wnerhi 1 , Ii ;hd 'l ,w,
malntenance cos , et.) for the :ujrrent technology airplan,,.



To add further impact to the developed numbers, the advanced technology airplane, o) the
basis of I000 departures per airplane per year over a 1609 KM stage length, has the
potential of reducing annual aircraft related operating expenditures by $700,400 per
airplane.

Because the developed costs project such an air of realism, it is again essential to
remind the reader that the methodology is for comparative purposes only and should not
be considered as absolute.

CONCLUSION

A detailed study of airframe and propulsion system maintenance cost has been made which
permits a better understanding of the factors that cause these costs. High airframe and
engine maintenance cost areas were identified for various aircraft and engine types.

The data and techniques described here and in the NASA Reports should prove useful to
airlines and manufacturers who are interested in analyzing and controlling their main-
tenance costs.

A new approach to airline operating cost modeling was developed and exercised. This
approach may also be useful to those interested in estimating comparative airl in
operating costs of both existing and advanced technology aircraft.

The work described here could serve as a first effort towards determining many of th.e
underlying factors which impact airline operating costs and, by analysis of its, own
historical data, each airline can determine for itself the relative importance of thes,:
cost lactors and modify the basic models accordingly.
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A. Labor C M aCKP fM Y P FC
a a4 a(R)('4

__________________ L

Aifrm 
tEcuigEnie)b

Where K *0.05 Wa + 6 -( 630 ) Labor man-hours
FC a TM~ (Wa + 120 ) per flight cycle

KFH 0.59 KFC Labor man-hours per flight hour

B. Material =Cam " CFH tf + CFH
a a
Vb tb

Wher C~1  *3.0 Ca/106 material dollars per flight tour
a

CFC a .6.24 Ca /106 material dollars per flight cycle

2. Engine

A. Labor C am K Fli tf, +___K___ FIR_ (RLr

Vb tb

Where KFH (0.6 + 0.027 T/10 3) Ne Labor man-hours perFH e flight hour

KH =(0.3 + 0.03 T/10 3 ', Ne Labor man-hours Per
Fe flight cycie

B. Material =C am CFHe tf + C FCej

Vb tb

heeCH 2.5 Ne (Ce /105) Mtrl. $ perWeeCHe 2flight hour
- (2.0 Ne (C /105) Mtrl. $ per
CF~e e e flight cycle

Where:

C Cost, $
K Labor, Man-hours) Subscripts
N Number

a Airframe
am Per airplane statute mile

e Engine
PH Per flight hour
PC Per flight cycle

V Speed, mph )Subscripts
t time, hours

b block
f flight

M Cruise Mach Number (Assume
1 for Subsonic airplanes)

RL Labor rate, S/hr ($4.00)
TL Maximum certified takeoff thrust
Wa Basic empty weight of airplane

aless engines. lbs.

TABLE 1 1967 ATA Maintenance Cost Methodology
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ATA System Labor Material

99 Inspection and r.
miscellaneous 10.69 + 0.526 x AFW/10

3  
1.65 + 0.084 x AFW/10

3

21 Air conditioning 2.846 + 0.02139 x AC 3.16 + 0.015 x AC
22 Autopilot 3.124 x (N)CHANN 0.858 + 0.541 x (N)CHANN
23 Communications 0.02474 x Seats (w/o MUX) 0.00943 x Seats (w/o MUX)

0.0385 x Seats (w/MUX) 0.0161 x Seats (w/MUX)
24 Electrical 1.865 + 0.00553 x (N)GEN x KVA 1.932 + 0.00785 x (N)GEN x KVA
25 Equipment and

furnishings 12.72 + 0.0741 x Seats x CF 3.24 + 0.0491x Seats x CF
26 Fire protection 0.1014 x ((N)ENG + (N)APU)* 0.112 + 0.0751 x ((N)ENG + (N)APU)*

0.297 + 14.461 x ((N)ENS+(N)APU)** 0.497 x ((N)ENG + (N)APU **
27 Flight controls 9.55 + 0.00489 x MGW/10

3  
5.273 + 0.00891 x MGW/I0 1*

28 Fuel 1.555 + 0.0366 x Fuel/10
3  

0.809 + 0.0167 x Fuel/103
29 Hydraulic power 3.22 + 0.0048 x HYD 2.11 + 0.0109 x HYD
30 Ice and rain 0.7104 i 0.0018 x MGW/10

3  
0.114 + 0.005 x MGW/IO

3

31 Instruments 0.711 + 0.013 x AFW/103 0.32 + 0.0042 x AFW/0
3

32 Landing gear 6.77 + 0.0991 x MGW/IO
3  

6.749 + 0.246 x fIGW/Ib
3

33 Lihting 2.11 + 0.01 x Seats x CF 0.064 + 0.0118 x Seats x CF
34 Navigation 4.104 + 2.93 x N)INS + 5.0 x CF 0.117 + 1.63 x (N)INS + 5.0 x CF
35 Oxygen 0.719 + 0.00370 x Seats 0.00623 x Seats (Conventional)

0.1023 x Seats (OXY GIN
36 Pneumatics 0.253 + 0.0042 + 0.0042 x AC x 0.0026 x AC x ThrusEt/lON01

36 0.002 x AC x hrust/l
38 Water/waste 0.473 + 0.0032 x Seats x CF 0.0066 x Seats x CF
49 Airborne auxiliary

power 1.003 + 0.0004 x (APU-SHP x APU-FR) 1.994 + 0.001 x (APU-SHPxAPU-FR)
(x 1.8 for double spool. (Labor and material cost per APU
variable vanes) operating hour)

50 Structures 4.188 + 0.0138 x AFW/10
3

52 Doors 1.60 + 0.008 x Seats 0.527 + 0.01068 x Seats
53 Fuselage 2.09 + 0.064 x AFW/10

3  
0.79357

54 Nacelles/pylons 0.47 x Pod NAC 0.18924 Pod NAC
55 Stabilizers 1.164 0.5084
56 Windows 1.065 + 0.0006 x Seats 0.0386 x Seats (Flat Windshield)

0.0493 x Seats (Curved windshield)
57 Wings 4.1147 0.171 + 0.00688 x Wing Area

*Single circuit
*Dual circuit

TABLE III - AIRFRAME MAINTENANCE SYSTEM COST EQUATIONS (2.5 Flight Hours)

ABBREVIATIONS

AC air conditioning total pack air flow, kg/min
AFW airframe weight, (manufacturer's empty weight-includes

engine's furnishings, etc. - excludes operator's items)
kg

APU airborne auxiliary power unit
short range operations 0.6

CF defined "complexity" factor - medium range 1.0
long range 1.6

CHANN channels
ENG engines
Fuel fuel capacity. kg
FR air conditioninq flow rate output, kg/min
GEN electrical generators
HYD flow of hydraulic pumps, I/min
INS Inertial navigation system
KVA kilovolt amperes
MGW maximum gross weight (max. taxi weight), kg
MUX multiplex unit
N number of
NAC nacelle
OXY GEN oxygen qenerator
SHP shaft horsepower, watts
Thrust thrust, N
Wing area wing area. m2

CBS Combustor module
CET Combustor exit temperature, degrees K
o Diameter. m
DIF Diffuser module
ES Engine price, 1980 $
FAM/LPC
or LPC Fan and low pressure compressor module
HPC High pressure compressor module
KPT High pressure turbine module
LPT Low pressure turbine module
MTBR Mean time between repair or removal, hours.
P Pressure, absolute, newtons per sq. m.
T Temperature, degrees K
V Tip speed, m/sec

TANI IV - A!,HRiVIA N
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The total airplane related oprating costs 
may be stated as follows:

Operating costs 
(1980 S/trip) :

Depreciation - Purchase price* - residual 4Iepret .t n period i

+ Insurance - l of purchase price+
N

+ Control fee • $9.77 without data link or
$5.58 with data link

+ Landing fee - $2.20/1000 kg of landing weight

+ Aircraft servicing
Narrow body • 0.02 x seats x $12.98/man-hour (tabor)

or+0.0002 x seats (mterial)
or

Wide body - 0.033 x seats x $12.98/man-hourilabor)
+0.003 x seats (material)

+ Flight attendant pay - (0.964 x FL + 0.00244 x (FL)
2
) x seats

+ Flight crew pay** - 243 x FL + 60.73 + (0.631 x FL+0.15773) x

MGW

+ Fuel expense - Liters Dollars
Trip x Liter

+ Maintenance cost See section Tables II & III

where FL - Flight length, hours

Utilization=N=No. of departures per year - 3205
FL + 0.327

Note: To determine airplane related costs in other than 1980$,
apply escalation factors determined by experience or from data pub-
lished in the Metals and Metal Products section of the Wholesale
Prices Index-Code 1O and the Gross Earnings of Production Workers
in the Aircraft Industry-SIC372-Bureau of Labor.

*Including airframe and engine spares
*The expression given is for a 3 man crew-for a two man crew, use

75% of this value.
+Does not include airframe and engine spares.

TABLE V - AIRCRAFT RELATED OPERATING COST METHODOLOGY

The required dimensional chirartcristics are as follows:

CET Combustor exit temperature T5, degree t

Dxxx Diameter, inches subscripts or 0.3937 x diameter cm sub-
scri pts

LPC - first stage blade tip
HPC - first stage DlaJ2 tip
HPT - first stage blade tip
LPT - first stage blade tip
FAN - fan blade tip

E$ engine price in 1980$

MrBR mean time between repair or removal

Nxxx number of stages In module xxx except subscript LPC -
numher of stages in fan plus number of stages in loto
pressure compressor

Px pressure, newtons per sq. m absolute, sea level :akeeff,
hot day

Tx temperature, degree K, sea level takeoff, hot day
subscripts

2 - LPC Inlet
3 - LPC exit
4 - HPC exit
S - combustor exit
6 - HPT exit
7 - LPT exit

Uxxx tip speeds, ftfsec. 0.3045 m/sac, sea level takeo'f,
hot day (ose first stage blade tip except f' UkCd(-
FAN/IPC module use etighted average blade tir SPEd).

TABLE VI- ENGINE MAINTENANCE COST DEPENDANT VARIABLLS
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Airframe Weight

Labor Rate

Material Expense Factor

Max. Taxi Weight

Wing Area

Fuel Capacity

Windshield Type

Engines - Number/Thrust Rating

Nacelles - Number

Fire Extinguisher System - Single/Dual

Electrical Generators - Number/Capacity

Hydraulic Pump Flow

Seats

Airconditioning Flow Rate

Oxygen System - Gaseous/Solid State

Multiplex Installation

Autopilot Channels

Navigation System

Auxiliary Power Unit - Output Specs

Service Complexity Factors

TABLE VIl- AIRFRAME MAINTENANCE COST DEPENDANT VARIABLES

CONDITIONS

STAGE LENGTH 1609 KM
FUEL PRICE $0.34 PER LITER
FLIGHT LENGTH 2.21 FLIGHT HRS.

2.45 CLOLK HtS.

COST P'R SEAT DEPARTURE 1980 ($)

ITEM

AIRCRAFT
A

OWNERSHIP (INCLUDES
DEPRECIATION &
INSURANCE) 6.27 6.70

TRIP FUEL 22.48 18.10FLIGIOT CREW (3) 4.41 4.36
FLIGHT ATTENDANTS (5) 2.14 1.14
AIRFRAME MTC. 1.49 1.48
PROPULSION NTC. 1.50 1.30
LANDING FEES 1.04 0.96
AIRCRAFT SERVICING 0.26 0.43
CONTROL FEES 0.03 0.03

TOTAL 39.62 35.50

TABLE VIII
AIRCRAFT RELATED OPERATING COST COMPARISON FETW EN

TWO 170 PASSENGER AIRPLANES
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Le "DESIGN TO COST" APPLIQUE bh 1'HELICOPTERE AS 350

par Ren6 MOUILLE

Directeur Adjoint des Etudes H6licopt~res

SOCIETE NATIONALE INDIJSTRIELLE AEROSPATIALE

MARIGNANE - FRANCE

Sommna ir e

La n~cessjti5 d'une recherche de r~duction des coats s'est impos~e A l'Airospatiale pour ses
h~licoptbres bas de gamme afin de rester compkitif sur le march6 international.

Cet effort de r~duction des co(Its s'est concr~tis6, au terme de deux ann~es de travail d'un
petit groupe Etudes -Fabrication trZs exp~riment6, par un avant-.projet d'une nouvelle machine,
lAS 350, r~solument plus 6conomique que l'Alouette 11 ou la Gazelle et dont le d~veloppement
puis lindustrialisation ont ensuite 6t lancds dans le meme esprit de r~duction des coaits.

La m~thode utilis~e est classique dans es fondements
" Analyse de la valeur des bonctions et des pii ces assurant ces fonictions.
" Critique des solutions,
" Recherche de solutions nouvelles,
" Choix des compromis.

Elle n'a cependant pas k6 formalis~e pour gagner du temps, batayer davantage de solutions
possibles et parce que 1lexp~rience des participants permettait d 61iminer rapidement, sans
analyse d~tak114e, les solutions les plus ch -res et lea momns performantes.

Tous lea domaines. 6tudes, fabrication, contr6le. approvisionnements doivent concourir A la
recherche du moindre coflt.

Lea b,4n~fices obtenus en proc~dant correctement, d&'a le stade conception, peuvent etre tri-s

importants, aussi bien pour le canIt d'acquisition que pour le co~t d'utilisation. Cela int~resse

non seulement lea utilisateurs civils, ce qui eat 6vident, mais aussi les utilisateurs rnilitaires

qui. pour le meme budget, peuvent obtenir des mat~riels plus nombreux et plus efficaces.

L'h~licoptitre AS 350 Astar ou Ecureuil est la premiiere machine 6tudi~e par la Division
I-l6licoptZ'rr de l'A~rospatiale ;,vec un objectif de prix comme objectif prioritaire.

Cette pr~occupation des co(lts n est cependant pas nouvelle et Ie graphique ci-contre montre que
des progr'es Otaient r*~guli-rement enregistr~s en cette matii're. Mais tin effort spogcwal it4t

rlgaliso6 pour P'AS 3S0 pour rkduire lea coxits de production.

Pourquoi cet effort particulier. pr~cis~ment pour VAS 350 '

[I eat apparu. en 19~71. qu'il Otait imp~ratif d am~liorer la compkitivit6 de nos h~licopti'res b,1,s
de gamme sur le marchO international h cause des changements de' parit6 frail( -dollar. title itude

de r~ducti'w des co(Lts de production de I 'Alouette II a donc 4U entreprise et lea r~sultats ont W't

asmez d~cevants. Les rittuctions de coait, possibles sans remise en cauise iniportante des d~fini -

tions et rips outillages de production. ne d~pa-isaient jguire ,*O Crt exercice no,, .#; pertni

cenenidant d'entrevoir la possibilit6 de riductions importantes de's coats de' production par tine

rt-prise fondamentale tie I 4(tude et la r~alisation d'un appareil entii'rement nouivea,,, %itili sant

toutes les possibilitt~s offertes par les technologies nouivelles, et dont 'Mude serait men6e avec

le prix coenme ohjectif priaritaire.



Pendant une p6riode de deux ans. Fne 4quipe Etudesa-Fabrication trbs r~duite, de 4 IL 5 personnes,
s'est attachefe b~tir un avant-projet pour lequel larchitecture de la machine a At6 d~finie, en
meme temps qu'6taient prdcis~es ses caractdristiques gdndrales de taille, de masse et de perfor-
mances.

La ddfinition des grands ensembles constitutifs 6tait choisie et Ie dessin poussd assez loin pour
que Von puisse o4valuer de facon suffisamment prdcise les masses et les prix. Les solutions
choisies ont fait appel k de nouvelles technologies ddveloppdes par ailleurs, mais aussi, tr .s
souvent, imagindes pour la circonstance.

Il eat i4vident qu'un tel travail n'a Pu Lstre r~alis6 que par uric 6quipe tr~s experiment~e, tris
proche de la Direction des Etudes, fortement soutenue par elie et par Ia Direction de la Produc-
tion.

Au terme de cette pdriode d'avant-projet. on a pu d6montrer qu'il 16tait possible de r6duire le
nombre d'heures de fabrication dans un rapport de 1 1 3 par rapport L celui de l'Alouette I1, et
le lancement de l'opdration 'ddveloppement" a 6t6 d~cid6 en avril 1973.

Ce travail de d6veloppement a 6t6 confi6 L uric unit6 op~rationnelle que nous appelons un tflot"
regroupant le personnel d'6tudes, de fabrication et de mise au point sous l'autorit6 d'un respon-
sable issu du Bureau d'Etudes.

La Hiasse des dessins de d46tail a 4tW r~alis~e et n'a A46 lib~r~e pour fabrication qu'aprzs
v~rification des prix et des masses, en comparaison avec les prix et masses "objectifs" r~sultant
de l'6tude d'avant-projet.

La mise au point en laboratoire et en vol a naturellement dornnd lieu hk des modifications dont la
d~finition a 4t6 rdalis~e dans le meme esprit de sauvegarde des prix et des masses "objectifs".

Le personnel d6tach6 dans cet 11ot d~veloppement ne perd pas pour autant le contact avec son
service d'origine, dont il fait toujours partie. Ceci est important pour ne pas isoler ce personnelF
our le plan technique comme sur le plan de la carri~re personnelle.

Les d6finitions "dgveloppement" doivent naturellement etre pens~es sWrie", le travail d'analyse
de la valeur effectu,6 au stade avant-projet et d~veloppement n'auz-ait aucun sens si lea de6finitions
s~rie 6taient diff~rentes.

Les outillages n~cessaires pour r~aliser Les machines de ddveloppemnent peuvent etre des
outillages prototypes. Il convient cependant de s'assurer que loutillage s~rie ne peut pas etre
r~alit;4 imm~diatement en 4valuant la probabilit6 de modification pouvant rdsulter de la misc au
point. Dans certains cas, c est loutillage prototype sommaire qui est int6ressant parce que peu
coateux. rapide A rdaliser et parce que les risques d'6volution sont 61ev~s. Dans d'autres cas,
on aura int~ret i r~aliser imm~diatement loutillage de fabrica'ion srie parce que son prix nest
pas beaucoup plus 6levg, parce qu'il permet une 6conomie importante our Ia rdalisation des
pibces prototypes et parce que lea risques d'6volution sont faibles.

Pour Ia phase d'industrialisation, un homnme de production devient leader. Le travail d'6tude est
d'ailleurs r~duit N la validation des definitions prototypes, A Vinr~gration des modifications dana
la liasse de dessins et au support technique de la production.

Le travail d~ndu strialisation consiste essentiellement L organiser Ia production, d~finir et a
r~aliser lea outillages de fabrication, h d~finir et I mettre au point lea m~thodes de fabrication.

Toutes lea phases, avant-projet. d~veloppemnent et industrialisation sent importantes pour la
recherche du coait minimal, mais la plus importante, celle qui conditionne les autres, Cest Ia
phase d'avant-projet.

11 faut, le plus tat possible, di-s la phase de conception initiale, intervenir dans la d~cfinition du
produit avec des pr6o cupations de prix. L'analyse de Ia valeur sur un produit d~jli d~fini, k
fortiort our un produit d~jh fabriqu4. conduit t des r~sultats limit~s, souvet m~diocres, parce
qu'il est impossible, si Ion intervient tardivemnent, de remettre en cause fondamentalement la F

Nous avons vu dana quel cadre, dane quelle organisation seast exerc6e la recherche du mnoindre
coat pour VAS 350. Voyons maintenant quelle a &4 Ia rn~thode de travail utilisoe.

Quelle que soit cette m~thode. cc sent toujours lea mrea principes qui sont h l a base de Ia
recherche du moindre coOt:

*Analyse des fonctiona et de leur codt qui conduit I en faire Ia critique, & lee remettre en
cause Oventuellement, A porter un jugement aur leur n~cessitee ou leur formulation, compte
tenu de Ia finalit6 globale du produit.
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*Analyse des Rii~ces constitutives et de leur coOt qui permet une prise de conscience des

616rnents essentials qui d~terrninent le co~t et motive ainsi la cr~ativit6.

s Recherche de solutions nouvelles qu'il faut 4valuer di point de vue prix mais aussi du point
de vue masse, fiabilitg, facilitdi de misc en oeuvre et dentretien, risques techniques 6ventuels,
etc.

* Choix du meilleur compromia. Le jugement est A porter en foniction des objectifs principaux

citds plus haut et il faut d~finir des crit~res d6quivalence.

Par exemple. on ne peut accepter une rdduction de co(It qui conduit un accroissement de Masse

trop important, prdjudiciable L lefficdcit46 de lappareil. A la limite, un h~Iicoptere d'un prix
voisin de 0 main dont la charge payante eat nulle, eat infiniment trop cher. Le critire d'6ouiva-
lence Masse - prix eat tris variable avec le type de machine et lea missions qu'il doit remplir.

Au moment de ld6tude de lEcureuil, nous lavions fixtg 500 F par kg main il eat consid~ra.-
blement plus glev6 pour une machine con-i-i le Super-Puma.

Une 6quivalence du meme genre peut Otre 6tablie entre la r~duction du coat de production et
Vaccroissernent du coOt d'utilisation. Bien que cela soit plus ditficile et plus d6pendant du
coefficient d'importance que Von accorde L tel ou tel aspect du probl~me. il eat possible de

d~finir IN aussi un critere coOt de fabrication - cotit d'utilisation.

11 eat rare d'ailleurs qu'un effort suppl~mentaire ne permette pas de trouver une solution
satisfaisante L plusieurs sinon N tous lea points de vue. Dana l'Ecureuil, c'est seulenient darts
deux cas, la verri~re et la bofte de transmission, que lea solutions plus 6coiiomiques choisies

ont conduit A un accroisaement de la Masse (modeste d'ailleurs) par rapport aux solutions
ant~rieures utilis~es sur Alouette 11 et sur Gazelle.

On peut naturellement formaliser ce travail d'analyse de la valeur en dressant des tableaux

(comrne on lenseigne g~n~ralement) ohi on lait figurer horizontaleneici toutes lea fonictions
assur~es par un ensemble et verticalement lea pieces constitutives de cet ensemble en indiquant
leur co~t.

On peut ainai d~terminer le coOt des diverses fonictions pour en faire la critique sous ['angle
"Coot -efficacitV'. De meme, il eat possible de d6terminer le nombre de fonictions remplies par
chaque piZce et de confronter le coOt de ces piieces au nombre de fonictions assur~es.

La recherche de solutions nouvelles donne lieu 1'6tablissernent de nouveaux tableaux, autant
que de solutions nouvelles. ... On imagine ais~ment [importance du travail que cela peut
repr~aenter pour des machines complexes, ohi, pour chaque ensemble constitutil (et ils sont
nombreux) de tri-s nombreuses solutions sont possibles.

Pour PEcureuil, le travail n's eas &6d formalis,4 de cette maniere. La constitution d'une 4quipe
tris exp~riment~e a permis de rdaliser ce travail d'analyse des fonictions et de cornparaison des

solutions, sans faire de tableaux, sans mqeme desainer complk~ement lea diverses solutions
possibles et sans lea chiffrer.

Avec I 'experience, il eat souvent possible, d'un seul coup d'oeil, de juger si telle solution

remplit correctemnent lea fonictions requises et si elle eat co(Iteuse ou non. Le travail petit alors
se concentrer sur la recherche de solutions nouvelles plut~t que sur 1 ~tablissernent de tableaux

ou de calculs de prix fast idieux, C'est beaucoup plus rapide et beaucoup plus efficace. On prend

Ie risque sans doute de passer c8t6 d'un fait qui peut avoir son imnportance et que le travail

syst~matique d'analyse met en 6vidence L coup ser. Main cela eat largenient conlpens par Ie

nombre de solutions qu'on peut rapidement passer en revue et par ['exploitation plus pouss,6e
de Ia compiftence des participants.

On ne saurait trop insister d'ailleurs sur la qualit6 n~cessaire des participants. Lea r6sultats

i attendre d'un travail de cc genre en d~pendent essentiellement, car il nen sortira en (16fiflitive
que cc quc lea hommes qui y participent sont capables d'apporter eux-mtlmes. Lea solutions
choisies sont naturellement 6valu~es soigneusement et cette valuation constitu- Vob,ectif 'i

respecter par la suite.

Le prix, comme la masse, eat dicornpos6 entre lea diff~rents ensembles et lea dessiris n., slort
valid~s pour fabrication que si lea devis sont respect~s. En cas contraire, I 6tude devra Ptre

reprise. k momns que des compensations soient troiiv~es ailleurs ..

De mauvaises surprises peuvent aurvenir en cours de d~veloppement qui remettent en cause
partiellement lea d~finitions choisies. LN encore 1l6tude sera reprise et Ie proicesus d'analyse
de Ia valeur engagO h nouveau.
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La recherche de r~ductions des cont., pour Otre efficace, doit saexercer dans tous les domaines
et porter sur toutes Lea activit,4s qui ConcoUrent L la rdalisation du produit.

L td bien entendu, qui en 6tablit la d6finition, mais aussi le Service Approvisionnements qui
doit, avec le Bureau d'Etudes, rechercher des mat~criaux ou des 6quipements plus 6conomiques
dont lea caract,4ristiques seront juste adapt~es, sans plus, aux sp~cifications n~cessaires.

Les m~thodes de fabrication qui doivent 6galement 6tre conques dans un esprit d'6conomie et
imagin6es en meme temps que le produit en coura dd6tude. Bien souvent d'ailleurs, la d~finition
d~pendra des mdthodes et des mayens de fabrication, ce qui met laccent une fois de plus Stir
la n~cesait6 impdrative de Is participation bL 1'tude des ing~nieurs de fabrication.

Les m~thodes de contr~le qui, cules aussi, sont 6troitement associ~es L la definition du produit.
On peut 6viter un travail de contr~le important en penaant, au moment de 1'6tude, ' la faqon
dont il sera effectu6.

L'organisation m~me de la production a une importance, non seulement pour r~duire les colats de
production d'un produit d~termin6. mais pour en modifier la d~finition au stade de Il6tude afin
de Padapter X une organisation efficace do travail.

Quelques exemples tir~s de l'expdrience Ecureuji permettront d'illustrer ces diff~rents aspects
de la question

Le travail d'6tude conatitue la premi; re activit6 o~i la r~duction de coot eat recherch~e, et le
moyen essentiel utilis6 pour cela eat 6videmment linnovation.

Le moyeu Starflex de l'Ecurcuil est particuli~rement d~monstratif t cc point de vue.

On sait que, Sur un moycti d'h~licopt ,re, ii faut assurer les diverses fonctions suivantes
- Possibilit6 de mouvement vertical de la pale :le battement
- Possibilit6 de mouvement de la pale dana le plan rotor :la trafn~e
- Possibilit6 de moovement de la pale en incidence :le changement de pas,

En outre, il faut, pour 46viter certaines instabilit~s, r~sonance sol 00 r~sonance a;.r. placer
correctement le premier mode d'oscillation des pales en trafli~e, et Pamnortir convenablement,

De plus. il faut aussi supporter lea pales au repos, rotor stopp4.

- Dana un moyeu classique comme celui de l'Alouette, lea diff~rents mouvementa de la pale
sont possiblca grAce aux articulations de battement, de trafti~e et de pas. mont~es aur
roulements k aiguilles. Lea cAbles de tierqage interpales remontent la fr~quence d'oscil-
lation des pales en train6e et des amortiaseurs hydrauliques apportent I'anortissement de
trarb~e ndcesaaire. Enfin, une butte sur anneau r~ciproque maintient lea pales aui repos.

- Dana Ie moyeo Starflex, lea articulations de battement, de train~e et d'incidence sont
assur6es par la but~ge sph~rique en 61astomZere lamifi6.

Lea bras de I 6toile, 6quip~s en bout d'une rotule auto -lubrifiante, retiennent lea pales L
larret. Flexibles en battement, ces bras soivent lea mouvements verticaux des pales tandis
que, rigides en train~e, uls maintiennent lea pales dana le plan rotor par l'intermndiaire
de deux couches d'61astomire visco-6lastique qiii permettent on positionnement correct du
mode de train~e, tout en fournissant on certain amortissement.

Le tableau de comparaison des moyeux Alouette et AS 350 permet d'appr~cier la simplification
apport~e par le concept Starflex qui, outre a simplicit6, a permis

- une r~duction de masse de lordre de 45%,
- u'e amnlioration de la fiabilit6 par a bonne r~sistance h la fatigue, son caract~'re

fail-safe, son insensibilitol I la corrosion, aux effets d'entaille et aux impacts
6ventuels,

- une arnlioration de la maintenance par lea facilit~s de surveillance visuelles
offertes et par le remplacement facile sur le terrain de nimporte lequel de sea
composanta,

- one r~duction du co(It de production de lordre de I h 3 par rapport so mnoyeu
Alouette. Cette r~duction atteint meme le rapport de I h 5 par la m~canisation de
la d~coupe et de Ia mise en place des tis sos dana le moule,

Un autre exemple oti l~tude a perrais une r~duction aubstantielle do coOt concerne
Ia bofte de transmission principale.

11 s'agit ici do choix d'une chat'ne cin~matique diff~rente comportant on nombre d~gtagrs de
r~duction plus r~doit, on couple conique et on r~durteur 6picyclotdal ao lieu doun couple



conique et deux r~ducteurs 6picycloldaux.

En outre, la prise de rnouvement arriZre pour I entrafltement du rotor de queue a k suppri-

ma~e, grace L larchitecture du moteur offrant une prise de rnouvemnent vers lavant et vers

I arriire.

Le tableau de comparaison montre que le nombre de pignons et de roulements a A6 divis6 par
2 environ. Le prix a subi une r~duction analogue. Cependant. il a fallu consentir t un

accroissement de masse de lordre de 12'%, accept6 volontiers compte tenu du gain important

obtenu sur le coat de production, sur le coot de la maintenance et sur la fiabilitic

Les m~thodes de fabrication ont 6galement conduit i certains choix, en mati~re de structure,
par exemple.

La partie centrale est constitu~e d'un squelette r~sistant comportant deux 6l6ments longitu-

dinaux en t6le emboutie qui se prolongent t l avant par leg poutres support de plancher cabine.
Ce. 616ments soot assembl~s entre eux par deux cadres pleins, l'un L lavant constitue la
paroi arri'ere de cabine et l'autre larriire, la paroi avant de soute bagages.

Ce squelette reqoit en outre, k la partie sup~rieure, le plancher m~canique, * la partie
arri re, Ia soute . bagages prolong~e par la poutre de queue et, la partie inf~rieure, les
attaches de train bL patins.

A part les deux cadres, tous les 616ments cunstitutifs de la structure centrale et avant

sont ind~pendants des formes ext~rieures. Ils ont donc des formnes simples, rectilignes avec
des bords tomb~s t angle droit, ce qui siroplifie beaucoup la fabrication.

La forme ext~rieure est donn~e par des capots en mat~riaux composites sandwich de verre-
r~sine et mousse de remplissage.

La poutre de queue et la soute L bagages sont de formes d~veloppables et toutes deux sont
constitu~es d'une W~e roul,6e sans lisse avec quelques cadres transversaux.

CVest la misc au point des m~thodes de fabrication en t~les embouties de grandes dimensions,
utilisant des nuances particuliires d alliage 16ger qui a permis la r~alisation de la structure
du 350 telle qu'elle est aujourd'hui.

C'est 6galement la misc au point des rn~thodes de fabrication d'616ments de grande dimension
en polycarbonate charg6 de fibr~s de verre coup~es et thermoform~es qui a perrnis la r~ahi-
sation de la verriZre, avec queiques pidces seulement, assembl~es par soudo-collage.

Au total, la structure de l'Astar 350 ne comporte plus que 300 pii'ces environ au lieu de 1000
piices pour I'Alouette 11.

La simplification des m~thodes ou du travail du contrale a 6galemnent conduit ZI certains choix
technologiques.

Pour 6viter, par exemple, leg suj~tions irnpos~es par le contr6le des soudures, celles-ci ont
6t 61imnin~es le plus possible. C'est le cas du train d'atterrissage oil les extrfmit~s de

traverse sont 6panouies hydrauliquement Ai chaud pour former Ia patte de fixation traverse-
patin. 11 en r~sulte une meilleure qualit6, une 61imination des rebuts soudure, uine r~duction
du nomf-re de phases de fabrication et une 6conomie substantielle.

La .modularit6 choisie pour la BTP facilite aussi le travail du contr6le et les modies d'asseni-

blage choisis tendent g~n~ralement 6viter des tol~rances de fabrication trop serr~es, non
seulernent coOteuses A r~aliser mais aussi coOteuses i contri~ler.

L'organisation de IAAproaduction intervient 6galement dans certains cas pour Ia d~finitiori dui
produit.

Pour I Ecureuil. I organi sation en unit~s autonomes de production pour certailis ene~mbles a

orient6 la d~finition vers dles solutions ne dernandant pas de mnoyens sophistiqu~s, irnpossibles
A rasaembler pour une petite 6quipe qui. de plus, ne comporte pas forc~ment de per sonne

de trZ~s haute qualification.

L'assemblage s~par6 de tuut le groupe moto- sustentateur. beaucoup plus ais6, a n~cessitt4 de.

penser les fronti~'res de cet ensemble en fonction die ret imp~ratif.

Enfin. le Service Approvisionnementsjpue un r6le important pour le choix. avec le personnel

d'Etudes, des organes et 6quipements qui convif'nnent, sang rf'courlr syst~matiquem.it au

lancement de produits ap~ciaux. Les 6conomies r~alis~es peuvent etre consid~rables.
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Dana le 350 par exemple, c'ent un ventilateur automobile deux fois plus lager et trente fois
mains cher que le ventilateur adronautique, pr~vu initialement, qui Bert au refraidissement
de i'huile B TP et mateur.

Ge sont 6galement des radiateurs automobiles qui sont utilisds.

La pompe bydraulique d'alimentation des servo-commandes est une pompe industriellq 3 fois
mains chZere et de masse sensiblement identique.

En autre, une action de r~duction de coa~t, men~e avec lea fournisseurs, a donn6 64galement
des rdaultats int~ressants sur les 6quipemnents sp~cifiques de I Ecureuji.

Lea essais de qualification ont 6t faits chaque fois que cela 6tait n~cessaire pour la s~curit6
et le bon fonctiannement de la machine, mais on s'est attach6 napporter aucune modification
aux 6quiperrents industriels choisis, ce qui aurait eu des r~percussions impartantes aur le
prix,

Quels sont lea r~sultats obtenus aujourd'hui ?

Les abjectifa de coat de fabrication, fixes, au terme de la phase avant-projet, ant pu etre
r~vis~gs en baisse de 10% au moment du lancement de la fabrication 86rie.

La courbe de dicroiasance des temps pr4-6tablie pour la s~rie a n~anmoins 6t, d~pass~e pour
la production des machines produites jusqu' pr~sent en raison des 4valutions de d~finition
intervenues tardivement.

Cependant. aujourd'hui, au 200i me appareil, le temps pass4 est sur la courbe pr~vue et on
devrait passer au-dessaus dans lea mois qui viennent.

Le coat de la mati~re, du moteur et des 6quipements n'a malheureusement pas 4volu6 de Ia
meme maniZre que le coat des fabrications A~rospatiale, cc qui explique la diff~rence que Ion
observe dans la d6compositian du prix entre PAS 350-Ecureuil et une machine produite ant~rieu-
rement comme le Dauphin AS 360. On peut remarquer limportance consid~rable du poste moteur
et du paste 6quipements. Le moteur notamnment repr~sente pratiquement la moiti6 du prix de
revient de production.

Une am~lioration tr -s nette du coat en utilisation a Pu ftre observ6c par rapport k celui de
l'Alouette 11.

Par heure de vol. le coat d'utilisation du 350 eat environ 30% plus faible que celui de l'Alouettell.
Comme le 350 a des performances sensiblement plus 6Iev~es, c'est en r~alit6 une division par 3
du coxt par kg transport6 que le 350 peut offrir par rapport L I'Alouctte It.

Ces avantages expliquent le succL-s qu'a rencontr4 lAS 350 sur le march46 international ainsi quc
le succZs de la version bimnoteur de la machine, AS 355, vendus respectivement k 500 et 250
exemplaires aujourd'hui.

Le chiffre des ventes du 355 bim.. nur, est d'autant plus remarquable que lappareit est toujours
en d6velappemnent et que lea premiZres livraisans ne daivent pas intervenir avant Ia fin 1980.

La cadence de production pour lensemble des deux appareils devrait atteindre 40 par mois
ve rs 198 2....

Lea points lea plus importants N retei'ir de cette exp~rience AS 350-Ecureuil sant les suivants

1. - la recherche du moindre coat est devenue une obligation pour rester compkitif et
am~liorer 1lefficacit6 des machines produites.

2. - Ic b~n~fice t attendre d'une recherche syst~matique de r~duction des coots peut etre
extrfmement important,

3. - lea gains lea plus importants sont obtenus di~s le stade de Ia conception initiate en
faisant appel aux personnels d*6tudes et de production lea plus compktents et lea plus
exp~rirnent~s, rassembl~s en nambre limit6 au stade avant-projet,

4. - cet effort doit etre paursuivi pendant toute Ia phase de d~veloppemnent et dindustrialisation.

5. - cet action dait toucher tous les darnaines concern~a par Ia r~alisation d'un produit nouveau,
la conception. la fabrication (m~thodes et organisation), le contr~ic, lea appravisionnements
et merne lea essais en vol.
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6.- Ia recherche du moindre coat de production doit etre men6e sans oublier leg aspects
performances. la masse notamnment, et l'aspect coalt de maintenance qui contribuent k
r~duire le coalt par kg transportd., et qui constitue, ind~pendamment du coat d'acquisition,
la caract6ristique Ia plus int6resmante pour lutilisateur.

Enfin, touu lee avantages obtenus par cet effort de rdduction des coaits pour lea utilisateurs civil.
sont Ligalement intiressants pour les utilisateurs militaires parce que lee budgets dd6quipements
et de fonctionnement sont limitds et que, par ailleurs, un coalt d'utilisation rdduit impli que, de
faigon certaine, de meilleures performances, une meilleure disponibilit6, un entretien r6duit,
des rechanges moins nombreux, en un mot une meilleur e efficacit6.

COMPARAISON HEURES AU KILO

SA
3160
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341

SA
360
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350
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RELIABILITY-CENTERED MAINTENANCE

by
F. S. Nowlan

Director of Maintenance Analysis
United Airlines

San Francisco, California, U.S.A. 94128

INTRODUCTION

For many years maintenance was a craft learned through experience and rarely examined analytically. Moe
recently specific aspects of the preventive maintenance process have received intensive analytical treat-
ment. Nevertheless it has been difficult or impossible to use these analytical methods for the develop-
ment of preventive maintenance programs. Sometimes the analytical models are not representative of real
life situations, and in any case the information necessary to implement the methods usually is not avail-
able.

The commercial airlines, however, have been successfully working towards a complete understanding of the
overall maintenance process and this work has led to the establishment of a logical discipline, called
Reliability-Centered Maintenance in the United States, which can be used to develop a scheduled mainte-
nance program that will ensure that in aircraft's inherent design levels of safety and reliability are
realized. The discipline always results in a minimum cost maintenance program in light of the reliability
information that is available at any given time. The less the information the higher the costs, since
some scheduled work will be directed at obtaining reliability information as the airplane ages in service,
and other preventive work will be the result of the discipline's default strategy that leads to conserva-
tive decisions when the necessary information is lacking.

The use of Reliability-Centered Maintenance principles minimizes the maintenance activity component of
life-cycle costs. It also leads to reductions in the inventory suir{ort and facilities necessary to cover
both preventive and corrective maintenance activities. I believe tiar joint appreciation of trese prin-
ciples by maintenance and design specialists is essential for develop&.-: _f airplanes which can be more
effectively maintained and achieve higher levels of safety and operat:ig, ?,liability.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The objectives of a RCM maintenance program are not peculiar to it. They are the same as those of pro-
grams developed by other concepts, namely:

o To ensure realization of the inherent safety and reliability levels of the airplane.

o To restore the airplane to these inherent levels when deterioration occurs.

To obtain the information necessary for design improvement of those items whose inherent
reliability proves inadequate.

0 To accomplish these goals at the loweit possible cost, consistent with the highest possible degree

of safety, including maintenance costs, support costs, and the economic consequences of loss of
mission capabilty and reduced operational readiness.

The important role of cost-effectiven-ss in RCK decision making helps to clarify the nature of inherent
reliability characteristics.

INHERENT RELIABILITY CHARACTERISTICb

The inherent reliability of an item is not the length of time it will survive without failures; rather, it
is the level of reliability the item will exhibit when it is protected by preventive maintenance and ade-
quate servicing and lubrication. The degree of reliability that can be achieved, however, depends on cer-
tain characteristics that are a direct result of the design details of the equipment and the manufacturing
process that produced it. Thee characteristics determine both the need for preventive maintenance and
the effectiveness with which it can be provided. Thus from a maintenance viewpoint, inherent reliability
characteristics are such factors as:

" Failure consequences, judged by the effect of loss of function on safety, mission capability

and operational readiness.

" Failure modes which lead to an item's los3 of function.

e Exposure to secondary damage that results from certain failure modes.

e Visibility of the failure process and a mechanic's ability to discover potential failures and

thereby prevent functional failures.

o Evidence by which the operating crew can realize that a functional failure has occurred.

o Exposure to the consequences of multiple failurs.

o Failure rates.

2_S
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o Relationships between operating age and the likelihood of failure.

0 Cost of preventive maintenance.

o Costs of correcting failures.

The test of cost-effectiveness means that an RCM program will not include some tasks which would reduce
the likelihood of failures that do not have a direct adverse effect on operating safety. However, when
a failure has economic consequences the inclusion of a task that is not cost-effective would merely trans-
fer these consequcences from one cost category to another, it would not reduce them. Thus the cost factors
on both sides must be considered inherent reliability characteristics since they dictate the level of re-
liability that is feasible for an existing design. Within this framework the RCM technique ensures all
the operating capability of which the equipment is capable. Moreover, it results in a selection of only
those tasks which will accomplish this objective; hence it also provides the required maintenance protec-
tion at inimum coat.

WHAT MAINTENANCE CAN DO TO ENSURE REALIZATION OF INHERENT CAPABILITIES

When we are developing maintenance programs we must remember that there are only four basic types of main-
tenance tasks that mechanics can perform to protect inherent safety and reliability characteristics. They
can:

a Inspect an item at specified intervals to find and correct potential failures, thereby
preventing functional failures. These are called on-condition tasks.

0 Rework (overhaul) an item at or before some specified operating age (interval) to reduce
the frequency of functional failures. These are called scheduled rework tasks.

0 Discard an item or one or more of its parts at or before some specified life limit to
avoid functional failures or reduce their frequency. These are called scheduled dis-
card tasks.

O Inspect a hidden-function item at specified intervals to find and correct functional
failures that have already occurred but were not evident to the operating crew. These
are called scheduled failure-finding tasks.

The first three types of tasks are directed at preventing single failures. The fourth is directed at pre-
venting multiple failures. Although a hidden-function failure has no immediate adverse consequences it
does set the stage for a sequence of failures whose consequences may be critical. Certain elevator-
control systems, for example, are designed with concentric inner and outer shafts so that the failure of
one shaft will not result in any loss of elevator control. If the second shaft were to fail after an
undetected failure of the first one, the result would be critical; hence the immediate consequence of any
hidden-function failure is increased exposure to the consequences of a sequence of multiple failures.

TASK APPLICABILITY AND EFFECTIVENESS

RCM requires that scheduled tasks be both applicable and effective. Applicability depends upon the reli-
ability characteristics of the item that is subjected to the task. Thus an inspection to detect and cor-
rect potential failures, thereby preventing functional failures, is applicable only if the item has char-
acteristics that make it possible to define a potential failure condition. Similarly a scheduled rework
task is not applicable unless the likelihood of a functional failure is an increasing function of the
operating time since its last rework.
There are specific reliability-characteristic criteria that must be satisfied before any one of the four

types of tasks can be considered to be applicable to an item. In the case of an on-condition task:

" It must be possible to detect reduced failure resistance for a specific failure mode.

o It must be possible to define a potential-failure condition that can be detected by an
explicit task.

O There must be a reasonably consistent age interval between the time of potential failure
and the time of functional failure.

The criteria that a scheduled rework task must meet before it is considered applicable to an item are:

o There must be an identifiable age at which the item shows a rapid increase in failure probability.

o A 4arge proportion of the units must survive to that age.

o it must be possible to restore the original failure resistance of the item by reworking it.

Effectiveness is a measure of the results of the taski the desired results, however, depend on the failure
consequences that are involved. For example, we wish to prevent all functional failures that have a di-
rect adverse effect on operating safety, or at least to reduce their likelihood to some acceptably low
value. Thus a proposed task might appear useful if it promises to reduce the overall failure rate, but
It would not be considered effective unless either singly or in conjunction with other tasks it reduces
the probability of failure to an adceptably low value. When safety is not Involved effectiveness means
coat offectivei the cost of performing scheduled maintenance must be less than the benefit of the reduced

. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 'e n II . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . I I .. . . . . .... . . . ... . ... . . II I i I~ ~r I 1 [I . . . . . . . . . . . .. . t
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failure rates that result from it. Such benefits include reduction in costs of corrective mintenance
and inventory. and reduction in costs imputed to operational nonavailability.

The distinction between applicability and effectiveness is usually obvious for inspection tasks. The item
either does or does not have characteristics that make such a task applicable, and If It Is applicable it
will be effective if the interval is short enough. For scheduled rework tasks, however, tie distinction
is sometimes blurred by the intuitive belief that the task is always applicable and therefore must be ef-
fective. In reality imposing an age limit on an item does not in itself guarantee that its failure rate
will be reduced. In fact Figure 1 shows that the characteristics of most complex items are such that the
failure rate will not be reduced, unless a dominant failure mode is present. The issue is not whether the
task can be done, but whether doing it will in fact improve reliability.

I he bathtub curve; intant mortality. followe.d
F' t %first by a constant or gradually increasing failure

SA probability and then by a pronounced "wearout"beneft twil =_i region. An age limit may be desirable, pro-oa 'lliting 
vided a large number of units survive to theoperAing a 1 age at which wearout begins.

% Constant or gradually increasing failure prob
B ability, followed by a pronounced wearout

region. Once again, an age limit may be desir-
able (this curve is characteristic of aircraft

4% 
reciprocating engines).

Gradually increasing failure probability, but
with no identifiable wearout age. It is usually
not desirable to impose an age limit in such
cases (this curve is characteristic of aircraft

turbine engines).
84'i cannot
benetit Irom

a limit on
operating age

Low failure probability when the item is new
or just out of the shop, followed by a quick

%increase to a constant level.
55%

Constant probability of failure at all ages
(exponential survival distribution).

< ~ Infant mortality, followed by a constant or very

slowly increasing failure probability (partic-
ularly applicable to electronic equipment).

FIGURE 1 Age reliability patterns. In each case the vertical axis
represents the conditionAl probability of failure and the horizontal
axis represents operating age since manufacture, overhaul, or repair.
lhese six turves are derived from reliability analyses conducted over a
number ot years, during which all the items analyzed were found to

be characterited by one vr another tf the age-reliability relationships
shown. I he percentages indicate the percentage of items studied that
fell into each ot the basic patterns (United Airlines)
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RELIABILITY-CENTERED MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS

The preventive maintenance program for an airplane consists of the complete set of tasks which will be
performed on it and their associated intervals. Since these tasks are prescheduled for accomplishmnt at
defined intervals such programs are often called scheduled maintenance programs. A Reliability-Centered
Maintenance progru is one which has been developed by a discipline that requires:

o Identification of all functionally significant and structurally significant item on
the airplane.

o Assessment of the consequences of failure for each significant item, and identification

of any failure modes that might cause critical secondary damage,

" Use of the following criteria for task effectiveness:

(1) Reduction of failure likelihood to an acceptably low value if failure
has adverse safety consequences,

(2) Coat-effectiveness for evident functions that do not affect safety,

(3) Assurance of adequate availability for hidden functions, to control
the likelihood of an undesirable sequence of multiple failures.

o Assessment of task applicability based upon the reliability characteristics of the

affected item.

An airplane's reliability characteristics are established by its design and the manufacturing process that
produced it. They are inherent. Maintenance makes it possible to realize them but not to improve them.
When safety is not involved the RCM discipline rejects preventive work that could improve an item's re-
liability if the benefits of the improvement are less than the costs of achieving it. In this case the
unimproved reliability is considered to be one of the item's inherent characteristics, and tV e only way
to alter it is to change the design.

It is the explicit use of various reliability factors in maintenance program decision making that re-
sulted in this technique being called RelLability-Centered Maintenance by the United States Department
of Defense.

Identification of Significant Items

The development of the initial preventive maintenance program for a new type of airplane begins with a
comprehensive review of its design features to limit the size of the project by a quick, approximate but
conservative, identification of a set of functionally significant and structurally significant items. A
functionally significant item is one where a functional failure could have a direct adverse effect on
operating safety, or major economic consequences. The evaluation of failure consequences involves a top
down approach. What effect does the failure have on the decisions that will be made first by the oper-
ating crew, and then by maintenance personnel.

The assessment of significance makes extensive use of the available failure modes and effects analyses.
A default strategy of classifying an item as significant is followed to ensure further study when there
is insufficient information to justify a nonsignificant classification.

The primary consideration in determining structural significance is the effect that failure of an element
has on the residual strength of the remaining assembly and on the functional capability of the overall
structure.

The results of the from-the-top-down partitioning process depicted by Figure 2 have the following prop-

erties:

o Any item containing a significant item is itself significant.

o Any nonsignificant item is contained in a higher-level significant item.

o Any lowe-level item contained in a nonsignificant item is itself nonsignificant.

In the case of transport airplanes this approach usually results in the identification of several dozen
functionally significant items and several hundred structurally significant item. These items require
further study to determine the applicability and effectiveness of scheduled maintenance tasks. It is
important to note that the approach also identifies the items that have hidden functions, most of which
will require consideration in the scheduled maintenance program.
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FIGURE 2 Partitioning an aircraft for pret minar identification t t

significant items. the equipment is first partitioned to show all items
in descending order ot complexitv. I hose items whose tailure clearl
has no significant consequences at the equipment level are then pruned
from the tree, leaving the set ot items on which maintenance studies
must be conductedI tath signiticant item will include as tailure
mode% all the tailure possibilities it contains.

Evaluation of Failure Consequences

The partitioning procedure yields a conservative first approximation of the items that might benefit froe
scheduled maintenance. Each of these significant items is then examined in detail to determine whether
its failure consequences actually qualify as significant - and if so, whether the item can in fact bane-
fit froa scheduled maintenance. Even when the significance of an item is confirmed, there may be no form
of preventive maintenance that is applicable and effective. Such items cannot be eliminated from consid-
eration, however, without full analysis.

This re-examination of failure consequences leads to the classifications shown in Figure 3 which in turn
enable effectiveness criteria to be determined for the various items. If the failure has safety conse-
quences, scheduled maintenance is required to reduce the risk of failure to an acceptable level. If a
failure that is evident to the operating crew does not have safety consequences scheduled maintenance is
desirable only if it is cost effective. If failures will n-,t be evident to the flight crew scheduled
maintenance is necessary to ensure the level of hidden function availability is adequate to control ex-
posure to a multiple failure. In the last case it is necessary to consider the consequences of failure
sequences that begin with failure of the hidden function.
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Is the occurrence of a failure
evident to the operating crew during
performance of normal duties?

yes no

Does the failure cause a loss of
function or secondary damage that
could have a direct adverse effect
on operating safety?

yes no

Does the failure have a direct
adverse effect on operational
capability?

yes no

Saeth Operational consequences Nonoperational consequences lidden-ailureconsequences (economic) (economic) consequences

Impact immediate Impact delayed

FIGTn E 3 Decision diagram to identify significant items and
hidden functions on the basis of failure comnsequences. Failures
that affect safety or operating capability have an immediate impact,
since the aircraft cannot be dispatched until they have been corrected.
the impact of non al failures and hidden failures is delayed
in the sense that correction can e deferred to a convenient time and
location.

Evalut ion of !o . !estinteac sTasks

The next phase of RCi analysis involved a systematic study of each failre modfe eignificat te m
to determine whether ine of the basic umintenance teria for appflcability
and the specific co ditions for effectivethsa. Theil is definite order of preferene to rm use ofpreoventive tasks which is shown in Figjure 4. This in turn contrs, the sequence of analysis.

on-condition inspections diUrected at specific failuree modes am the most desiratble type of task. Since
they are based an the feasibility of defining sam identifiable evidence of a reduced retsistance to the
type of failure in question each unit Is inspected at regular intervals and remains in service until its
failure roastance falls below a defined level - that is. until a potentil failure in discovered. on-
condition tasks dLiscriminate between units that require corrective maintenance to foresstall a functionl
flurtte and those units that will probably survive to the next inspection, hence they permit all units
of an item to realize most of their useful lives. Thus the costs of both scheduled and corrective main-
tenamce ae minimized when on-condition tasks are applicable and effective.
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Is an on-condition task to detect
potential failures both applicable
and effective?

yes ] no

tak Is a rework task to reduce thetask failure rate both applicable and
effective?

yes [ no

Rework Isp a di'scard task to avoid failures|

takor reduce the failure rate both
applicable and effective?

yes no

Iitard No 'cheduled
ta,4k niaintenanie

FIGURE 4 Decision diagram to evaluate proposed scheduled-
maintenance tasks. If none of the three directly preventive tasks meets
the criteria for applicability and effectiveness, an item whose failures
are evident cannot be considered to benefit from scheduled maintenance.
If the item has a hidden function, the default action is a scheduled
failure-finding task.

The RC_ Decision Diagram

Figures 3 and 4 have been combined in Figure 5 which depicts the entire- RCM decision making process for
identifying the applicable and effective tasks that should comprise the scheduled maintenance program.
Each task in the program is included for a specific identifiable reason related to the reliability char-
acteristics of the airplane.

Failure consequences govern the entire decision process represented by this structured decision diagram,
both to establish maintenance requirements and to evaluate proposed tasks. The binary fore of the dia-
gram allows a clear focus of engineering judgment on each issue, and it provides the basic structure for
a default strategy - the course of action to be taken if there is insufficient information to answer the
question or if the program development team is unable to reach a consensus.

The decision logic also plays the important role of specifying its own information requirements. The
first three questions assure us that all failures will be detected and that any failures that might af-
fect safety or operating capability will receive first priority. The remaining steps provide for the
selection of all applicable and effective tasks, but only those tasks that meet the defined criteria are
included. Again, real data from operating experience will provide the basis for adjusting default deci-
sions made in the absence of information.

The net result of this careful bounding of the decision process is a scheduled msintez,anc program which
is based at every stage on the known reliability characteristics of the airplane in the operating context
in which it is used. In short, reliability-centered maintenance is an answer to the paradox of modern
aircraft maintenance - the problem of how to maintain the equipment in a safe and economical fashion
until we have accumulated enough information to know how to do it.
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The Default Strategy

The information to be channeled into RCM decisions requires analysis under two different sets of condi-
tions. One is the development of a prior-to-service program on the basis of limited information. The
other is modification of these initial requirements as information becomes available from operating ex-
perience. As information accumulates it becomes increasingly easier to make robust decisions. In devel-
oping an initial program, however, there are many areas in which there is insufficient information for s
clearcut yes-or-no answer or the development team is unable to reach a consensus. To provide for decision
making under these circumtances it is necessary to have a backup default strategy which dictates the
course of action in these cases.

The default strategy shows which answer must be chosen for each of the -ision questions in the case of
uncertainty. In each case the default answer is based on protection of the airplane against serious con-
sequences. For example, in the process of identifying significant items, if it can be demonstrated that
the failure of an item has no effect on safety or operating capability, the item can be classified as
nonsignificant and does not warrant further study to see if it can benefit from scheduled maintenance.
If there is any doubt, however, it must be classified as significant and cannot be dismissed without
further analysis. Similarly, if it is not certain that a loss of function will be evident to the oper-
ating craw, it is treated as hidden unless a failure mode involves critical secondary uamage. A partic-
ularly important element of the default strategy is the need for redesign if it is found that no combi-
nation of applicable tasks is sufficiently effective to reduce the likelihood of experiencing a specified
type of critical failure to an acceptable level.

This default strategy leads to more preventive maintenance than is really necessary. Some tasks will be
included as protection against hazards that do not exist, and others may be scheduled far too frequently.
The means of eliminating such excessive costs is provided by the age-exploration process which begins as
soon as the aircraft goes into service. Through this process the information needed to refine the initial
program (and make major revisions when necessary) is gathered systematically for evaluation.

Scheduled rework tasks have little effect upon the overall reliability of complex items, unless there is
a dominant failure mode. Hence they are not effective when failures have safety consequences. In any
case the failure data required to assess the applicability of such tasks is not available until some time
after the airplane has been in service. The same situation exists with regard to discard tasks unless
safe-life intervals for them have been established by developmental testing that accurately simulates
operational environments. Analyses of cost-effectiveness also require information that must be derived
from operational experience. Consequently the default strategy results in a no answer to nearly all
questions concerning the applicability and effectiveness of scheduled rework and discard tasks.

A prior-to-service RCM maintenance program, therefore, consists essentially of on-condition tasks, a few
safe-life discard tasks, and failure finding tasks for hidden function items; in addition to the usual
servicing and lubrication tasks. There will be very few, if any, rework tasks and there will be many
items for which there are no scheduled maintenance tasks at all. After the airplane goes into service
and additional information on its reliability characteristics can be derived from operating experience
the conservatively short initial on-condition inspection intervals will be extended as rapidly as fea-
sible, and it may be found that some items can benefit from scheduled rework and economic-life discard
tasks after their applicability and effectiveness can be evaluated.

Major cost reductions result from recognition of the proper role of scheduled rework (overhaul) tasks.
Concern frequently is expressed about eliminating scheduled overhauls of such items such as turbine
engines, and supporting them instead by on-condition tasks. Let us review some operating experience.
Figure 6 exemplifies the premature removal characteristics of an engine that is heavily dependent upon
on-condition inspections. It shows the conditional probability of failure of the General Electric Cr6
engine installed in one airline's DC-lO's as a function of the operating age since the engine's last shop
visit. The upper curve shows the total conditional probability for all engines removed for corrective
work, and the lower curve shows the conditional probability of functional failures reported by flight
crews. It is functional failures that have safety or operational consequences, and the conditional prob-
ability in this case is constant. Since the functional failures are independent of the time since engine
installation (last shop visit), a rework task is not applicable.

The distance between these two curves at any age represents the conditional probability of potential
failures detected by on-condition inspections.

The conditional probability curve that includes potential failures does show an increase with increasinR
age. However. product improvement by redesign is the proper method of reducing the incidence of poten-
tial failures. As it is, shop workload is reduced because each engine remains in operation until a
potential failure is detected, and under these conditions there is no increase in functional-failure
rate with age.

When it is found necessary to remove an engine for corrective work individual modules are repaired on a
selective basis as a result of on-condition inspections. Once again, when a module is repaired the in-
dividual piece parts in it are reworked on a selective basis. The engine never receives a traditional
type of complete overhaul.
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Age Exploration

The initial program will have tasks and short intervals that were dictated by the default strategy. After
the airplane enters service information becomes available about its actual interaction with the operating
environment. This information almost certainly contains some surprises - unanticipated types of failures,
unexpected failure consequences, unusually high failure rates, or even an absence of anticipated failures.

Because the volume of operations is relatively small at fitst, information is gained at that time about
the failures that are likely to occur soonest and with the greatest frequency. As operating time accumu-
lates, the less frequent types of failure are discovered, as well as those that tend to occur at higher
operating ages. All this information is used for continuing evolution of the ongoing maintenance program.
Such evolution involves updating documented failure modes and effects, and re-evaluation of answers to the
decision diagram questions, as well as extension of on-condition intervals.

Any complex equipment is a failure generator, and failure events will occur throughout its whole operating
life. The response to these events depends upon failure consequences. If an unanticipated failure has
serious implications for safety, information on it is sent at once to the manufacturers and other oper-
ators and the first occurrence sets in motion an immediate cycle of maintenance and design changes. In
other cases waiting until several failures have occurred allows a better assessment of their frequency
to determine the economic benefits of preventive tasks, or possibly redesign. Very often waiting until
enough failures have occurred to permit an evaluation of age-reliability relationships provides the in-
formation necessary to modify the initial maintenance program.

Evolution of the scheduled-maintenance program does not consist solely of reactions to unanticipated fail-
ures. Systematic evaluation of all tasks in the initial program is necessary. On the basis of actual
data. the initial conservative intervals for on-condition inspections and hidden function availability
checks can be adjusted and the applicability of scheduled rework and economic-life tasks can be investi-
gated. Actual operations will frequently confirm the a priori assessments of failure consequences but

occasionally the consequences will be found to be more serious or less serious than anticipated, or a
failure thought to be evident to the operating crew is not, and vice versa. The process by which all

this information is obtained is called age exploration, both because the amount of information is a di-
rect function of the age of the equipment in service and because some of this information relates to the
ages of the item themselves.

Information system must he established to retrieve and store this information. The generation of some
of it will be automatic, such as loss of function events that are evident to the flight crew. In other
cases it will be necessary to ensure that the initial program contains tasks that will generate the re-
quired information. This is particularly true with regard to on-condition inspection program for the
powerplant and the structure, The ability to measure reduced failure resistance can be assessed at the
time of the initial program but not the age at which the reduction will fir,' become evident or its rate
of deterioration a Items age in service. Hence the initial inspection intervals are established at con-
servatively short values to force the age-exploration which will generate information that can be used to
establish longer more appropriate intervals. Rapid use of age-exploretion information as it becomes
available is essential to increase the onmservative initial intervals of on-condition inspections of
powerplant and structural item and thereby avoid unnecessary maintenance costs. Conversely age-eKplora-
tion my indicate that a more intensive inspection program is necessary after items have reached high

total times.



PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT

In the course of evaluating the maintenance requirements of complex equipment it will be found that there
are many items that cannot benefit from scheduled maintenance, either because there is no applicable pre-
ventive task or because the available forms of prevention cannot provide the level of reliability neces-
sary. Some of these problems result from the compromise decisions the designer made, since the require-
ment for lightness and compactness in high performance aircraft is in direct opposition to the weight and
bulk that is necessary for strength and maintainability. The exposure to problems is increased when the
designer is working with new components and materials whose characteristics hav not been proved by ex-
perience. Consequently the identification of reliability problems during earl 'perations and development
of design changes to correct them is really part of the normal development cycle of high performance
equipment.

Product improvement directed toward better reliability takes a number of forms. An item may be modified
to prevent critical failures, to eliminate a particularly expensive failure mode, or to reduce its over-
all failure rate. The airplane, or an item on it, may be modified to facilitate replacement of a failed
unit, to make a hidden function visible, to incorporate features that make on-condition inspections fea-
sible, or to add redundant features that alter the consequences of failure.

Hence the information obtained from age-exploration must be used not only to refine the preventive main-
tenance program but also to direct cost-effective product improvement efforts.

DESIGN-MAINTENANCE PARTNERSHIP

The large life-cycle cost reductions that can be achieved by use of reliability-centered maintenance prin-
ciples require a joint effort of both the designer and the maintenance man. On one hand, the design of
the airplane establishes its inherent reliability characteristics, including the consequences of func-
tional failures as well as the methods and costs required to prevent them; on the other hand, scheduled
maintenance attempts to preserve all the safety and operating reliability of which the airplane is capa-
ble. Designers have not always understood the capabilities of scheduled maintenance and the practical
limits on these capabilities. By the same token, maintenance organizations have not always had a clear
grasp of the design goals of the airplanes that they maintain.

During the development of prior-to-service programs the identification of significant items and hidden
functions depends upon the designer's information on failure effects, as well as the operator's knowledge
of their consequences. At this stage the information on anticipated failure modes and their associated
mechanisms must also coma from the designer. While the maintenance members of the program development
team will be able to draw on prior experience with similar materials, design practices, and manufacturing
techniques, this information must be complemented by the designer's advice concerning the ages at which
various forms of deterioration are likely to become evident, although it will be necessary to confirm this
advice by age-exploration information. The designer's advice is even more important when new materials
and techniques are involved.

At a more fundamental level, it is important for the designer to bear in mind some of the practical as-
pects of scheduled maintenance. In general, on-condition inspections are the most effective weapon
against functional failures. However, it must be possible to use them, preferably without removing items
from their installed positions on the airplane. Thus the designer must not only help to identify the
items for which such inspections are applicable, but also must make sure that there is some means of ac-
cess to the area to be inspected. An equally important factor is the use of design features such as the
damage tolerant structure that is widely used in transport aircraft, and of materials which result in
relatively slow deterioration of items intended for on-condition inspection.

After the airplane enters service it will experience unanticipated failures, some of which require imme-
diate action. In these cases the designer's help is crucial in developing new Interir scheduled tasks
that will control the problem until design changes can be developed and incorporated in the operating
fleet. Both the design and maintenance organizations must work together to identify the failure mechanism
involved, because this information is needed for product improvement as well as to develop the interim
tasks. Such product improvement entails a two-way flow of information; the operating organization must
identify the need for an improvement, and the manufacturer must advise the operator of the results of his
continuing test progr ms and the experience that other users of the equipment have encountered. The de-
velopment of airplanes that can be more effectively maintained and achieve still higher levels of safety
and reliability depends on a continuing close partnership, with both design and maintenance organizations
familiar and sympathetic to each other's problems and goals.

EXAMPLES OF COST REDUCTIONS

Although the RCM technique is a considerable expansion and refinement of practices that have been employed
by commercial air carriers, I think it is appropriate to exemplify some of the cost savings that have re-
suited from those airline practices.

The initial maintenance progral for the Douglas DC-8 included scheduled overhaul requirements for 33s dif-
ferent items, only eight items had such requirements for the Boeing 747. The result has been a large re-
duction in the flow of items through repair shops for scheduled overhauls, that at best had little posi
tive effect upon their operational reliability. Reduction of this flow has led to corresponding reduc-
tions in shop labor and material costs and the inventory costs of the spare units that were required to
cater to that flow.

Turbine engines how have design features that permit extensive use of on-condition inspections and most
airlines have bean able to eliminate schodu~ed overhaul* of turbine engines. This elimination of the
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scheduled overhaul process has enabled the number of spare engines required to cover shop activities to be
reduced by as much as 50 percent, or more. With engines costing two or three million dollars each such
inventory savings are very large. Increased knowledge of maintenance requirements and the role of on-
condition tasks not only has reduced the volume of engines flowing through the shop. it has also led to
major reductions in the costs incurred by each visit. Nevertheless engines still account for at least
half of an airline's maintenance costs.

Better understanding of structural maintenance requirements for the damage-tolerant structure of transport
airplanes and improved use of the information obtained from age-exploration programs have also led to
large cost reductions. One airline expended only 66,000 manhours on major structural inspections of the
Boeing 747 prior to establishing an initial inspection interval of 20,000 hours. In contrast traditional
maintenance policies led to its expenditure of over 4 million manhours before the same interval was at-
tained for major structural inspections of the smaller and less complex Douglas DC-8.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The problem of basing a preventive maintenance program on an airplane's reliability characteristics might
appear to be a lack of the very information that is needed. In reality the problem is not the lack of in-
formation; rather, it is knowing what information is necessary in order to make decisions.

The RCM solution to this problem is a structural decision process based, not on an attempt to estimate the
reliability of each part, but on the consequences of functional failures for the airplane itself. The de-
cision process thus proceeds from the top down, first to identify those Items whose failure is significant
on the airplane level and then to determine what scheduled maintenance can do for each of these items. At
each step of the analysis the decision is governed by the nature of the failure consequences. This focus
establishes the priority of maintenance activity and also permits us to define the effectiveness of pro-
posed maintenance tasks in ter of the results they must accomplish. Once this determination has been
made, we are in a position to examine each of the four possible forms of preventive maintenance to see
which tasks, if any, are both applicable and effective for the item under consideration. [

The process of evaluating failure consequences and maintenance tasks is facilitated by a decision-diagram
technique which employs an ordered set of priorities - in the case of both failure consequences and task
selection - with the questions at each level worded to define the information required for that decision.
In many cases the answer will be obvious from engineering expertise, the manufacturer's test data, and
previous experience with similar items. However, in developing a prior-to-service maintenance program a
strategy is required for decision making when the appropriate information is now available. Thus the de-
cision logic also provides for default answers to meet this situation. For an item subject to critical
failures the default path leads ultimately to redesign where the consequences of failure are economic, the
default decision may be to do nothing (no scheduled maintenance) until operating experience provides the
information required to justify some other choice.

The result of an RCM analysis is a preventive maintenance program that includes all scheduled tasks neces-
sary to ensure safety and operating economy, but only those tasks that will do so. Where there is no
basis for determining whether a particular task will prove applicable and effective, the default strategy
provides the most conservative answer, and as the maintenance program evolves, these initial decisions are
systematically modified on the basis of actual operating data. This process continues throughout the
service life of the equipment, so that the decision structure provides an optimal program in terms of the
information available at any time.

The technique described in this paper is a considerable expansion and refinement of the techniques de-
scribed in such airline industry documents as MSG-2: Airline/Manufacturer Maintenance Program Planning
Document published by the Air Transport Association on March 25th, 1970, and LSMG: European Maintenance
Systems Guide to Developing Initial Maintenance Programs for Civil Air Transport published by the Associ-
ation of Luropean Airlines during March 1976.

These principles have been successfully applied to commercial aircraft. However, the RCM decision process
Itself is general and applies to any complex equipment that requires a maintenance support program de-
signed to realize maximum operating reliability at the lowest cost.

The major obstacle to implementation of the RCM process is the tendency to rely on traditional concepts of
scheduled maintenance, especially the belief that scheduled overhauls are a universally effective weapon
against failures. Thus an organization must recognize and accept the following facts before it is pre-
pared to use RCM principles:

o The design features of the airplane establish the coi~equences of any functional failure, as

well as the cost of preventing it.

o Redundancy is a powerful design tool for preventing complete losses of function to the airplane.

o Scheduled maintenance can prevent or reduce the frequency of complete losses of function
(functional failures), but it cannot alter their consequences.

o Scheduled maintenance can ensure that the inherent reliability of each item is realized,

but it cannot alter the characteristics of the item.

o There is no "right time" for scheduled overhauls that will solve reliability problems

in complex equipment.

o On-condition inspections, which make it possible to preempt functional failures by potential
failures, are the most effective tool of scheduled maintenance.



o A scheduled-maintenance program must be dynamic; any prior-to-service program is based on
limited information, and the operating organization must be prepared to collect and respond
to real data throughout the service life of the equipment.

o Product improvement is a normal part of the development cycle for all new equipment.

Until an operating organization is comfortable with these facts it may be difficult to proceed confidently
with the results of RCM analysis.

The technique that I have discussed today is defined in great detail in a textbook coauthored by Howard
Heap of United Airlines and myself. This book, RELIABILITY-CENTERED MAINTENANCE can be obtained from the
National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Rd., Springfield, VA 22161. It is also available
from the Defense Documentation Center, Alexandria, VA 22314. Its acquisition number is AD A066579.
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Unlike some branches of accounting, Life Cycle Costing involves many different disciTinnes includrng
the basic engineering of the aircraft. Engineering forms an important aspect of acquisition costs, oers-
tional costs and support costs.

The constituents that are common to most Life Cycle Cost methods are identified and ways discussed in
which some of the engineering costs can be minimisd. The extra cost of better engineering design ma.
increase the acouisition cost but this will be more than offset by the large reduction in support costs
complemented by the increase in reliability and aircraft availability.

Examples are given showing typical contributions to high suoport costs of mechanical components. In
many cases, these costs are avoidable by more care at all stages of design, production irnd operation of
the equipment.

1. INTRCCICTION

Life Cycle Costing is a method of forecasting the cost of future events. The successful forecaster
has always had an honourable place in society, even as long ago as the iCgyptians criests and the Biblical
prophets. It has always been possible to predict events which depend on the laws of rhvsics. This was
simply a case of evaluating the law and apolying it to the data. Cuch forecasting can he highly accurate,
as in the case of eclipses of the sun and moon. All events depending on s.hysical laws should he forecast
with such accuracy. lFowever, difficulties often arise in measuring the data on which the forecast is based,
e.g. the times and heights of tides derend basically on the laws of gravity, but can be considerably modi-
fied by the local meteorological conditions. In theory, meteorological conditions are wholly predictable,
since they depend on known laws of physics. Weather forecasting illustrates one important aspect cf success-
ful forecasting, i.e. the baseline from which the forecast is made must be known accurately. in the case
of weather, all parameters that affect the weather must be known simultaneously on a global basis. Since
this is impossible, the accepted stproach to the problem is to monitor the weather at selected points,
extrapolate the data to cover intermediate points and then continuously update the forecast. we can all
draw our own conclusions on the success rate of this method. life Cycle Costing has many similarities with
weather forecastinF. The success of the forecast appears to be inversely proportional to the time interval
over which the forecast is required and is dependent on the accuracy of the baseline data. Unfortunately,
life Cycle Costing is also degraded by being dependent on the laws of probability rather than the laws of
physics. Also, alas, Life Cycle Costing is affected by the policies of politicians and governments. Cuch
policies can wildly distort the extrapolations on which life Cycle Costing is based.

In order to assess the credibility of the life Cycle Cost forecast, it is therefore very important to
define accurately the data on which the forecast is based and the constraints that have been ap'lied to the
extrapolation from the data.

It is not the intention of this paper to criticise all the different methods of life Cycle Costing.
instead, items that are common to mort models will be identified and ways discussed in which some of the
enpineering costs can be minimised.

2. THE CCNCTITNT; OF lIFE CYCIE COLTS

life Cycle Costs can be split into three main constituents

1) Coots of Acouisition

2) Costs of (,peration

*) Costs of ;up ,rt

It is impossible to treat these completely separately as there are interactions between them which are

usually, but not necessarily, unfavourable, e.g. an item that has the cheapest acquisition cost may have
the highest support cost. However, it is the aim of life Cycle Costing to find a suitable miy -f all
three ingredients that will give the lowest overall total cost. let us examine ea,, one, and iii irterac-
tione, from an engineerinv point of view.

AC, I:ITI(N COLTS

At present these are larFely minilised by uSing thef mechanism of t., rmrket rlace. Ir conTlive
aircraft, the acquisition cost is compared with that of similar aircrnft and asses.", accerdlin t, h'h-
that the aircraft is required to do. tnr commercial aircraft this tendr, tr ti' diff ent fsr east r, ute

flown and sinc- most nirlines require their aircraft to fly more than one raute ,.r- form 'f rrlrroris,
inovitahe. Mlitary Aircraft are more oreci lised enl are usully des ignel ti 1, irt. ta:k vol ; we.; or
a few taskan well as possible. In recent year,;, mainly due to the high costr rf huying and raisIninirr
smnll quantities of specialised aircraft, there has, been much more interest ;hrwr in uilti-role y In
However, even in the latter case, the acquisition costs have largely tees 'Itorir:snd for even 'aa hy

ii|
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the state of the art at the time that the design was frozen.

When we look at individual mechanical system components the picture is much clearer, since they have
evolved relatively slowly. An aircraft engineer from the lo5

0
's would have little difficulty in recognising

a modern fel pump, hydraulic jack or heat exchanger. Most of the improvements have come from better
materials an improved manufacturing methods. If inflation is discounted, this has resulted in lower costs
for the same specification or a better specification for the same cost. In general, the airframe manufactu-
rer will choose the cheapest and lightest component on the market if he has sufficient faith in the manu-
facturer's ability to meet the specification and deliver on time. This favours the component manufacturer
with the most efficient design and production teams. A small company could be at a disadvantage if it has
to sub-contract some of the production processes to specialist firms over which it has not adequate control.
We have foun- several examples of high support costs that can be traced back to inadequate quality control
at the manufacturing stage.

3.1 Design and Development Costs

The acquisition cost can be divided into two parts

1) Design and development

2) Production

For military aircraft, desigr and development costs can be very difficult to assess with a high
degree of accuracy. We require the latest technology which will in most cases be unproven and hence an
unknown quantity. Unless similar equipment already exists, we have no data baseline from which to extra-
polate our costs. This can have unfortunate financial results, as Polls Royce found out with the use of
carbon fibre reinforced plastic fan blades for the rB 211. Few aircraft companies can afford to risk their
own money in innovative areas these days and new developments are very closely geared to government's
Defence budgets.

It is always difficult to strike the right balance between design costs and testing costs. Economie
in one are often more than offset by extra costs incurred in the other. Unfortunately, there are nearly
always external pressures to economise on both. Comprehensive test programmes are often difficult to
justify, particularly where everyone is convinced in advasce that they know what the outcome is likely to
be. The designer is reluctant to ask for large scale testing since he feels that his design is the best
possible (if not the only) solution to the problem and the money would be better spent seekivs solution.
to the problems for which he has not yet found answers. Production managers are easily convinced f the
logic of this, since they know that if something fails on test it will result in re-design or modifications
with the resultan, delays os their production time scales. However, this latter philosophy shoulu be
strongly resisted. Experience has shown in nearly al! cases that the sooner a design error is rectified,
the cheaper the solution is found to be. Retrospective modifications to a complete fleet of aircraft t.ave
always proved to be a very expensive exercise. Unjustified economies in design are always offset by vastly
increased support costs.

Until recently, there has been a tendency to incorporate the latest state of the art in every new
design. Unfortunately, each new advance seems to be mor,: expensive than the one it replaces. ae should now
question very carefully whether we really need the sophistication that is available for the larticular role
that the aircraft will play. In an inertial navigator really essential or would a cheaper system uiri
say, a satellite interrogator be sufficient. In many cases equipment is now available that is more accurate
and sophisticated than is necessary for a particular aircraft role. if a bomb is capable of devastating
an area of 500 square kilometres, do we really need to deliver it with a CEP accuracy of 1c metres.
Dtsigners must not forget that safety, accurac: and reliability are really relative terms rather than
absolute and that both under and over-specifying can be expensive. 'The more complicated a component i_, 'he
greater are the extra components required to maintain its safety and reliability. What i, a reslictic
price to pay for accuracy and convenience.' For intercepting enemy aircraft or missiles, the ancwer is
probably that the highest accuracy possible is essential, but for civil .,e -.here the Ircbler rs the
orcosite i.e. to avoid intercepting the path of any other aircr. ft, the accuracy need only be better thar.
the separ;,tion which is considered to be sife.

I.2 Production Costs

A baseline for predicting Production costs is usually easier to define than one for desiFn and
development costs. In most cases, the type of engineering required is defines at the preliminary design
stage. Once a design material has been agreed, the techniques for shaping it intc the final prc'u t evolve
relatively slowly and, os long as aircraft continue to be made from aluminium alloys, the basic processes
of casting, f,rving, machining and riveting are unlikely to chasne drastically. 'he use of fibre rein-
forced plastics is increasinv fairly slowly and a production cost has;eline is reasonably well established.
In the avionics field, production costs depend greatly on the number of componsnts and the sophistication
of the techniques involved and this is an area in which changes can occur very rapidly. Phe increasing
cost of software which was almost negligible a few years ago has introduced a new variable into avionics
costs which in future will be even more difficult to forecast accurately.

CClITlI (,F (PI.PATI(N

These are the costs incurred whils t the aircraft is flying. The major costs are those of fuel, oxyFen,
expendable armament, and the manpower ,equired to operate the aircraft efficiently and safely. The direct
manpower costs of pilots and crew are relatively easy to evaluate, but there are other inlirect manpower
costs involved as well, such asr radar operators and air traffic controllers, which are lens easy to quantify.
For civil aircraft rost of thes- ancillary costi, are included in landing fees, hut for military aircraft
they have to . included ,! par of the c rhAad costs of aircraft operation.
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The cost of fuel is one of the most difficult items to forecast. For civil aircraft, the cc:t to the
airline includes all the ancillary costs of supply and storage, which are borne by the oil corrinies and
are reflected in the price per litre. For military aircraft, the costs of fuel include not only the
direct cost of the fuel itself, but all the logistic costs of :;torin and surplyin- it as well. "he-e
include the costs of storage tanks, their protection again;t the environment and enemy action, !recialiled
fire fighting equipment and refuelling bowsers. .hese costs are also linked to the price that an air force
is prepared to pay for aircraft availability. To illustrate this consider the casts of acquiring and oper-
ating a refuelling bowser. Suppose it takes 15 minutes to refuel a long range bomber. If the bomber I-
required to fly one mission per day a time of 1,() minutes to refuel 10 aircraft from 1 bowf<er may be
reasonable. However, for an interceptor aircraft a turn round time of 10 minutes may be required, henrce
if it takes 5 minutes to refuel I aircraft, 5 bowsers are required to refuel 1( aircraft. Pence aircraft
availability becomes more important than minimum cost.

Operating costs are very dependent on the number of hours flown per year. These can be very accurately
forecast for civil aircraft that are fl.ing known schedul, but military aircraft hours are less credictabl,.
They can be affected by such diverse factors as changes in defence budgets, changes in aircraft roles,
changes of government and chanres in overseas commitments.

5. COSTS OF SUPPORT

Increasing most characteristics of an aircraft e.g. speed, range, maximum altitude, etc., increasen
the life Cycle Cost but an increase in Reliability or lhaintainability should result in a decrease in
support costs. This may be partly offset by an increase in acquisition costs but on balance there is
likely to be an overall reduction in Life Cycle Costs. Let us now examine in more detail how good engineer-
ing can result in increased Maintainability and leliability.

5.1 Maintainability

During the design stage of an aircraft it is normal to carry out a Reliability aprraisal of all
components. Using this as a basis, the components with the greatest expected unreliability should be the
most accessible. lt is very difficult to convince a designer that his equipment is likely to be ur.reliable
and that it will require frequent adjustment or replacement. There is a tendency to believe that every
component is a "Fit and Forget" item. The designers of engine pods have managed to overcome this attitude
and, in general, the accessibility of podded engines is very good. Cn some aircraft it is quicker to
change an engine than an internal fuel tank.

The maintainability philosophy of the aircraft should be decided at in early point in the desirn
stages and related to the skill levels that will be available. There has been a tendency for reouired
skill levels to increase and become more specialised. This has the effect of increasing support costs and
in order to offset this, more and more specialised test equipment is being used for fault diagnosis. it
will always be cheapei to diagnose and rectify a fault in situ rather than to replace a suspected component
and rectify it at second line.

It is now possible to fit more built in test equipment on the aircraft, which ran not only register
that a fault exists, but can also pinpoint with greater accuracy which component is faulty. "his will make
a marked reduction in diagnostic time and will prevent the removal of components that are subsenuently
tested at second line and found to be fault free. Many manhours are wasted at present because adequate
test equipment is not available at first line. Rectification is often by a system of "tri - md error"
based on experience. An investigation into first line manhours taken to rectify faults in variout mechani-
cal components showed that there was a very wide scatter in the results. If the target manhour., were 1'
the actual manhours ranged from 1 to 220 with an average of (o (measured over a two year period'. . ih
was typical for most mechanical components and means that actual servicing costs were 4 times tle exfepted
costs. The reasons behind this are not clear, but contributory factors include low skill levels, poor or
non-existent diagnostic equipment, poor accessibility and artificial means of measturinF the attainment of
target levels.

Once again, we are brought back to the question, "What price are we prepared to Tnay for aircraft
availability?" On the present system, a reduction in support costs means also a reduction in aircraft
availability. Although availability is difficult to quantify in monetary terms, for civil aircraft the
ratio of flying time to downtime is a measure of revenue earning capacity which is dcwngraded by ony
increase in downtime. For milil'ry aircraft, availability is of prime importance and any aircraft out of
action is a liability. Turn round time whether for flying defects or major servicing is at a premrium and
a balance has to be struck between rood availability and high support costs.

"What ca- Ine designer Pad customer do to alleviate this situation?" One maior aren that will
repay investigation is that of the increased use of built in te;t equipment or on-board health monitoring.
As more and more of the conventional mechanical systems are reraced and re-organised by electronic
management systems, (Is Lockheed's "all-electric" aircraft proposal to Ve regarded as the ultimate goal

2
,

we have a golden opportunity to use the informatio. generated by such management systems to motitor each
component of the system. Any deviation from their expected performance can be instantly compared with that
in the aircraft's computer memory and signalled to the pilot or ;tored for read-out on th rround. lerfor-
mance degradation can be monitored and preventative maintenance carried out at a convenient time between
scheduled flights, instead of waiting until a defect actually occurs. A small :start in thi! direction has
been achieved by the use of fp'igue meters and engine vibration recording on existing aircraft, but in
future aircraft, incorporating on-board energy management systems by microprocess ors, the addi tion of a
small amount of extra recording capacity will pay large dividends in the form of increased availability
and reduced maintenance.

Having come to termi; with all these comprnmis;es and alternatives we shall nchieve an e:stimated rost
of maintainability. This can be averaged over the aircraft life to produce n coa;t Ter flyinp hour. (n
what basis do we decide if this is a reasonable figure? For civil aircraft we ran co-pare it wilth the
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costs for the aircraft that it will replace in the fleet and this will probably be accurate enough for our
purposes, particularly in the case of major airlines who seldom keep a new aircraft until it is scrapped.
In spite of the large number of 1)0 - i aircraft still flying, it is certain that few, if any, are still
in the hands of their original owner:;. The situation for military aircraft in different. ost spend their
whole lives in one air force and the majority exceed their design lives by a considerable margin. The
British Aerospace Canberra was conceived in W.%. It is highly probable that those that are being re-
conditioned now will still be flying at the turn of the century. If life Cycle Costing is to be realistic
it muit be continually updated throughout the life of the aircraft. A Life Cycle Cost estimate made at the
time of a feasibility study will be inaccurate in 10 years time when the aircraft enters service. A fore-
cast is only as good as the data on which it is based. If the data change it is important to update the
forecast.

'.2 Reliability

The Mean Time Between Failures WT'BlF) is a strong cost driver in Life Cycle Costing. Any decrease
in Reliability is immediately reflected in a corresponding ocrease in support csts. --orthwhile increases
in Reliability can most easily be achieved if iiellability i. regarded as one of the important parameters
at the early design stage. A small increase in design costs can produce dramatic increases in Reliability.
In general, designers are not as reliability - conscious as they could be. They are motivated far more by
performance, weight, cost and safety. A large re-education progiramme is required to demonstrate how expen-
sive, in terms of support costs, an unreliable product can prove. An increase in Reliability need not
necessarily involve penalties in other parameters. A detailed investigation into mechanical system relia-
bility ins shown that most causes of unreliability can be eliminated by relatively simple design changes.
However, customers' resistance to design changes is very high. Once a design has been translated into
hardware the customer is faced with a decrease in aircraft or component availability, a possible increase
in spares stocks to cover those in the modification loop (stocks may already be low because of the unrelia-
bility) and a large increase in documentation and identification to cover the various modification states
of his equipment. 'his customer resistance increases with time until a point is reached at which the
customer decides that it is more economical to live with his unreliable equipment than to modify it.
However, this decision is based on the customer's estimate of the aircraft's life and we have already noted
that this can be wildly inaccurate. The moral here is that Reliability should be very high on the designer's
list of priorities. Unfortunately, the inherent reliability of a design is a very difficult quantity to
measure, except with hindsight. Tables exist that quote the random failure rates of similar components.
Our investigations have shown that actual failure rates can differ from random failure rates by a factor
of 100 or more, since most failures in unreliable equipment are not random, but are due to faults in the
basic design.

:'here was once a time when a designer could hope to work on over 10 different aircraft during his
lifetime and his experience grew rapidly. roday an aircraft can take up to 1', years from feasibility study
to becoming fully operational. Unless a design fault shows up during routine testing the aircraft may have
been in service for several year; before the defect pattern asserts itself. By this time the designer will
probably have incorporated the same fault into his next de:;ign, although there i; a high probability that
with today's mobility of labour the original designer will have moved into another field and the new
designer will be incorporating hit; predecessor's mistakes as well as his ow:-. Under the present system
there is no incentive for the designer to improve the reliability of his equipment. In fact, the component
manufacturer whose products are less reliable than the average makes more money out of his repair contracts
than the more conscientious manufacturer as long as the unreliability is not large enough to draw attention
to itself.

h,'.1 Re)iability Improvement 4'rranty

In an attempt to improve this situation a recent innovation in t.;.A. has been the ,eliahility
Imprvement Warranty. This was originally proposed by lear ziegler Inc. under the name of kailure ree
Warranty. This was rather a bad choice of words, as it did not guarantee that the equipment would not
fail, it was not free and it did not imply buyer protection against poor workmanship. What it did guarantee
was much better aircraft availability at a fixed price.

Under the warranty conditions, the manufacturer agrees that, over a ;pecified time (which if full
advantag e is to be gained should extend over several years) he will repair or replace within a specified
turn round time all items of hi; equipment that fail. Any exclusions must be ;pecified in advance. If
necessary, the manufacturer can be required to keep sufficient stocks of spare item:; to guartint'e a '4 -
hour exchange of a serviceable item for a failed item. In return, the manufacturers is guaranteed a fixed
price irrespective of the number of failed itemn that occur, lie is also encouraged to provide no-cos t
modificationz, that will improve the design and engineering to enhance the reliabilitv and maintainability%
of the equipment. The manulactarer i:i thus provided with a direct monetary incent ive to improve the
reliability of his product, lie is also encouraged to investigate why failure.; occur and to, actvely iur:iue
methods of prevention. Every failure he can prevent ir reflected directly in hi; profit:..

The contract i., also benefic.al to the customer. lie knows in advance exactly how much lit, reirr
hill will be for the item. lie can also reduce his stocks of !:pnres to a minimum knowinFw that there is. a
guaranteed turn round time that can be as short as 2I# hour;. iis aircraft availability dse to thiitf liem
is entirely dependent on his own logistic ability and will not be influenced by the manufacturer's internal
problems. Asi the manufacturer's no-cost modifications begin to take effect, the reliability of the aircraft
will increase. There will also be a reduction in manpower and skill levels required to maintain the equit-
meat and the only test equipment required will be for diagnostir purp:nes- and even thi; will decline as on-
board equipment monitoring systems are in' reduced.

i'his approach has many smilarities with an "all-rinks" insurance T,(i 'y. :'he cut mer pays a
fixed premium to ensrP maximum aircraft availability. I'he insurer hit.; the adtit~nnal idvantnF, (,f beini-
able to minimise hi: risks by improving the product reliability and hence mnximising ti:, profit.

.4
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The Reliability Improvement Warranty is a method for improving the reliability of aircraft that
are already built. It would be much more coat effective if the reliability could be improved at the design
stage. Unfortunately, Reliability is a function of time and hence cannot be measured when time is zero or
negative i.e. before the component is built. However, an impossible task has always been a worthwhile
challenge to a good engineer and although evolution has always been a rapid process in the aircraft
industry it has mostly been by product improvement rather than by mutation. Consequently, recent history
can be a good baseline from which to extrapolate future trends and a study of the main causes of unrelia-
bility shows that many areas have shown no improvement for several years and, in fact, that in some areas
standards are actually deteriorating. If these trends can be arrested and reversed, there is scope for a

large reduction in support costs which will more than offset any consequent increases in acquisition costs.

'.2.2 Reliability Incentives

A major difficulty is to motivate a component manufacturer to do something whose only result as

far as he is concerned will be to drastically reduce his lucrative repair contracts. Much thought has
gone into devising a system of incentives and penalty clauses that are acceptable to the manufacturer and

enforceable by the customer. This type of system is only applicable in a situation where market forces
prevail. If a manufacturer has a virtual monopoly he is not interested in incentives and it is impossible
to enforce penalty clauses.

Where contractual Reliability is possible it is necessary to draw up a Design Reliability Plan.
This requires the manufacturer to perform a Failure Mode and Effect Analysis early in his design and agree

with the customer the methods he will use to maximise Reliability. Particular attention is required to be

paid to parts or materials that are:-

affected by the harsher aspects of the environment

subject to excessive wear

new or untried in this application

costly to repair

affected adversely by manufacturing or assembly tolerances

It is very important that any failures that occur during development testing should be investi-
gated thoroughly and their likelihood of occurring in service assessed carefully. There is a strong

tendency to ignore minor faults that occur on test rigs by saying that the rig is not properly representa-

tive of flight conditions and we will wait and see if the fault reappears on flight testing before taking
any action. We have already noted that resistance to modifications increases with time and by the time a
fault is confirmed in flight, production may have started, by which time resistance is gaining momentum

rapidly. Many persistent failures in service can be traced back to faults that were first noted during

development testing but ignored.

After one particular type of aircraft had been in service for several years, it was bought by a

new customer and immediately complaints were received that du.'ing refuelling a sticking float switch would
often cause fuel venting. As the float switch design was by now obsolete, it was replaced by a thermistor

device and the fault was cured. However, the product support engineer's curiosity was aroused as to why
a float switch with no previous fault history should suddenly become troublesome. His investigations soon

showed that the device had always had this fault but no one had ever bothered to report it, since it could
always be cured by stamping on the aircraft wing at a certain point. He also discovered that there was a

note in the original test report to the effect that the switch was prone to sticking, but could be cured by
thumping the side of the test tank. In this case a course of inaction was probably justified, but there

must exist many other cases where minor faults are producing much frustration and unnecessary cost both in

money and downtime, where a little extra effort during the design stages could have prevented the fault
from ever occurring.

A Production Reliability test for all components is expensive, but if it can be made sufficiently

comprehensive, it will eliminate at source many faults that would otherwise not show up until the aircraft
is in service. In particular, it would highlight the defects that occur in infant mortality and those

caused by production methods. It is necessary to carry out Qualification Testing on a new component before

production starts and hence the test component must be "hand-built". This means that defects caused by
production methods (eg casting instead of forging or machining, rolling threads instead of cutting, batch

processing,) will not show up.

In cases where it is difficult to motivate a manufacturer to be Reliability - conscious, it is

necessary for the customer to maintain a close liaison during the design and development process. Every
drawing, test plan and report must be scrutinised from a Ieliability view point. Every opportunity must

be taken to inaugurate reliability improvements and after testing is complete a Reliability demonstration

should he arranged. Suitable corrective action must be taken after all test failures. Only in this way

can a consistent programme of reliability growth be assured and the lowest possible support costs encouraged.

Where there is healthy competition amongst manufacturers it is often difficult to decide which

manufacturer is offering the most reliable product. In this case it is possible to introduce an incentive/

penalty type of bidding. One method is for the customer to specify a minimum Mean Time between Failures
(t:TBF). rich manufacturer then proposes any MTBF greater than the minimum and a corresponding Life Cycle

Cost. The combinstion of MTHF and LCC is then assessed for each manufacturer to determine the successful
bidder. A penalty clause is then included to guarantee free spares and maintainability if the ?TBY is not

nchieved. The major difficulty with this scheme is the problem of determining the actual MIBY' and it may
he necessary to prove this by a special laboratory or field test.

An alternative to this method is for the manufacturer to specify maximum and minimum limits for
r rBi. If the actual MTMHF is less than the target minimum, the manufacturer's profit margin is reduced and
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conversely, if the actual MTBF exceeds the maximum, the profit margin is increased. Unfortunately this
method also suffers from the difficulty of measuring MTBF when only a few units are available.

5.2.3 Repair Costs

The support costs of each component are greatly influenced by the number of spares required. These
in turn are affected by the turn round time of the repair loop. Turn round time is seldom less than 3
months and can be as high as 12 months or more. This means that sufficient spares must be carried to
cover up to a year's total defects plus a contingency allowance. The rapid increase in aircraft complexity
over the last few years has meant that the cost of spares stocks is now a significant part of the support
costs. These are further inflated by the corresponding ancillary costs of paperwork, accounting, auditing,
computer memory holding, transport, storage, packaging and stores heating and lighting. These ancillary
costs are no longer insignificant and it should be remembered that many of them are incurred again during
the repair loop. In many cases, these costs are greater than the manhours' costs of replacing a component
and it is necessary to give serious thought at the design stage as to whether a component can be broken
down into throwaway modules. This may increase the acquisition costs but the complete elimination of the
repair loop can result in a major saving in support costs. This decision of repair v. throwaway must be
taken at the design stage as the design philosophy in each case can be quite different. It should be
remembered that the skill level required to replace a module at first line is much :ess than that required
to repair it at second line.

5.2.4 Unforeseen Support Costs

Assuming that a decision has been made that an item is to be regarded as repairable there are
many areas where support costs can be greater than anticipated. The following examples illustrate this
point.

Wrong Diagnosis This originates from low skill levels or the use of wrong or inaccurate test
equipment. This can escalate costs also if a piece of "good" equipment is put into the repair loop with
its attendant ancillary costs and loss of availability. Excessive diagnostic time also originates from
similar causes. Both can be eliminated by built in test equipment and on-board health monitoring that
will pin point the fault automatically.

failure to Allow For Permissible Component Degradation Most components degrade over the life of
the aircraft and allowance for this is made in the specification. Test equipment must be calibrated so
that only components below the degraded level are failed. If it is set to the level for new equipment
many components will fail the test and be put int' the repair loop whilst still serviceable.

Careless Handling This seems to be increasing. It can account for one defect in every ten.
Since these defects are, in theory, all avoidable, better design and better operator education could show
a marked reduction in support costs.

Wrong Packaging and Labelling This is allied to the previous example and is also avoidable but is
unfortunately becoming more prevalent. It can cause consideratle waste of time and loss of availability
with a consequent increase in support costs. An item in the wrong stores is effectively "lost" since it
cannot be "retrieved" by the computer.

Poor ,uality Control This is another area that, in theory, can be eliminated by careful inspection,
but in practice, it accounts for one third of all faults in new equipment. If spare components are not
tested before fitting to an aircraft there is a one in three chance that the aircraft will still be unservice-
able after the "repair". This is an important area that is often forgotten in calculating support costs and
can be an important part of loss of availability of aircraft.

5.2.5 Examples of Items with Unnecessarily High Support Costs

The following examples of high support cost items are regarded as typical of those encountered in
mechanical systems during the last ten years. Most of the defects could have been avoided if more care had
been taken during the design, manufacture and operation of the components.

i.?.5.1 Fuel Tank Float Switches

These are magnetically operated reed switches actuated by permanent magnets in rising or falling
floats. They are used to operate a warning lamp, a magnetic indicator or a relay which in turn opens or
closes fuel valves.

.,'.5.1.1 Quality Control

Nuality control was generally found to be poor over a wide spectrum of components and manufactu-
rers and appears to be a reflection of a general lowering of standards. Usually, tht, aircraft itself is
not affected as the fault is found before the component is installed and the item ;: diverted into the
repair loop, but this results in an unnecessary increase in support costs. In the -ise of the float switch,
21, failed the airframe manufacture's acceptance tent, resulting in unexpectedly hiFh ancillary costs
caused by extra paperwork, trasport, accounting, inspection, progress and programming alterations. The
length of time in the repair loop also resulted in shortages occurring during aircraft build.

.. 1.,' High i.lectrical load

This resulted in burnt, sticking and welded switch contacts and was traced back to poor liaison
at the design stage bptwefen switch manufacturer and airframe manufacturer. This accounted for 11 of all
defects on one type of aircraft. The initl] specification did not supply sufficient tetails of the eler-
trical currents and associated components (although to be fair many of them were not actually defined at
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that stage) and the suppliers literature lacked full details of the switches' limitations. Similarly the
qualification testing did not include all the other components in the electrical circuit.

5.2.5.1. Rough Handling

This type of defect is caused mainly during transit and installation. In this case it accnunted
for 11 of defects and means that one defect in every ten was theoretically avoidable. Improved packaging
and the liberal use of polystyrene foam should have reduced this type of defect but this seems to have been
offset by an increase in handling breakages before and after packaging. This particular switch appears at
first glance to be a relatively robust piece of equipment and there is no indication that it contains
delicate glass reed switches. There is a need for operator education to impress on everyone concerned
that all aircraft equipment should be handled with care.

5.2.5.1.4 Installation and Fitting Problems

Aircraft fuel tanks are not normally the most accessible components. If accessibility is poor
then there is a high probability that a component as fragile as a float switch will be damaged during buill
or in-service replacement. It is impossible to make every component on an aircraft equally accessible but
designers seem more concerned about fitting a component into the srace allocated for it on the drawing than
in how this is to be achieved in practice.

In one particular tank, the high level switch had an apparent failure rate many times higher
than the switches in adjacent tanks and yet when removed from the tank it usually proved to be fully
serviceable and the fault could not be reproduced. Because in this case the designer had made it particu-
larly accessible by mounting it adjacent to the filler cap the fault was tolerated for many years until
one particularly astute engineer discovered that the float could be fouled by the filler cat retaining
wire. Moving the wire attachment point to the other side of the opening solved the problem.

5.2.5.1.5 Contamination by Fuel

Because the internal circuit boards were ostensibly sealed against fuel ingreor, no attention
was paid to using fuel-proof materials. A higher than normal failure rate for the seals led to consequent
failures of the circuit board components. Coating the finished circuit boards with fuel-proof varnish
would have prevented these failures which arounted to C of all defects.

5.2.5.2 Fuel Transfer Pump

This fuel pump, used to transfer fuel between aircraft fuel tanks, consists of an irpeller driven
by a 3 - phase A.C. flooded motor. It contains three thermal fuses buried in the motor windings to prevent
overheating in "run-dry" or 2 - phase supply conditions.

5.?.5.?.1 luality Control

As in the previous case faults due to poor quality control were extremely high (Vt of all
defects). This incidence is worrying as this type of support cost is not usually allowed for in ife
Cycle Costing.

5.2.5.?.? Thermal Fuse Operation

The thermal fuses were not renewable except by rewinding the motor. This was not considered to
be a problem at the design stage as a historical survey of similar motors showed that the probability of
overheating was very small and the fuses were only included to prevent a possible fire hazard.

On one particular aircraft, however, unforeseen problems occurred with the electrical plug and
socket. There was a lack of liaison between the pump manufacturer and the airframe manufacturer with the
result that the mating Pins were made of incompatible materials and severe electrolytic corr,,.sion occurred.
Added to this, the electrical pins in the rluv were insufficiently protected against rough hnndlinr and
many cases of bent or broken pins occurred. !he net result was loss of one phase and ;'(1 of the defects
of this pump were caused by "blown" thermal fu:ses with consequent scrappinv of the motor windings. Thin
again caused high support costs and shortage of spares.

Scratched Transparencies

It was noticed on a certain fivhter aircraft that the port windscreen transjarency was berog
re; laced because of both internal and external scratches twice as often as the nt,,rt'oard one. An inverti-
gation showed that the external surface was being scratched by the rilot's pertonnl equipment connector a:
he entered the cockpit and that the coaming on tho, innide formed a convenient shelf or. which to rert a to o
box when working inside the cockit. Hence, the support costs for the port tranparency wer, - ice thtile
of the ntarboard one.

. }Hydraulic Oil kilter

ahilst inflation affects; both material and labour cosits it is important to recogni e that thev do
not necessarily increase at the same rate. shen a hylraulic s ny tem was heinF dersignd 1' years agc a
decision was required on whether to une a dislpo:able or cleanahle hydrnulic oil filter element. The c:t
of cleaning an element then war half the cost of a linposahle one, so the cleanaibe one was choapen. Inay,
the cost of cleaning the element it; '0, of the cost of a disponahle one. Another unespert-d finding war
that U1' of all elements remove, are fomni to, have broken or di;torte elementsi which necens -iate, retIar-
ment at twice the cleaning cost.
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5.2.5.5 Hydraulic Pump

This illustrates the difficulty of forecasting support costa of new, untried equipment. Levers)
years ago a new type of pump appeared on the market. For a given performance, this pump offered attractive
savings in cost and weight and the predicted reliability was equal to that of existing pumps. lts first
application to a commercial aircraft was very successful and on this record it was selected in an uprated
version for a military aircraft. Initial qualification tests were very successful but the first production
pumps suffered from a high infant mortality rate. The manufacturer blamed hi:i subcontractors and tightened
his specifications and inspection procedures. This had very little effect and several modifications were
proposed and accepted. After two years in service the infant mortality rate had been halved but the overall
MTBF was only 500 flying hours. After three years this had increased to 600 hours but one year later it
had reduced to 500 hours. At this point the predicted Life Cycle Costs over the next ten years were re-
calculated and compared with the costs of completely re-equipping the fleet with an older conventional
pump. Completely re-equipping the fleet showed an estimated saving of $ 3V including initial cost, repair
costs and support for the original pump over the phase - out period, so the changeover was authorised.
When the ten years are up it will be interesting to see how accurate the revised Life Cycle Cost has been.

5.2.5.6 Air Pressure Regulating Valve

This valve was used to control the pressure of hot air fed into the air conditioning system from
the engines. During the first production run a batch of castings happened to be porous. The foundry later
claimed that they could not have discovered this without extensive inspection which they did not consider
to be necessary. After machining, the porosity was obvious to the naked eye and an unsuccessful attempt
was made to seal the valves. They were completed and sent to the airframe manufacturer where they were
rejected causing an acute shortage of units on early build aircraft. This is really a failure of the
financial system. Where a subcontractor is paid on delivery, irrespective of whether the unit is subse-

quently rejected, there can be no incentive to provide meticulous inspection, even if a warranty is

involved, as cash-flow becomes an over-riding factor. This is compounded in many cases where a rejected

item enters the repair loop under a completely different accounting system. However, from the aircraft
purchaser's point of view there is no way in which this can be described as a cost effective system.

5.2.6 Human Factors

These few examples (mostly taken from Ref. 1) show that predicted values of reliability based on
random failures do not allow for the human factors involved in the majority of defects. A survey of over

4000 defects in aircraft mechanical systems revealed that most defects were related to the internal opera-

ting conditions of the component (contamination, vibration, temperature, etc.) or to poor quality control
during manufacture. Very few were related to the external environment conditions of the aircraft. "'his

is illustrated by the following table.

DEFECT CLASSIFICATION

External Internal uatt NoNot

Environment Operating Handling Control au Known
Conditions Conditions Found

Fuel 5% 26% 1 F" o'i P.

Hydraulics 0% 46% 6,t .6 12?

Air. Cond. 6% 7 9,* 6141

Overall 2% 9.

This confirms that if we wish to reduce our support costs we should concentrate our effortt, or
improving quality control at source, better operator education and making the devign teams more reliability

conscious.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Life Cycle Costs comprise acquisition costs, operational costs and sufrort costs and 'heir succer, ful
forecasting requires extrapolation from an accurate data base. Hlowever, aircraft technologpy advan'er
rapidly and the components of the data base are not stable. The ,'tr polation require cono,ileratle in-
sight and expertise if it in to provide an accurate interpretation of future co:ts.

life Cycle Costing is too involved a mubject to he solved by conventionI acount hrg techniiuet which

depend on the extrapolation of historical data. it encompas:;n!, a brendth of evrerince that inv, lv.!, manv
different discinlines, not least of which in the basi enrineerino ,f the ircraft. Althmuih basel on
scientific principles, engineering also requires a certnin amount of int,,l- i,,n whbi'h can only be acrulred
through practical exrerience.

Accountants always seem slightly puzzled at. to why everythink' awy- r ost5 n little mor than itey
have estimated, no matter how many contingency allowance-, a ire i lue I in thelir etimiten. I rope 01t
paper will have contributed a little towards their erl ightenmenr.

1. l-liabIlity of Aircraft F-rhanics.. yftems and i6 ;i.rp er ',inre. , th .,Ttemler,

The Institution of Mechanical ng.ineern, london.
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AlBSTRItACT

Today's weapon system designers tire faced with the challenge as well ats the requirement to balance
performance, schedule aind life cycle cost (LCC) during the design aind development of any new weapon sys-
tem. This paper discusses the application of the life-cycle cost analysis, the significant design aind matnu-
facturing cost drivers, and the techniques used to assess LCC during the different phases of weapon system
development. The paper also presents ain illustrative case study showing the benefits of thre applicationl of
life-cycle costing on availability, sustained sorties, 'rod support requirements.

1. INTRODUCTION

Inflation aind budget restrictions during the past several years have reduced the availability of funds
for the procurement and operations of weapon systems. Consequently, tradeoffs among performance, schied- -

ule and life cycle cost (LCC) have become a much more important part of the evolution of the weapon system
design. This paper discusses the Balanced Design approach in which LCC analysis is used during the evo-
lution of a weapon system to assist in the balance of performance. schedule, and cost. The paper also identi-
fies the major cost drivers and techniq~ues used to establish life cycle cost. For this paper, the term LCC is
used to denote the cost for development, procurement aind 1peacetimie operations of af weapon system. A
typical fighter aircraft LCC includes developmenitt cost (10%)., procuremen'rt co!,t (35%), 1111d 15 year
operations aind support (O&S) cost (55%). The major cost categories find elements of L.CC fire:

Development Cost. Includes the cost of design afind development, test anid evailuation, flight test suort)01
(e_.g.., ground support equipment (GSE), spares. and personnel), anid data (e.g. . test reports, stress
reports) for thre rrew aircraft system. Approximately 90 percnt of this cost category is attributed to
the design, manufacturing, and testing activities of the new aircraft system. TI'he cost of thre develop
ment activ-ity is driven by the mission capabilities (air-to -air vs. air to air findi ai'- tii- grounld) . physical
characteristics (size, weight . etc.) , and R &M ( reliability aind mainitainaibilit y) chrarcterist ics (NT it F.
NITTR, etc.)I of the new aircraft design.

Procurement Cost. Includes the flyaway cost tairr:'irnic. enginev(s). anit avianies) . initial smppoilrt (;l
s rs , l Ianin g fn d t rinin g eqiipine r I. )if)(]i in 'er t onv cot m' a irl(] amr,gnei I.svIii ir'i efla,

merit, test arrd evaluation , data (e.g. . tecthnicial pirtdicilaris, training 9nrrrils) anit fiilities for the
new aircraft systemi. Approximately 959, of this vateLgrrv ., ,ttriirrted toi nI llwav'. ;SF: .mrlt irriti:il
spares cost. Procurement cost is driven by mission ca'ihiiil5, H01M ctiaracte'ristics, . mirder of irascs.
maintenance concept aind training system reiquiremrerits.

Oprtin an Support Cost. Includes the cost elemienits at' Irerscoiel . repilenisimeiit sparies . dtepot
~~~~~mainnace.be iitenrance inatenril. fuel . iem mlan iigeraeri t. me; ii-erain t rain in g, iiadi ficri ions.

aid fracilities . Approximately 85 p~er'cent of thfe cost of ttiis ek,'mnt is a tributed to persiiirl require
men Is replenisthment spares , depot main tenance,. binse minterian c'nte miter, I andi fire]I of thte rne'w ;ii-irraft
system. The O&S costs are driven by ttie miaintenarnce corncepit, . IFIi I' I mei.', nfight houirirs I et weeri
failure),. unit equipment cost, overhaul intervals,. fuel consumption rate. force %ize, arnd at ilitiar rate.

11. APPLICATION OF LIFE CYCLE COST' ANALYSIS

The trnadeoffs amion g per farm anrice. sclredri Ic andl co~st i rivo tVlul rr:1I . il riiptr' inid rv'lut.'ii piwrrrnrtvr (e'.g.
range, payload, materials. prodirctiorn rate,. weight .reliabilit v rind rliiiinraililt NI . LUC is uscei to ,qrniritif\
these parrarmeters arid e'stabilishi a isgar.i' ofir'rit for .sr'Iotirrg ;iuirlri :ltr'n'ciit yr llcll I'triirutr ild 
design. 'rhe priciparl iipplnicationr area,~ for' I.('( nirlsi'. jir'e I ) irigni mid iriarl.'. 2) m~ire..' clectili
(3) program Marnagement, f irid (4) siupport r'esaire. plinrrg.

D~esign find _Ananlysis

Inl the design and ainlysis ouf i new weaporn YSl . Ct' err, tie uisedr ill sulllrt t radeln 'r raIns. f"IiOl
rirent selections. anhd conifigurationr refirincarits. Dunrirrg tire dt'sigri arnd igri'lvsis prr0('rSs. irlit re'le'vant dle
sign parinnetr'rs (,,. g. , weight. mariterials . H &M. ctIi. I clif ire r'(lIi,'n' /reintotit ,i I rl e'tiiiiil,',, 1111 lcliI hi. used1
its dlecisiorn paramfete'rs. This plroceiss p~rovidle. fill- designri's if frill ikrrlwlv'lhl mili irii.iii(rrlnirg (dl tff' c'lst
benlefit /penrilty of lthe de'signr dlcisnrns. Figrurs. I p.'lrv.'., the ''Jusigri( Ii'life Cvii, ('os '').I MIAV I lr'f'l'
that can hb' empr~loyed to deRve'Ilop liiit '( estlite's irslt1 III thn IIii deii'lli 1:rkirrg llr'lx'l'

'rhe I)'L'CC ;'ro'v's prmnidvill thei dtrsigrirs ami ;rrlgninnl IiuIrIIir' I")I apptrthiti ~~roacilih ds'sIrig
the relevant designg pauramerrters. Tiii grcvgte'. uurt Ipjwuinitv 1,l reduce .'( m~gill imiiprlv4 1rll'rinarir'l i, liriii
the crlnl'eptltI/prmltlypi plhase' andir till Iiial ruofllnhis rot I %II Scfle' ltivn'Jllllrun'r I ilSMt. '1ii'14 t. d xplderuild
during th i me' liril are' ralthenr small InI compalirisonr wvith ther 1111111 Nyst,-TT, Itt'. Nr'u.,'rthcrlv''', tug' lh'sirii
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FIGURE 1. DESIGN TO LIFE CYCLE COST PROCESS

Source Selection

A significant part of the aircraft LCC is driven by the equipment selected from suppliers. A large por
tion of an aircraft's failure rate and maintenance requirements is directly affected by the selected equipment.
The ability to impose and control the equipment of tile Suppliers plays an important role in the achievement of
the aircraft LCC objectives/goals. The first step is to incorporate ICC requirements into tibe procurement
specifications. In the establishment of the procurement specifications. I,CC sensitivity analysis can be per
formed to arrive at a set of equipment parameters which will provide a balanced solution of performance. cost
and schedule for that equipment. The desired parameters (e.g. . relial)ility, maintainability, etc. ) are incor-
porated in the procurement specifications and become contractual requirements imposed on the suppliers.

Once the balanced procurement specification for the equipment has been established, the next step is to
select tile supplier which can meet the specification. ICC analysis is used to assess each supplier's proposal/
submittals. LCC analysis is also used to assess the cost implications of different desi rn parameters among alter-
native submittals. Because suppliers' proposals may exceed or fall short of the peci intion requJrements. t)h
evaluation of the proposals must be put on a comparable basis. If not, the evaluation might be based on
erroneous information, resulting in the selection of the wrong supplier. For example, three suppliers of a
piece of equipment provided the data shown in Figure 2. If the evaluation was based solely on the submitted
proposal, supplier A LCC would appear lower than that of the other suppliers. In order to have a better

A B C LIFE
CYCLE

DEVELOPMENT 1,00 1.20 1.50 COST
PROCURMENT 1.00 120 130

O&S 1.00 0.95 0.90

LCC 1.00 1.06 1.10 A
A B C

FIGURE 2. INITIAL LCC ANALYSIS

understanding of the suppliers' proposals, the three suppliers were asked to provide their (levelolpment costs
and unit procurement costs sensitivity to variations in design parameters. Figure 3a presents part of Itle
suppliers' response. The 0 points represent the suppliers' initial submittal. Supplier C equipment was
designed to a much higher NITItF than either supplier A or B and with i a correspondingIy higher development
and procurement cost. Using the same MTBF for each supplier resulted in a reversal of ICC rank order. as
shown in Figure 3b. Consequently. supplier C was selected.
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FIGURE 3. LCC ANALYSIS

To ensure that the procured equipment can and will meet the procurement specifications, tracking and
monitoring of the selected supplier's progress is a requirement. LCC analysis can be extremely useful in this
task. Based on the procurement specifications, LCC analysis can establish tile equipment LCC baseline. Sul)
sequent changes to the equipment parameters (e.g., reliability, maintainability, unit cost. etc.) can be eval-
uated to determine the impact on the baseline LCC, and deviations from the LCC baseline can be monitored.
If the equipment LCC estimate is exceeding tile baseline, corrective actions can be imposed on the supplier.

Program Management

Today, LCC and O&S cost objectives are being imposed as part of the contractual requirements to make
cost equal in importance with performance and schedule. A program manager now must pay as much attention
to O&S cost as to acquisition cost. performance and schedule. In order to meet the contractual LCC objectives.
the program manager must quantify LCC drivers and the influence of design on cost. With the quantification
of the LCC drivers, the program manager can establish "design-to" objectives (e.g., unit cost, reliability.
maintainability, weight, etc. ) for each of the major subsystems and assign these objectives to the subsystem
design managers. These objectives are used by the design managers in the design of their subsystems. This
gives the individual subsystem manager and designer the responsibility of achieving contractual LCC objectives.

As the design evolves, ICC analysis can be used to track and monitor the design changes and their
effect on aircraft LCC. LCC analysis provides the program manager visibility of the LCC program. If the
evolving design LCC estimates exceed the LCC target, the manager can initiate actions and coordinate trade
offs among different subsystems.

Support Resources Planning

LCC analysis is used to evaluate the alternative support resource reluirements. Tile objective of sup-
port resources planning is to develop support plans that will provide the needed resources to achieve the op
erational requirements (e.g., operational ready (OR) rate, sortie capabilities) of tile new system. During
the system design process, extensive analysis should be performed to assess tile support requirements and
resources needed for the new aircraft system. A great deal of the O&S cost is driven by tie evolving design,
but there are other significant O&S cost drivers which must be assessed. These contributors can in.hide .'uci
requirements as the maintenance policy, training and training equipment. (SE, deployment concepts, an1d
utilization.

Ill. COST DRIVERS

The lesign of the aircraft has an impact on all cost elements of tie aircraft ICC, The aircraft design is
driven by the user's performance, specifications, and the O&S objectives. The performance requirements for
an aircraft are generally expressed as range, payload, speed, altitude and mission roles (air to air only vs.
air-to-air and air-to-ground). The specification requirements include material, corrosion control if?)(] fatigue
life. The O&S objectives cover the MTBF. MTTR. deployment concept and utilization rates.

The requirements shown in Figure 4a are examples of factors that influence the evolving design. Tie
following example is presented to illustrate this point. The example addresses one aspect of the process of
establishing the criteria for the selection of the engine. Engine characteristics that influence aircraft LCC
include engine thrust-to-weight ratio, specific fuel consumption, length, diameter. and airflow. For subsolic
to Mach 2 class aircraft, the cost drivers are engine thrust-to- weight (T/WI an(t mission average specific fuel
consumption (MASFC). Improvements in T/W or MASFC result in a smaller aircraft to perform tie sam, mis
sion, and conversely a smaller aircraft will have a lower LCC, all other things being equal. For this ,'xalnlle.
the aircraft mission capability was held constant. The values of T/W. MASFC and I,'C are normlized to 1 .0t.
The range of variation in T/W and MASFC is _25 percent. Figure 41) shows the sensitivity of tile, I'" to
variations in TIW and MASFC.
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A. TYPICAL DESIGN COST DRIVERS B. RESULTS OF LCC ANALYSIS
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FIGURE 4. EFFECT OF DESIGN COST DRIVERS ON LCC

Performance, 'pecification, and O&S requirements drive the design (e.g., size, configuration, weight),

and influence manufacturing cost. Material selection can be driven by the weight objective of the aircraft
system. In order to meet a specified weight objective of the aircraft, extensive usage of titanium in lieu of
aluminum might be required, which has a definite impact on the manufacturing cost. Figure 5a shows sonic of
the manufacturing cost drivers, and Figure 5b presents an example of the cost implication of changes in manu
facturing process.

An LCC analysis was performed to assess the cost impact of manufacturing components either by machining
or forging. The finished part under investigation is the same for both processes. The analysis shows that the
initial cost for the machined parts is minimal, whereas the initial cost for the forging is rather large, but the
recurring cost for the forfged part is lower. From the analysis, a solution for designing the part is based on the
total program LCC relative to the number of units produced.

A. TYPICAL MANUFACTURING COST DRIVERS B. RESULTS OF LCC ANALYSIS
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FIGURE5. EFFECT OF MANUFACTURING COST DRIVERS ON LCC

Figure 6a presents typical 0&S cost drivers of nn aircraft system. TFh( principal O&S parameters, namely.
MTBF, remove-and-replace time, base versus-depot repair, MTTIt. and unit spares costs, are determined by
the design configuration and equipment selection. For example. the quantity of spares required innd the nmin
tenance frequency of the equipment is influenced by the equipment MTBIFs and NTTRs. Fuel cost is driven by
the foeI consumption, aireraft confignirntion, ens in, chi ro-tristics ard mission duratins. The' sensilivitv of
ICC to variations in aircraft MTHF are presernted in Figure 6h. The figure shows It,' influe.e or improve
mentq of reliability on cost. That is, an improvement in system MTB: dherlrsis the rvialivi' O&S cost. Ilow
ever, the savings in O&S cost Fre diminished by (he hirher a'ulrisition (cost required to achievv Ithe VITItI
obit-tives.

k , _ _~ ~ ~o ....... ... ... .... . .... .. .. .. .... .. ...... .. .. .



A. TYPICAL O&S COST DRIVERS B. RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
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FIGURE 6. EFFECT OF O&S COST DRIVERS ON LCC

IV. LCC ESTPIMATING MIETHODOLOGIES

In order to provide timely and appropriate LCC estimates and comparisons of competing designs, LCC
estimating methodology mjust be tailored to the information avatilable. The techniques can be classified into
total system parametrics, subsystem parametrics. and detailed analysis. Figure 7 presents various types of
cost estimating relationships (CERs) by program phase, the possible usage for each type, and the accuracies
that canl be expected.

EXPECTED
TYPE ACCURACY

" TOTAL SYSTEM PARAMETRICS (CONIICEPTUAL/PROTOTYPE/FSD) t30%

- VWEIGHT - SFC
- SPEED - NUMBER OF ENGINES
- THRUST

" SUBSYSTEM PARAMETRICS (PROTOTYPE/FSD) +15% - 25%

- ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT MODELS
- MISSILE MODELS
- AIRFRAME & BASIC STRUCTURES MODELS

* DETAILED ANALYSIS (FSD/PRODUCTIONI t10%

- DETAIL ESTIMATING
- TASK TIME ANALYSIS
- ANALOGY
- SUPPLIER QUOTES
- SCALING

FIGURE 7. LCC ESTIMATING METHODOLOGIES

lotal Systemi Parariitrics

lICCtOLSC of hriited hardware definition during thle early stages of af program, pairametric cost estimiatin g
i.s used to estimate total programn cost. Parametric cost estimating uses mathematical relationships dlerivedl
fromn historical cost datat. Total system parametric CE is offer ob~vious adlvantages tbecause the T.CC estlimites
,;Io Ie renerljtc(I with minimumi amount of imputs requir'edl. Such CElls are used to assess top-level total sys -
teim cost A ty\I pical example is shown in the following linear relationsti)

Air Vehicle Cost A ItR (Weigrht) + c (T'hrust,. + 1) -(Speed),

w here A tixehd ]os t constant,

It lC I paramecter coefficientIs

This tvile of' (ER i, ilc('ettiblll for use in the anndvsis of tcenerie wcolril systemls for lontI rangve plainn. I
n~irt (tisIlv:inltat.Is :irv its irisrnsitivitv Io the impact ot' suitoleiment wid (tesigil I1ter'natives an1d inhlerent iflitc
cuicies in 7111 teiritr ahi' to ad just the historical dot:, to ;I ('ninon tisi.' It'l( II ffictiltv of't ldjulij7 htistoricalt
11:11it to ;I commiron hoitse ca117 he itt trioite d Io ( 1) vOI'ini I I it t he econiomyI t'ctoI lt( ;in 11(I iiIit II I :w I I iIIV. tilil

L~iiri zat if)ri of costls . Wit h t heitforeme'rliora'Id ( jluist mnii t (Iifrfict IIiis ,t he e'xpectedl w-'1iii':cN' of Ilic lot;,) Svsl'i
p:trimi'Iricsw is '10 percent.

subtsystem !11 Pa metrics

Siitsy steill 111i7'metrics cost1 mI( tfiodltlIy p~rovidtes the cl;lhtliiV to oerformi I rm'c- stuivis :Iit i'1ttistl,

1, vet of cost thii reflect tile dtesign. mnniiftictiuring, 17111 i&S cost drivers. It1w (IOs (117 he1 dc,11W )I wd iiitil
tofljtv' ~ cotfrteacusto n 'poto oidenhi sys tems ,Ielj sXlItlOSVtl'Iilr. I, '
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FIGURE 8. SUBSYSTEM PARAMETERS

Detailed Analysis

The cost estimating methodology based on detailed analysis is employed where there is sufficient defini-
tion of the system/subsystem under consideration. The basic methods and approach should be tailored to the
level of the detail hardware descriptions. The methods used include: (1) detailed cost estimates involving
the application of industrial engineering standard hours and the assessment of manloading requirements; (2)
analogs that relate costs of existing hardware to new hardware; (3) subcontractor and supplier quotes; and
(4) scaling/parametric CERs for components.

During the detailed analysis, specific attention should be placed on both the design and programmatic
cost drivers, such as the impacts of material application, subsystem design, test requirements, reliability and
maintainability, production gaps, rate buildup, improvement curves, funding requirements, and long-lead
requirements. Figure 9 presents the detail components used in LCC analysis relationships. The accuracy of
this method improves to ± 10%.

LCC COST PARAMETERS TECHNIQUES
ELEMENTS

a UNIT PROCUREMENT a MANJFACTURING a DETAIL ESTIMATING
TECHNOLOGY

e SPARES . TASK TIME ANALYSIS* MTBF
* BASE MAINTENANCE e ANALOGY

* MTTR
a DEPOT MAINTENANCE i SUPPLIER QUOTES* CONDEMNATION RATES
s FUEL C MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING* REPAIR TIMES ANALYSIS
e SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

s BASE/DEPOT REPAIR @ DEPOT STANDAROS* FACILITIES
a UNIT SPARES COST @ STATISTICAL ANALYSIS* DATA
a DESIGN LIFE e SCALING

FIGURE 9. DETAIL COMPONENTS USED IN LCC ANALYS!S

V. CASE EXAMPLES

The following examples are presented to illustrate how LCC analysis is used during the develol,:. 0nt and
evaluation of a weapon system. The examples given touch upon the different applications areas of LCC.

Design nd Analysis

The opportunity to improve performance and/or reduce life cycle cost is the greatest during the early phases
of design antl analysis. The following example illustrates how LCC analysis was employed in the selection ofth
engine for a new aircraft. During the conceptual phase, the aircraft designers assessed the user's require
ments and determined the desired engine characteristics (e.g., thrust to weight, specific fuel consumtpti ll
rate. etc. ). Based on the preliminary assessment, 1.;C estimates were developed for existing ctigines and ne.v
engines with the desired engine characteristics. 'The results of the iCC; assessments ire prescntied in Figure
I0n. From the analysis. significant cost differences were obtained between the existing cnfiIc versus the
new Ceno ine. T hIe decision was made to use the new engin e for the aircraft under develolIment. The lvC; ,On ,

for the cost diffcrellces are summarized in Figure 10h.

A. ENGINE LCC COMPARISON B. ENGINE LCC IMPROVEMENT

NEW OLD

O&S (C) -a)-
PROCUREMENT @ PART COUNT 15,000 20,000

DEVELOPMENT * MEAN FLIGHT HRSBETWEEN FAILURE (MTBF) 250 HR ISCHR

LIFE : ASE REPAIR RATE 20% 60%
CYCLE . BASE DIRECT MANHOURS/FLIGHT HOUR 1.0 2.0

COST a DEPOT MANHOURS/OVERHAUL 1,000 2.000

* PERCENT INITIAL SPARES COST 1?% 25%

* ENGINE UNIT COST S55K S600K

NEW ENGINE DESIGN LCC COST 30't, LOWER THAN
OLD DESIGN

E C
EXISTING ENGINES NEW

'- FIGURE 10. ENGINE SELECTION LCC ANALYSIS



Equipmenllllt Selection

Applications of the Design-to-LCC concept to thle equipment selection also have high payoff." T li e folti w%-
ing examplo illustrates the benefit that canl be obtained by using the DTLCC concept to oid ll tile duigll of ai
subsystem. The example addresses an LCC assessment to determine the Auxiliary P'ower U~nit (APIJ) design-
related M'I'BF that provides the lowest cost solution. Life cycle cost assessments were performed for APL'
NI3BFs of 800, 100o, and 1200 h( irs. The results shown in Figure 11 tire ats exp~ected. Acquisition cost ill-
creases with an increase in reliability (NlTIF) requirement, at at rulatively constant rate within at cci' ini range
of Nrnt3s. Beyond this, the rate of change in acquisition cost increases dramatically, miost likely it. 'ausc of
costly design changes necessary to meet the higher reliability requirements.

37.0 - 20.0 - 26.0

36.0 - w- 19.0 - 25.0
0

ca 35.0 - 18.0 - W-24.0

uw34.0 (L 17.0 z2.

> bOPERATING & SUPPORT ACQUISITION
U33.0 16.0 22.0 COTCS

-j 32.0 15.0 - 21.0

31.0 0-14.0 - 20.0

700 800 900 1,000 1,100 1,200

MTBF (HOURS)

FIGURE 11. MTBF VS. COST AUXILIARY POWER UNIT (APUI

Figure 11 also shows Us.. the associated O&S cost generally decreases with increasing MTBF. Htowever.
the extreme end of the O&S cost curve reverses and starts to increase rather than continue to decreasc as
might be expected. At higher MTBFs, the spares and maintenance requirements tire'riot decreasing enough to
offset the higher unit cost for the spares. The selected NITBF at 950 hours for the APP appears to be tile,
lowest cost solution.

S ujjprt Planning

Design -to- 1,CC was used to evaluate the cost implications /heiiefit s of Maintenance Conditionl Itelit
S , stems, (\lICRS)I. Thie exlamptle shown in Figrure 12 summarizes it study tihat was performedi to evailuate 1 I1 , ()&S
Costs for ;a fighter aircraft equipped with and without MCRS . 1ICtIS Provides ill flight mlonitioriV ofi liilli\
ai ria ft systems,. im proved ilt ht tine faulitt i soltition in d malfunction anallysi s. rFhe se factors ic sult inl is' s 11cc

slivirigs of sp re,. personnel, focIe. etc.. The lissessnient was hosed orl a flying proigrlir of 40001 fflght hours 1pcr

WITHOUT MCRS WITH MCRS

DEVELOPMENT .- 5

PROCUREMENT -45
OPERATIONS & SUPPORT 380 170

L CC 380 220

,A LCC ADVANTAGE 160

FIGURE 12. A AIRCRAFT LCC (MILLIONS SI



VI. SUMMARY

The LCC is one of the figures of merit that aid in the evaluation of the alternatives during the decision-
making process. Balanced Design as a possible minimum cost solution of a new or modified weapon system can
only be achieved by the willingness and determination of the users, designers and Program Managers to trade
between performance, schedule and cost. The requirement to achieve a "Balanced Design" and the use of LCC
to establish "Target LCC's" in the early phase of the program.must be used as a control throughout the acqui-
sition phase of the program. Program managers and designers must remember that the lowest acquisition cost
soiution for any one phase of the program is generally not the minimum LCC solution for the program.

VII. GLOSSARY

APU Auxiliary Power Unit M Maintainability

BIT Built-In-Test MEA Maintenance Engineering Analysis

DTLCC Design to Life Cycle Cost MFHBF Mean Flight Hours Between Failures

FMEA Failure Mode and Effect Analysis MI Maintenance Index

FSD Full-Scale Development MTBF Mean Time Between Failures

GSE Ground Support Equipment MTTR Mean Time to Repair

I.E. Industrial Engineering O&S Operations & Support

LCC Life Cycle Cost R Reliability

LORA Level of Repair Analysis R&D Research and Development

LSA Logistics Support Analysis R&M Reliability and Maintainability

LSC Logistics Support Cost



DESIGN TO COST AND SYSTEMS' LCC

BY MR KLAUS WICKEL
TAPr, R80 2 Olt t';brunnr,

1. Introduction

Design to Cost is a very popular and descriptive phrase which in my opinion can lead to an over-simpli-
fication of the problems and objectives which lie behind it. Perhaps splitting up the Design-to-Cost-task
into at least three major sub-tasks with their interdependen~ies and implications leads to a clearer
understanding of some of our present difficulties and approaches (Figure 1).

Aside from the tasks of the military planner to which one could apply the descriptive labels

Define to Costs and

Organize to Costs

the Design-to-Cost-task could be differentiated into

Design to Financial Feasibility

Design to Personnel Feasibility

Design to Systems' LCC.

I would like to elaborate on these different aspects of the Design-to-Cost approach with special atten-
tion to their Operational and Maintenance Cost and methodological implications.

2. Design to Financial Feasibility

In practical application of the Design-to-Cost approach one surprisingly often encounters the philosophy,
that Design to Cost only implies conceiving and developing a weapon system in such a manner as to make it
financially feasible within the budgetary restraints. Such Design to Financial Feasibility activities, as
I would like to call them, however, are only one aspect of designing to cost. Their sole Purpose is to
keep increases in budgetary spending within the imposed limitations.

For many years the standpoint of armament and procurement agencies and therefore of industry has been
that major effort must be directed to the task of designing and producing a weapon system in such a manner
as to generate maximum effectiveness while keeping the project financially feasible. Financial feasibility.
however, in practice solely is concerned with financial restraints imposed with respect to Research,
Development, and Procurement Costs, that is with keeping these cost categories within the limitations of
the investive chapters and titles of the budget. The necessity of keeping the procurement of a desired
weapon system within the constraints of these budgetary limitations is usually the combined concern of
the procurement agency and the military service requiring the weapon system. Therefore pressure on indus-
try to design a financially feasible system is great; industry concentrates its efforts on reducing
Research and Development Costs and the price of the weapon system. This pressure on prices has an in-
creasing tendency due to the fact that the ability of most nations to stay within procurement budnet
restraints by reducing the number of weapon systems procured is practically exhausted. Further reductions
in quantity would induce dangerous degradations of combat effectiveness.

Thus the planner in defining to investment costs and industry in designing to financial feasibility wittin
the investment cost limitations are actually turning back the positive trend of the last years to Life
Cycle Cost thinking and Life Cycle Cost oriented designing back to the old, narrow-minded concentration
on development and production. The effects on Operation and Maintenance Costs, usually not being explicit
financial restraints, are occasionally gratefully ignored or left to later decisions. The fact that Main-
tenance Costs per Flying Hour in moving from an old generation of fighter bombers to a new generation
increases by 34 % without inflation and without military personnel costs seenms to illustrate the conse-
quence.

Another negative aspect which is enhanced by too narrow minded procurement cost oriented weapon system
planning is the tendency to overlook such procurement costs which are induced by the procurement of a
given weapon system, but which for practical and budgetary purposes are funded out of different chapters
and titles. This not only 3pplies to the procurement of additional special or general equipment which is
necessary for operation and maintenance tf the weapon system in the militarv units, but occasionally even
to weapons which are acquired for the weapon system.

It is obvious that over-emphasizing financial restraints in the development and procureient activities
with the resulting necessity for industry to Design to Financial feasibility can have grave consequen(es
on Operation and Maintenance Costs over the 15 or 20 year life period of a weapon system.

Consequences which military organizations can and partially do draw in order to avoid these negative
effects are

- to not only set up prcject oriented budgets for research, development and procurement, but il,,o for
maintenance and perhFap-even for incremental costs such as traininn technical representatives. iranaq-
inert support etc.

- to include in the systems oriented research, development and procurement hudqets all equipmieit,
weapons and munition wVich must be procured directly as a consequen(e of putting a new weapon system
into service even though they are funded out of different chapters and titles.
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Such additional budgetary ceilings could lead to a situation where a new weapon system is financially
feasible with regard to Development and Procurement Costs, however is beyond the set maintenance expen-
diture limit. Reductions in quantities (if possible), yearly performance levels or design improvements
would be the necessary consequence.

Broadening the area of financial limitations could have the following advantages:

- It would make it unattractive to reduce procurement costs by decisions which tend to increase
Operation and Maintenance Costs, e.g. to postpone buying basic stock (normally paid for out of the
procurement title) until the operation phase of a weapon system or reducing the procuremernt amount
of maintenance equipment.

- It would again place sufficient emphasis on designing to Maintenance Costs aside from prices and
Development Costs.

- It would stimulate earlier and closer cooperation between the military and industry in planning and
organizing e.g. the maintenance concept and personnel training, as the resulting costs in these areas
are just as strongly influenced by the aircraft desiqn (Design to Costs)as by the military organi-
zation (Organize to Costs).

- Finally imposing additional financial limitations would make it more meaningful to examine and plan
budgetary allocations and financial feasibility over time, especially with regard to the inter-
dependencies between the procurement budget and the postulated project oriented operation and main-
tenance funds.

The major consequences for costing methodology would be to push forward the development of cost esti-
mating and cost planning models and methods which enable the calculation and presentation of individual
cost elements over time and which enable the transformation of the planned Life Cycle Cost categories
in the individual years into budget categories in accordance to the household structure. The basic pre-
requisite for incorporating the time aspect into cost estimating and planning is to define work or
functionally oriented LCC-categories. Thus a complete cost structure over time independent of forma-
listic phase definitions such as Conceptual Phase, Definition Phase, Procurement Phase is guaranteed.
Task or functionally oriented cost groups, such as Management, Development, Test, Procurement, Operation,
Support etc., each comprising numerous cost categories, run through many or all life cycle phases of a
weapon system as indicated in Figure 2. They are the basis for the development of cost planning models
over a time axis. As systems and functionally oriented cost plans over time have to be transformed into
budgetary plans, crossreferences to budget chapters and titles have to be incorporated into such a model
for financial feasibility assessments as is indicated in Figure 3. Due to the completely different
purposes and structure of Systems' LCC and the budget this can be quite difficult.

Such dynamic cost models are at present still the exception. They are, however, not only essential for
budgetary planning, which per definition is time oriented, but also for analyzing and handling important
problems concerning

- timing of phasing-in the weapon system and all equipment, personnel, infractructure concerned,

- the influence of postulated future inflation rates in the countries of a multinational project upon
the cost burden of the individual nation as demonstrated in Figure 4,

- the dynamic effects of learning curves on maintenance, of phasing-in and phasing-out procedures, of
different procurement policies on stock levels and repurchasinq needs etc.

3. O esjn to Per-sonnel Feasibility

Design to Personnel Feasibility can be viewed as a sub-task of the Design to Cost effort. The available
personnel capacity per weapon system in the forces has more and more developed into one of the major
constraints on design (complexity, reliability, number of pilots, maintainability) and maximum procure-
ment quantities. However, as planning of personnel within a military service is a problem which remains
primarily within the responsibility of the respective service, the dnminance of the personnel problem
occasionally is underestimated. Reductions in Maintenance Man Hours per Flight Hour as the major para
meter determining personnel requirements which can be directly influenced by the design of a future
aircraft are occasionally not taken as serious as price and development costs influencinq factors.
This is enhanced by the fact that improvements in reliability avid maintainability normally lead to
increases in Research, Development and Procurement Costs where narrow financial limits prevail. On the
other hand the positive effect induced in Maintenance Costs by a reduction of Man Hours per Flight Hour
needs is not always sufficiently honoured, as (as present regrettable) no strict financial limitations
are ii;iposed in this cost category.

If required MHFH-goals however are not achieved, the risk of additional indirect finan( ial loads also
increases: In search of ways to reduce the additional load on military and civilian personnel in the
forces, military planners can consider increasing e.g. the share of industry in MES 4 (ategory main-
tenance. Even though some comparisons of industrial versus military costs for the same maintenan(v pro-
grams tend to indicate very similar values, external maintenance, that is maintenance by industrial
personnel, increases the load on the defence budget. Personnel in the forces (including civilian per-
sonnel) is normally not reduced; expenditures for maintenance are therefore increased roughly by the
costs of the industrial personnel which take over the maintenance task. This is a typical example where
cost considerations and financial (onsiderations can lead to (ontrary decisions.

Similar problems (rop up when ways and means of raisinq personnel skill levels are examined in attemrt mnq
to avoid increasing personnol numbers.

i •



Available personnel being as scarce as financial defence resources, personnel feasibility should be
handled as stringently as financial feasibility with all consequences for systems design, procureient
and organization. Setting reliability and maintainability incentives and penalties is a step in this
direction.

4. De s ipnto _stnis' LCC

Design to Systems' LCC comprises far more than Design to Financial Feasibility. The difference corre-
sponds to the difference between costs and expenditures (additional, incremental). The LCC of the total
weapon system, which represents all the material, personnel, infrastructure, financial resources and
services which are bound or used by the system (opportunity costs) are one of the major decision criteria
for trade-off analyses, cost effectiveness assessments of alternatives and force mix analyses. Systems'
LCC quantify the total impact of introducing a new weapon system into a military service and are there-
fore of central concern for service planners responsible for or with an eye on optimizing the structure
of their respective services.

The opinion which occasionally can be heard, that, due to the decline of the relative impact of
Operation and Support Costs on LCC, these could be neglected, is a grave mistake. The fact that the
distribution of costs over Development, Procurement, Operation and Support have shifted from roughly
I : 3 : 6 to I : 4 : 5, as Figure 5 shows, solely proves that strong increases in systems prices and
the relative stability of personnel costs due to the limits on available personnel quantities have
overcompensated the strong increase in maintenance costs mentioned before (34 ' maintenance increase).
There is no excuse for neglecting Operating and Support Costs.

The first and basic questions which have to be answered at the outset of Systems' DTC activities are

- which of the major parameter categories are relevant to DTC considerations?

- which are primarily determined by military Define to Cost and Organize to Cost decisions? and

- where should detailed trade-off analyses be conducted? (Figure 6).

As major effort should be concentrated on those parameters which dominantly effect LCC, an impact
reference as roughly indicated in Figure 7 should then be established.

Examples of the relative sensitivity of LCC to variations in some of these dominant parameter categories
are shown in the next Figures 8 to 11. The parameter with obviously the strongest effect on LCC, the
quantity of procured aircraft, in practice is regrettably almost invariable due to operational necessi-
ties. As reductions in flight hours per aircraft or per pilot also are only marginally possible and as
increases of work load on ground personnel are hardly realistic, the major effort in LCC reduction has
to concentrate on the parameter categories 'price' and 'maintainability'. These are the classical
Design to Cost areas. They gain additional importance, as possibilities for decisive operational and
organizational measures in the services to effect LCC reductions are hardly possible or only marginally
effective.

Figure 12 indicates the possible impact on LCC of a major organizational decision: dislocating aircraft
in 5 instead of 4 squadrons in the assumed case leads to an increase in 0 + S Costs of appr. 7 % and of
LCC of 4 -. It is obvious that such effects resulting e.g. out of tactical necessities can easily over-
shadow many DTC advantages.

5. Conclusions

Design to Cost is indisputably an absolutely essential approach to tackling the cost problems as long
as the objective does not degenerate to mere Design to Financial Feasibility. DTC must be viewed as an
approach to simultaneously

- achieving financial feasibility within all relevant budget categories incl. 0 4 S,

- guarantee personnel feasibility,

- generate minimum Systems' LCC for the performance and effectiveness required.

This can only be achieved if the DTC efforts are accompanied by Define to Cost and Organize to Cost con-
siderations within the field of military options.

. . . . . . . . . . . .±2
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IMPACT OF MAINTAINABILITY ON LIFE CYCLE COSTS

by ( R.Thornb r
Prodt Support Manager (Jlornado), British Aeropac

Warton Division 'reston, UK
1. Introduction

The interpretation of the definitions of the varied parameters used in as ,-s."-
ing maintainability can have a significant effect on the quantification of the
effect on Life Cycle Cost. One possible interpretation is considered and thet
results obtained using this are indicated.

Methods of assessing maintainability as applied to two international collabor-
ative military aircraft are considered and some of the lessons and problems
encountered are touched upon.

2. Definitions

There has been much discussion on the various "abilities" associated sith air-
craft, i.e. maintainability, reliability, serviceability, availability and
survivability, and it is sometimes difficult to know where one ends and th, othe.r
starts. Manufacturers' brochures are in the habit of making great play of thes"-
"abilities" without defining what is meant, leaving the reader to make his own -
often incorrect - assumptions. This paper considers one possible set of definitions.

Maintainability is a characteristic of design and installation which is
expressed in terms of ease and economy of maintenance and therefore boils down to
the number of manhours it takes to do a job. Fig.1. illustrates thi: definition.
The total number of manhours to maintain an aircraft is the summation of th(,
individual tasks and is usually expressed as manhours per flying hour. It Is inev-
itably tied in with reliability, since this defines the number of times a particular
job has to be done within a given timescale. Occasions may arise when an aircraft
which is easy to maintain has a high manhour content because an item needs changinv
frequently due to its unreliability.

Oft,-n, in the requirements of military aircraft, there is a sp,.cific targ,,t
related to maintainability. Typically, these will state that the total manhours
per flying hour will not exceed a certain value. This may be brok,.n dean Itrt or
into time spent on the aircraft and time spent off the aircraft, t,,!retlhr tilh
scheduled and unscheduled tasks. Scheduled tasks may be broken down eve-n furhr
into such items as before flight, between flight and after flight in.petion. Fi.
illustrates a typical breakdown for a military aircraft. Alongside this maint(rn; ,Ilc,
aim there may also be reliability targets since maintainability and refliabi lit v.g
hand in hand.

It is necessary to look more closely at the manhour content . ('arly , one. an
item has been removed it has to be repaired expe-nding further manhours. In ,rd,'r
to be consistent, it has been the practice to utiliz e the4 bre.akdown that i, :1 pl I
in the Royal Air Force, since most of this work is done in conjunction with 111"m.
This assumes that any tasks that can be carrie-d out at hase. (1 & 2 1Ivels) ari,
counted in the manhours, whereas depot (3rd lievel) and r,'turn to manufacturr (41h
level) are not- the manhours are, however, included in the ,,v.ralI lift' cy,,e .cO, S
as will be seen later.

It is furth 'r necessary to distinguish betw(en direet and indirect manhiutr-
It is important i1 this context to unde.rstand that dirct manhours ref,.rs t,)
"spanner-in-hand" time and indirect to that additional tim,. that makes up th, i'.lal
it does not refer to overheads. To a User the total manhours ar, impo'rtant but th,
ratios of direct to indirect vary greatly depending on circumstanc(s. Indiret
manhours often include it ms way outside the manufacturer's control. On th,. , r
hand, it is very rare that direct manhours are meastured - for instan,' the :v, rar'
"job-card" used to record a job is almost invariably total time', includi nc u,.h
items as getting th, nece(ssary tools, ground equipment and 'vin wait ing-tim, in
some case-s.

('alculat ions, th'r.'for,., are almost invarialily don, otn dir,.et manthurs ail in
allowance mad.' to f:ictor to's,, figures, in ord,'r to oftlain thto, tctal - factir: ''I
2 or :3 may tI( involved in som,' cases. Froim the's' total manhoturs it i s pw,', ,] 1,,
,,stimate' the. manning reuirm,'nts. These' manning figures may n.,'d adj t stIn 1()
allow for ti, practicaliti,.s of ]if,'. For instance., it may hi' that ft,. ma lilti./:i ','
manhours shrow that half a man would be ad,''qlat ' to ('.,v'*r htim' wo~rkload (s.ay.
instrumerit fitto rs for a simall squadron of I ight airi:fl t ). Thi, wild r,,t I
metan provis.ioninv for two mn to cov,er for i I m s, ! l.a.' ;i''rimes. ,. 'I'lT , r111,1 t'I
of m,n mav n.,w It f,'d into tii'' 'us?! calciilation. .

-Im)av t- on (')ost

It ('an I,,' '.Iiwn that tusing! th,, prece.ding7 d(-finit 1',m t I j 1! '.'.mI']t 1 }rto .i k
down the, maint,.nanc', cst ' ff an air,'raft into, four basi :ir .' 'It''-. air,

Ma i nt,'nan',' Mantpom'r
Fi'I and (i I
(' n s la ld1.
S;parf... and Repairs.

This is illustrated at Fig.3., using typical European rates and prices. The costs
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shown here are only those attributable to the task itself and do not include "over-
heads" and supporting facilities, i.e. Cookhouse, Transport Station, etc.

The block for spares and repairs includes the cost of replacement items on the
one hand and the total cost of repairs carried out, either at depot or supplier
level, on the other hand. In both cases the cost of the manpower involved is in-
cluded in the spares and repairs cost.

It can be seen that out of the yearly cost about 30% is fuel, 50% is spares
and repairs, 5% is consumables such as tyres, brakes, oxygen and the like, and the
rest, 15%, maintenance manpower, This assumes that the task is being manned in an
economic fashion. There may be strategic reasons for this not being true, partic-
ularly now that operation from shelters is increasing. This picture remains
surprisingly similar for a variety of different aircraft, ranging from a basic
trainer to a low level strike aircraft. To further put this in context, these
yearly operating costs look like about 7% of aircraft first cost (excluding R and D).
Again, this is reasonably constant, for a given generation of aircraft.

The above costs indicate that the overall effect of improving the reliability
aspects may be more significant than maintainability improvements. However, it is
important to remember that the cost of achieving improved reliability, which must
be included in other segments of the overall life cycle may be very much greater
than the cost of intioducing a maintainability improvement.

4. Methods of Assessment

The ways in which the approach to maintainability has been evolved over a
period of some 15 years will now be considered.

4.1 S.E.P.E.C.A.T. Jaguar

The Anglo-French Jaguar aircraft was the first aircraft in the U.K. on which
maintainability targets were set in the original design requirement. A finite
direct manhour content was quoted for the 1st and 2nd line tasks, based on a
certain number of sorties per day. This is similar to the breakdown shown at
Fig.2.

A three-pronged approach was made towards maintainability, as illustrated at
Fig.4. Firstly, in the design stage, close collaboration between tile design
staff, User representatives and Product Support engineers, ensured that a
critical look was taken at engineering aspects. This included appraisal of
mock-ups and prototypes. Secondly, the times for all maintenance tasks were
considered theoretically and thirdly, a series of controlled measurements were
taken to give some confidence in the calculation. Feedback throughout the
process was essential.

In assessing the timings for maintenance tasks a modifi(d form of tile M.T.M.
system was used in which all movements associated with a task are broken down
into basic elements. A series of Primary Standard Data sheets were produced,
typically illustrated at Fig.5. These enabled the times for individual actions
to be calculated. These are then summated to give the total times. The method
proved to be quite effective but was also very time-consuming. It is perhaps
of interest to note that after some weeks' work to evaluate the time for engine
removal, the results tied in very closely with the practical demonstration and
with an on-the-spot assessment of a skilled fitter!

The practical assessment took place in two main areas, the French VAMON and
the R.A.F. Service Maintainability Assessment Exercise, in which the Customer
undertook a variety of maintenance tasks on an early standard of aircraft.
Each of these exercises lasted several weeks and many changes were introduc,,d
as a result. However, these exercises were done under controlled clinical
conditions and the main feedback was with respect to ease of maintenance rather
than absolute times. No real service exercise has been carried out to prove,,
the figures, but in qualitative terms some complimentary remarks have been mad,
which are of comfort. (See Fig.6.).

4.2 Panavia Tornado

The next project was thF Anglo-Gorman-Italian Tornado, whe-re the. requirement
were somewhat more precise in their detail, but still refer to dire(ct manhour,.
The breakdown is shown in Fig.7. There is also a requirement to achiev'e a
given percentage of faults cured within a given timescale. In the cas,, of
.Jaguar, the majority of equipments, particularly avionics, are Governm,.nt
Furnished, that is to say, l.he MoD develop and procure the equlpment . with th,,
airframe manufacturer merely fitting them. Maintainability f,.atur,'. of th,.
equipments are the r,-sponsl ility of the development agency and to some extent
the suppli ers,' inputts had to be accepted, ttowev,'r, in the (a., of Tornado,
where Panavia - the Trn-National Weapon System Contractor - have overall
Weapon Systm Responsibhility and are responsible for equiipme'nt pro'ur,,mnI .1
was possibl to lay down the rlIes under which the ,qui pment manf1.tiatn'ur,'r
carried ''ut a maintainai lity analysis o~n his own .quipmtent whitch was the.n fe.d

into the total weapon syqtm Maintainability Analysis.

c r i d o t a m i t Ina i i y a a y i n h s ow 
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will also be a more significant parameter than time to repair individual L.R.U.s.
Assessments of maintainability have been carried out in which theoretical and
practical timings are compared. These indicate that the calculations I;ear a
reasonable relationship to the actuals achieved, but this is true only in a test
environment.

In torm- of impact on Ii fe cy.'leo csts, the ratic of d'rect to indirtct man-
hours is a significant parameter that may vary 1.xtensively from circumstance to
circumstance and is currently extremelv difficult to evaluate.
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Maintainability is a characteristic of equipment design
and installation which is expressed in terms of ease
and economy of maintenance, availability of the
equipment, safety, and accuracy in the performance
of maintenance actions.

Maintainability Definition
Figure 1

PRE FLIGHT SERVICING EJ HOURS

TURN ROUND EJ HOURS

AFTER FLIGHT SERVICING E HOURS

Number of Sorties

TOTAL FLIGHT-LINE SERVICING E HOURS

DEFECT RECTIFICATION E HOURS

PERIODIC SERVICING E- HOURS

WORKSHOP SERVICING E HOURS

TOTAL MANHOURS PER FLYING HOUR I HOURS

I __rc
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Figure 3

DESIN-~ PERAIONS'~-CS.D.. U..PAEICAL

APPRASALS APPISLIE

TIM_ NG____

______ PICTION DEIN ,AI TIABLT

MOMaintainability
DESIG -0 PERION ircSD.E U..SAE



EN3 22ms. J N 12mms.

T2 P2l18MMS =1

TARGET GRASP DISTANCE

E = 7 N 0 0 (> 12") =0

A = 10 J =5 1 (12"-24") =5

D = 15 2 (24"-36") =10

TURNING FORCE/WEIGHT misc.

T,= 6 P5Steps S =8

T2= 8 Weight =W/5  Bend UD =35
T3= 10 Weight =W/10  Difficulty d =3

1 Look L 5

P S. D. Basic Value
iguire 5

"EMPHASIS GIVEN TO THIS AEROPLANE BY
THE DESIGNERS ON EASE OF SERVICING
IS SHOWING DIVIDENDS IN TERMS OF
COST- EFFECTIVENESS IN MANPOWER"

(Air Chief Marshal Sir Denis Smallwood)

"IT IS A MECHANICS'
AIRCRAFT AND IS THE
EASIEST AIRCRAFT TO
WORK ON THAT WE HAVE
HAD FOR YEARS"

(Crewchief

Maintainability
I )'irc
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SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE APPROVAL FORM SERIAL NO.

NOMENCLATURE SYSTEM CODE

MANUFACTURER SPEC.NO. PART NO.

PRIME CONTRACTOR

LOCATION PERIODICITY MAINTENANCE TASK

ON A/C

OFF A/C

JUSTIFICATION

-§4
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ESTIMATION OF RELATIVE TOTAL COST
FOR AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

by

J. Bollmann and H. Lankenau
Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke GmblH

D 2800 Bremen 1, Hdnefeldstr. 1-5, Germany

SUMMARY

To achieve optimum solution for system concept and equ3,,ment selectior, for trans-
port aircraftthe comparison of the total costs of alternatives offers decisive
decision criteria. Accordingly, it is important that a suitable method for determining
the relative total costs (fixed and operatinq costs) is available.

Once a decision has been rLached n favour f a system concept, the data for the
subsystem/equipment that are associated with ti,: ,peratinq costs must be laid down as
guaranteed values in the technical specifications/cintracts with the equipment suppliers.

During the operating phase a clear statistical comparison must continuously be
accomplished between the target and the actual values in order to ensure that any devia-
tions and the causes of such deviations can be detected and eliminated. For this purpose,
it is necessary to have an agreed procedure between operator, aircraft manufacturer and
equipment supplier.

ABBREVIATIONS

A/C Aircraft

BITE Build IN TEST Equipment

Engr Engineer

f Fu:.ction Of

FH Flight hur

GSE Ground Support Equipment

LRU Line Replaceable Unit

MTBD Mean Time Between Defect

MTBUR Mean Time Between Unscheduled Removal

OH Operating Hour

Qty Quantity

Situ in its original situation

1. INTRODUCTION

The following hypothetical case will be used to illustrate the demand for developing
a suitable prediction method for the total costs and for the application of such a methed.

"Superannuated military transport aircraft have to be rejected between
1990 and 1995. The required trans,'rt capacities correspond to aircraft
of the Transall C160 or Hercules (' 10 category."

With regard to the successor the following three fundamental alternatives arise:

I To produce new
a i r c r a f t o f t h e ",',',. . , 4
existing type ' ' .

with certain -
im p ro v em e n t s -- "

4 I l/

/ 1

I '

..... I t. 
.  

" _. --

I TRANSALL C-160
POSSIBLE DESIGN IMPROVEMENT EASY TO INTRODUCE



II Modification of
civil transport
aircraft or use CIVIL MIUTARY .

of larger parts/ /1
components from ->
civil aircraft-

(see PIG. 2) 'V

C A'l

II MODIFIED CIVIL TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT OR USE OF
COMPONENTS FROM CIVIL AIRCRAFT

III Transport air-
craft, new de-A*N ADwING II, **1 .. V
sign, using
advanced tech-
nology in line !

with all tacti- /
cal requirements / VAW-,N, .

and with spcci al AUVAP F I-NA

view to low
operating costs ANIIODI ,ON I ADVANC ,. /h *N0,ADI,

and high degree :"AGI li~ASNO"NIBA:'O AL

of dispatch
reliability/
clear for action AGIAI AIBS

(see FIG. 3)

III TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT. NEW DESIGN, USING FUTURE TECHNOLOGY

These alternat ives have to be technically , laeI b, at(,,I d,,wi t - -l1u !, t 1I .'1.i 1:'

e)rd ,r to obtain data with sufficient confidence, levcl f,l It,, S . ,, I .-sl

The ntlrk' jproco'ss leading to the , (iSl (T n a; t,, w hil f I . . ., , : , . * I

hit iV-'5 re I[ -,t'rlt I; til ' most suitao Lic solution, invi c., I:', . IA T 1 ',! ,-1 1.

tihe f,,11,win. C'rit, t r a

1 I L.MENT OF TACT I CAl O? UNI)AMI:NTAIL T .(lI CI/, i. . I1 I1 "I

'P 1 TAL J(hr ,;ITUATION (with which ti,, f I I 1,w i n, 'i I'

I 1;'I * 1 11t'I i 1 ,

1 .I t' r ' :. i t, ;,.a t ic*. t.' , .;r,d : q , ;n fu ,L m . ts i i, i o I, :. - : .
'1r 1r' I i;ll lA' a + " f fIl l I I 

+ 
i,.,11 II t ,m ) l ,1 t dI " t ,' 1; 0 !

r ,.l ; .i nI t'Irit I a i onll 1t (lI Tl %- I ,t ll l , I I t I 1d, '.-

,''~x 't 'r t i !; f r .,' I' C;I( ; i ; 'v '1 I 'r; tl l rq v 1iY I -,1 ' l., ii. r'd

1* .'~ [1 1t ~
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2.2 The survey FIG. 4 shows the COST ELEMENTS and CALCIALTION STEPS for the

o LAUNCHING

o FLEET-INVESTMENT

o OPERATION

PHASES, which must be taken into consideration per system type when comparing the
system alternatives.

The determined values are here primarily to be seen as relative costs within the
scope of a comparison.

The result for the LAUNCHING and FLEET-INVESTMENT costs per system alternative is
best illustrated by means of COST BAR CHARTS, to show where the largest differ-
ences in cost exist.

Drawing up the CUMULATIVE OPERATING COSTS as a function of the OPERATING TIME,
starting out from the fleet-investment costs, the points of intersection will then
mark the operation time phase where each special alternative represents the optimum
total cost solution.

2.3 T e t b e :, i n FIG 5 t F I .. re oa t.. ....wnq p

.. . . .. . L . . ..

"' [':' " .... ' K" :..

2.3] The tables in FIG. 5 to FIG1. 12 revoal the following per

cost element calcu-iltion step

for the cost determination:

o work breakdown and extent/content respectively

o function of cost tactors
(detailed formula are rot pr,-sented here)

o breakdown of cost fact ors into variables and constants
(the individual valos/data/rfsni t5 should be entered he1rv)

o up to which level - subsystm or comr-,onent - costs are to he,, dettiml,
(if costs are detprm i nd to e.qir mr en lev*l, t be to a per sulsysl em
must then be formed)
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CALCULATION MATRIX I. IM oIsflt-mbflI ieUnT IMp, ony

LAUNCHING COST

..... f .,.,,E.............- IC-fl..., ; . .

*t'>II -11 C &mC~tit I t  IIC,-

IC CrCIIn /,g /,i -A /t - - - -:

ni

Itt

/ ... / . . ..- I.

i , Il-lnil,, a.14,

/ /-'L /
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3. TECHNICAL AND COST DATA RELEVANT FOR THE OPERATION COSTS ON WHICH TO B3ASE WARRANTY
REQUIREMENTS IN EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS/CONTRACTS WITH SUPPLIERS

3.1 If a decision has been reached in favour of a system design on the basis of the
determination of cost described above, the data and values on which the decision
was based must be realized and ensured.

Amongst other things, this means that the subsystem/equipment data associated es-
pecially with the operating costs must be laid down as guaranteed values in speci-
fications/contracts with the suppliers.

3.2 The major items in this connec-
tion are outlined as follows It TOR L&OSIDYA I U, O -, ASt

in FIG. 73: ±WARRANTY REQUIRE 4NI NTNLUIPAINT IT "I - I .A ON NACT I a, I NOUNS

" Performance, consumptions, ,

weight

o Safety and reliability U 1111
requirements ''

o Scheduled maintenance
expenditure limits ~..,

o Average repair expense
limit .........__________

o furthermore, a procedure U., ~O~...
providing statistical
monitoring of the above
mentioned guarenteed values/ '

data by the contract par-
ticipants, i.e. "aircraft ...... ~
manufacturer, operator, - *~..

equipment supplier" must be -000.~....,

agreed in the terms of the.
contract, in order to , **Y '*. -

justify the warranty claims. -- ~...

4. PERM'AZ ENT COMPARISON OF TARGET DATA WITH ACTUAL PATA IS RINC. A/C 01I.RA'PION TO IKL1
MINE DEVIATIONS OF PLTANNED BUDG(ETED OPERATING mt

4 .1 A vital , important tool for rea liz ing the precal1cul,- iii I r~ ud;et rd opera t r er c)st s
is a permanent statist icalI comparison between thO t a rlot va I ues and t he cl1 kia
technical data as well as the actua] cost data.

Re Er rence has al1ready bern made to such an at rr ed mon it ori eq preer-d'ir Let Ween ail-
itmanufac-tu rer, oprra tr)r/eri piimon t suppli er in ptirrraph 3. 2 abnerI

Necessary, actiens/mod if icat io.ns can only be -ro~in izerI and in it iatr'd ra r 1y on t he
st n .I fsuch a- procedure order to ro.ducte neia t ive dr i at inns I tom birdqet rd

coat



4.2 FIG. 14 gives a rough outline of the major criteria in terms of the dunctional flow
of such a procedure, in view of the fact that a more detailed elaboration of chis
would exceed the scope of this paper.

Nevertheless in view of the importance of this subjec, and the various parties
involved this could be worth a separate symposium.

-1t tD 11- -T A A

FIC. 14

CONCLUSIONS

A genuine "DESIGN TO COST" is only possible if the following procedures have been
prepared in detail and agreed between all parties concerned:

- determination of total cost

- specification of guaraoteed values

- statistical monitoring in the utilization phase.

A further point to note is that the partners involved must be prepared to bear the
considerable increase in terms of cost and time during the definition/project phase.
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KISE EN OEUVRE DES CONCEPTS DE REDUCTfION DES COUTS

CHEE MBSSIER-HISPANO-BUGATTI

par

M4. ESLINGER

Ing6nieur en Chef du D6partement Etudes Industrielies et Levis

MESSI ER-HI SPANO-BUGATTI

58, rue F6neion

BP 555

92542 Montrouge CEDEX

FRANCE

RESUM4E

Dane une premi~re partie, i'Auteur rappelle es raract~ristiques des produita d& ME.SSIER-
HISPANO-BUGATTI via A vis des probl~mes de reduction des coftts, pr~cise les quatre concepts
utilis~s par M-H-B dans ce domaine (industrialisation, analyse de la valeur, conception A root
de production objectif, conception A coflt de vie objactif) et indique lea moyens n~cessairer .. la

mise en oeuvre de ces concepts.
L'Autcur d~tailie ensuite lea conditions et len r~sultatc d'utiiisation de ces quatre concepts
A M-H-B et conclut en dressant un bilan de ceo actions.

La Soci~t6 I!ESSIER-HISPANO-BUGATTI d~vcloppe les actions de r6duction des co~ts depuin 116)
Xon propos est de vous exposer la misa en oeuvre des concepts do r6duction des rafts et los
r~sultats obtenus. r~ous suivons is plan suivant - Pianche 1.

1. LA PRODUCTION 7-1-B ET SES PAR ICULARIE'fS - Pianche 2

1.1 V-11-B conqoit et produit des trains dlatterrissago, des 6quipcments hy'irssi'liques, des rrnleu
et froins.

1.2 L'ensemble do see productions repr6oent- 'n-;ion 500(7. o ciff~rents.

Ce nombre do rtf6rences de pi -ces (y compria les PCEO) consti too.: t coo ennem'
l'ordre de 50 000.

Las tempo duainage varient de quciqueo centi~sos dheure pour attoindcc- iS axm:

500 heuros, le temps moyen par pi~cc 6tant do 1 5! 2 heoreo.

Les quantit~s de pi6ces par lancement sont do l'ordrL do

200 pour los petites pi~cs
30 pour lea pi~ ces moyennee
10 pour les pi~ces importanter

Les cycles de production s'6chelonnent do5 2'4 mois f;;ivant l'imp "t !,rc pi .
(approvisionnement et fabrication).

Ctest dooc une production

tr,-s diveraifi~e
olongs cycles

S putite cadoence

1.3 La r~parti tion der cofltr ontro ia majn-d'oeeu'ro d1une pnrt, 1:1 "ai- t ltce iJ. 3' c

cot v:ariable suivant ion typen de mat; riclr, voter planche

bons icr trains d'attcrr4 oago., ia part matitcre et. 1Vs Von( nuivant qlit 7s'~i " . rv . i
rombat nu d'un avion civil do 1:, 40

En hydraulique, ia poirt maticoc ci. .: eot de 1 'or& (If- 1

Pooir ion rouco-, elle est do 1 'or.Irr do 50 ' ct pooIr lro frci ns, oi)lF-:v si.;inv

Cola sifrnifie quo ie ,tio do rI; i'od-s , fitti no driivent par n liniter In mail;-

d'oeuvre, main auini A la part rm.ti~r' t 1'011.

1.*4 Comment no nt organist'er ion ar ti Oy doe~1wts der nsft:;, voir plioh; 4

Soun 1 'autori t; de is Dji r-ti~i T1 ri 'ue, -;I sr toe on d pnrctemnln lornt .,vir 1(o !.l

d~partement A vcoti en de sm th-e-Io gene-rali., chang.; .o 1. rS-rhwtiron -los -I.tz. vt dc: 'vis.

Ion~ llorjgine d'un pro jet, ri-As ir,to-rven,,ri auc Io; rofttre (,it apon;Lt nor ]i, rnrpti, ., le.l
meyens 5tittre on )eu.-rn et nun ITe.; aprc-.irionnonment#;.

11P0i, Prod'iitr uuvr;-r i.xti'rir; , :on (((1 : eught Out 1 tes



2. RAPPELONS RAYIDEMi.NT LES QUATRE CONCLPTS DE REDUCTIO14 OD- COUTS

Nous lea citons dane 3 'ordre chronologique de leur application chez 11-l-B

2.1 Industrialisation - Planche 5

A partir de spicifications et d'une conception qui, dans Is plupart des cus, ne soot pas
remises en cause, la Direction Technique 61abore un projet. Ce projet fait llobjet de deux
actions:

1) Un premier devis

2) Une industrialisation qui consiste 5 rechercher lea simplifications at optimisations
sur las plans de Is. construction, des approvisionnements, des dessins, et des pamines
de fabrication.

A l'issue de cette industrialisation, de nouveau deux actions

1) 2 me davis qui permet d'estimer lee gair3 de llinduotrialisation

2) Etablissement des liassee de fabrication par lee bureaux d'6tudas

anoter (voir planche 0) que ls gain eat d'autant plus important que Ilaction dlindustriaiinnti M.

est introduita le plus en amont de la conception.

2.2 L'analye de la valaur - Planche 7

Une des differences eeaentielles entre Ilindustrialisation at Ilanalyse de la valaur conci:tv
i 4tablir un histogramme du coolt des fonctions.
L'histogramme pr~csente una allure normals comma sur la partie haute de is planche. L'acti'n. d
la reduction des coats consiste par analyse fine ! diminuer lea cotnts par foncti nn.

L'hiatogramme, comma sur la psrtie bass, pr~sente un clasement anormal des coots.
11 faut rernattre en cause la conception at par cr6ativitA, 61aborer unc nouvelle conc(:ttt
donnant un histogramma correct.

2.3 La conception A coalt de production objectif (C.C.O.) - (L.T.C.)

Cleat une mlthode de geetion de programme pour guider is conception dans le but prioritaire
d'assurer un coolt objectif (voir planche 8).

Nous trouvons en plus des sp~cificationn techniques, un coat objoctif C.

Ce coat objectif est d'abord v6rifi.A par calcul de coat param6ti-6..

Deux caa neuvent ne pr~senter apr~n calcul

ler cas

Le coalt C1 eat du mgme ordre qua le coot C objectif.
La r6duction de coolt se fait At partir dlun projat par industrialisation at analyse die In
valeur.

2 me cas

Lo calcul de coat param6tr donne une valeur C11 sup~rieure au coat objectif C.
Lee spbcificationa soot remires en cause afin d'asrurer is coat objectif, o6 l'on admet
so taux de change (coat/performance).
.,n plus (voir planche 9), ce coot Pat contr816 i toutas lea grandes 6taper de d~veloppement
du produit.

2.4+ La conception A coat de via objectif -Planche 10 (D.T.L.C.C.)

Come dane la conception i coat de production objectif, cleat le coa(t qui eat priori taire,
main non) plus mu nivsau de In production, mais as niveau de llensemble dern d~pennes
(d6veloppement, outillage, production, utilisation, maintenance).

5. IlP. MCYENS NECESSAl RES - Planche 11

Si I'mn vest mener A bion lea 6tudes de r~duction des coats, ii faut disponer de ?!vyenr.

performants d'eetimation des coats en main-d'oeuvre et en applrvininrinesent.

Cam moyenm doivent Stre actualin~s, rapiden et fiables.

Actualis~n par la connatmeance des moyenm de production et de leur in-idence sur In
conception et lee coats.

Rftpidesj et fisbien

)ane s le de calculs cIaariquen, ii faut pnnider den ahaques, de, M;,thrr
et des rynth;-ses de calcuis do roots.



Dana le cas de calculs param~tr~s, le coflt doit pouvoir 0tre exprii en
fonction do deux parametres techniques et de deux param~tres de production.

Tous con calculs doivont Stre v6rifi6s par lea realisations.

Nous insiatons particuli~rement sur la flecessite de poss~der cos moyens quA soot pour nous une

des clefs do la r6uasito.

EXAMINONS MAINTENANT LA I4ISE EN OEUVRE ET LES RESULTATS DE CIIAQUE CONCEPT

4. LtINDUSTRIALISATION - Plancho. 12 et 13

Pour noun, l'induatrialiaation pr~sente quatre domaines d'activit~s diff~rentes

4.1 L'oriontation des moyes, par example

Evolution des deasinsaen fonction de Ilemp].oi de machines i commande num~rique.

Avantagos do Ilemploi d'uno preaae do 65 000 t sur lea plane

Performances at coflts

Etude d'uno unit& do production do fromn

Simplification do la fabrication do patina do fromn en liaison avec le fournisseur

(optimisation de la gas..).

4.2 Am6lioration do la technoligie induatriello

Concernse osontiellement l'harmoniaatioo et lloptimiaation des gammes do fabrication avec lea

trais usine. do notro groups. r
4.3 Etablisment des dovis industrials

Noun eatimons quo ca. troia actiVit6a soot indispensables si l'on vout appliquer et d~velopper
lea concept. do riduction des cofts.

4.4 Industrialisation des matfiriols

Cleat Ia recherche avec 10 bureau d'Atudo et avec l'assistance des services do production des
solutions les plus 6conomiques.
L'industrialisation so fait A doux atades :au stade du projet ou au stade do is production,
example:

Projet att. AIRBUS - Pompos hydrauliques

Production att. MIRAGE F1 - Fromn AIRBUS - Electro-distributeur

Lea r6sultats do l'industriali'aation soot d'autant plus importants qu'ils soot mends on amont
des 6tudos.

4.5 Rhaultats do l'industrialisation en utilisant Ie ratio : R

GANSR2AS-DPESSDOrLAE
DEPENSES D'ETUDES

Ce ratio R so situ. aux environs do 14. 11 oat sup6rieur A 14 si l'on jotervient au stade du
projet et inf~riour A 14 si l'on intervient en production.

En g~nfiral, l'jndustrialisation aiflne

Une baisso do cott do production do 1'ordre de 12 %

Une augmentation des pi~cen standards dont la valour passe nur certainn mat~rie11s
hydrauliques do 19 A 57 %

Des synthises technologiques pour is conception

5. LIANALYSE DE LA VALEUR - Planche 14

5.1 Lee points n~ceasairos i Ilimplantation do l'analyse de In valour not

R~sultats positifa do l'industrialisstion

Rattachomoot du dipartosont do r~duction do coOt ii In Direction Technique

Bonne collaboration avec lea usines

Possession do mithodes perform"ntea de calcula des cnflt

Formation au travail en group@

5.2 RJ~duction des coflte par utilisation do l'analyse do la valoiir

En "Value Analysis"

Gee analyses permottont de prncAder Ai den trannfertr, den synth~fr'.s ot diern rep-hei'hp
do nouvellos solutions, example, commands d'orientation train avant.
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En "Value Engineering"

Analyse des fonctions, histogramm. des colftts, recherche des solutions 4liminant lea
fonctions inutilee et riduisant 16 coflt des fonctions principales.

Exeample :fromn carbone MIRAGE 2000

5.3 Riultata de l'analyso de la valeurI

Ln utilisant le m~me ratio R (voir planche 14), on constate que lea risu2.t-ate sont plus per-
formants qu'en industrialisation.

6. CONCEPTION A GOUT DE PRODUCTION OBJECTlk' - Planche 1.5

D~termination do l'objectif

Cetta d6terinination impose

Une parfait. d6finition des spicifications techniques et de production.

Une confiance entre clients et fournieseurs.

Une d6finition de taux do transaction (cotit/performances)

Un. 6valuation des cofits par m~thodes param~tr~es

La projection 15 indique pour den mat6rials diff6rents, lea paramatres techniques et de
production utiliasa.
11 faut disposer par type de mat~riels d'un sombre important de devis dont lea valeurs sonit
contr~l~es et homog~nes.

Cn Acrit l'6quation des coftts et par r~greasion logarithmique, on recherche la valour des
coefficients rendant minimum lee 6carts entre les devis et l'6quation.

N;Athidologige

L -n utiliio- la nmom m6thodologic qu'en industrinlisation et qu'en analyse de la valour.
Toutes les anolutions soot Li chiffrer rapidement dloii moycos de calculs performants.
En plus, 1e coftt objectif eat contrM16 A touo leas tades :conception, gamme et
r~alination.

R~sultatG - Planiche Io

Le tableau do la plancho 16 donne les r~nultata obtenus.
Ils nont tr~a significatifs et v~rifi~s jusqu'au ntade des dessine et en partie aur lea
gasses et en r~alisation.

7. CONCEPTION A GOUT DE VIE OBJFC'I.IF - Planche 17

Le coflt do vie objectif eat la somse d, l'ensemble des d~peoses depuis ba conception jungu'i.
l'utilisation et la maintenance.

rDomaine d'applicatian chez M-11-B

Nous evans utilis6 ce concept pour lev freins.
L'analyse a porti essentieblement sur

1) Le coft de production en rocherchant

La simplification maximum des doonina

L'optimisation den fanctionn

L'A tude des msayens A mettre en neuvre pour In fabrication

2) 1,e cont d'utilimpition :coftt par atterrismape (GPL) Coost Per Latnding

(;e rott at pour Ilutilinateur p-iwordial.

11 oat do l'ardirp de 5 i 0 foio le cntt d'acquisition.

Le GPL eat In division de la valouir den pi,*cer c'nnommablc-; par I 'ndura,-.

Lon trnvaux conrcernant la riductinn du 11 ant durt, plun de ', nrn et ,nt ' t;* mer"t,
Lnas un ci imat de confiance aver lo fournissour do pntinr. f' tt'-n.

Lea r~sultata rippa-aissent our In planche I1

Le cott do production pane do 1 A C,.)5 et le ra')t d'utibiftntio. ((XI') de .

J*
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8. RESULTATS COMPARES DE DIFFERENTS CONCEPTS D)E REDUCTION DE COUTS - Planche 19

Industrialisation et analyse de la valour:

Le tableau met on 6vidence la plus grando performance do l'analyae do la valour.
A noter quo l'azalyse do la valour, si elle eat environ 50 % plus performante QUO l'induomtria-
ioation, n6cessite un accroissenent doacotts difitude dlenviron do 10 i 15 %

Conception a coft do production et co~t do vie objectif:

L'objectif fix6 eat on g~nfiral attoint au otade do la conception avec des gains do l'ordre de
30 %, i v~rifier en cours do production et d'utilisation.

Lee diff~rexits concepts do r~duction do coflt an4nent d'autres retomb~es

Rigle d'6itablissement des dessins

R~gle d*6tablissement des gammes

Standardisation

9. CONCLUSIONS - Planche 20

L'utilisation do concepts de r~duction de coftts do plus en plus ordonn6a et systfiuatia~s a

permis d'obtenir des r6aultats concr~ts, mais ils impliquent

Uoo discipline de travail

La participation do tous

Le rattachement a la Direction Technique

L'optimisation des mcyons do production

La Possession et l'actualiaation do moyons do calculs do coftts porforaanta.



LA MISE EN OEUVRE DES CONCEPTS 1Z REDUCTION IES COUTS

CHEZ M-H-B (MESSIER-HISPANO-BUGATTI)

(Planche 1)

- Production M-H-B ot r6duction des cotts
- Lee 4 concepts do la rfduotion des coflts
- Los moyons n6cessaires
- Industrialisation
- Analyse de la valour
- Conception i coftt do production objectif
- Conception A coflt de vie objectif
- R6sultats des diff&rents concepts
- Conclusions

PRODUCTION M-H-B

(Planche 2)

Train Equipement Rou-froin

Train hy draulique Ru

Nombre d'ensembles :v 3 000

Nombre de piices : ,.J 50 000

Temps moyen

Temps d'usinage

0,01" 1 Ai 2 500 H

QuantitLc de lancement 200 30 "4

Cycles (moiL) 5 10 24.

REPARTITION fLpS COUTS

(Planche 3)

% Train Hydraulique Rout Frein

10 _

I 0 O I. . . .

I - . . I -]II
70 I II

* I I I I
, I I I I I

,0 I I II

III

,cII It

K-in V iivr

+ 11111]



ACTIONS DE REDUCTION4 DES COUTS

(Planche 4)

Direction 
echnique

D)6partement
Analyie de la valeur

i)Ovi s
M6thode. g6 n~rales

Proje t

Conception Moyens Achats

INDUSTRIALISATION

(Planche 5)

icrIndvitrialisation

GAIN f (STADIE DIINTERVENTION)

(Planche 6)

GAIN

Conception Production Utilimation

Pro jet



kNALYSE DE LA VALLUR

(Planche 7)

COUT GOUT

---. i Analyse fine -

Foflctions Fonctions

COUT COUT

Cr~ativit6

+

-FLO 
Analyse fine

otions Fonc tions

CONCEPTION A COUT DE PRODUCTION OBJECTIF (C)

(Planche 8

- Projet

Spficifications Coflts 1 - Analyse

+ param6tr68 de la valeur

Cotlt objectif C >C - Industrialisatiun

Remise encas

C. C. 0.

CONTROLE PERMANENT DES COUTS

(Plaxiche 9)

COOT 
otuiar ~ls

Cofl(rft unitair ~s

cation cation___ _ ______________

I 1 11



CONCEPTION A COUT DE VIE OBJECTIF

(Planche 10)

0.0.0. -D.T.C. D.T.L.C.C.

Cot epoduction objecti' (D6veloppement

Outillages
Coflt total. Production

Utilisation

IMaintenance

MOYENS

(CALCUL DES COUTS)

(Planche 11)

Actualis~s Rapideo Fiabler

Moyena de production Classoiques Param6triques

Aquos Conft =f (techniques)
Incidences sur conception 1hoe
et colftsMaoe

Main-d'oeuvre

Approvisionnement

TREIS 11.9)R1AUT Rflaisations.

INDUSTIALI S4ATION

(Plauiche 12)

1 - Orientation des moyens

2 - Aa~lioration do la technologie industrielle

3 - Etablissement dea devis

1 - 2 - 3 :INDISPENSABLES

4 - Industrialisation des mat~riels

- Rappel
- Projet
- Production

RE3tLTATS

(planche 13)

RATIO R

Rl l~ain ur 2 ans -Ot1ae

Etudes

R 14 >14 Projet
.1 Production

- Cotti de production -121

- Stndardiantion 19 -- V-,

- :;yth,'aer technoloni quer flojr- c-rcertion

~~An
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ANALYSE DE LA VALEUR

(Planche 14)

- Points necessaires

- D6veloppement de la rfduction des cofts
par analyse do la valeur

. Value analysis

0 Orientation

. Value engineering

- R6sultats

RATIO = R

R GAIN

Industrialisation 14 12%

Analyse de la valeur 22 17 %

29 10

Value Value
analysis Engineering

CONCEPTION A COUT DE PRODUCTIO?7 OBJECTIF

C.C.O.

(Planohe 15)

- D6termination

- Evaluation des cofts:m6thodes param6triques

P a (A x B x Cx D )
P = Devis

Determination de A, , 011  I

par regression exponentielle

- 4 paramtres

Techniques Production

Volume Quantit6
Accumulateur asse Cadence

Energie Quantit6
Frein Commando Cadence

hydraulique

Masse Quantit6V~rin Effort Cadence

ME THODOLOGIE

(Planche 16)

PERMANENCE DU CONTROLE DES COUTS

R6sultats :

Colt Cott C°ntrb8e

initial Objectif Dessin Gamme Production

AL.332 1 0,65 0,67 En courm

A.310 1 0,95 0,96 En courn

Dietributeur 1 0,7 0,72 0,71 0,69

R~ue 1 0,55 0,57 0,55 0,58



CONCEPTION A COUT DE VIE OBJECTIF

C.C.v.O.
(Planahe 17)

- Cott objectif = (d6veloppoment, outillage, production, utiisation, maintenance)

- Application chez M.H.B. fromn

- Cott do production -Analyse de la valour

-Mayens it utiiser

- Coftt d'utjlisation - 5 (coaft d'acquiaition)

C.P.L. =-Pi~ces consominables

C.P.L. = Cost Per Landing

RES ULT!.TS

(Planche 183)

Cott production

1 -.- 0,55

Cott dlutiioaton (C.P.L.)

1 -k0,3

RESIUhTATS COMPBARES DES DIFEERENTS CONCEPTS
(Planche 19)

- Industrialisnation - Analyae de In valour

Dvlpeet Ratio I Gain
D~vlopernntR produc-tion

Inusriali- 1 14 12 c.

Analyre de in 1,15 22 17 %
valourI

- C.C.O. - C.C.V.O.

Objectif atteint i la conception :-.30

- Autres retomb~es:

* rgles desains-gammes
*Standardisation

CONCLUSIONS

(Plancho 20)

- D~monstrntiot de in rentabiiit6 dos concepts
de reduction do coftt

- Fointo n6cessaireo

*Confiance

*Discipline

*Participation

*Rnttachement j.in ;irection Technique

*Optimiation des moyenn

*MOYEDG.- PERORIANTS D)'EVAI UATTON: DE:,GcOpgs



J UMMARY ,)F AWAZ Lrh JHD 100
Ml.SICIDLGY FODR 'XN'RCL OF LIFEi ;YCLE OST3 FOYR AIN.

Irving J. Gabelman
Technical Associates

Rome, New York

SUMMARBY

The continually Increasing costs of aivionics and weapon systems during acquisition ani nlr2e
time operation is a matter of grave concern to the NATO family of nations. '"he NATC governmentf.
greater visibility over these life c.:le costs. Fortunately there have been formulated di5:clpiine1
methodB of provid'ng such visibility and control. "he Avionics Panel of AGAHD, Jrn an effort to sake
these methods more widely available, sponsored Lecture l eries 100 on "Methodolopy for lontrol of I f,,
-ycle lomta for Avionics T7yatems'. rhe lecture series was implemened through the :onsul tant ani _x-
change Program in May 1979. This paper summarizes the vresentations given.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fhis paper will summarize the 1_1~dO:... 100 on 'iMethodology for _'ontrol of Li fe ycle )sl,: or
Avionics Oystems". The lecture series waF Kiven Ir. linn. Cermany on 7-P May 1919 and then lr: ten:
Greece on 10-11 May 1979 by the following7 pe rsonnel:

Lecture eries Director

,~r. I.J. abelman
Technical Associates
225 Dale Road
Rome, New York 13440, USA

Lecturers

Dr. E.N. Dodson Mr. j. Kilon
G;eneral Research C orporation '<,:/ F
53H3 Rollin -r Avunue Hose Air Development enter
P.c,. Liox 3587 Criffiss At'r :-r~n -asp
Tanta Barbara, T alifornia 91105, U7A New York, New York 13 401 U.51

Mr. 7. Kiang Mr. I .. Reich
hiell Northern Hesearch Ltd )"LIA and lOG M1_ T.

P.C. Box 3511, 3tation "C" 7doom 7'j

Ottawa, rCanada KlY4H7 111 Lascon iounep
Thea halds ass i
1.,ndon 11 ilKWY

,:ach of the lecturers spoke for approximately three hour,.. in t.he 'I e f time availa~le todlay only i'oc
highlights of their papers can 1,n resented. T'he camlp'.' sa-.ers are aviil: ir, ph-1 rocee ilrF ,I-
the lecture series, which may be obtained through yoir Nati'-nal Iltioir -eer Th ree j 1njg
contali an extensive biblography ,.n various ispects f L.ife :vo> :ontn ,,rejarvi 1,y the -ThIentlI fI an:!
T'echnica;l Information 7!ranch of ',ASA.

1.1 K"iements of Life ycle ;orts

Aivance I teohnolop- has made available to the NA:1' mi its cv ommanicer an arrayv of h' sI a so~hl!
hatel, extremely complex systems which help him to reach is ,~rtos c *3ecve!. hquirln,, 'his '

creased capatilIty however has been costly, s;o costly that It irosn s a rig:: fIcant ludhetacsv t'.'m
to the sem'er nations of NA:M . The life :vole .O!ts (u A efined as the total costsi of aclulio,
operating ani supportingv a system over Its life ine, has corn';-, -netr,-! l nrolwny. Mehecy han

.- Ien evolvel whim, ena,0les ,oqts of -urcen' epnsses o- olc and rn-!otrs of waresose trn

now In development to b)e contryolled.

The most visible costs a.v, those! asso-iated with prootrement. resear:., AnAjv, ~ mn te'

evaluation. These account for perhivpo one- 'hi ri of iy, total I .pertlion ai I malnte-e. so: man-
power costs are roughly the other two-thlS. 12 'an ' lowIIreI el , rft'-mar~re 0.J ti-.c;
using commercial producits; improving relIvAility; imp1roving qulj'ity on-e,! :tn tesels11ro~e
and using silmple ipeslins.

'he lec ture series speakers lescLritod several m't.ho 1:- l whlch enall-,e e- 't

current syntemn and which can he u-ed toi 'ontro)l the 1;: of yvstpms, now in js ~s
MA Y ( F "L F,, Y:, 1 ( It p iN : .1: - %.N. -, ol

1.ife lyclp los t ::.) analysis9 o 1i -cus-el I In I 1, -)nt xt c f n;eveca Iae~en ' -

J!it, i luite ( I) eva)Liatf1on of ,I ternative sys tem ,, ncepts an 1 i,,sI n!, .'i. I ie'
to-ost program, t udeetary plannin, for ee:ted syrstems, and I,'o'.l f-' gI

system aoquisition programs.

Th two ham appro)acies to I. aInAl v-A', are the in lust ci al -r, n-rinsg ,til the' 1!cin
nittia'approach. [1)olson'r lecture, emteh--izes, the latter, al though xa,u :e- n: l' q.

the In uI a ria I engineer Ing A pproach a rv als g , F!ven .
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The parametric method is well suited to estimating life cycle costs when employed in the early
stages of a progras "Life Cycle". In these early phases comparatively few details about the eventual
equipments are known, yet many of the important program decisions must be made. The parametric method is
based on relationships between more aggregated components of system cost and the physical and/or perform-
ance characteristics of the system. These relationships should be derived from cost histories on prior
programs fG..lowing the principles of statistical inference. For most new systems, the parametric approach
is the only method that can be used to make an estimate from the limited information available during con-
cept formulation, i.e., when only mission and performance envelopes are defined. Only subsequently when

detailed contractor proposals are being prepared can the industrial engineering procedures be applied.
Furthermore, parametric methods provide the analyst with an inexpensive means of examining the impact on
cost of a variety of changes in system performance requirements - information on particular importance
during the early phases of the development and planning processes.

2.1 Parametric Cost Analysis

The lecture describes the basic elements and methods of parametric cost analysis. While there are
clearly defined steps, it is emphasized that the overall process is iterative. The steps given are:

1. Statement of Objectives - As in any analysis there must be a clear statement of objectives such
as 1) comparison and evaluation of costs vs benefits, 2) establishment of budgets, 3) comparing costs with
competing alternatives.

2. Cost Chart of Accounts - The next step is to develop a formally structured table of cost elements
to be examined. One way to structure the cost chart is by means of a two dimensional array, one axis of
which defines the end items such as laser optics while the second lists various elements of the system
life cycle such as initial tooling.

3. Formulation of Cost Hypotheses - This includes the hypothesizing of basic estimating equations
in which cost is the dependent variable and selected performance, design, or program characteristics serve
as independent variables. Various mathematical forms for these equations are discussed, together with the
requirements for the underlying engineering rationale to support the estimating equations.

4. Collection and Normalization of Relevant Historical Data - Data sources are discussed, together

with the several procedures required to ensure that data from various sources are consistely-defined and
comparable.

5. The Use of Statistical Techniques. The developing and validating of specified mathematical equa-
tions for estimating costs Is discussed. There is also given steps that can be pursued if no valid esti-mating relationships are established.

The lectures also consider methodological refinements to LCC analysis. These include methods of
measuring technological change and incorporating the effects of these changes in life-cycle cost analysis.
These procedures are especially pertinent to electronics and avionics systems (which -- more than any
other type of equipment -- are characterized by rapid technological change).

Throughout the discussions of life-cycle costing, procedures and the extensions involving changing
technology, specific examples of avionics hardware and software are given. Software poses a number of
unique problems which are discussed. These examples are drawn from the author's work for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration and other agencies, and from other published work.

In addition to the use of these procedures in life-cycle cost analysis, the lecture illustrates
their use in evaluating risks associated with development and production of avionics equipment.

Also considered are the unique requirements associated with design-to-cost programs. Experience with
several ongoing programs is given, together with the outlook for future developments in design-to-cost
procedures.

3. SUMMARY OF "THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF LIFE CYCLE COST METHODOLOGY" by T. D. Kiang

3.1 Introduction

Bell-Northern Research (BNR) has developed a life cycle cost (LCC) methodology suitable for Canadian

forces environments. For this methodology, a model has been developed which has the capability of relating
system LCC to its availability. The LCC of a system is defined as the sum total of all present and future
costs incurred in acquisition, operating and maintaining the system. Availability is defined as the prob-
ability that at any point in time the system is operating satisfactorily.

The model is computerized and tied into the field data collected under the maintenance management
information systems for the Canadian forces operational environments. It Is very comprehensive containing
some 59 functional modules. The methodology was developed primarily to meet the needs of the Canadian
Department of National Defence (DND). By standardizing on this methodology, DND obtains a common starting
point for LCC evaluations. The methodology could be extended to non-DND applications to conduct LCC and
availability analyses on complex systems such as power distribution, transportation and communication net-
works. The methodology can also be adapted to specific requirements for sensitivity analyses, evaluation
of reliability improvement warranties, engineering economy studies, and other applications.

3.2 LCC Methodology

The methodology by BNR is unique in that the model relates LCC and availability in quantitative terms.
The DUD LCC model will maximize system availability for a given cost constraint, or minimize LCC for a
given availability requirement. The model is designed to carry out comparative studies for decision-
making at various stages of system life.

Due to the non-linear and complex relationship between availability and LCC, a marginal allocation
approach was used. To facilitate the computation, the mathematical expressions were programmed in
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Fortran IV using an IBM 370/168 virtual machine. The interactive feature of the computerized model per-

its rapid access to modify input data to carry out sensitivity analyses, and gives the user rapid results.

3.4 Conclusions

The study successfully demonstrates the application of the DND LCC model to the Canadian forces

operating environments. The generalized model can be applied to complex systems to perform trade-offs

between LCC and availability. The analysis takes into account recurring and non-recurring costs, hardware

configuration, reliability data, and variations in maintenance and logistics support. It permits rapid

sensitivity to cost drivers.

The DND LOG is a useful tool for comparative studies. Because the model Is generalized and modular

In structure, it will find applications beyond DND wherever it is desireable to optimize WC/availability

on complex systems.

4. SUMMARY OF "RECENT EXPERIENCE IN THE DhV-LOPMONT AND APPLICATION OF LCC MODEL3" by Jerome Klion

The analysis and study of LCC of complex weapon systems is facilitated by the use of models. rhis

paper 1) introduces some representative available models, 2) discusses their development, 
3) points out

their shortcomings and sensitivities, and 4) shows several recent applications. 
Information on other

models may be obtained in several references given in a brief bibliography.

Acquisition cost models are discussed first. There are two general types - development cost models

and production cost models. The models are developed from empirical relationships found among the relevant

variables in available data. These relationships are, in many cases, found by a mathematical technique

known as regression analysis. Klion's paper examines in some detail this technique and gives some examples
of Its application.

Reliability has a significant impact on LCC. In the development cycle, efforts are made to maximize

the reliability of the developed equipment. These reliability efforts include failure analysis, design

reviews, parts screening, standardization, environmental testing, etc. The General Electric Company under

contract to RADC developed a model which included relationships enabling the determination and prediction

of costs of reliability efforts to the reliability of the developed equipment. This model and Its applica-

tion to various avionic equipment developments is discussed in Klion's paper. Also discussed in detail is

a similar study performed by the Hughes Aircraft Company on ground and shipboard electronic equipment.

Application of the Hughes model to ten electronic systems is given. In both these studies, quantitative

relationships are derived which allow prediction of reliability and reliability costs based on such vari-

ables as the total number of parts (analog and digital); predicted and specified MTRF. The relationships

established allow for trade-offs among parameters so that the reliability, unit production cost, etc. can

be varied and optimized in accordance with specified criteria. The methodology which was developed allows

the analyst to compare the reliabilities that could be expected from various combinations of the following;

different designs, growth testing programmes, levels of part quality, screening methods and burn-ins, and

amount and severity of limited environmental testing. The cost methodology also allows for a comparison of

the associated unit production costs.

L&C modeling includes operation and support cost models. These models are basically analytical in

nature. That is, an operations, maintenance and support scenario is first developed and around this

scenario, a complete cost model is developed. Some of the factors considered in the development of such

models are: the quantitative effect of reliability on the number of maintenance actions and spare parts

requirements; the effect of maintainability on the number of maintenance manhours required, and on the

manpower required per maintenance action, the development of materiel costs, and costs per manhour, for the

required maintenance activities, etc. A virtual plethora of such models have been developed in the past;

one report published almost eight years ago contained 46 different models.

Another type of LCC model examines reliability as a capital investment (i.e., an expenditure of funds

in the expectation of a worthwhile return). Using standard economic analysis procedures, the model allows

one to compute the return in reduced maintenance costs of a system procured with the elements of a compre-
hensive reliability program versus the return of a system with an abbreviated reliability program. Another

model was formulated to compute the cost of a comprehensive reliability program. !Itandard budgeting proced-

ures were employed, Including consideration of overhead, general and administrative (G&A), and profit factors.

Given the appropriate development, production, and operation and support costs for a system, one can

then sum them to estimate total life cycle costs. It is obvious that, since each estimate is subject

to some degree of inaccuracy or error, the total LCC will be sensitive, in different degrees, to some

combination of the inherent errors. A research program, and results are described which quantifies model

sensitivity and develops procedures for estimating confidence intervals for LC' models

The last section of the paper describes applications of 1,(' models in recent U.", Air Force procurements,

including some which utilized reliability improvement warranties to minimize LCC.

5. 3UMMARY OF "PROBLEMS IN THE INVESTIGATION OF RELIABILITY ASSOCIATED IIC OF MILITARY AIRIORN', !7Y,.

by Peter C. Reich

Mr. Reich's lecture dealt with "Reliability Associated Life-Cycle Costs". These costs fall into two

main categoriess

- Investment :osts. These are the costs attributable to activities that pertain to achieving or im-

proving the reliability and maintainability of systems.

b. Support Co: "hese are the maintenance costs incurred during the service life of the system.
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Jointly these are the "WI" costa.

R&M costs are difficult to ascertain and even more difficult to compare from system to system. They

obviously can be varied ia accordance with the level of operational effectiveness that is sought or per-

mitted. Mr. Reich points out that drawing statistical inferences by a purely statistical treatment of

costs in past projects is a very difficult undertaking mainly because of the many interacting factors

which influence R&M and because data on these factors is not always available or complete.

Several aircraft subsystems were chosen for study of R&M costs. These included the ILS receiver,

AI radar, transponders, air conditioning electrical supply, propulsion, etc.

The lecture does not give quantitative results but does discuss the method of study of these sub-

systems and the associated problems. The study method outlined is as follows:

a. Collection of representative samples of data on defect rates, associated maintenance activities

and unit costs of the activities.

b. Collection of samples of data from which to estimate losses of operational effectiveness.

c. Estimate the life costs of maintenance associated with identified generic types of cause.

d. Estimate the losses of operational effectiveness associated with generic 
types of cause.

e. Highlight the most important causes of maintenance costs and of loss of operational effectiveness.

f. Conduct historical review of the project with particular reference to the cost and effectiveness

of the R&M activities, and to other factors affecting in-service reliability.

g. Hypothesize (and assign costs to) additional RAM activities that might have been profitably

applied at various stages of the project.

h. istimate the R&M gains associated with these additional activities.

i. Translate these gains in R&M to savings in life maintenance costs and increased operational ef-

fectiveness.

J. Generalize the results of i to cover whole airborne weapon systems, and indicate potential re-

turns on investment in future projects.

k. Give a paradigm for the conduct of RIM activities in future major projects, based on a to j

above.

It is seen that bteps a through i constitute a detailed "case study" of each sub-system, and that this

involves a thorough investigation of the "background", i.e., the initial operational requirements, time-

scales, contractual arrangements, and revisions to specification, etc. Steps g through i concentrate on

the potential for improvement (one measure of which is the achievable reduction in life-cycle costs) to

guide the formulation of policies for future projects.

Mr. Reich emphasizes that PAM studies are difficult to exploit because of the 1) varying definitions

of RM, 2) differences in scheduled maintenance policies, 3) variations in type of data taken and in the

methods of acquisition, 4) relatively short sampling periods compared to length of inservice life, 5)
relevance of pertinent desired operational effectiveness, etc.

In the concluding sections of his lectures, Mr. Reich deals with the relationship of operational
effectiveness to life cycle costs. He gives an example of a wartime effectiveness model which, for a

given type of airborne weapons system, can be used to investigate sensitivities to parametric values.

The system chosen consists of an aircraft and payload designed for close-support role in land battles.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

6.1 Background

Mr. O.C. Boileau, formerly president of Boeing Aerospace Corporation, in a speech to the National

Security Industrial Organization, remarked that he had a recurrent nightmare wherein all of the aerospace

engineers in the free world are being monitored by all the civil servants. The engineers are building a

solid gold airplane that can fly backwards and has a price tag equal to the national debt. He went on to

say that what really bothered him was that he saw variations of that nightmare during the day in real

life without closing his eyes.

Mr. Boileau's statements are graphic observations of the increasing LOC of military systems. Fort-

unately the problem of mounting LCC was recognized. In the U.S. some fundamental examinations of the

traditional methods and concepts of development, acquisition, operation and support of military systems

were undertaken by the department of defense. DOD Directive 5000.28 was issued which explicitly empha-
sized that management of weapon systems would ensure establishment of "costs as a parameter equal in

importance with the technical requirement and schedules". Three major points were made in Directive 5000.28,

1. 0&S cost goals and unit acquisition costs should be specified early In the procurement cYcle.

2. Specific measurable quantities such as MTBF should be established contractuaily and measured

during the test and evaluation phase and in operation.

3. Incentives to reduce LCC should be established.
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One of the principal considerations leading to DODD 5000.28 was the decline in purchasing power for
new weapon acquisition due to the increasing O&S costs. Formerly little explicit attention was given to
outyear support and operating costs during development. Now a decision coordinating paper (DCP) is
agreed to by the DOD and the military services to ensure that the following points are considered in their
weapon system procurements a

1. O&S cost visibility
2. Design trades to minimize LCC
3. Contract incentives to reduce O&S costs
4. logistics alternatives.

This emphasis by government and industry, not only in the U.S. but also in the other members of NATO, on
LCC motivated an aggregation of techniques from engineering and mathematics into a coherent discipline
addressed to the task of reducing LCC - of satisfying the goals of DODD 5000.28 and the DCPs.

IS 100 was an integrated series of lectures assembled to acquaint the AGARD community with these
techniques and with the results of their application. Each lecture addressed a major aspect of LCC,
presenting background, definitions, principles, applications and results. These lectures have been
summarized. The remainder of this paper comments on the content of each of the lectures.

6.2 Life Cycle Cost Concept - E.N. Dodson

Dodson develops methods for obtaining "Cost Estimating Relationships" (CERs). These are mathematical
equations linking measurable physical attributes of a system to its cost. An extremely simple CER for
attack and fighter aircraft might be

Production Cost - $230 x weight in lbe.F,

?ra~eC R u~ld sua~ift d ipproved by inyludig gthefooggrftion p arameters such as speeg.aner O clmo, . o a u ee" sponsored study in wnc

over 40 operational radar systems were evaluated relates development cost to several radar parameters
as follows: *

in C - -0.784 - 0.205 In A + 0.165 D + 0.151 In P + 0.028 + 1.370 TD
where ,

C - Radar system development cost
A - Antenna aperture
D - Degree of development
P - Peak power
S - Sensitivity

SC - Number of special circuits
TD - Type of development

Dodson shows how to develop CERs by statistical parametric analysis - that is CERs are derived by
statistically analyzing data on similar operating systems or subsystems and correlating cost with
physical and functional parameters.

The method is well established and as Dodson points out is the only one available to the LCC analyst
for most new systems.

Another method, treated superficially in the paper, is the "Industrial Engineering Approach" wherein
cost categories are defined at an elemental level with each element of the system quantified. While this
method allows for simulation, trade-offs and expert inputs at detailed levels, it may be difficult to
implement because of unavailability of detailed data and also can be overly subjective.

There are two methods which are comparatively simple which are not included in Dodson's paper.
These are:

1. Analogy - i.e., when the system being procured is essentially the same as one previously purchased.
In such instances, estimation of cost would be based on simple adjustments such as for quantity and
inflation.

2. Scaling, i.e., when the new system being procured is similar to one procured in the past but with
some modification. The estimating factors are more complex than in the analogy method but still simple.

The last part of Dodson's paper treats the incorporation of technological advance as a factor in CERs.
This is an area to which Dodson has made many original contributions. It is obviously a significant factor
in LCC and one which is very difficult to quantify.

At some point in the acquisition cycle, decisions are made on design detail which become difficult to
modify or change. Planning may begin however appreciably before this point In time and there Is an interval
which may be appreciable in which the state of the art (SOA) advances. Dodson introduces a technique in
technique in which an SOA surface is generated based on historical data. CRas then include a factor which
accounts for changes in the SOA surface due to technological advances.

H H. Balban, W. Schoenfeld. J. Witt, Prediction of Development Costs for Large Radar Systems, ARINC
Research Corporation, RADC Technical Report TR 67-217, April 1967
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6.3 Life Cycle Cost Methodology - T.D. Kiang

CERs allow for the calculation of costs for a given system or for any component thereof. In any system
of appreciable complexity, such as most weapon systems, several CERs are used to compute the overall LCC.
Furthermore LCC are dependent on variables whose limits are specified by considerations such as operational
effectiveness. The management of system LCC involves carrying out comparative engineering studies of the
many options available at different times in the life cycle. These studies are more easily conducted with
the use of computer models.

The defense establishments of several of the NATO family of nations have sponsored development of
such models for use in life cycle management of systems from acquisition to disposal. Mr. Kiang's paper
is representative of such an application by the Department of National Defense in Canada.

Fig. 1 shows the structure of the DND model developed by Bell Northern Research Ltd. Arrows indicate
important relationships between system effectiveness and LC.
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Fig. 2 Illustrates the many applications of the model in various stages of the life cycle. r.
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Fig. 2

The model has been used by DND in the management of several systems very successfully. Mr. Kiang
details a case study on the AN/ARM 504.

6.4 Application of 1.0 Models - Jerome Klion

Dr. Dodson developed the concept of CERs and Mr. Kiang applied the concept in the computer model
developed for DND. A succeesful Implementation and utilization was accomplished. 'he development of an
LCC model however is an extremely complex undertaking. Mr. Klionms paper discusses the mathematical and
statistical techniques used in deriving CEb such as regression analysis. His paper for the first time
in the lecture series addresses reliability as a constraint variable in LCC. It.C is highly dependent on
reliability and its associated measure meantime before failure WrBF. It is intuitively apparent that
as the requirement for the reliability increases that acquisition costs will increase and that O&A costs
sill decrease. Pig. 3 displays the classic saddle shaped curve of LCC vs MTBF for the AN/ARC-164, an
aircraft comunication system. Klion devotes the major portion of his paper to LCC reliability con-
siderations. It is thorough and well documented.

1~ a
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6.5 Problem of Reliability Associated LOC - P.C. Reich

This paper continues the emphasis of the dependence of WCC on reliability. Reich's main contribution
however Is his questioning of the data used In 142C forecasting. He claims that differing interpretations
of reliability and maintainability lead to inaccurate specification of data to be collected and used in
applicable CiERs. This criticism is well taken and emphasizes the importance of understanding without
ambiguity the meaning of data used. Much of the criticism directed at LCC for-ecasting and analysis is
not really a criticism of the discipline but rather suggests that any evaluative process will suffer if
the data used is faulty or used Incorrectly.
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DESIGN TO COST VIEWED AGAINST THE ACHIEVEMENT OF OPTIMUM SYSTEM CAPABILITY

by

R.G.Rose
Marconi Avionics Ld

Rochester, UK

In defining the cost of a product, account must be taken of design and development,

manufacture, training and training aids, support equipment such as test equipment,

special tools etc., documentation, transportation and handling, operating and

maintenance and finally, retirement and disposal. These can be broken down into

two parts; one time costs and recurring costs. One time costs will include design

and development, manufacture, training, documentation and facilities. Recurring

costs normally include re-training where necessary, post design improvement studies,

operating and maintenance costs and transportation and handling. These two groups

are interactive in as much as poor design usually will result in heavy maintenance

costs and design for the reduction of operating and maintenance costs will usually

result in higher design and development costs for the achievement of the results

required. There is another point in product design that must be considered as

part of Assets Management, and that is the required availability or state of readi-

ness of the equipment to perform the tasks for which it was developed. In this

context, availability means, as far as the aircraft is concerned, that is must be

available for despatch whenever required, irrespective of that part of the

operational envelope which is to be applied. This will, of course, include

deployment of aircraft as part of the operational role.

It is this latter that I would like to deal with in some depth. An aircraft can be

made available to a high level of probability by having an infinite number of spares

and very short fault diagnoses and repair times. One of the problems, as far as

military aircraft are concerned, is that although they could have an infinite number

of spares available, the probability of them being where they are required, particularly

in a state of war, is remote. We must therefore consider other methods that will

achieve higher levels of availability and at the same tirro achieve the lowest Life

C~cle Cost. Among the problems to be resolved are the facts that, although things

are beginning to change, the design specification usually covers the performance

requirements and, to some degree at least, the reliability requirements quite

thoroughly, but does not specify how the operational role of the aircraft is to be

ensured under the various conditions that it could be required to operate. The

Military Services probably feel that this is their business and that they have

adequate techniques and facilities to handle these problems.

However, the achievement of a high level of operational readiness will not be met

by the routine observation of performance, reliability and support needs alone. Their

obtainment requires systematic evaluation of the design and support characteristics

as part of the systems engineering process by technically qualified specialists.
'A
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This involves the interactive assessment of the impact the design will have on the

technical specification of the total support requirements. The effectiveness of

such an assessment and its influence on design is dependent on the meaningful

application of an integrated Logistics Support concept during all phases of

acquisition.

All too often systematic consideration of the solutions to the problem of total

support does not begin until the system is in the production or deployment phases.

While some elements of support may receive early attention, it is rare that the total

support planning has a major impact on systems design. This lack of timely and

systematic planning adversely affects the operational availability and cost of

ownership. This really means that the design to cost should involve design to

total cost. Each cost element should be clearly indicated so that those studying

proposals and bid packs can see exactly what they are paying for, and slot each

cost into its own budget element in such a way that different government departments

can compare apples with apples when giving consideration to competitive bids.

Unfortunately, the achievement of high states of readiness, fluidity of deployment,

often to areas where support equipment, or labour, or facilities are not immediately

available and may not be available during a particular mission, will usually be

reflected in the acquisition of costs. This is because of the interaction between

design for performance, reliability, maintainability and testability. To this must

be added Logistics Support costs. It is felt that a highly skilled Logistics

Support Engineer should not only be a part of the basic design team from the outset,

but also be influential in the design review and considerations. The Logistics

Support Engineer selected for this type of work should be a highly qualified and

very experienced engineer, well versed in the latest technologies and capable of

recommending even later technologies in the satisfaction of the total operational

and logistics requirements. Logistics Support engineering must be added to the

basic qualifications. Pure logistics would not, I feel, satisfy this role. This

engineer must have a thorough and intimate knowledge of not only the hardware design

activities, but also and probably more important, the total application to which

the customer proposes to put the aircraft in both peacetime and wartime conditions,

taking the worst cases into account. Among the tools available to tle Logistics

Support engineer would be simulation mathematical models, and by continuous

interaction with the computer, he would be able to go into numerous optimisation

loops to study the effects of design to-date on the required state of readiness or

availability, and make design change recommendations particularly in the a:-eas of

maintainability, for the achievement of the required potential state of readiness

keeping cost of ownership in mind at all times. During this process, consideration

will be taken on the likely types and periods of forward deployment, labour

availability and capability at the various levels of maintainability, availability
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of spares, and the facilities to replace and repair faulty equipment, together with

the probabilities of survival of the various equipments during the various required

mission periods.

In the meantime, it would be expected that the reliability engineers would be

exerting their influence on the design in the selection of components, devices and

techniques to achieve the highest probability of survival during the tyDes of

missions envisaged by the aircraft user. This would include rigorous and expensive

reliability testing and proving and at the same time aiming to obtain a Mean Time

to First Failure which is close to the ultimate MTBF.

A number of companies such as IBM have been applying this technique for many years.

As you know, IBM rent their equipment around the world, and the greatest loss

leader that they could have would be high levels of equipment maintenance. They

therefore spend a lot of time and money on ensuring that once a piece of hardware

has been installed it will be operational as soon as possible and give minimal

problems during the first phases of its operation and as little trouble as can

be achieved during its life time. It is agreed that they have scheduled maintenance

but at the same time, it is expected by the user, who is usually involved in his

worst problems during the rime while he is putting programs onto a computer and

proving them, that during the early life of the computer there must be as little

hardware failure or malfunction as possible. That means a high Mean Time to First

Failure as a primary requirement. The achievement of Mean Time to First Failure,

commensurate with the ultimate MTBF, can be both at the same time an expensive

exercise and also a highly cost saving one in the long run. It will mean close

interaction with the Design, Quality Assurance Organisations and Production

Departments in the development and qualification of production and testing

techniques.

With electronic equipment it requires very few rogue units to considerably lower

the total population MTBF. Another thing is that these rogue units cause serious

problems whereever they exist. The avoidance of them by extensive pre-delivery

reliability testing should be an absolute necessity, but when thy do exist, their

isolation must be rapid and ruthless.

This opens us a number of subjects associated with original design. Maintainability,

the flexibility with regard to the possible levels at which maintenance can be

performed in the interest of low cost of ownership or high levels of aircraft

availability. Testability, which should produce two objectives. Firstly, the

capability of equipment being tested in depth at the highest possible level.

Secondly, to provide data retieva, of each individual piece of equipment so that
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the rate of reliability of each item in a population can be monitored. Maintain-

ability must be flexible. Only a very short time ago, aircraft first line

maintenance of its systems by anything other than removal and replacement of black

boxes was unheard of. This was largely due to the technology which was available

during that design era. Results obtained from built-in test equipment were limited

in their application. It did isolate to a fairly high percentage faulty units, and

occasionally modules within a unit, but with the advent of the so-called five day

war and other short period forward base requirements, considerably more first line

maintenance may be necessary, because squadrons may have to be placed in remote and

sometimes cut-off areas where general spares supplies and highly qualified maintenance

staff may not be available.

New technologies are increasingly able to assist in this aspect if they are included

in the original design. Testability techniques can considerably assist in opening

up the whole maintenance concept. In technology now becoming available, it is

possible by the use of small highly efficient on-board computers, to carry out

complete systems tests and display the pertinent information to the pilot, the

flight engineer or the site engineer. New satellite technology would enable these

results to be forwarded directly to a base computer. This computer could carry out

a full fault diagnosis and display back to the aircraft the corrective action in a

simple but effective form. To use this procedure effectively, the Logisti±s

Support engineer, during the mathematical modelling techniques, would have to be

very selective in the contents of the fly-away packs and the labour limitations

in fitting and testing. This engineer would also have to be active in respect

to the base computer programmes so as to ensure compliance with a maintenance plan

optimised to suit the circumstances. The application of this form of technology

will cause changes in the preparation of component maintenance manuals which would

now become computerised, and probably task orientated, with very little, if any,

hard copy except as a possible back-up. The days of hard copy component

maintenance manuals must be becoming numbered anyway. This is beciise on the one

hand, equipment is becoming so complex and its manuals so complicated, that they

are very difficult for anyone other than N highly trained expert to understand. On

the other hand, individual electronic components are becoming very reliable with

the result that repetition, which aids retention after training, is becoming less and

more spread out. This is making re-training a much more constant problem.

Computerised manuals carrying out fault diagnoses and corrective action selection

could present to the line mechanic a clearly defined maintenance tqsk.

At second line and at depot level, it is assumed that automatic test equiprent will

be used for those black boxes which could not be repaired at first line ani it

would also be used for the sub-repairable assemblies. Programmable devices attached
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to these units could store information with respect to the condition and performance

of the unit. During the cycle of the unit on the automatic test equipment, information

contained in the device could be discharged into a computer attached to it. This

information, together with that held in the base computer, would produce a data base

from which adequate monitoring of the performance and reliability of each serialised

item could be achieved. With this information available, design engineers could

quickly and accurately identify areas requiring post design improvement analysis and

action. On the other hand it would avoid all too frequent modification embodiment

to improve reliability when in fact there was no design problem. The problem could

have been that of Quality Assurance handling, lack of understanding of the test

procedure in the manuals, in fact anything but design.

It could be argued that the techniques that I have described would both increase

cost and at the same time degrade reliability. Considering the cost first, I feel

that it is only fair to say that they would increase acquisition costs. I think

that this is inevitable. However, if the Life Cycle Cost is being performed

concurrently with all of the other studies being carried out by the Logistics Support

engineer, the ultimate cost should be reduced. This would be the object of carrying

out the various optimising studies. On the other hand, if the criterion was

availability, to a very high degree the cost would be higher, but still tightly

controlled. However, it is felt that the aim should ne to optimise performance,

reliability, testability and availability to the lowest Life Cycle Cost achievable.

This would require limits and tolerances to be put on these four elements in the

original specification, otherwise the Logistics Support engineer cannot apply

optimising techniques.

A satisfactory Life Cycle Cost analysis should reduce the quantities and hence the

cost of expensive spares. It should optimise the application of test equipment

and its location. It should be able tc specify the grades of labour required and

indicate-their most satisfactory locatior. It should therefore substantially reduce

the maintenance costs. Thus an aircraft more available at lower total life cycle

cost should ensue as a result of the work causing higher acquisition costs. The

optimising process should be a continual interactive exercise from the onset of

development right through to the end of the life cycle. A great deal of assistance

would come from the reliability data reporting from the actual service environment

from an aircraft that would be available from the data base suggested earlier. It

would assist not only with the isolation of problems and the solution in existing

design, but would produce sound foundations for future designs, something that we

lack at the present time.
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With rejard to reliability, anything added to a design must, by virtue of its being

included in the hardware, degrade the reliability. Often a reasonable degredation

of reliability can be tolerated to achieve other advantages such as higher

maintainability or higher availability. Like everything else the degrading effect

on reliability must be taken into account as part of the whole optimisation process.

Availability over fixed periods will depend on reliability. It would therefore be

a major data element in the mathematical modelling process.

The title or the term "Design to Cost" worries me because the true definition of it

is elusive, and I can only look for a parallel in the domestic products industry.

It is fairly easy for a company to employ a first class industrial designer who

will produce a very fine looking piece of equipment, capable of performing a lot

of functions, and then look for the market that can afford to pay for it. Some

manufacturer's equipment, such as washing machines, are very expensive, because

they have used good components, high quality techniques, the best of design, and

they have set out to produce a long lifed reliable product. The others will design

for a lower priced market, using lower cost components, a less costly design, and

merely hope that the piece of equipment will live until the warranty runs out. I

know that this is not being quite fair to all of industry, but between the two

limits we have the situation where the buyer is looking firstly at the low acquisition

costs and then at the performance of the functions he requires, paying high

maintenance costs as he goes along. Another type of purchaser will look not only at

the performance and the asthetics of the particular piece of equipment, but also

for longevity and low maintenance costs. I think that the same problem exists

with the Aviation Industry. If we were to look at the acquisition costs only, it

is easy to design a low cost item that will perform as it is required to perform.

It will not necessarily be reliable - sometimes it is extremely difficult to

maintain and its support costs are very high indeed. Lack of good quality in

manuals, which are part of the acquisition cost, will ensure high cost of

maintenance and high wastage .' expensive components. So I would like to end with

the thought that I feel that we should design for total cost, indicating clearly in

our proposals every element that makes up the cost, leaving the choice to the buyer

to select those items that he requires to pay for, for the operation of his aircraft

and his equipment.
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AGARD Lecture Series No 107

The Application of Design to Cost and Life Cycle Cost to Aircraft Engines

Summary by

E J JONES

United Kingdom Ministry of Defence

Summary

All of the NATO nations are faced with a major concern for the growing cost of defence
and the need to ensure that cost and performance are optimized. The requirements and
related costs of weapon systems have come under close examination. The entire life cycle
of a weapon system and its subsystems must be examined. Design and development must now
crnsider not only the cost of production but also deployment, training, operational use,
and support. The use of new technology and new management techniques are essential to
obtaining the most for the available money.

The purpose of this Lecture Series is to examine the latest methodologies of cost/
performance comparison and trade-offs for aircraft engines. Information will include
data collection, analysis, modelling and estimating all development and operations
costs.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 This paper summarises AGARD Lecture Series No 107 "The Application of Design
to Cost and Life Cycle Cost to Aircraft Engines". The Lecture Series under the
sponsorship of the Propulsion and Energetics Panel and the Consultant and Exchange
Programme of AGARD was given on 12-13 May 1980 in Saint Louis, France and on
15-16 May 1980 in London, UK, by the following:

Lecture Series Director: Mr R W Ackerman
State of the Art Seminars
5959 West Century Boulevard
Suite 1010
Los Angeles, California 90045
USA

SPEAKERS

Mr K J Dangerfield Mr R J Symon
Aero Division Aero Engines Division
Rolls-Royce Limited Rolls-Royce Limited
PO Box 3 PO Box 5
Filton Filton
Bristol Bristol
BZ12 7QE BZ12 7QE
UK UK

Mr E J Jones Dr F S Timson
Ministry of Defence (PTCAn) Northrop Aircraft Co (ORG 2191/85)
St Giles Court 3901 W Broadway
1 St Giles High Street Hawthorne
London WC2 California 90250
UK USA

Dr R Nelson Mr G Walker
Rand Corporation Military Engine Division
2100 M Street NW Aircraft Engine Group
Washington DC 20037 General Electric Company
USA 1000 Western Avenue

West Lynn, Massachusetts 01010
USA

Colonel R Steere Mr F A Watts
US Air Force Aeronautical Systems Requirements and Strategy Flanning
Division (ASD/YZ) Boeing Aerospace Company

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base PO Box '09
Ohio 45433 Seattle
USA Washington q8124

USA
A..
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Monsieur C Foure
I Rue Adolphe la Lyre
92400 Courbevoie
France

1.2 In the brief time available today only the high lights of the papers may be
presented. The complete papers are available in the proceedings of the lecture
series, which may be obtained through your national distribution centre. The
proceedings contain an extensive bibliography of methodology for Design to cost
of Aircraft Engines prepared by the Scientific and Technical Information Branch
of NASA.

2. Summary of "AN AXPROACH TO AIRCRAFT TURBINE ENGINE LIFE-CYCLE ANALYSIS"
by R Nelson.

This paper describes a methodology for life-cycle analysis of aircraft turbine engines
derived from historical data. The methodology enables the weapon-system planner to
acquire early visibility of cost magnitudes, proportions, and trends associated with a
new engine's life cycle, and to identify "drivers" that increase cost and can have the
effect of lowering capability. The procedure followed was to: develop a theoretical
framework for each phase of the life cycle; collect and analyze data for each phase;
develop parametric cost estimating relationships (CERs) for each phase; use the CERs in
examples to ascertain behavior and obtain insights into cost magnitudes, proportions,
and trends, and to identify cost-drivers and their effects; and examine commercial
experience for cost data and operational and maintenance practices.

The methodology is applied at the engine subsystem and aircraft system levels for a
military fighter aircraft to demonstrate that decisions about engine performance/
schedule/cost must be made at the system level. Commercial considerations are also
discussed, as is some limited historical experience about engine monitoring, an
approach to obtaining the necessary information and procedures for performance and cost
feedback to the engine designer.

The study was prompted by the fact that the costs of acquiring and owning turbine engines
have escalated steadily over the years for both military and commercial users. Most of
the causes are readily apparent. Demands for higher overall quality -- meaning
performance, primarily, for the military -- have resulted in larger engines that
produce greater thrust, run hotter, are costlier to maintain, and entail higher basic
engine prices. Material costs associated with engine price have also risen rapidly
in the recent past; over the long term, however, labor costs, primarily in the manu-
facturing sector, have risen proportionately more so.

The chief problem confronting this study, as it has confronted past researchers, is the
lack of disaggregated, homogeneous, longitudinal ownership data that are specific to
particular engine types, notably at the base and depot level. The collection of such
data will be necessary for perfecting the methodology, which weapon-system planners can
then use to calculate the costs and benefits of a proposed engine for a new aircraft in
the early stages of planning and selection.

For a new military engine (acquired and owned under conditions similar to those with the
previous engines constituting the data base) that will have an operational lifespan of
15 years, the findings indicate that:

Engine ownership costs are significantly larger than and different from those found
in previously published studies. For instance, engine depot and base maintenance
costs, not including fuel and attrition, can exceed engine acquisition costs.
This finding is true for current fighter and transport engines.

Depot costs alone can exceed procurement costs.

Component inprovement programs (CIP) conducted during the operational life of an
engine can cost as much as it did to develop the engine to its initial model
qualification.

If component improvement and whole spare engine procurement are considered owner-
ship costs, then ownership currently constitutes at least two-thirds of total
engine life-cycle cost. This is true for current supersonic fighter and subsonic
transport/bomber engines.

Satisfying results, in terms of statistical quality, theoretical behavior, and
experience from past programs, were obtained from modeling performance/schedule/
cost relationships for the development and production of military engines; mixed
but promising results were obtained in modeling ownership costs for military engines.

Application of the models obtained in this study indicates that there is a
continuing trend in the direction of higher ownership costs, measured in both
absolute dollars and as a percentage of total life-cycle costs. Increasing depot
cost is the primary reason for this trend. The production cost of the engine
(and its parts) is a contributor to depot and base support costs, but so are owner-
ship policies.



The engine maturation process must be more fully understood if improved analytical
results are to be obtained and applied to new-engine selection. It takes an
engine a long time to mature (commercial experience indicates five to seven years).
Consequently, average ownership costs are significantly higher during that period
than mature-engine steady-state costs in terms of dollars per flying hour, the
yardstick most commonly used. Hopefully, engine monitoring systems should assist
in providing designers with the necessary information in the future.

3. Summary of "DESIGN TO LIFE CYCLE COSTS INTERACTION OF ENGINE AND AIRCRAFT"
by E J Jones.

The distribution of Life Cycle Costs for a typical combat aircraft between airframe,
avionics and engine is discussed. The distribution of Life Cycle Cost for the aircraft
between development, production, initial support and operation and support is compared
with the distribution for the engine. The effect of fleet size and service life upon
the Life Cycle Costs are indicated. The large commitment of Life Cycle Costs early in
the conceptual and feasibility phase of the programme is indicated. The choice of engine
is an example of this early commitment. The relative effect of the choice of single or
twin engine installation, of a de-rated engine or the use of an existing engine upon
the engine Life Cycle Costs and the interaction with aircraft costs is discussed. The
severe operating conditions for the engine of a combat aircraft are reviewed. Reduced
support costs are not expected to give a large-fold return on extra engine development
investment.

4. Summary "PROGRESS ON THE US AIR FORCE APPROACH FOR THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT
OF ENGINE LIFE CYCLE COSTS" Presented by Col Richard E Steere USAF.

This paper presents progress of the USAF efforts to more effectively influence the
life cycle costs of newly acquired gas turbine power plants. A combination of technical
and business practice initiatives have been undertaken or planned across the entire life
cycle spectrum, ie from first entry with the exploratory development program thru' the
decision to phase the product out of the active inventory. References are made to
earlier papers dealing with the identification and management of life cycle costs, such
as, the so called "New Developments Concepts" and the "Engine Structural Integrity
Program". This paper addresses the status of those technical and management activities
and presents, for the first time, various business concepts and strategies being
studied by the US Air Force which complement the earlier initiatives as they impact
engine life cycle costs. The role of the USAF Propulsion System Program Office as the
continuing focal point for these life cycle efforts will be discussed. The ideas
presented are not new as they have been employed successfully at one time or another
on an individual basis in the development and support of military and commercial gas
turbine power plants. What is new, is the systems management view of the life cycle
process and what can be done practically today vs tomorrow to enhance engine life cycle
costs in an integrated fashion.

5. Summary "MILITARY AIRCRAFT ENGINE PROGRAMME WITH COST TARGETS" C Foure, SNECKA

This paper discusses some approaches for such programmes; including Value Engineering,
reliability and maintainability studies, direct engineering operating cost as considered
by the Airlines and technological effort management. Suitable organisation is considered.
Cost Prediction techniques should be available at each phase of a programme. Their
credibility with regard to 1) the effort needed for their development and 2) the decision
to be made on the basis of these results was important. The value conception reviewed
and trade off factors discussed. Possible actions are discussed when targets are fixed
or revised after initial definition phase; with or without any design changes. Measures
for economy needed by fuel cost rises are considered.

6. Summary of "THE APPLICATION OF DESIGN TO COST AT ROLLS-ROYCE" by
R J Symon and K J Dangerfield

This paper describes the work done in the Bristol Group of Rolls Royce Aero Division and
shows how the Production Cost Control System (of which Design to Cost is part), which
from the disappointing experience of value Engineering in the 1960s, is leading to
encouraging results and major financial benefits.

A new type of department has been created as timely control of costs require new inter
active links between management discipline at all levels.

The extent to which life cycle costs are driven by component costs and the inpact of
"Design Liaison" activity during the design cycle is discussed.

Detailed examination of some 2000 detailed drawings of several engines already in
production by teams of designers, detail draughtsmen and production engineers gave a
very thorough understanding of the origin of unnecessary cost. This emphasised the
paramount need for Design, Detail, Development and Production Engineers to work as a
team in parallel, for the most cost effective design and manufacturing methods. It lead
to the formation of the Production Cost Control Discipline charged as a routine to advise
designers on costs as the stress office or weights office does on stress and weights
respectively. The objective was to manage cost as the Engine Development and manu-
facturing Production Programmes were managed. Production Cost Control (PCC) is Design
to Cost and Manufacture to Cost.
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7. Summary of "LOGISTICS FORECASTING FOR ACHIEVING LOW LIFE CYCLE COSTS"
by G Walker.

Engines currently under development and some that are now entering military service
have been designed under the discipline of Design to minimum Life Cycle Cost (LCC).
A major contributor to the achievement of lower ICC has been the adoption of the On
Condition Maintenance concept (OCM). OCM provides the potential for reduced LCC by
fully utilizing potential parts life and reducing maintenance frequency. Traditional
concepts of engine maintenance, which have been based on fixed frequency inspections/
overhauls, have requiredcomparatively unsophisticated forecasting to provide adequate
logistics support. With the advent of OCM on the other hand, logistics requirements
are heavily influenced by wearout characteristics and usage severity. In such cases
more sophisticated forecasting methods are required which realistically represent the
dynamics of the logistics system inherent in such a maintenance philosophy. If
efficient logistics management is to be attained, such forecasting tools should also
provide the capability to perform trade-off studies on the cost effectiveness of alter-
native maintenance or logistics systems. The use of modelling methods which are proving
practical in forecasting and trade-off analyses and therefore in establishing an optimum
logistics and support environment is explored. Methods discussed include the consider-
ation of wearout characteristics where components exhibit an age-related replacement
rate, and also replacement of components which may have a specified maximum life in
terms of operating cycles or mission severity. The use of engine history recorders and
parts tracking systems and their impact on achieving optimum LCC is also discussed.

8. Summary of "TURBINE ENGINE TECHNOLOGY AND FIGHTER AIRCRAFT LIFE CYCLE COSTS"
by F S Timson.

The primary link between aircraft life cycle cost (LO) and turbine engine technology
is the size of the aircraft required to perform a given mission. Many engine
characteristics influence fighter aircraft size and LCC. Some of the most important
characteristics include thrust-to-weight ratio, specific fuel consumption, bypass ratio,
augmentation, and engine life. This paper describes an approach to the analysis of the
relationship between fighter aircraft LCC and turbine engine characteristics, using
engine thrust-to-weight ratio and mission average specific fuel consumption as examples.
The engine selection problem in aircraft configuration/sizing studies is described in
terms of the relationship of engine characteristics to aircraft sizing and cost
estimating. The use of aircraft LCC carpet plots to analyze LCC sensitivity to engine
characteristics is illustrated. The relationship of engine technology and time to these
plots is described. Aircraft LCC and gross takeoff weight are compared as measures of
merit for selection of engine characteristics. Results are presented for a few typical
tactical aircraft. Findings suggested by these analyses are that engine mission average
specific fuel consumption is more important than engine thrust-to-weight in determining
aircraft LC, and there may be an economic benefit to accelerating the pace of engine
technoloby advancements.

9. Summary of "EVALUATING AND SELECTING THE PREFERRED AIR-BREATHING WEAPON SYSTEM"
by Frank A Watts.

Aerospace contractors are continuously attempting to detect new military requirements
emanating from changing international threats. In claryifying the requirements and
defining a weapon system,contractors are led down multiple paths, depending upon whether
they are influenced more by the military technology agencies, the operating commands,
the headquarters general staff, of the civilian secretaries.

In arriving at the preferred military system, contractors have established a reputation
that is generally accepted by military organisations. Too often, however, these weapon
systems fail to pass the budgetary approval process because of inadequate cost analysis.
This paper discusses life-cycle costs of three strategic forces, each having equal
effectiveness, with the objective of isolating the preferred air-breathing component.
Terms are defined, cost elements are reviewed, and an example is described in which
various strategic forces containing advanced aircraft are compared and the preferred choice
is dependent upon whether least cost is measured by short-term, long-term, or immediate
budgetary considerations.

10. CONCLUSION AND OBSERVATION

10.1 It was emphasised repeatedly that operation and support had to be considered
and specialist involvement secured at the earliest phase of a project. This view
supported the various attempts to quantify the opportunity for reducing operating and
support costs at various phases of the project, and the commitment of a very high
proportion of the Life Cycle Costs during the concept and definition phase.

10.2 Even so the speakers nearer the "sharp end" of the project the designers,
manufacturing specialists and the logistic specialists emphasised that. savings of up
to 30% could be made during these phases by the use of multi-discipline management
techniques; the importance of in service data collection and analysis was
emphasised.



10.3 The severe operating conditions for engines particularly in military service
was emphasised. On going engine Component Improvement Programmes which were needed
throughout the service life of the engine, usually exceeded substantially the cost
of development prior to engine qualification. An engine Lead-the-Force programme
was a potzntial]important method to reduce engine operating and support costs.

10.4 It was agreed that advanced engines were a large part of aircraft LCC but
the economic benefit of an advanc, I technology engine was to reduce the aircraft
size and so the LCC of the complete system.

10.5 It was important to consider WCC including operating and support costs but
near term budget constraints could limit the full implementation of LCC techniques
at the project design or selection stage.

r
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THE ROLE OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
ON TURBINE ENGINE LIFE CYCLE COST

By
Robert F. Panella
Michael A. Barga
Richard G. McNally

Air Force Wright Aernautical Laboratories
Aero Propulsion Laboratory

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433
United States

SUMMARY

The turbine engine is a major contributing subsystem in the life cycle cost (LCC)
of an aircraft weapon system. Advanced technology of turbine engines has a significant
impact on LCC, and is addressed in this paper. To adequately assess this advanced
technology, LCC techniques are being developed which are sensitive to performance,
structural design, manufacturing processes, reliability and maintainability. These
techniques are then used to determine the performance/life/cost trade-offs of the
advanced technology. An overview of current efforts in LCC techniques, and trade-offs
is given.

INTRODUCTION

The overall objectives of our efforts in the area of LCC are two: first, to
determine the cost impact of our advanced technology, and second, to identify and
pursue those technologies which offer the greatest potential in cost reduction. This
paper will include a perspective of turbine engine LCC, and then an overview of current
efforts on the methodology and application of design-to-life-cycle-cost.

The LCC of a system can be catagorized into three phases: the Research, Develop-
ment, Test and Evaluation (RDT&E) phase, the Acquisition phase and the Operation and
Support (O&S) phase. Figure 1 shows the LCC of an advanced tactical weapon system.
All costs are shown as a percent of total weapon system LCC. A fuel cost of $1.17 per
gallon ($0.31 per liter) was used. As can be seen from this figure, the engine,
including the fuel it uses, is a major component of weapon system LCC (Ref. 1).

10 A/C = Aircraft
Eng = Engine
Fuel Cost = $I.17/gal($. l/,iter)
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m Figure 1 -Life Cycle Cost of' an Advanced Tactical WlaT) n :Ytem I
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LIFE CYCLE PHASES

In the RDT&E phase, the major cost components are design, hardware, and test.
Current studies indicate that hardware accounts for 50% of engine RDT&E costs, test for
30% and design for 20%.

In the Acquisition phase, previous cost estimating efforts determined that the
single, moat significant parameter in estimating the acquisition (or production) cost
of an engine is its thrust (Ref. 2). It follows then that the cost per pound of thrust
is a relative measure of the acquisition cost of an engine. F~igure 2 is a graph of'
cost per pound of thrust, for military engines in the inventory, plotted against their
Military Qualification Test (MQT) date. The cost of engines were normalized to con-
stant year dollars, equivalent production rate, and equivalent production quantity.
The slope of the curve shown is a measure of the Increase In cost of' engines with time.
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Figure 2 -Turbine Engine Production *icst'?ei

1,,t us now consider the Kt&2 phase. I- ne of the dI ff1cult Icc III t11, ISi ;h eissU11-

marized In a (comptroller ';eneral of the Unitedl S'tat(es: repori whl(, chutateo, "PI!,.i
almosit universally held that the greatest obsta: 1 e tn pirparitr ng eli able 1. c i:
Ic the absence of a data base segrega i oa wer .Ipcc w -,n" (Ii-! ')
However , we are making galis in this area (Re f* .). H-11nware Pa Ii' n thc . S;
are a cost driver. Figure 3 shows the basic causes (A' 11i e :illure. . one P
causes are well understood, others are not. A A1fflIcult v ono> utnt-r- In ne:arI
f'atlures, Is the combination of two or, more basic cau:;,':0 o nrll utIiqg fu a farll S fe.

",he mechankism of failure of these comb~iie- caus-es- is; dl ff'lcult to, analy; v, :1d A If,
failure lIfficult to predict.

The ope rat IonalI us e o f thte enrg Ine i s a maj o r f'ac t c, r !n 'ete rs I n I rig
Effrorts are going on to undlerstand andJ quanti Cy this usag PP' ot . 1: gut' :-i-t
of graph.. comparing the engine related operationial haaenf' : 1 w-ar;ln
flying IT) formati ti. As- can he s-een from the graphs I FI re 4 , lhe ; wet'st
engitne speed, and tall p ipe temperature for t, -~ w I nrirma r, -re -to- 'I Ie Ya 1 I fi P, er"t t IaI
that of the flight 1leader , even thrugh both ai: t'ueP ga i ara' :;-ee, I arid
alt Itude . The resultant temperat ureas e e, n- 1 e:', r- g thoen n
at'? qjuite different, and hence, the useful Ii Pc of' certain ernigire -r cr can, Ioe
significantly different.
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Fuel is becoming a very important factor in the O&S phase. Figure 5 shows the ALr
Force cost of fuel for the last eight years. Note that the cost of fuel In 1973 was
approximately $.ll per gallon ($0.029 per liter). The cost of fuel In 1980 Is $1.17
per gallon ($0.31 per liter).
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Figure 5 - Turbine Engine Fuel Cost

AIR FORCE/INDUSTRY TURBINE ENGINE LCC MODEL

The key to LCC assessment is a standard, usable methodology. A methodology for
use In turbine engine LCC assessment was developed by the Joint Air Force/Industry
Working Group In July 1975-April 1976. The methodology defines and organizes all
engine chargeable costs. It can discriminate between engine designs, and can be
tailored to the specific information known about the engines.

The methodology developed by the Joint Air Force/Industry Working Group includes
equations, definitions, and ground rules (Rdf. 5). The engine LCC model has twenty-
four detailed equations (see Taule 1). Most of those equations are used in more than
one phase of LCC. The X's on Table 1 denote use of an equation in a particular ],CC
phase. Twenty-three equations are used to calculate RDT&E costs, fnurteen equatlons to
calculate Acquisition costs, and sixteen equations to calculate O&S costs. Each of the
equations has several input terms. Each term is completely defined. Definitions are
also provided for all output: terms to provide clarity in using the model. (eneral
Instructions and guidelines for model use are as follows: (1) The model was developed
to be used primarily In source selections as opposed to other applications such a:
implementing warranties. (2) The model's primary value is riot for absolute englrv I,,
but comparative LCC of alternate engine designs. (3) The model was designed to 1,reak
down the engine to the part level. However, the capability of' going to the part level
should be used only as required. (4) Of the twenty-four equations In the engine I(X'
model, only the appropriate equations for a given application should be used. (5)
Costs are shown In government fiscal years and will Include General and Administratlv
(D&A) :ost, but will exclude profit and fee.

REDUCED CuoT TURBINE ENGINE CONCEPTS PROGRAM

There are major efforts underway to adapt the ,iethodology described In th pre-
vious section for LCC analysis during advanced technology programs. In lone 1 i77, th,
Reduced Cost Turbine Engine Concepts program was Initiated. The ob~jectives of this
effort are to: (1) assess reduced cost turbine engine concepts prior to enginerinp
development In terms of their impact on engine RDT&E cost, englne Acqulsit ,ill co:t
engine (;&S cost, and system LCC; (2) select an engine component coJncr'l whlch ofl',.r
significant cost reduction based on this assessment; (3) design, fabricate, ald test(3)~ ~~ ~ dein arae tdt:
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TABLE 1

AIR FORCE/INPUSTRY TURBINE ENGINE LCC MIJDEL

COST ELEMENT R A S COST ELEMENT R A

1. Conceptual Study, X 15. Contractor Field Support X x x
Cycle and Configuration 16. Data x x x

2. Mock-Up X 17. Initial Inventory xX)
3. Detail Design X X Management

4. Tooling X X 18. Recurring Inventory X x

5. Engine Manufacturing >x x Management

6. Spare Sections x 19. Scheduled Maintenance x x
Assemblies and Parts 20. Unscheduled Maintenance x x

7. Peculiar Support Equipment X X X 21. Recurring Maintenance x X

8. Common Support Equipment x Management

9.Seca Ts Eupmn xxx 22. System Engineering/ X X x
9. Secil Tst Euipent ~ ~Project Management

10. Packaging and Shipping X X X 23. Petroleum, Oil x x
11. Facilities X X and Lubrication

12. Contractor Test X x P4. Product ion Program x

13. Government Testing x x Nar-'

14. Training xN N X
H - fiesearch 1 eve Iopmient P:est E iva 1ia I r
A - Acquiitioir

-pes'. *nar:i L'upp'ort

the selected component concept; and ('4) reassess the corn; cooeit_ c(ircept LC7C llmpact ILaso 2d
upon the design, fabrication and test results. 'This e:'for't wl 11 deiistrate thie afe o"
LCC as a major design parameter.

Reduced Cost Turbine Engine Concepts Approacl.

The Reduced Coot Turb ine i.nrlne Concepts. Program 1 irsudes t odvo5 tvw l
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ho, impact onl LkCC JIote ts ntod.
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TABLE 2

REDUCED COST TURBINE ENGINE CONCEPTS LCC MODEL

COST ELEMENT H A S COST ELEMENT P1 A S
1. Conceptual Study, 14. Training

Cycle and Configuration 15. Contractor Field Support Y

2. Mock-Up 1b. Data

3. Detail Design x x 17. Initial Inventory

4. Tooling X X Management

5. Engine Manufacturing X X X 18. Recurring Inventory

6. Spare Sections X X Management

Assemblies and Parts 19. Scheduled Maintenance X X

7. Peculiar Support Equipment 20. Unscheduled Maintenance X

8. Common Support Equipment 21. Recurring Maintenance

9. Special Test Equipment X Management

10. Packaging and Shipping x 12. System Engineering X
Project Management

11. Facilities 23. Petroleum, Oil X X

12. Contractor Test X and Lubrication

13. overnment Testing 24. P oductlon Program
S'tart-Up

E - Research Development Test & Evaluation
A - Acquisition
S - Operatlion arid Support

PARAMETHIC 2OS' ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIP
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ACOUNT NG C OT ESTIMATING RELATIONSIIIP
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RDT&E ACQUISITION O&S
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Figure 7 -Reduced Cost Turbine Engine Concepts

Life Cycle Cost Mod~J

F-igure 8 shows that a change in baseline engine component pc r:'ormarorei-r
the use of an engine performance model, an aircraft sizing./mission analysis model and
the LCC model. A change in baseline engine component weight requires a reassessment of
baseline engine weight, resizing of the baseline aircraft, and the use of the LCC model
to de' ermine the LCC impact. Changes in baseline engine component life, maintain~ability,
and acquisition cost require only the use of the LCC model.
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Reduced Cost Turbine Engine Concepts - Results

To date, several trade studies have been completed durlne, the Heduced -'os
'T.urbine Engine Concepts Program. This section of the report will address some ofl
trade studies.

One example is the use of powder metal to maufacture, to near net chafe,
several components in the high spool of an advanced technology engine. This process
results in decreased forging operations and Imprcved material utilization. A reductin.
In engine manufacturing cost is realized as shown on Table 3. Note that baseline e.
performance, weight, reliability, life and maintainability are not affected and no
scaling of the baseline engine or aircraft is reiuired to determine the LCC payoff.

TABLE 3
POWDER METAL RI(R PRESSURE SPOOL LIFE CYCLE COST IMPACT IN 1978 DOLLAR:5

IN UT

OFPERATIONAL LIFE = 20 YR OPERATIONAL AIRCRAFT = 334

ENGINiES/AIRCRAFT = 2 UTILIZATION = 300 HRS/YR/AIRCRAFT

BASELINE SIZE

E.N, INE PERFORMANCE NO IMPACT

NC] INN' WEIGIT 'o IMPACT

ENS ISE RELIABILITY/LICE NO IMPACT

ENi INE MAINTAINARILITY Ii IMPACT

ENL1IP MA:NUFACTURING COST -$17,461.00(250th unit)

u P!, IUT

ENIN; DE &DT&E COST -$ 1,654,295.00

ENS AC. UI;ITION COST -$35,759,279.01

EN. INN.O&S COST -$41,970,450.00

T.<TAL WE-APON SYSTTEM LCC -$79,284,024.01)

A second study, using the same baseline engine and aircraft as in the fIrst
stud:, was conducted to determine the LCC Impact of powder metal versus a cutestc
compos1tlen high pressure turbine blade. The study was conducted assumilr nc eigIe
performance, weight or maintainability impact. It was only necessary to determlne th,
lfe, and manufacturing cost impact of the various blades. The eutectic blade wa.-
t) have an increase of 4 times the life of the baseline blade, and an Increa::e I.
times the cost. The powder metal blade had an Increase of 2.5 times the 11:5 11:e
tusellne . 

blade material arid an increase of 1.3 times the cost. '7 he resulto t,
s;tudles are shown on Tables 4 ard .

. I I (' iii,; i EES.TuIE TURBINE BLADE LlI,". ,, Lb . , IS ACT 1' 1......... .

IP.EATI)NAL LI'. s 7!i OP 1E V !F A NAI, A. <A': =

E,,M ;::,5. 
7

1htA'I .' INIIIATT U
r 

- .115 hP

NE IP A,

1.1: 51 AINi : A. i- A '1 .

INU D i . +1

i' ..; ; ; . Y.. ,

n'; s[A , W iA , . " '. ,-4,:'_ , .
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TABLE 5

POWDER METAL HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE BLADE LIFE CYCLE COST IMPACT IN 1978 D)lI..AE1

iN PUT

OPERATIONAL LIFE = 20 YR OfERATIONAL AIRCHAFT = 334

ENGINES/AIRCRAFT = 2 UTILIZATIoIN = 300 IRS/YR/ATRCRAFT

LASELINE SIZE

ENGINE PERFORMANCE NO IMPACT

ENGINE WEIGHT NO IMPACT

ENGINE RELIABILITY/LIFE 2.5X

ENGINE MAINTAINABILITY NO IMPACT

ENGINE MANUF,,CTURING COST 1.3X

OUTPUT

ENGINE RDT&E COST + $i,r27,041.00

ENGINE ACQUISITION COST + $25,524,920.00

ENGINE O&S COST -$148,329,765.00

TOTAL WEAPON SYSTEM LCC -$121,277,804.00

A third study considers a transpiration cooling material which Is a laminated,
photoetched, diffusion bonded structure. This material has three laminated sheets. be-
cause of the alignment of adjacent sheets, the air must travel around the etched p:ins
in each sheet. This material has a higher heat transfer effectiveness than conventional
film cooling, and when compared to other transpiration materials it has Improved
structural integrity, oxidation resistance, and tolerance to clorging.

This transpiration cooled material is used in the construction of combustion
liners. Table 6 shows that this material will result in a decrease In baselilne engine
cooling flow, a reduction in baseline engine weight, an increase in baseline engine
life, and a lower baseline engine manufacturing cost. The ICC problem becomes somewhal
more involved than the previous examples. The reduction in engine cooling flw !n:d
weight necessitates engine and system scaling to identify the Full LCC payoffS of the
combustor. Table 6 gives the results for the engine and airframe whlci are scaled 2rQm
the baseline.

TABLE 6

TRANSPIRATION COOLED CoMBUSTOR LIFE CYCLE COST IMPACT III DOLLAR.!

INPUT

OPERATIONAL LIFE = 10 YR OPERATIONAL AIRCRAFT = 750

ENGINES/AIRCRAFT = 2 UTILIZATION = 300 hRf,/YR/AIRCRAFT

BASELINE SIZE S"ALED SzIZE

ENGINE PERFORMANCE -27% COOLING FLOW -3% ATRFLOW

ENGINE WEIGHT -17.87 LB.(-8.106Kg) -F7.8 LH.(-3Q.8,(Kjg)

ENGINE RELIABILITY/LIFE 3X LIFE 3X LIFE

ENGINE MAINTAINAB.LTTY NEGLIGIBLE NEGLIIBLE

ENGINE MANUFACTURING COST - $4,385.00 (AVG. - $36,856.00 (AVI.
OF FIRST 2000 UNITS) OF FIR;'T 2000 UNIT,)

OUTPUT

ENGINE RDT&E COST -$4,Oi1,00.0

ENGINE ACQUISITION COST - $6o ,10, 0l0.00

ENGINE O&S COST - $314, 80,0 !.

TOTAL WEAPON SYSTEM LCC -$ 15, 2 ,, '.n 0.

A fourth study determines the cost Impact of a low as'pct rot I' ral of ad-
vanced aerodynamics. Tabl 7 Indicates; that hl: low otlpevi rl I' ! In Ill :
Increase in baseline engine performance, an I nc ra e in at:-C1 lA I .e . ll, w" Igi' , :n
Incre-ise in baseline enFine mean time between So)ore (MITII) , o I :I ]wfr 1 wI1;, I 1;o
engine manufacturing cost. Note that wIth the exer'lti 'll, l'I' II, IrroI:ll, 1 l t :I:, ,o
engine weight, all baseline enine changes sh,,uld r:ult r., i i, r r:,,; I I, ':0 1''
gives the CC mpa t. for the engine which Is ..cal .

i.
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TABLE 7

LOW-ASPECT-RATIO FAN LIFE CYCLE COST IMPACT iN 1978 DOLLARS

INPUT

OPERATIONAL LIFE = 20 YR OPERATIONAL AIRCRHAIT = 700

ENGINES/AIRCRAFT = 2 UTILIZATION 1116 HRS/YR/AIRCRAFT

BASELINE SIZE SCALED SIZE

ENGINE PERFORMANCE +41% THRUST -4% AIRFLOW

-3m SPECIFIC FUEL
CONSUMPTION (SFC)

ENGINE WEIGHT +10 LB.(+4.536Kg) -14.5 LB.(-6.577Kg)

ENGINE RELIABILITY/LIFE +30% MTBF +30% MTBF

ENGINE MAINTAINABILITY NO IMPACT NO IMPACT

ENGINE MANUFACTURING COST -$9,298.00 (AVG. -$11,385.00 (AVG.
OF FIFIST 1400 UNITS) OF FIRST 1400 UNITS)

OUTPUT

ENGINE RDT&E COST NO IMPACT

ENGINE ACQUISITION COST -$17,078,000.00

ENGINE O&S COST -$38,936,000.00

TOTAL WEAPON SYSTEM LCC -$89,378,000.00

A fifth study considers the use of a low aspect ratio turbine In an advanced
technology turbine engine. Table 8 indicates that the low aspect ratio turbine will
result In an increase in baseline engine performance, an increase in baseline engine
weight, a lecrease In baseline engine reliability, a decrease in baseline engine main-
tainability (Time Between Overhaul, TBO) and an increase In baseline engine cost. Note
that all of the baseline engine changes with the exception of SFC and thrust result In
an increase In baseline engine and aircraft LCC. Scaling of the engine and airframe Is
required to realize the LCC payoff of the low aspect ratio turbine. Table 8 gve: the
results.

TABLE 8

LOW-At PE2T-RATIO BLADING FOR II}GH PRESS;UHE TURBINE
LIFE CYCLE COST IMPACT IN 1978 DOLLARS"

INPUT

OPERATIDNAL LIFE = 15 YR OPERATIONAL AIRCHAFT = 420

ENGINES/AIRCRAFT = 2 UTILIZATION = 300 HR.S/YR/AIRCRAFT

BASELINE SIZE SCALED CI CE

ENGINE PERFORMANCE +6.41% Thrust -10.6% AIRFLJW

-1.331 SFC

ENGINE WEIGHT +7.8 LB.(+3.538K7r) -99 LB.(-44.QotKF)

ENGINE RELIABIITY/1, I E -10% MTBF -10% MTBF

ENGINE MAINTAINABIIITY -10% TBo -10% TBo

ENGINE MANIJFA( TURING ), ,T +$2000.00 (AVG. OF -L2,000.0o (AVG. OF
FIRhST 50 UNITS) F[RST 00 INITS)

OUTPUT

EN; I rE RDT&E Cc;T 'I. $6s, c,80f,.0)

E: ,1NE AC ,,III,;I''lON .',);:'- $36,]R,,188.oo

[.:N; I NIE &; .' $7c,873,0(, .')

'7')TAL WEAl .I ;'ST EM -$7,,1(c,0, .c

The I:f,- cycle cos;t of' exist1i ng engines ear also he reduced willi I, ;q.I cat Io
f advanced technolg.y t, these ongInes. A otiudy Is beIng conducted I dentIf'y rihd

dem ,nstrate the ;',tent, ial ,I' u grading the 'Ic, englne In the C] '] ,a I mc ft . A.h t,
Ilne- W ell Id ie j raded t-, "u Improved cTthe Ig rat Ion. The eni'e hag a .
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increase in compressor efficiency, a 1.7% increase in turbine ef0
1
clency and a 7% In-

crease in turbine inlet temperature. The mission fuel savings range from 6.7% to 10.7%
for this Improved T56 engine.

The LCC model previously discussed was used to identify the LCC savings. The
ground rules for this study are shown in Table 9.

TABLE 9

T56 ENGINE LIFE CYCLE COST STUDY GROUNDRULES

BASE YEAR FOR STUDY 1978

NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT RE-ENGINED 582

NUMBER OF ENGINES CONVERTED TO THE IMPROVED
CONFIGURATION 2677

23-YEAR LIFE CYCLE

RDT&E 1982-1985

FLEET BUILDUP 1985-1990

STEADY-STATE OPERATION 1990-2005

AIRCRAFT UTILIZATION RATE 52 HRS/MONTH

The payback time periods for the improved T56 engine are shown in Figure q, as a
function of fuel cost. This study has shown the large effect of cost of fuel on the
potential cost savings.

Fuel Cost

$/Gal. $1I1 ter
NOTE:

FUEL COST PER GALLON WAS 1.50 ".40

COMPUTED USING A 5%
ANNUAL INFLATION. ALL

z 1500 - OTHER COS ARE IN
o : CN:;TANT YEAR $'S.

1.17 0.01

'i-

1000

IMPROVED 56" 75 0.20

PROGRAM COST
0 o.55 0.15

)500 I
0 I I I

1900 1995 :000 2005

YEARS ,

Figure 9 - Improved T56 Engine Cost Savings

ADVANCED TFCIINoLOGY COST REDUCTION POTENTIAL

Future technologies can reduce the LCC of advanced engiries. Several techrliologiet-
that ,ffer LCC reduction potential, in addition to those pruvlously d(1scussed, were
investigated. The following advanced technologies shown In Tal,]- I I o Foer the rrea,:' I
payoff In the LU roductlion of advanced engines. The cost :saV'g:t wer'e

• adu .sted to
aprly to a 2-f-ngine tactical aircraft,. The savings are :showni In t,r'n b ,,' iiltw
rIiuct. In percentage. With careful attention to ICC, thet georl' l't gllo' '
ahlw tiI:; level of ICC reduction by incorporat irg similar advanced hil ,gI 2
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TABLE 10

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY COST REDUCTION POTENTIAL

RDT&E ACQ O&S LCC

POWDER METAL HIGH PRESSURE SPOOL -1.2% 3.09% -0.62% -1.84%

EUTECTIC COMPOSITION HIGH PRESSURE
TURBINE (HPT) BLADES - +1.09% -9.31% -4.35%

TRANSPIRATION COOLED COMBUSTOR -1.22% -2.4% -2.0% -2.1%

TRANSPIRATION COOLED HPT STATOR - -0.8% -1.5% -1.0%

LOW ASPECT RATIO COMPRESSOR - -5.5% -2.3% -2.7%

LOW ASPECT RATIO FAN - 2-STAGE - -5.5% -2.3% -2.7%

ADVANCED LOW PRESSURE TURBINE - -3.0% -4.0% -4.0%

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 10 was shown previously, with one addition. The estimated cost of an
advanced tactical engine is shown by the crosshatched area to the right of the figure.
With a conscious effort to apply advanced technology in the most cost effective manner,
the estimated cost of an advanced engine, as shown in Figure 10, is a realistic goal.

50

200 -

40

30

100

S20 - ,
S80

60 o
CC

o

S10 Ca

40

6i 8dvnce

C.,20

3

10

? L 1 )5n)  1 (60 1970 1,00 1 )

Y E.AJ

Figure 10 Inventory Versus Advanced 'lcrtlne
Eninne Production Cost TrergJ

"tie turbine engine Is a major contributor to weapon 2y:;tem 1,(%'. The mr ~a ~
of Its contribution early in the design phase w11I result Ir a subItantlal 1,CC f;avng:;.
When determining the LCC impact of an advaned technology enInp comlnn, th,, foll,,w-

Ing should be considered: i) weapon system in, not Just engi ne 12, ], , e, rn"

component Interaction, (3) dty cycle, (14) fuel ro:t and u:;age , a 1: (1) er I ... ol .
nent maintenance and life prediction. The accurate determ1na ' 1 .l1 f'
parameters Is essential to the prediction of the, I,:, 1ayoff f advar'-,d teehri -gy
turbine engine components. The need and the chall-rgi, ar- c lar.
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COST CONSIDERATIONS OF ENGINE FUEL CONTROL SYSTEMS
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ENGINE MANAGEMENT DIVISION
SIAFTMOOR LANE

HALL GREEN
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SUMMARY

Hydromechanical fuel control systems are complex mechanisms the manufacture of which is
highly labour intensive. It is our experience that by applying well tried principles a
value engineering team can identify considerable potential savings, particularly in the
case of new designs. While lower life cycle costs are frequently only achieved at the
expense of increased first cost this is not invariably so.

The value engineering exercise itself should be as cost effective as possible, therefore,
a small, closely monitored, project dedicated team is favoured.

It is important that he designer should have taken account of the basic principles of
value engineering wher, arriving at his original design.

INTRODUCTION

The scope of' the paper is based upon the Company's activity in design and manufacture of
fuel control systems for aircraft gas turbine engines. It is concerned largely with the
hydromechanical part of the system as this is the area which has offered the greatest
reward from attention to value engineering methods.

REQUIREMENTS AND CONFIGURATION OF A FUEl. CONTRIOIL SYSTEM

The fuel control system for a gas turbine engine consists of a number of elemetits %hich
can be either all hydromechanical or part hydromechanical and part el e-tronnit.
The various configurations are shown in the block diagram, Fig 1.

FULL HYDROMECH. SUPERVISORY SINGLE LANE ELECTRONIC TWINLANE ELECTRONIC
CONTROL ELECTRONIC WITH HYOROMECH. CONTROL

REVERSION

ELECTRONIC ELECTRONIC LELECTRONIC ELCTRONIC

L HYORo I HYORO HYDRO
MECHANICAL LMECHANICAL MECHANICAL

K CHANGE OVER - CHANGE OVER

PUMP METERING SHUT OFF OtSTRIBUTION
- VALVE VALVE

I6 I - AIrFHNAl I iI-: ( .N 111 O 1)NPI(AIllAI IONS
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Ihle basic e lemetit s which, because of' their, need to hanldle the Fuel directly, mrust always
be hydromechari cal consist of'

A Pump to provide the required volume of fuel at a pressure suffICIent to
ensure satisf'actory combustion and control.

2A Spill Valve if thle pump is niot of thle variable output type.

3 A Mlet eriiig Valve to vary thre f'low of' fuel ini accordance with the requiremeit s
of' the engine under vary iiig operat ing condit ions and in responlse to thle pi lot s
demands.

it A Shut-Off Valvye to eniable tire fuel supply to be cut off' in order to shut downi
thre enginie.

5 A Ifistributioni System to balance the f'uel f'ed inito the several pi jts of enitry
of thle Combustioni System.

Each of these may be inure or less complicated accordinig to thre particular afrplicatioii.
Thus thre total pumping package may inc lude a back irig pump, ma iii pump, rel1ior' valve, all
jtegral f'ilter, possibly a speed probe arid also all al terriat or to power tie coyit rol
electronics.

lIn addit ion to lt-, basic enierits through which tire fuel f'lows f'rom the tainks to the
combustIion syst em, appropr iaite meanis muost be provided f'or c omputi rig thle actual requ ir-
-merits of' tire enigine under aily operat ing conrdit ions whil1st still takiorg accounit of tlike
demands made by the pilot. Typically such computinig conitrols will act upoin or ill
association with the meterinig valve. They may be either completely hyvdromechianical,
hydromechairical with a supervisory electroniic trini, a single lane electronlic coiitrol
withI thre Fac ilit y to rever t to a si mplIe hydromec haniical cont rol ill tire evenlt of t'ailumre
or thiey may be iin the Form of' a twiii laric elect-oriic control.

Where electronric cotit ro Is are iricorporat ed they will operarten thle hrydroniechaiiical part of'
ire sy sterm t hroughr a variety of eci ctiorechanical iiit erfac es aiid they miay be anial ogie

oii, as ill more recent systems, digital toi lriiic iple.

Ily prov idirig relirable arid accuratec conitrol of' the engiine withbout att cut ioii oven-r log
periods of' opi-rat ioni the lie I systenm call mlake a major cord ri hut ion to opt imi sinig thle
li fe cv clIe cost s of, tihe a irc r-aft.

PELAf I E UtISL 1 HIEk FUlEL ONTrpoi. sys 51kM

Ill termis of First cost the fuel conitrol system riav be put inito perspect ive by compriiig
its cost Witli that otf tile enigine.

Ill genevral IFim- corst of F hle toe I systemn is a smallerci proportii of'r totalI etigi lie cost. for,

I ar-ger- (cigi lies, lbut irici-eases Witlhi ilici-easirig eniginle complexit y. llrirs thle corst of, 11he
coiit rnl w ill vary From aourt 53 to 101 per cr'rrt of'I life tota01 cost of- tire eiginev accorni rig
it) si ie aii allIicat ion. As t his rn-pr-esniits probabrly less that' 30o of tire tiotal corst of
filie aiiicnaht it will hev evidenit that iirrvenrerrf ill tire r-el iabilit y arrid dorr-ailit * % ofI
tIi vc iui t rolI w aIll rr o ba b vy IUrf- r g r-ei at e i -po tcnit ialI Fo r r ed&uic ing t liev I i Fe cy%,cle co st s oFI
ftre tr,ta a Ioricr-aft thir a redaic tionl fi its f'irst corst wil I farn of) tire' acqrr Isit roil k rst

oI t re it i ic i-a I t.I

1-l cal vaores f or n-elat ive- cost mccuirdiorg to apnflicat ioni arc gr veii ii 'lAIk. 1.

APPILICAT1 tN PRltOPtIR'l ON ofI IlIAl

E-NtINI COST5 - l'P~ CEI-N
FY I'ICA I.

I AR~dI.l lTRANS Intl' 53

N1:IEDI:' t1tANS 19)111 6

(OMl'll-:X M I I I l AItM I I

S I MP1LE Mt I I l AVtY

IlIFIISIIAI I

l.EEPl A% I All (N 1

Not is: I 2,000t Ils trst

hitfrlo 1-elm-a 

Hit IFr(lit vIn s

I l~ Inll p arruu F1)((( 11' -I. fl~lI s I Friul-F

(AM~ 1% - I hA I I %. 1'. > f W I f i-I E l oN 11M -)tl'F-
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FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE COST OF FUEL, CONTROLS

All components which contribute to the efficient, safe and reliable operation of an
aircraft tend to be inherently expensive. It is of interest to consider here those
particular factors which are important in contributing to the cost of hydromechanical
fuel controls. These are

I Complexity :

The mechanisms contain a large number of small intricately shared arid densely
packed parts.

2 Small Quantities

Because orders for any given system rarely exceed more than 50 per month,
parts are usually made by small batch production techniques which frequently
prevents the economical development of more cost effective methods. However,
NC machining methods can be particularly worthwhile for this type of production
and are widely practised.

3 Little Commonality :

In general the control system for each application is different whether for
civil, industrial, helicopter or military with little commonality of hardware.

Few repetitive parts :

Unlike, say, the core of an engine which contains many complex but identical
blades, all parts tend to be different so rarely justify the use of large
scale manufacturing methods.

5 Close Tolerances, Fits and Surface Finishes

These are necessary both to meet close unit specification limits and because
of the need to operate efficiently immersed in fuel.

b Hostile Operating Medium

The fuel in which the various operating mechanisms are required to fuict ion
has, at best, very poor lubricating properties. It Is also frequently hot
and sometimes contaminated. This demands the development arid use of ,dvanced
materials and processes, particularly for bearlogs, seals arid other elastomeric
items.

7 Restricted Space

Because of the need to contain the fuel system ini the small space between tine
cylindrical engine and the also generally cyliidrical outer casing, tire volume
offered by the engine maker to the fuel system designer is frequent ly both
small and of less than optimum shape.

At the outset the following generally applicable principles which would lead to tire most
cost effective system can be accepted

- for low first cost

Simple system

Few components

Widest use of standard parts

Cost effective manufacturing techniques

PLUS

- for low life cycle cost

High reliability

Good maintainability

Long I i fe

low cost spares

Adequate performan e

FACTORS AFIFCTING PRICE

Before proceeding further with detailed (liscrissior of fuel systems it is wortihwhile
examining the factors which can affect the price of such a produtct and the relatrve
contribution which can be made to each factor by the suipplier- arid customer act ing
together as a team.

Five prircipal lactors are shown diagrammatically in Fig 2, with an ini(licat ion o the
level of responsibility whtch canr Ie attribbutel to tire customer arid supplier iii ea(I
case. Although they are consitred separately her e it must be alpplre tated that tlhiey
will all interact to affect the pri e



Value
Engineerngy-

Commiercial Technical 1
Policy Specification

Price)

Basic CO~tSRESPONSIBILITYOvred

Customer111]
SupplierEII

VI i B IAS~IC tAT 1OPS AFFFClI NC PIlCE

t'echnical Spec ilicat ion:

While this is cl earlyV princ ipal ly thle ISp)orisi hi itV 01o the customter, the suipplier
s Iould be expec ted arid, iidevd , enliolu agetl toi play his por-t by drawing at tent ion to those
areas of1 the spec iti cat ion whtich because they are, undouly demanding or restrictive, art
likely to contribute adver-sely to his costs.

hiasic costs

tier ived from udirect I Ibour' hours , wage rates, material prices, etc , thle se are al-gelv
control led by the suppilier but they canl be adversely affected by tire cust oiler- it lie
requires operat ions it, be performed which are not ent irely necessary to satisfy the
tchniiical spec ificat ion, Typical examles, woold bie opjicr o us whichi ntilvv illijlrotvt
tlie aplivaraiicl of' a parlt, the adopt ioll of' coist ly l'ast enerI St atidal-Is11Sal 1 001 unri. cat

weight -say ing practIices.

tOverhecads *

Alttbough thle suipplier is thle primary control I er of" this f'act or Itile customer (-ail addloIi
til suipplier's, overhbeads, by dhemaiidiiig uritiecessarilIy restrlic tive qulalit y tout tot

p~rocediuires or othter operat inrg systemis.

Commerc ial Poic :t,

loInth part ies have anr eqila I respsons i Ill I itI', here, Ill), slit i aspe- t as buy I rig 5iol ic
p1r-I cin1g , o st vs t I maI t rg , c o11t r it tiL oIt iIonis , wa rr ati1t Iv'S , e.tcL.

Valute hilginei- iii :i

thlis is eit irely theti-csportsibi Iit', oi tile supplier ci- rt( tlitiiliIts iriteratcttori wlith IIi
oiitier tato rs, trticiularlit -111eclitlicait s4pit-iflict 1(, thle ciisto--er will li ri
Iricot I yell I id i lect I y

BA., IC It tMl'tNENlS ; OE COIS I ANtD Ht: I It FFttEC I

thfe coslit stinl t lire of at typi calI liyiromet tiari L a I fuLelI otit cl I i m shiownIt ila gamma t iit at I
i Fig 3. It wil b e secrn that as much as 9)t% oh the cost oft It'e systetm is acto..iiit tul

I or tiy I ahiolc wh it-h i s c harged at t he' lIoI I prinhic tI 111 l at e iitic I lidIrfig iivcctreails , w it It
I ahiotir For mat. hi it irg ariid assoicc iat cit operat tolls I akirrg by~ tar th IllIargest ,har-.

tItis distr-ibut ioll i. ittle icnitike ilia(1 for thre erigilie whichI cart have a piurchlasedt cout nt
as hight a.s 60b. It also differs markedly froim that of Plectrillit part s of thle syste'm
for which tilt purc-haseid item." at-c of' lte ordrier of 13)% of tile tot at iLost. lTbuiiS un
meartingful econom, cls in a thin.5Ceri htydromcichanihat cointrcol must ( lime largtelyi tiriiiigti oit
own ef'forts wit hiv out- iiwri r-gao isat torn.
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Assembly & Test

LABOUR2

Machining etc. RWMATERIALS

TOTAL LABOUR 90'.,
TOTAL PURCHASES 10".
B 0 BOUGHT OUT

FIG 3 - COST STRUCTURE OF A TYPICAL HYDROMECIIANICAI, FUEL SYSTEM

The most effective way of optimising the first cost of the selected system therefore, is
to minimise the amount of labour required for the con version of materials. Test
schedules must also be examined closely in relation to the technical specification to
ensure that no unnecessary tests or procedures are adding to the labour content.

Since only a very small part of the total cost (5 % in the example shown) is spent on
raw materials little is to be gained from a reduction in material costs alone. However,
there are two important ways in which an effective contribution to minimising costs can
be derived from materials

By selecting those materials which have the best manufacturing characteristics,
typically ease of machining. For instance, the replacement of a very difficult
to machine soft magnetic iron in a solenoid by a free machining stainless iron
with acceptable magnetic properties and which also has the added virtue of not
requiring to be protected from corrosion by electroplating.

2 By presenting the material in a form which requires fewer machining operations
or simply less metal removal. Examples are the use of a close to form forging
or casting instead of wrought bar or a precision investment casting instead of
a sand or gravity die casting. Powder metallurgy can appear attractive for
some parts but its application is generally limited by the small numbers which
are needed for the expected total run of the product.

In adopting the first of these methods, any small premium which might have to be paid
for improved raw material will almost certainly be heavily outweighed by reduced
manufacturing costs.

Method 2 will almost invariably result in an actual increase in material cost which,
to be worthwhile, must be more than balancud by the savings obtained from reduced
machining. Since allowance must also be made for amortisation of the additional cost
of any patterns or special tooling which might be needed, the use of special forms of
material becomes more attractive the greater the total produt jon quantity is to be.
This clearly demands knowledge of accurate sales forecasts.

The effectiveness of a change (if material form compared to simply reducing the cost of
material is illustrated in Table 2. In this notional example a 50% reduction in
material cost alone is shown to be less advantageous than a 50% increase In material
cost which permits a 10% decrease in machining costs.
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Ilas ic Cost 50%~ R-e d' 11 5( Increat'i in)
material cost alone material cost

plus 101. ltdl t loll
ini )about. co't I II

lmaciinglil

Raw material 5.5 2.75 82

Bought oat items 451.5It

Labour - M1/C 70.0 70.0 63.0
- Assembly/rest 20.0 20.0 20.0

100.0 97.25 95.75

SAVING 2 27 5%~11

TABLE 2 SAVING MHitOUGH IMRROVED MATERIAL.

The conitribut ion which changes to processing call make must also he con~sideredl.
A simpler process which, because of' the method of' co~st est imat ing may rnot show a dIirect
influence oil manufac turing cost s, may wellI result iii reduced overheiads hy requlirinog a
lower input of energy or processing materials or by giving rise to less scrap or nleed
to rework. A process which requires less tirtie For associated opierationis will d irec tlIy
influenice manufac turing costs. For example, heat treatment iii a vacuumti w ill remove thle
nleed to perform any post heat treatmlent c leanling operatioll arid also, itl miany inlst ances,
the need to grind after hardening. lii thre latter case there is thle double Ilenef it of
the removal of thle time required for grinlding and thle reduc t i Ol il scrall arising from
faulty grinding.

VALUE ENGINEERtING~

The princ ipies and methods of value engineerinog are 110w wetll est abl ished anid widely ilsed]
so will not be repeated hlere but thle Company's philIosophy an~d at tit ude to tile parti cul ar
c ircumstaunces of' its prolduct wilt be discussed.

Various defin it ionis of' value engineer ing anid value atta v sis 5will be f~ltoun lil the
t echniiical lit eratuore, some suggesting little or no (list intct io belte Wien t he two.
However, while uctsing the term value eniginleer ing Itl cover all asplect ISil a genieral
manner, it is logical for our purpose ilo recognise two dist inc butt closel IV 1'lat i'd
activities

VALUE ENGINEERtINGi is arl organised eff'ort to pirovyide thle necessary tunc 4 ion 1111 i t ne~w

product at the lowest total cost measured over thle life cycle of, thle produt.

VALUE ANALYSIS is an analytical t echinique desi gned to examine alt thel elol'ifhts olf' cost
and func tion of ant existinog product fin order to de termi lIt whethler or tnot ally itm oll

list cai lie reduced or elIiminat ed whilst ret aiing al funcltion 1)11al Aid qual it y require -

-Inents.

As defined here the first. of' these two t echiniques, va Ilie etigi rlerittg, is by Far thle
motst important in the aircraft inidiust ry because of' tilie very igh~l co~st of' te-appjrlvai
anid adlministratloll when dtesigtn changes are introduced inrto all ex is4i lig, prolvenI p~roduct.
Value analysis, however, catn lie applielf as A cotiuin4rg lllocectulre thlrouighouit fil'

prodluctIion lif'e of a prodiuict1 arid witlI benefit linth from thte itattitact tit, i rig arid oiperat inrg
experiernce gaitned. It can be part icularly rewardfing lIt reveal ing excess colst s geinerated'l
by high scrap rates or from rework necessary to correct norI-corlflrmintg pats.

The role of value enginieerng in the proditll cyclei is shiownl in Fig It . ]ii lit e Ii make
its greatest impact ott costs5 it titust bei given) seioui~s Clirsilletat lll its 'atlv I.N ts pols.Kill''

certainly at the dtefitnitiorn stage. However, hecauise matty olf 4 e mvibers olf a value
engineering team do riot have the designers facil ity tol Vtsuallile a colmplex Iucitital
conrcept in terms of actual hardware, trite valIuti etiginrier ing reallIy bvgi us at tie( des ig
tc heme when thle f irst tdraw inrgs of the piropolsedl svst em becomie ava ilableI aridt a jprv imtru tarv

sel c t ion oif mat eri als has been made, It is terefore imlieraf iye that ill, dlnsi gii
responsible for these dlrawinigs shiouldi have a goiodl ktnowledlge o~f t ie( lit.I1 is lot vIII lu

engineering otherwi se tile valule enlgineernig tecam may Indii it sf-' I If ill n l it l uIiI 111 mfltilt at
- ty poo~r deiiigni for t1he lowest (list . h slt'5impl ' ruIeis t akenl from it tllmpaiv .slatit d ,il
value enginteer inrg arid( given here iii Appenidi x I draw f icfi'5 ei gni 's ut tent ionI to thelse'
pri4nc ipleCs.
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CUSTOMER
SPECIFICATION

RESEARCH

DEFINITION - - - -

F I~ ' - HE OLEOF ALUENINEENGI. N EE ROINCGL

MANIFATURI-P.LANNINIG

Al I orig not priary CoilsiderT ino aIu nine umr1fc rirgIcdtim

betee-c to dfesignahneoI o rcr processtases ra hn the ac sl timdevetakento
perruforth operatbions themslviaes. Atprtug e iee r o r im n oprate isodtif icarmeds
(0 on fmahi ie toolmay encIae Eacshotra timeocr thn affct e whrts should ire
rsinI icr tolpnume i copsrtin ob are u nsvr-liifeei is

Althoughe n ie preir thsierladt ime oft vatso tnineerednge manuectroin lea tim is a
Mot mbepo orkn mactrve.n s .thes wyicariot ash aperoasuati sf icraft cc on cos
lrg carohertken af' anr lad tim riaebous.e for intachauirig aonsses-iaqueeaing pime

btwrier diffstea main eetovrls orressesi, via ther tante agtwil sae tae trot
terotrmp ti theratins tesoelats Au pard deqpuating mal orain toperformurn
olore aeasnertiil red towel hadeo al shritye la rriask tig ainotle lre pa treqig.,i

fomale voal nurmberri is opraiostbecrried out tyasnIta oh seers di-irdrrt achinea

special ist b. juiceious ri.fgn ehes r ranfo the nme I'dfrntypsju~ omathinsin iopr moterh (t

th erii If woerit m proje tdsi ']'i s wit Iiift hae sl t alayippara da in v isil s iir rt o irscosts

lrst car te te ca aprachitinar I y re i. r nstie neuf tardef ig tie craI seree iop e
oget tier, isiteat trf seetli e l hr- arnt er-ihng, ofia s apri pl-ting wp ill s avte mst ote

two i trip to' he pl atn g mrse . ic ousla ti e I re irri au rsid yel ormachinin o ppeiIran frot

those it r es teqhred sma I e hast r d or aiimrnaiuit lia skpron ce them befIre lat i ut

Ior a crir rgvrigist o n i ri tisc aried n'ri byIn' small t am is experi iitis co- [rd iae 1i iiiI tii

spe IraI irrct ti it I Ie ng lar ni itt a r imir a r drw o i-s v ld p iIton i tI

irr-st dil.ie prtjeit iderts iei wil ihi fa c r ciInt have aos e ing is initia Iv ur t ev
1)o( s . I he t eam ensu ro I t lite Is r ars g m ae .w, t lii( ii ele I r- tn of gat tar fIng I hes aiu eWi I te

tocgunther, wit tiat fir ii te t rv f infrxang o i d aaridi r nr *rt tem inrts t re mos cilititI

thlie rrlet urile rfvnws thesa i.i ~ ieo u oe ut a fuet pt s ttr ati tear rI si i se lire sw t i-I

rmhrlemnta ti I f o-fIIh s le e ngrie-ri i rinerirri n n t aril min i I i g ri.ar Iw i olit tori

rifteri lr vtri w i a ear t iheat tigln madi e witi n a hei-pi arn irtue erigrr i or-ri illa-hei
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VALUE ENGINEER Chairman Secretary

PROJECT DESIGNER

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER

SENIOR PRODUCTION ENGINEER

SENIOR COST ESTIMATOR

IMPORTANT - Level of Seniority

- Dedication to the Product Under Review

- Other Specialists Co opted as
Required

11IG 5 - TIII BlASIC VAlIXE ENGI NFERING TEAM

It is at so possi b] e to set tip a t eam tinder a suitably trained chairman who Is outy
rnt e rrr l V secouded to thle value engmnceri rig 1"u (ct ionl for thle dorat ion of' a par', icen ar
Xct CI Sp s. Wr Iii Ie it is nout essent i a IFor soc h a personT t o h e a pr act isiung engi neer, he(
Iv'rrt m nus t he wetll or ient atedi towards engineering as is, For inlstance * a meItal IIorg 1st

Iut o' -opt ion oif people to act as te(am leaders From a wide varijety' of' loontiolis has then
teert of s pre aif (Irig t t ie cortic epit and accept antce ofI va I ie eiginueer ing more widely IN
t tt uoiiuiitt tlie organ I at i-ion.

I n t ermis oi I h te opt imum use i t' a'ta i Itable manpower soi as t o achIi eve t lie maximum res so t
In t Ire short est t ime I t i S oor, experience that a snial I dedi cat ed teanm off'lers signii f'i cant
ailviant ages over a t arger , wilder r'arg i g t eani. Front t i me t o t. ine however, hirto I nl t oi
solIve spec i ftic prob t ems , thei basi c I eam i s re- in I orc ed by t lie co)-opt i on of' re l evanit
spi'c ia I st s frim ot tier furic I inns such as Buying, QuaIi t v , Serv ice Enigine-erir', Mat erialIs
t'rg I rieer i rig , et i .

thle t ime ava i table for a valI ue engineer inrg exercise onl a new produc:t is frequentl1y i-
rest rictd crbecauise of thre denraridis improsedi ii rapidly arriving at a potentially success-
-filil dtesign to meet the technical specif'icatiour which eall be off'ered to the engine maker-
at a ecimpet it ive price. For this reason tirhe exerc ise may be .impitet ed ini twor stages,
fI rst 1v heflore tire saleis bit is made ini order to remove any serious cotst arioma t i es ariu
s'coriiflv when tire, skit cessrnl tdeisigr scheme is detaileid for piroucit ion.

Caretu itlt iuli iig if' the exer-c rs( is Itherefore very impiirt ant airi fit tows thIis general
tat ti'rn for a compi itp syst em.

It'reserrtat [oll of targets set liy Ithe marnagenient for

'larrutac toi i g ( ist

Marki't Pot i-it iail unit s per year

ii~i~l ~ run dal' totaiil' ('rigtsi'ir i

21 hkrnet nntrirurt, t iitr liv the pro jet. I uir's nrer onl thte purpose arid modhe (iif o'rat lonl
oft the equIn pirent .

B trief general Imprressin.irris f i' h earn oil the deisig rias it starnds, fhigir t ing
protent rat prollem ar'as.

IDi videir tire crot rot I nto ii rrict I rurs -

e g. imp, sjii I I valve, metenring va lvi', e-t(, et.
rit-if liv ecactio ithiese majorr it ems I ntoi appror-iate subt,-Iurn t uions.

Indicate which tinrrct iorns/srih-trurrct itrils/rnnpiri'nts might have wideir apin iill r'or111
in outhter engirlies or svnt em.
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6 indicate which components are likely to require major development

7 Establish order of priority for detailed value engineerlfg anlalysis.

8 Analyse the equipment function by function -

a) Appraisal of method of achieving the lunt(tion

b) Appraisal of each component

9 Across the board reviews at appropriate tames with specialists on relevant
topics, such as sealing, bearings, standardisation, servicing and maintenance,
etc.

PRESENTATION OF COST DATA

It is vitally important for the team to be fully aware of the factors contributing to
costs, of their magnitude and their relative importance, It is only ii, this way that
best use can be made of the available time by attacking the principal cost drivers.
Graphical presentations derivcI from primary cost data supplied by the Cost Estimating
Department have been found to be of great value in providing a focus for tile endeavours
of the team. Examples of typical graphical presentatioms which have been used in a
recent value analysis exercise on a solenoid valve which has identified potential
savings of the order of 9.5% are shown in Figures 6 to 8.

Fig 6 shows the basic cost structure for the solenoid valve. This is similar to the
typical example already given (Fig 3) in that labour for machining operations is the
main cost driver. At 9% the cost of' bought-out items is somewhat higher because of a
requirement in the customer's specification to fit a particular electrical connector
which alone accounts for 7% of the total cost of the unit.

The solenoid valve has four primary assemblies, the functions of which are

PIR IMARY ASSEMBLY FUNCTION

Valve Permits/stops fuel flow

Solenoid Operates the valve

Electrical connection Activates the solenoid

Heat Shield Protects the assembly

The value of the individual assemblies in relation to their cost can be assessed 1".
reference to the presentation which is shown in Fig 7 which also serves to highlight
unacceptably costly sub-assemblies such as the orifice assembly, the anvil and the coil
tube assembly.

Assembly & Test

LABOUR 18'

Machming etc -- R BO AEIL

ELECTRICAL V
CONNECTOR

B 0 BOUGHT OUT

FIG 6 - COSI TRUCTI E OF A TYPICAl .StOEN0) 1 f VAI AV
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Orifice Assembly 11
Valve 24,

Valve Assembly 7

1 Anvil (Part) 6

14 Anvil(Part) 8
Winding 6

Body 10 Solenoid 42,

Base Coil Tube Assembly 15

Plunoer Assembly 3'!

Connector 7 Electrical

Insulation Fasteners etc 5 Conriection 121

Heat Shield 4 Z

Assembly b Test 18/ I
Fl( G - I SII()l I I ION 01' l , I N A TYPICAI, SOIENOI D V AIVL

OESCRIPTION 0 1 Labour Hours 2 3

_- -
'Vi All -R

,'lo, s n)

I 44 111
II 484144n

Nnli 1A48
14 fRMII A1 SMMy
I', vAJUStNG 4444I1

44lIl4 A l j-.

* ,lAOIIS

111,Ii1i4NO4 PIUNiII ----

• d1 il al II., 441441

• I A 1-1

Combined Operations

Ft (8 - SOILENOID VAI,I - ANALYSIS O1F LABOURt

Ilaving established that. lablu r for manllifa 'liuring is the most importan cot c o eit se r i i
neessary to carry out an item by item arialysis, con(ettrating effort on tho.ge of highelesi
Labour content. *rhe bar clhart ,jhown inl Fig 8 clearly indicates that mo.st of' the la|h111Iw
is expended on a small number of the items. Iii this example 27N. of the components

account for 65% of the tabour. Partictilar atte ntion mu.st at,,o I)e p)aid to tho. se items
(marked by a. terisk) whiclh are common fo other ass.embliJes. Tihe.se are capable of' viel1iig
additional benefits provided that the cgeste chariges are acceptable in all (ase's. If
the modifications cannot be universally adopted care'ul (on9idlerat on must be given to
the possible penialt es resl t i rig from more than olite litandard having to he lii d1

a'.,.
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RELATIlONSHIPl OF. F.IRT COST' AND LlFE CYCLE COST'

In anly value enginieering exerc ise at tent ion must be pald b othI to fi rst cost and to thle
probable life cycle cost. First cost call be calculated with reasonable accuracy but
life cycle cost is much more difficult to estimate.

In many cases features which are introduced into a dlesign to improve reli abi lit y or to,
give longer life are reflected in anl inherently higher first cost which to be Just ified
must be outweighed by the benefit s ofierud. For instance, in the development of thir
piston type fuel pumps to withstand fuels of low lubricity and doubtful quality, Luicas
Aerospace call flow otter foel p ~umps which witll last for many thousands o1 hours under
these adverse conidi tions whichl might induce failuore in a st andard pump ill a relatively
short time. Because of the ext ensive use of metall1ised carbon, t ungst en cari de and
advanced polymers in their bearings thle conistruict ion of the long life pumsps is much more
complex thereby demandin a high cost premium as compared to thle st anidard pumllp. Whetheirr
this additionial cost is worthwhile iii a part icllar instance must be judged (il tile
service conditions which are likely to lie met.

In the course of valtue engineering features may be revealed whichi are considered to1
present reliability or lifiiig problems within the requirements of' the technical
spec ificat ion. Alt ernative sol ut ions will be off'ered for these features evenl if they
lecad to some increase in first cost.

Fortuiiately, riot all items which reduce life cycle costs adversely affect first cost
For instance, the wider appl icat ion of standard parts in a des igni will not only l ower
first cost but Will also give reduced overall costs together with improved spares
availability. ]i the case of' locking washers which are used] to secure ring flills we
have introduced a design which is not onlIy lower in first cost tout al so reduces o~verhauil
and repair costs by avoi ding aii experisi ye I brow-away item. I'lie, two designs are shown ini
Fig 9). The improved version is a two piece construc tion which separates Ithe thbin cop
which is deformed into the ring nut slots fronm the thicker base and aiiti-ro tat 1 un (log.
'The or iginial one piece design ini soft austenlit ic mto iiiless steel bad of' niecess ityv to the

machined from solid to prov ide adequate st rength in t lie dog, whereas iii the impijroved
dlesi go bethI pieces are simple press inrgs. Only ole of' thtese , thle cup, is rep laced onI

oiverhlaul.

B. Two Piece Cupwashcr
Pressed from Strip

MATERIAL Precipitation Hardened
Stainless Steel

A. One Piece Cupwasher--
Machined from Austenitic
Stainless Steel Bar

MATERIAL Austenitic Stainless Steel

FI , 9-FAlIt It AltN OF" LOtCKING' IWASllEl

RESI1JS- -ACIEVED

The savings which canl he real ised by tile v'a In engli let-i g oft a flew piroduict or valule
anialysis if' anl exist jog proidulct clearly dleplenduipoin thle cost ci tic ieiicy of thle or'iginal
(Ies i go.

It is our experiece that potentia l uniiit sa% igs lit theii order lit :210% call bie expelcteci

from va Ilie enginiecrinrg at f ie des igni scheme ;t agve * Ivi' gr'eat er tuiiilit, 5call sonilvt 11111

he achievocd by radical changes at the def init ioui stage'. IThese rewairds aii' large ;our
cost l ittlIe mor'c thani t ile t ine and1 effort eXli-Ildil-i liy tilie vaflule enigiInvleeri g t eamnd
other cor-opite sp1~ec(iali sts.
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For example, in a recently completed exercise on an advanced control an estimated
potential unit saving of £2680 or 19% was gained for a total expenditure of 1286 mal
hours. The progress of this project is shown in Fig 10. In this particular instance
approximately 50% of the components unique to the control were amended or deleted to

produce the savings.

Original- Targets Rev'

/

Under

200 Consideration

Accepted
ITEMS as Designed

Amended
or Deleted

0
5 10 15 20 25 30 35

TEAM MEETINGS

FIG 10 - VALUE ENGINEEPING OF A TYPICAl. FUEl. CONTROL

No changes were made to standard items and, to avoid adverse interactions, nto components
which were common to other equipment already in production were altered. The improve-

-merit with time of the performance of the team which is a normal feature of such
operations can be seen clearly in this example. Another point which should be noted
is tie re-establishmient of a realistic completion target when, after about 16 meetings,
it became evident that the initial arbitrary target would not be attainable.

lecause of the need to maintain interchangeability so as to avoid service problems the
rewards which canl be achieved by value analysis of an existing design which is establish-
-ed in production are not so great, unit savings of 8 - 10% being typical in our
experience. Also, to arrive at a final assessment of the real value of an apparently

attractive modification it is important to take into account the cost of implementing
the change. All contributory factors mu.-t be quantified including engineering costs
associated with re-proving the parts, tooling costs and administration costs, not
forgetting the important area of service engineering. It must also be remembered that
costs might be incurred not only by the supplier but also by the customer and the
,,pera t oro

CONC I, SI )NS

Vialue Engieriering using small project dedicated teams has been applied profitably to tire
design i)f" hydromechanical controls for aircraft engines.

(ir,-i tere- savings can be realised at the initial design scheme stage than are possible by
valtie analysis after it has entered production.
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AI'PENDIX I

RULES FOR COST EFFECTIVE DESIGN

MINIMISE

Number of components
Number of' machining operations
Number of untried design solutions
Number of non-standard items

AVOID

Difficult materials
Difficult machiniing operat ionis
Difficult processes
Costly throw-away items

RELAX

Tolerances
Fits
Surface finishes

SIMI'I, FY

Assembly
Test ifig

BUT

Do not forget that these "rules" are generalisatiois
and their effects will interact. Therefore an overall
view must be maintained at all times so as to ensNure
that each necessary function is provided at lowest cost.

N 0 T E S

Most of the "rules" given above are fairly self-explanatory but for clarity ,om' are(
enlarged upon below

FACTORS AFFECTED BY TIlE NUMBER OF COMPONENTS IN TIlE l'IODUC'

Design
Detailing
Machining content
Shop floor handling
Tooling
Assembly
Inventory

BUT : It may be preferable to separate a part of a complex component which wil I be
subject to deterioration in service and so avoid a costly throw-away item.

POTENTIAL ')BLI.EMS ARISING FROM UNTPIED DESIGN SOIuTIONS

Might not work
Need for proving
Need for development
Need for modiit'ication
Need to coninre the costomer

Ill;r Too rigid adherence to the principle shou lIl not ke a llowed to stifle good
creatve design.
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BENEFITS OF USING SI'ANDAPtD ITEMS

(a) Stalidard parts

Rteducedr desigin and~ detailing costs

G~reat er t echiical bac kgrounnd
No developmenit costs
No provinug costs
Lower i nventorv cost.%
Shorter lead time
II' a nat ional standard - no int-house miartlac toring costs
It' it companyv st andard - redticed tool ing costs

- eCOniomiy of' qlnrant it

b ) Starndard mater ialIs

Great er t echni ical background
No develo pmennt costs5
Ease of' supply
Shorter lead time

l"ACFtIHS AFFECTING Dl .F CIUTY OF MlATERtIAI.S

Availability - only onie suppi ier
- overseas so0itr c i ,1

Probl Iems a t supp Ii iers - Cast abi lit ,N
- Fo rmab i]I i t
- QuaIi ty

Ntanru fac t ur fig propert i es v g :Machifi i irfig

Joi i ig

III at irfig
Ileat 'Treatment

Engi iieer inrg proper t ies

Cost

DlI'llICULTY OFl NIACIIINI NG OPERtATIOtNS

tiniccssai y complicated mnachirnirng oper-atio(ins shioulId be avo ided, llre I"loiwi ruiar
particularly unrdesirabile:

Hl~nIes-ltrill ed at anr anrgle to the sux't'ace
Dleep holes irntersectirig at acuite anigles which give rise to delr'rring Ju'roblc'uur
lIit(i-rna I unidercuiit s
F~lat but tomed holes where a drill point would sufflice
Exterral protrusions onf otherwise c ircirlar marchtinred si-laces, e gar -o tri
dlogs oil 'l airg('

'lie 101 lowinig typical miachItiri ig proc es s es are I is ted i ii oIrde r cI' iie eas i ifg (Il IIA i cIil It

Least iiltFicil t I Grindling
Sawinrg

3 Single point turning
'I Planing arid shaping

5 Shallow drillig
6 Milling

7 HIigh -speed, light fePed screw macining
8 Screw macbhininig with form tools
9 Boring
It() Deep drilling
11 Generation of gear teeth
12 Tappinug
I 3 Ext ernral broac hiing

most dliffticult 14 T Internal broachiing

FAc~t)RS AFFECTINGi DIFFlICU~LTY OF PROCESSES

Availability - can it bre done iii-lnniise
- it uit side, is there more t hair uric supcplier

Ease oif appl icat irn
O~perator skill
Enviroimental/lleal tb/Safety

f Quality
Reliability
Cost
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